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L AGENDA

Advisory Committee on Civil Rules
October 17-18, 1996

I. Opening Remarks of Chairman (Oral report)

II. Approval of Minutes of April 1996 Meeting

III. Class Action Proposal

A. Proposal Published for Comment, Three Public Hearings Scheduled,
it L, ' Comment Period Expires February 15, 1997

B. Discussion of Rule 23 by the Standing Committee and Subsequent
Report Focussing on Primary Rule 23 Issues

L IV. RAND Report Evaluating CJRA Plans

r A. Consideration of the Report, Especially its Potential Impact on the
Civil Rules (Oral report)

L B. Timing and Status of Judicial Conference Report on CJRA to
Congress

V. Consideration of Scope and Nature of Rules Governing Discovery

A. American College of Trial Lawyers' Proposal

L B. RAND Study Dealing with Discovery Issues (Oral report)

roll VI. Status of Review of Copyright Rules of Practice and Procedure

VII. Service of Post-Complaint Papers by Commercial Carriers
!

A. Consideration by Bankruptcy Rules Committee of a Proposal toL Authorize Service of Motions and Accompanying Briefs by Electronic
Means

B. Service by Commercial Carriers
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Agenda
Advisory Committee on Civil Rules
October 17-18-1996 L

VIII. Supplemental Admiralty Rules B, C, and E

IX. Proposal Facilitating Use of Expert Witness Panels in Mass Tort Litigation

X. Consideration of Proposed Amendment to Evidence Rule 103 C

XI. Next Meeting in Conjunction with ABA Conference on RAND Study of
CJRA at the University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, March 20-22, 1997
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ti 1 DRAFT MINUTES

2 CIVIL RULES ADVISORY COMMITTEE

3 APRIL 18 and 19, 1996

4 NOTIE: THIS DRAFT HAS NOT BEN REVIEWED BY TEE CORMITTEE

5 The Civil Rules Advisory Committee met on April 18 and 19,
6 1996, at the Administrative Office of the United States Courts in

r 7 Washington, D.C. The meeting was attended by all members of the
8 Committee: Judge Patrick E. Higginbotham, Chair, and Judge John L.
9 Carroll, Judge David S. Doty, Justice Christine M. Durham, Francis

10 H. Fox, Esq., Assistant Attorney General Frank W. Hunger, Mark 0.
11 Kasanin, Esq., Judge David F. Levi, Judge Paul V. Niemeyer, Carol
12 J. Hansen Posegate, Esq., Professor Thomas D. Rowe, Jr., Judge
13 Anthony J. Scirica, Judge C. Roger Vinson, and Phillip A. Wittmann,
14 Esq. Edward H. Cooper was present as reporter. Former member John
15 P. Frank, Esq., also attended. Judge Alicemarie H. Stotler
16 attended as Chair of the Committee on Rules of Practice and
17 Procedure; Professor Daniel Coquillette attended as Reporter, And
18 Sol Schreiber, Esq., attended as liaison member, of that Committee.
19 Judge Jane A. Restani attended as liaison representative from the
20 Bankruptcy Rules Advisory Committee. John K. Rabiej and Mark D.
21 Shapiro represented the Rules Committee Support Office, and Karen
22 Kremer of the Administrative Office of the United States Courts
23 also attended. Thomas E. Willging represented the Federal Judicial
24 Center. Other observers and participants are named in the
25 appendix.

26 Judge Higginbotham welcomed the members of the Committee,
27 other participants, and observers.

A., 28 The Minutes of the November, 1995 meeting were approved.

29 RULES PUBLISHED FOR COMMENT IN 1995

30 Amendments of four rules were published for comment in 1995.
31 Rules 9(h), 26(c), 47(a), and 48 drew substantial written comments.
32 Hearings were held in Oakland, California; Atlanta, Georgia; and
33 New Orleans, Louisiana. All members of the Committee had the
34 complete written comments and transcripts of the hearings.
35 Summaries of the written comments and the hearing testimony also

L 36 were provided. Action on these proposals came first on the
37 Committee agenda.

38 Rule 9(h)

39 The proposal to amend Rule 9(h) would remove an ambiguity in
40 the present rule provision relating to interlocutory appeals in
41 admiralty. It is not clear whether appeal can be taken under §
42 1292(a) (3) when, in a case that includes both an admiralty claim
43 and a nonadmiralty claim, the court acts on a nonadmiralty claim by
44 an order that would qualify for § 1292(a)(3) appeal if it had
45 involved an admiralty claim. The proposal resolves the ambiguity
46 by permitting appeal. Public comment was sparse, but was
47 approving. The Committee voted unanimously to recommend that the
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48 Standing Committee recommend adoption of the amendment to the

49 Judicial Conference.

50 Rule 26(a)

51 The proposal to amend Rule 26(c) has been discussed
52 extensively by-the Committee. The proposal that was published in
53 1995 was discussedextensively at the October, 1994 and April, 1995
54 meetings. The proposal' drew substantial written comment and
55 testimony.

56 Discussion began by' observing that the most frequently
57 expressed concern was that the proposal expressly recognizes the
58 common practice of entering discovery protective 'orders on
59 stipulation of the parties. This reference to stipulated orders
60 rested on the Committee's belief that in creating explicit
61 procedures alto modify or dissolve protective ,order's, existing
62 listipulatioh practice should be confirmed. In March, +1995, the' li
63 Judicial Conference asked the Committee to reconsider the''proposal.
64 One bas"is for i ts,,concern was' that the proposal submitted to the
65 Judicial Cbonference1 lhad been modified from the proposal that was
66 first publilshed. 'The Committee' responded by recommending
67 publication of the same proposal for a' newround of public comment.
68 Pub licationp-in fact prompted extensive 'comment that repeated
69 Co s thCa t 'h' a idd beacome earlier p ubiicl comments and
70 Committe de iber ation

71 The new round of public comment and testimony also focused
72 substantial attention on the reliance factor that was listed in
73 both the first 'and~slecondo' published proposals as one element in the
74 determination whether to modify or dissolve a protective order.
75 The fear expressed is that this factor will make it too difficult
76 to getlreli'ef. The thread of the comments seems to reflect a
77 desire to require a" , judge-made, finding ,of good cause before a
78 protective orderican be entered, and at the same time to make it
79 easier to modify an orde r. "This combination of desires does not
80 seem lielqy to be' [realized in the real world; once a judge has made
81 an exprss det ermination'' of'I good c= iitis likely to be[more 1
82 di icuit to persuade~ te judge to mdf he order.

83 I'Exploration, Iof Rule 026(c) was initially prompted by 2
84 CongresSiXonal concern thati1 protective orders may be thwarting
85 access to information that is important to protect the public
86 health and safety. Throughout consideration of the gradually -

87 developed proposal, several members of the Committee have been
88 skeptical of the need for any action. This history may help in
89 choosing among the present alternatives: (1)1change the proposal
90 stillf futher, perhaps so extensively that another round of public
91 comment should be requested; (2) reject theproposal; (3), send the
92 propos~all forwardX with a recommendation for adoption;, ore (4)
93 conti nue1 to study the proposal in a broader framework that includes
94 study of1the ule 26(b)(l) scope of discovery.

95 The first observation expressed a lack of enthusiasm for going
96 forward with the proposal. This subject ha s been studied
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97 extensively, and it is not clear that the proposal is any better
98 than present practice, that it will improve anything. The inquiry
99 began in response to a desire to integrate the Enabling Act

100 rulemaking process with Congressional study. If our conclusion is
101 that there is no real need to act, perhaps it is better to hold the
102 topic for continuing study as part of a broader review of
103 discovery. This view was repeated later, with the observation that
104 there are not many problems in actual practice. The proposal may
105 upset general procedure that now works perfectly well by
106 stipulation, creating a whole series of hearings that are not held
107 now. Other members of the Committee agreed that they simply do not
108 encounter problems in practice.

109 Kenneth ,Sherk, representing the Federal Rules of Civil
110 Procedure Committee of the American College of Trial Lawyers, noted
111 that they had concluded that the proposal is innocuous so long as
112 stipulation practice is clearly protected. They could easily
113 agree, however, that there is no need to make any change.

114 The responding view was that the changes are good and should
115 be sent forward. The decision of the Sixth Circuit in the recent
116 Proctor & G Xble. litigation with Business Week may show skepticism
117 about stipulated consent orders that could cause difficulty in the
118 future. But the language relating to stipulated orders should be
119 revised to require that the stipulation show good cause, or that an
120 evidentiary showing be made: "for good cause shown by motion, by
121 stipulation of the parties, or by evidentiary showing."

122 The need for language referring to an evidentiary showing was
123 questioned. If there is a hearing, the opportunity to advance
124 evidence is clear. The requirement that there be a motion if there

&; 125 is no stipulation carries a hearing opportunity with it. And the
126 Sixth Circuit concerns were thought to arise from the fact that the
127 parties had, by /consent, sought to seal pleadings and other
128 materials filed with the court.

129 Other advantages were urged in support of going'ahead with the
130 proposal. Rule 26(c) now seems to require a showing of good cause.

Li 131 Stipulated orders are common, however, and can be beneficial. The
132 stipulation practice should be confirmed by the rule. And the
133 explicit provisions for modification or dissolution clarify many
134 lingering doubts that beset present practice. The factors listed
135 in subdivision !,(c), (3) (B) also make it clear that if a protective
136 order is entered by stipulation, the court must consider the need
137 for protection de novo when a motion is made to modify or dissolve

is 138 the order. This change too is good.

139 Discussion then returned to themes that were sounded at
140 earlier meetings. Protective orders are an integral part of the
141 arrangement that makes tolerable the sweeping scope of discovery
142 allowed by, Rule 26(b)(1). Discovery sweeps in much information
143 that otherwise is protected against any public inquiry, and sweeps
144 it in merely on showing that it is relevant to the subject-matter
145 involved in the pending action. There is no need to show that it
146 would be adamissible in evidence, so long as it appears reasonably
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147 calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. The
148 proposal that the Committee reconsider this scope of discovery will
149 provide occasion for further consideration of protective orders.
150 The scope of discovery has been approached in the ,past, but no ills
151 changes have been recommended. In 1970, the requirement of good
152 cause was ,dropped from the document-production provisions of Rulel C
153 34. The, concern with stipulated protective orders today seems to 1]
154 focus, in 2large , part on , Cdocuments ,,produced in discovery', and
155 historically Ithere has been an interactioni, between the working of
156 document 'productioqi and protective orders. I,, Perhaps!l further n
157 consideration 6of, protetiveorders should ,be integretedtwithia
158 broader study of the scope of discovery. ,If ithe scope ,of Rediscovery
159 is to be narrowed, it may le important to reG :prse the role of
160 protect-ive ',prdersI in relation to narrwrdsoey L
161 A motion ais ,made Pto hold Athe Rule 2s6(c) proposal for further'
162 study in connunction wiith, studyLof te broaerscope[f discovery. t b
163 Discussion suggested that it rshould be imade'lear that the
164 committ~ee ~is not backi away fpo th prpsl Uhch expresses
165 goodpati~ JAn zddi onal r r 6w sta th
166 RAND" rp al p u r h i J Act
167 will b ailab S nd 1liX~ [ 1b. broaaRuln2
168 topics oena o'~rgao
169 the yem gnar PasaIajo rormo

170 w'al Iaske whetherldeferral woIuld require yet another round
171 of publicat ipnd p li4~icommentiqifllfthe Committee should decide in
172 the fut4r; t recomedadoption of the current Rule 26(c)

173 proposal. jL [~ , r~o&dtht~sm poi~nt, conti~nued delay
174 might gix±!l[ .~ ~ied~o~nwrrelation to w-hatever
175 develop Met" tui No clear time line
176 was idet14Ld~

177 hej 1 m otion to oinlfuilteerli consideration of Rule 26(c) to
178 study of t general scope of discp ery provided by Rule 26(b)(1),
179 and the rlt4get~r whethr ocet discovery should be
180 governed ij an hat govern other
181 discovr wa yuaiosvte.

182 | Rule 47(a)

183 The Rule 47(a) proposal published in 1995 would establish a
184 right forl lawyers to particpt i voir dire examination of
185 prospective jurors, subject t resoable limits set by the court
186 in its discretion. This r r extensive comment. Almost
187 all of the many federal Juidg 6s&wh6lc en e on the proposal spoke
188 in opposition. Commentsfo thibarl ,re not, as nearly unanimous,
189 but the very large majority of gba~ cofnments supported the proposal.

190 Di cu siphopenedw oblsion that in an ideal world,
191 virtua &I ede Low lawyer participation in
192 voir drm e T colefimmon the-Me of, most
193 commensb eeljigs sehlI ~at the w 6lllse control
195 in voi # hr ls s~~yjiawyer participation

195 in vo ~~Yv~tf 4h 1random selection"
196 philosopywa heei h eal v~~~ njry selectioh, that any
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197 group of six or more jurors will do as well as any other, although
198 this view is seldom made explicit. Many of the adverse comments
199 reflect direct experience with state systems in which the right of
200 lawyer participation has run riot.

201 As compared to judicial comments, many lawyers say that
202 selection practices are inadequate in many courts. Judges do not
203 adequately understand the case, and fail to appreciate the
204 importance of direct lawyer questioning to supplement initial
205 questioning by the judge. Written questions submitted to the judge
206 simply to not provide sufficient opportunity to follow up answers
207 with further questions. The lawyers recognize that they will not
208 be allowed an open field with the jury.

209 These competing visions of reality make it difficult to write
210 a rule.

211 Most federal judges now do what the draft would have them do.
212 They can share their experience with other judges, encouraging them
213 to test the waters. The Federal Judicial Center can be encouraged
214 - and indeed seems receptive - to put voir dire on its educational
215 agenda for new judges and for judge workshops. The workshops may
216 be vital. Simply bringing-judges together with small numbers of
217 respected local attorneys for frank discussion can prove highly
218 productive.

219 The comments from the bench and bar before and during the
220 comment period have proved most useful. They can set the stage for
221 new educational efforts and improved communication on these issues.
222 In addition, they identified the potential problems that arise from
223 the use of questionnaires to supplement oral voir dire.
224 Questionnaires can be quite useful. But they also can become quite
225 extensive, seeking information for a psychological profile to be
226 used by "jury consultants." This is cause for concern.

227 Discussion turned to the most effective means of encouraging
228 education of both bench and bar. The first step should be an
229 information report to the Standing Committee, for the Judicial
230 Conference, describing the problems that have been reported to the
231 Committee. Significant problems with jury selection have been
232 clearly identified by comments from the bar, and the conclusion
233 that the best present solution may not involve amendment of Rule
234 47(a) does not justify complete inaction. The Committee should
235 encourage informal meetings between groups of judges and respected
236 local lawyers for frank discussion of the problems. The Committee
237 also should consider whether there is some other means of spreading
238 the information gathered during the public comment period. There
239 may be some room for systematic experimentation to test the
240 information provided by the Federal Judicial Center survey of
241 federal judges.

242 Concern was expressed that Rule 47(a) was published for
243 comment in tandem with identical proposed changes in Criminal Rule
244 24(a). The Criminal Rules Advisory Committee had not yet met to
245 discuss the public comments - most of which were addressed alike
246 to both rules - and might reach a different conclusion as to the
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247 wisdom of pursuing rules amendments now. The need for lawyer
248 participation in voir dire examination may seem even stronger in
249 criminal prosecutions, particularly in capital cases. The
250 Committee anticipated, however, that the Criminal Rules Committee
251 also would conclude that education is the better part of immediate
252 reform efforts. '

253 The Committee concluded unanimously that it should continue to
254 study Rule '47(a) while encouraging the Federal Judicial Center to
255 go ahead with. educational efforts and also encouraging further
256 study of jury questionnaires.

257 'Rule 48e

258 The 1995 proposal would amend Rule 48 to require that all
259 civil juries begin trial with 12 members, absent agreement by the
260 parties on a smaller number. As under present practice, there
261 would be no provision for alternates, and the unanimity requirement
262 would remain unchanged. This proposal drew substantial public
263 comment.' Much of the comment approved the1,prpposal. No part of
264 the comment suggested that 12-person juries are intrinsically
265 inferior to' the 6- or 8-person juries commonly used in civil tr
266 actions today. Concerns were Sexpressed about cost and delay,
267 however, focusing on the!'neded to assemble larger panels, select and
268 pay more jurors, and meet the problem`arising from the fact that
269 some magistrate-judge cpurtrooms have j ur boxes too small to
270 accommodate 12-person juri. some concern lso was expressed with
271 the prospect that failur oare on a verdict might be more
272 common with 12-person I i amalpLer juries.

273 Discussion began with reflections! onIiItthe great divergences A
274 among estimates of the marginal ilcosts, associated with moving to 12-
275 person juries, and on the equally greatfuncertainties of all the
276 estimates, None 'lof the jplatusibleestim$ L si however, seem to
277 threaten undue additional cost. The* problpm Iof inadequate jury
278 boxes, can' be Addressed in'vi pii swaysH including scheduling
279 magistrate-j1ude civil triLls in, istr rt rooms' that are
280 equipped fora 12-personL i wen is not possible, the
281 parties willeed to ned
282 to the fatr Iht ix~flpence' th hthrt consent to
283 mnagiptraejuIetrial, I The iilabe daa nldng most

284 Pe "0copar o betpA ~6~ern cvljure and 12-
285 p e ~~~~aiat ha' i nomeasurable

286 difrnei he7fiuro4ge rINI JII

287 as n voicin tientativ upr~o~h ropoal, one reservationL
288 wasnoted -arising Ifroml~ til populated rrlaes

289 It may prove, ifficultirt sei~~~ufceil large jury panels
290 to ensureI 12-pr u~,tafiu!al L ases~ that involve
291 frequent acqua intacsbt nptniljupr an the,-parties or
292 people relae to'hdaris f 30 urors are summoned, it is

294 naever cesrecia'R ivlIn tleast~ some of these
294 cas I 6~~acion ~b gtb~pison. inmates -the

295 partie ar o dsiuae' mJ~ Jres., Perhaps, as
296 with Rue 47a t~ud~ ~~ ipyt norage the use of
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297 12-person juries.

298 Reservations were expressed on the basis of the public
299 comments. Some suggest that the comments do not reflect a
300 groundswell of support for the change: Eight-person juries have
301 become common in civil trials of any expected length because of the
302 abolition of alternate jurors, and 12-person juries are common in
303 complex cases because of the fear that jurors will be lost as the
304 trial extends to several days or even weeks. And we may have
305 underestimated the costs, including the burdens imposed on the

L 306 jurors themselves, their employers, and others. So long as we have
307 a unanimity requirement, defendants will always prefer 12-person
308 juries, and will not stipulate to smaller juries simply to have an
309 earlier trial before a magistrate judge.

310 The magistrate-judge concern was met by reference to data
311 showing that in the most recent year available, the average was 1.1
312 civil jury trials per magistrate judge. Many magistrate judges
313 never try jury cases. Most jury trials before magistrate judges
314 occur only in specific parts of the country. Concerns about
315 prisoner litigation should not control a matter of such general

LI 316 importance. There is also some hope that the prisoner litigation
317 problem will be eased by proposals pending in Congress.

318 It was observed that the entire cost of the jury system,
319 including both civil and criminal cases, is less than the cost of
320 one manned bomber. It is not so much as a blip on the screen of
321 the national budget, and is a tiny fraction even of the budget for
322 the judiciary.

323 Six-person juries have been used only since Chief Justice
324 Burger, by extra-curial comment, effectively directed their use as
325 a cost-saving measure, and perhaps also with some sense of
326 hostility to jury trial. "Six is half-way to zero." To say that
327 people are comfortable with the system is not comforting; those who

11z 328 have experience with 12-person juries in civil cases often are less
329 sanguine about smaller juries than those whose experience has been

r-t' 330 only with smaller juries.

L 331 Unanimity is a false issue. In criminal cases, studies show
332 that the unanimity requirement affects the dynamics of
333 deliberation, but not the rate of hung juries. Hung juries are

A_ 334 very rare, both in civil and criminal trials.

335 It is incontestable that 12-person juries more than double the
336 probability that a particular jury will include representatives of
337 various minority groups. The increase in representativeness is
338 almost exponential. Many lawyers have commented as well that it is
339 easier for a single forceful person to dominate a smaller jury,
340 lending anecdotal support to the regular findings of psychologists
341 and sociologists. The dynamics of jury deliberations are different
342 in larger juries. The jury studies that lent support to the( 343 initial proposal remain convincing. The actual experience of a 12-
344 member jury trial is more reassuring. Putting aside any mystical
345 qualities, the 12-person jury developed and was adhered to for
346 centuries, distilling the wisdom of vast experience. "Carpentry
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347 costs" should not stand in the way.

348 The question whether bankruptcy-judge and magistrate-judge
349 trials should be exempted from a 12-member jury requirement was
350 discussed briefly. It was concluded that it is better to encourage
351 scheduling in 12-person jury courtrooms, so as not to complicate
352 the choice between district-judge and other-judge trials. Consent V
353 to smaller juries can resolve such scheduling difficulties as
354 remain.

355 The motion to recommend that the Standing Committee recommend V
356 adoption of the proposal to provide for 12-person juries in Rle 48
357 was approved by vote of 11 for,, 2' against i'

358 Rule Not Yet Published

359 Rule 23

360 Discussion of Rule 23 began with an invitation to consider the
361 draft by asking what can be achieved by (b)(3) class actions that
362 cannot be achieved by consolidation and other tools. The 1966
363 version of Rule 23 came into being as the Advisory Committee worked
364 through concerns about civil rights injunction class actions. What J
365 would the world look like if1 (b)(3) were abrogated? Is (b)(3)
366 desirable for single event disasters, such as airplane crashes?
367 What of the securities field, where private enforcement often takes
368 the form of a (b)(3) class actioln?j And what of other fields of

369 litigation that amass large nu mers of small claims into a (b)(3)
370 class? i

371 One of the changes that emerged from the November, 1995
372 meeting was an addition to (b) (3) of a required finding that a '4

373 class action be "necessary" for the fair and efficient adjudication
374 of the controversy. The purpose was to serve a heuristic function
375 by encouraging courts to look beyond "efficiency," to emphasize the

376 fairness of trying individual traditional cases in traditional
377 ways. The combination of "necessary" with "superior' is awkward,
378 however, seeming to require denial of certification for want of
379 necessity, even though a class action might seem superior. In
380 informational discussion with the Standing Committee in January, t
381 1996, moreover, some concern was expressed about the tangled
382 history of "necessary" parties in Rule 19. The present draft
383 suggests elimination of "necessary" from the required (b) (3) L
384 findings, and substitution of a new subparagraph (A) that requires
385 consideration of the need for certificatipn as one factor bearing
386 on the findings of predominance and superiority.

387 Another of the November changes led tp alternative provisions
388 requiring consideration of the probable outcome on the merits as
389 part of the required (b)(3) findings. Increasing concerns have
390 beenexpressed about the impact offthis i quirement. One concern
391 arises from the prospect-that a prediction of the merits must be
392 supported by extensive, discove protracting the certification
393 determination and adding great expense. Another concern arises

394 from the effects of1 the d however tentatively and
395 subordinately it may be expressed, * 11 pe prediction of the merits may

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I
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396 affect all future proceedings in the case and may have real-world
397 consequences as well. Impact on market evaluation of a company's
398 stock was one frequently offered illustration. Various responses
399 are suggested by the new drafts - to require a finding of, probable
400 merit only if requested by a party opposing class certification; to
401 eliminate the requirement that, there be a finding, but to leave the
402 probable outcome on the merits as one of the factors bearing on
403 predominance and superiority; to consider probable outcome on the
404 merits only as part of an evaluation of the value of "probable
405 class relief"; or to adhere to present practice that, at least
406 nominally, prohibits consideration of the merits in determining
407 whether to certify a class.

408 The November changes also included in the (b) (3) factors
409 consideration whether the public interest and private benefits of
410 probable relief to individual class members justify the burdens of
411 the litigation. Class actions have become an important element of
412 private attorney-general enforcement of many statutes. In
413 considering the problem of class actions that yield little benefit
414 to class members, the problem is cynicism about the process that
415 generates such remedies as "coupons" that may provide more benefit
416 to the, defendants and class lawyers than to class members. Yet
417 there may be, indirect benefits to the public at large in deterring
418 wrongdoing, and in , some cases it may ,be, desirable to force
419 disgorgement 'bof ,wrongful profits ,without regard to individual
420 benefits.,T, k`e qiuestion is in part wheth er it is, wise to rely on
421 private enforcement through Rule, 23, rather than specific
422 Congressionally, mandated private enforcementdevices - and whether
423 the question is different as to statutes enacted before Rule 23
424 enforcement hAd become ,,well recognized than as to more recent
425 statutes.

426 Settlement classes were discussed extensively in November, but
427 without reaching even, tentative conclusions that could be embodied
428 in a revised draft. One of the most difficult questions is whether
429 it is possible to' ?provide meaningful guidance on the, use of
430 "futures" classes of people who have not yet instituted litigation,

i, 431 may not realize they have been injured, and indeed may not yet have
432 experienced any of the latent injuries that eventually will arise
433 from past events. Classes of future claimants can achieve orderly
434 systems for administering remedies that avoid the risk that present
435 claimants will deplete or exhaust defense resources - including
436 liability insurance - and preempt any effective remedy for the
437 future claimants. Thereare serious questions that remain to be
438 resolved, however,, and ,that will be addressed in actions now
439 pending on appeal.d

440 Rule 23(f): Interlocutory Appeals

441 Specific discussion of the multiple drafts provided in the
442 agenda turned first to the interlocutory appeal provision in the
443 "minimum changes" draft, Rule 23(f). This provision has endured
444 with no meaningful changes through several drafts, and has
445 encountered littlelfmeaningful opposition. Initial concerns about

t 446 expanding the opportunities for discretionary interlocutory appeals
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447 have tended to fade on close study of the limits built into the
448 draft.

449 The most commonly expressed reservations were revisited.,,
450. Courts of appeals have actively-,used mandamus review, in several
451, ,j. recent cases, providing the needed safety valve for improvident
452 class 6certifications. If an explicit Iinterlocutory, appeal F?
453 provision' isTadded, every case willgenerate an attempted'appeal.
454' 4hA heavy' but en will b1 e p laced on appellate courts. Thecost and
455 111 ,,,,j~llldelay will be, substantial.,i,,,,d, No lawyer worthy of pursuing a class
456 I,,,,.jlction wi1 let pass an, po t ity to appeal. ,

457 The common responses also were 'revisited., The extraordinary
458 writs should not be subject,,to the pressures generated iby Rule 23
459 certification decisions. I,, Mandamus ishould ,,lremaipi 'a-,,special
460 Instrumient;. The Iburden, ~'of applicatipns 'f~lor l~permiigssive, appeals461 under 1 92 (b) is not heavy; court of p srning procedures
462 ~, are effective. Motions for[ ~f' vee to4`ppe~al *ill~ b handled in the,
463 same wya ther motion, 1fAnld e~rly~ei s~elrb

464 It ws w noted that the Aippela i
465 engagedI! in, draftin "an APP6-~t Ru- e tha W, id implenierit' proposed
466 ' Civil Rtile 23(f ;IIThe 4infa!p )pOS' wduld haVf on'amended
467 Appellate #q10 5 1 t nl i aP als 1as w Tq 1s appeals
468 from distrlc` court r the d
469 considesratio Jth. AThei tt iecet
4706' should' a ttemP to c" tig! de111h r tha
471 there wllire one piingeei t sl4 mg be re nd sotthat K

479 altrntivly~tm'gh efeclA~~iateqiulnh~ wselqstinctioe all!faarietieo

472 of appeals appeal in t~e nt u l s iv is hoped
473 that 'thde, i~prt~juct~ the '[ ar4 bi

474 Standin~g COmmitteeo tl~ #Mel iea 'ue2()

475 One modest drafting change, was suggstd. The most recent
476 draft refers to appeal from dlal itordero "granting 'or denyingda request
4778 for2clas n certific ifcato" Theletion of a requesnoforly was
478 suggested on the ground nw th it lnigwt' be redundant, or
479 alternatively' might eff~ectJei ri~itinb aiigt

'drIfor appeal in thyzwse rstiction byit fa-iing to
480 providel pthhat icuj rlysensitive situto iwich481 a triah l t Lcour t has acted' Qi oni motion todgrant or deny class
482 certification. The Idelte . proved unanimeously'.'g r

IdIIi. ~ [F ' '483 ' subpar m j4newsubdii sn El wasL Ijapproved unanimnously.492 hever
484 Benefits ind Bur f diC"a~s, Ati

485 The next portion of "l n' draft to be discussed
486 was (b),(3) subpargap sI1~J t(simlfisth raft that
487 emerged from the Novemer, meetiN9. he Noember tmeeting generated
488 a subparaqrapIL, (G),: w1ihet1 plcinrest in - and the
489 private benefit's of Lti ~bb rle 'o individual class
490 members, justif y, thi011 bud~ro h~ ~tgto[) The mi nimum
491 changesi 'draft IL' m ~ a~~ Ja uprgaph' F, and
492 el iminates any ~explicit ne t1eubicntr :"hhr
493 the probablep rlief toId[ lcasmebrjuti the costs L
494 and burdeps of, IT ih~sfom the -factor

495 emphaszes, thei otnF rlef; 1 4diiuaclass members
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496 - even a significant aggregate sum, when divided among a large
497 number of plaintiffs, may provide such trivial benefit that the
498 justification for class litigation must be on grounds other than
499 the benefits to individual class members.

500 The origin of the probable relief factor lies in concern that
501 Rule 23(b) (3) is an aggregation device that, separate from the
502 special concerns -reflected in (b) (1) and (b) (2) class actions,
503 should focus on the individual claims being aggregated. The
504 traditional focus and justification for individual private
505 litigation is individual remedial benefit. Most private wrongs go
506 without redress. Class treatment can provide meaningful redress
507 for wrongs that otherwise would not~ be righted, and the value of
508 the individual relief can be important. But class actions should
509 not stray far from this source of legitimacy. Public enforcement
510 concerns should enter primarily when Congress creates explicit
511 private enforcement procedures. As the note to one of the drafts
512 articulated this view, 'we should not establish a roving Rule 23
513 commission that authorizes class counsel to enforce the law against
514 private wrongdoers." Focus should hold steady on the objective
515 cash value and subjective intrinsic value of the relief available
516 to actual class members.

517 The "corrective justice" and "deterrent" elements of small-
518 claims class actibns were noted repeatedly as a supplement to the
519 focus on private remedies. ,It was urged that consideration of the
520 value of probable relief to individual class members does not
521 foreclose consideration of these elements as well. But it also was
522 urged that indeed this factor should focus only on the value of
523 private relief. A Slother view would put courts in the position of
524 weighing the public importance of Aifferent statutory policies, and
525 perhaps the relative importance of "minor" or "technical"
526 violations as compared to flagrant or intentional violations.

527 Discussion immediately turned to the two central elements of
528 the formulation. i kHopw is a court to predict the probable relief?
529 And what are the costs and benefits invoked?

530 One suggestion was that attention should focus in part on a
531 determination whether the motivating force of the class action is
532 a desire for attorney fees.

533 "Probable relief" in the (b) (3) context is damages. The
534 example that was used in much of the ensuing discussion was an
535 overcharge of a 2¢,a month imposed by a telephone company for 12
536 months on 2,,000,000 customers. The aggregate damages of $480,000
537 are not trivial. But it is not clear that such a class should be
538 certified.

539 Discussion also wove around the question whether assessment of
540 "probable relief" includes a prediction whether the class claim
541 will prevail on the merits. In the November discussion, the
542 probable relief factor was held separate from consideration of the
543 merits. The calculation was to be made on the assumption that the
544 class position would prevail on the merits. If direct
545 consideration of the probable outcome on the merits is eliminated,
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546 however, it is possible to incorporate a prediction of the outcome
547 on the merits in measuring the "probable relief." Language
548 reflecting that possibility is -included in the note that
549 accompanies the draft thateliminates the more direct references to a

550 outcome on the merits.

551 Consideration of the substantive merits of the underlying !
552 claims, through ,this factor, not as an, independent matter, led to

553 the-,pft-,discussed fear that consideration of the merits would lead
554 to expanded discovery surrounding the certification decision. The
555 ',comparison to preliminary injunctioOi proceedings was, noted - they
556 may entail ,much pr, littleji discovery - but found noti, helpful because
557 of the special factors that,: affect 'preliminaryli inj'unction r

558 decisions. IA ,preliminary ,injunetion,,decisionmLay"be converted to'
559 trialqplon lt~e,mprits wh! wheni circumstances !'permit, full information to

560 be assembleId andipresented before the need to',restrain. It may
561 rest pn', a m fa Qni of, they infor ua ion~needed o tia, on the
562 ir frce, is,,he$1need eserv tit to
563 grlantl ~pl, iveni i~4fo hel r~11merIt5, no the c`cuuspfclass
564 certiflcatipn K Li i[il $ 1 il.

565 It a s aked whether the present rule that certification
566 decisions must b, made without reference to the merits is, in
567 practic ritfictiton,,. Explicit recognition of what any feel is a
568 commonM jprctce, Lefgt unspoken because considerati on 1of the merits
569 is supp osed J1 tc beiiforbidden, might lead to wiser reliance on the
570 probable m>rits.~ '! r '"''

571 Oie fot1obigthis role of th~e merits to -a point was
572 made Wt r sho refer to the probable value
573 of thIitjete~ r"dmadd eif so a s to focu only on the
574 reli otr~t 1 ~ hSu sgsinwas uicO~ly rejected.

575 Alternativesdto Considering 'the merits at the certification
576 stage werej suggested.,One was to require particularized pleading
577 of the elements lof each claim offered for class treatment.

578 Cases with multiple claims were discussed. If one version of
579 a class claim would ,af'ford, substantial relief , that should be

580 sufficient at least for initial certification. Recognizing that

581 the question of class defn~itlion, is interdependent, with the
582 questions posed by multiple claims, it was understood that the
583 probable,, relief "on all claims suitable to, a single class could Li

584 appropriately be , considered, and weighed against the costs and
585 burdens entailed by classtreatment. At least conceptually, it may 7
586 be that certification is proper as to some class" claims but not
587 another cliaim that would add greater costs and burdens than the
588 probable relief on that claim.

589 The problem of weighing returned, with the question whether U
590 individual claims averaging a few hundred dollars would justify
591 class treatment. pIt was noted that the median individual recovery
592 ranges! reported by the Federal Judicial Center study ran from i,

593 something more than $300 to something more than $500. What is to
594 be weighed4, against the predicted recovery? "Every possible
595 argument will be made." I Class proponents will argue public
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596 enforcement values.

597 John Frank addressed the Committee, urging that trivial claims
L2 598 class actions are a major problem, providing token recoveries for

599 class members and big rewards for attorneys. "This Committee is
600 not the avenging angel of social policy." Congress can create
601 enforcement remedies, some administrative, some judicial, pursued
602 by public or private enforcers.

603 Further Committee discussion suggested, first, that class
604 actions are not filed on claims that, as pleaded at the outset,
605 would yield only trivial relief. The Federal Judicial Center
606 Study, covering two years in four districts, found 9 cases out of
607 150 certified classes in which the individual recoveries were less
608 than $100; only 3 of them involved individual recoveries less than
609 $25, with the lowest figure $16. But it was responded that very
610 small claim cases do in fact exist. At least in some parts of the
611 country, very small claims classes are filed in state courts and
612 removed. These cases require enormous administrative work. And
613 they breed cynicism about the courts.

614 The question of claimhsize also led to the question whether
615 the initial certification decision should be subject to review as
616 progress in the-case provides clearer evidence of the probable
617 relief. Initially plausible demands for significant relief may
618 become increasingly implausible as a case progresses. It was
619 agreed that if there is quick and undemanding certification, the
620 certification decision 'should be open to reconsideration and
621 subclassing or decertification when it appears that the probable
622 relief fails to just"ify the remaining costs and burdens of class
623 treatment.'

624 A motion to adhere to the language of the "minimum change"
625 draft passed by vote of 9 to 3. The question whether subparagraph
626 (F) should include consideration of the merits in assessing the
627 probable value of individual relief was discussed further during
628 the later deliberations that voted to discard the explicit
629 consideration of probable merits that was adopted by the November

_; 630 draft.'

631 Need For Class Action

L 632 The November 1995 draft added a requirement to subdivision
633 (b)(3) that a class action be "necessary" as well as superior for
634 the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy. For the
635 reasons noted in the introduction, this concept has been difficult
636 to explain. The draft considered at this meeting suggested
637 replacement of the "necessary" finding by adding a new subparagraph
638 (A) and rewording subparagraph (B). Proposed subparagraph (A)
639 would add as a factor in determining superiority "the need for
640 class certification to accomplish effective enforcement of

-~ 641 individual claims." Proposed subparagraph (B) would refer to "the
642 practical ability of individual class members to pursue their
643 claims without !class certification and their interests in
644 maintaining or defending separate actions."
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645 The first question was whether factor A is antithetical to
646 factor F as just, approved. Factor A suggests that class
647 certification is necessary if claims are too small to support
648 individual enforcement. Factor F suggests that class certification
649 is undesirable, if claims are too small. The answer was that the
650 two prvsin aecmplementary.' Factor A cuts in two directions.
651 If individual class Member claims are so substantial as to shiport
652 individual litigation, certification may be inappropriate. Ifi
653 class member claimsare too small to support individual litigation,
654 certification limay be ,'needed lto l yprovide, meaningful individual
655 relie~f. lIButif the individual reliefi!that 'canbe afforded by a
656 class ,,,,action Hlldoepes ,not Justify~ the costs and Iburdens of class
657 litigation, certi ficat ion shou ul d edibe 'I [ ['

658 The felatonship between'(A) and lso was questioned; in
659 manylwaysn lk y se ropo redundatit edcloh1 The emphasisfon the
660 need for Class I ;1cer tif4 .Cation [Ir ef& ivn 6 be r enfrt, however,
661 can y6.I b yeht, cl 'iastsh6 nprct, lab members to
662 pursue the4 llaSeparates atICions will
663 not be b cl: b all me imalf t 5las b se c able
664 to do soy joeter |becar, W rindividuan aetions in ot ut are not
665 prac abecIs aE n , sear act ions are
666 brought theypaya I s aeiv fas a class action that

66788ls un resourl lislietruuo,0s tjaorjl) nn(o rdred "A

668 malsoaingmo Class actions
6693 andv al i] Usor f , W v i that wegh areinf more
669 qet1a)J[Juh' as9evnwekcaim that are
670 Tho acf class :ceions were
67 1 d as uhtneproeof
672 acginsat e not wae t w ab)ins class
673 actions have fared quite1 40ij s~2nce r J..96~ without any explicit
674 elemen ike prpposed factor (A). ol

675 IVhe dis~tj~dt io~n Fbp-weenpr'lactical individual enforcement and
676 eff id int '- a 1e~fiOrpemen~t in tsome ways reflects the distinction
677 betwee~ 1ot-i and,', o -ujlasses. , Even with individually
678 L i ltt esnt 1?elieve that the
679 nnbJlof crsmbers will be the same if, the class
680 iscriidQl ort ewooti ai~f the class is certified P
681 for all but tho e who 9p u. ()()exerts a pressure toward
682 compulsory join, er b ~~n neeto oototo h
683 class. Factois ad dtgether with factor (C), allow r
684 explicit co `1ato LJsf[}l h deiaiity of this inertial
685 pre 6s sur tpI~i in a ~clas ~for group litigation.

686 Amoit!o~ tpdlt psdJato A ased, 8 to 5. A L
687 motion' t[sp ate, propsd at~6 I'J() into two parts passed
688 unanimously. [Arest ctie lfactors (A)' and (B) would read: "(A)
689 the pracialailt o dcial'!N al~ss members to pursue their

Jr I [ .R~~~~~~ -J.re'[I *L I k I
690 claims"wthu cl es cettQin (B)l class membe-rs' interests inL
691 maintainigo ~ ee~igJ1 ht~ ctions,;"

693 f~osinntdt~~Ilhepractical ability to pursue

692 ihd he, acisrai4ar oegdfp r. it weighs in favor
694 of class criiainf IJ[J[s[ 1 raingequal', if individual
695 actions are no p .tca1l t wighs against class
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696 certification, all else remaining equal, if individual actions are
697 practicable.

698 Another drafting change from present factor (B) also was
699 noted. The 1966 rule refers to the interest "in individually
700 controlling" separate actions. The proposed language refers to the
701 interest in maintaining or defending separate actions. This
702 language better reflects the full range of alternatives that must
703 be considered. An alternative to a proposed class action may be a
704 different class action, or a number of different class actions.
705 Other alternatives may include intervention in pending actions,
706 actions initially framed by voluntary joinder, consolidation of
707 individual actions - including consolidation for pretrial purposes
708 by the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation or transfers from
709 separate districts for consolidated trial in a single court or
710 limited number of courts, and stand-alone individual actions.
711 Individual members of a proposed class may not "control" many of
712 these alternatives in any meaningful sense, but the alternatives
713 must be considered nonetheless.

714 Melvin Weiss then addressed the Committee. He has been
715 litigating class actions from a time before adoption of the 1966
716 amendments. Plaintiff class lawyers were taught then that they
717 were to play the role of private attorney general. That role is
718 confirmed by the adoption of (b)(3) classes. The size of
719 individual class member recoveries was not thought important. The
720 need for private-attorney-general classes is growing. Government
721 enforcement resources are shrinking absolutely, and are shrinking
722 even more in relation to the level of conduct that needs to be
723 corrected. Telemarketing fraud abounds. 900 telephone numbers are
724 an illustration. Suppose most members of a class are hit with $10
725 or $20 charges for calls to a 900 number, with only a few whose
726 bills run much higher. The government may eventually put a stop to
727 a particular operation, but that provides no redress for the
728 victims. Class-action lawyers do that. It is hard work. It is
729 risky work. Of course class counsel deserve to be paid. If the
730 Committee wants to say that axs $2 individual recovery is trivial, it
731 should say so. The matters should not be left to open-ended
732 discretion and open hostility to class enforcement. In one action,
733 the class won $60,000,000 of free long-distance telephone services;
734 this is a "coupon" settlement, but provides a real benefit to class
735 members. Class-action attorneys protect victims. Some even are
736 forced to borrow to finance a class action. These social services
737 should be recognized and appreciated. It would be ironic to cut
738 back on class actions at a time when the rest of the world is
739 admiring American experience and seeking to emulate it.

740 Peter Lockwood addressed the Committee, observing that factors
741 (A) and (F) do not provide any standards. (A) seems to say the
742 porridge is too hot, (F) that the porridge is too cold, and the
743 whole rule seems to say that courts should seek a nice serving
744 temperature. It is difficult to suppose that a Committee Note
745 could say that a $200 individual recovery is sufficient to justify
746 a class action. This proposal is dangerously close to the limits
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747 of the Enabling Act, trespassing on substantive grounds. The
748 purpose of Rule 23 is to enforce small claims that are legally'
749 justified. There cannot be any effective appellate review of
750 trial-court application of these discretionary factors. 'Anecdotal
751 views of frivolous suits, settled by supine defendants, do not
752 justify an unguided discretion to reject class certification.
753 Factor (F) should'be reconsidered. i

754 l Beverly Moore observed that factor (F) allows refusal to
755 certify a class if individualj claims are small, even though
756 aggregate class relief would be ,ubstantial' and the costs of
757 administration are low. 'B'ut lcertificatiopln should remain available
758 if in fact lefficient adclinistrationis ,possible. If a defendant
759 has a continuingllrelationship li'gith clasp members, for example, it
760 may be lpossible to effect iindividtual notice at very low cost by
761 including itwilllwith a regular -monthly mailing. i~pjstribution of
762 individual recoveries may bd` ccomplished jin a similar manner.
763 Note should, be ll.made of thisl'possitility. i

764 Committee discussions returned to' the relationships between -

765 factor (A), the practical'abilily of 'class members to pursue
766 individual actions, and factor 1F),fthhe value of the probable
767 relief to individual members. G10,,ii t Iwas, noted that factor (F)
768 involves balancing the complexity!, rof the litigation and the costs
769 of administration in relation to individual benefits. Even the 24¢ <
770 individual recovery mightquali i for class treatment if it is
771 possible to resolve the- merits id administer the remedy at low
772 cost. The practical ability ftor encourages certification of
773 small-claims'classes, just asbthe rp rpbab :L dividual rlelief factor
774 at times will limit certification lof sma-lllaims classes. If it
775 is apparent at the time pof ,certiof'cati r thah thel individual value
776 of thel probable cLasp relief is suall, t'e certification decision
777 must weigh the'costs and burdens nf 1l at cl as lprocpeping. There is
778 no specific dollar thresholdl>.Q In'diyiualrecoverlies of $50 in a
779 Itlaydown"' or OsummaryqP II Judgme 1~ cas Jimay ' easily justify
780 certification. ' Claims t IforN 42p0 3,00nmay not justify
781 certification in a setting i*ht 6'req res resolution of very complex
782 fact issues 1or difficult land l"'u citain 1aw issuesi ,This approach
783 means that an initial decisin itp rai cerjification, relying on
784 substantial apparent va2luei ,or a ppar1nt ease of resolution and
785 administration of thei remedy,' r lrerainsrir constantly open to
786 reconsideration and decertif icH i'on ~ifthel probable relief
787 diminishes or the burdensl of' 1 solution and administration
788 increase. I

789 Prediction ,of the merits

790 The November 1995 draft added a requirement that in certifying
791 a (b) (3) class the court make a 'finding on the probable outcome on
792 the merits. Two alternatives were carried forward. One would
793 require only a showing that the class claims, issues, or defenses
794 are not insubstantial on the merits._'!~ The other 'would adopt a P
795 balancing test, requiring'a f'inding tha'Ithe prospect of success on L
796 the merits is sufficient to justify t costs and burdens imposed
797 by certification. Eithergrequired finding would be bolstered by a
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IL, 798 separate factor requiring consideration of the probable success on
799 the merits of the class claims, issues, or defenses. Many
800 observers, representing both plaintiff and defendant interests,
801 reacted to these alternatives with the concerns noted during the
802 first parts of this meeting. These concerns were addressed in the
803 most recent draft by limiting the requirement to cases in which an
804 evaluation of the probable merits is requested by a party opposing
805 class certification.

806 It was urged that some form of explicit consideration of the
807 probable merits should be retained as part of a (b) (3)
808 certification decision. A preliminary injunction decision requires
809 consideration of the probable merits in addition to the impact on
810 the parties of granting or denying injunctive relief. The public
811 interest often is considered as well. There is a substantial body
812 of learning surrounding this practice in the preliminary injunction
813 setting that can illuminate the class-action setting. It is
814 appropriate to require a forecast of the ultimate judgment before
815 unleashing a class action. There is much at stake; in some cases,
816 the very existence of a defendant is in jeopardy. The prospect
817 that defendants may not want preliminary inquiry into the merits of
818 a plaintiff class claim can be met by requiring the proponent of

r4g 819 certification to make a demonstration on the merits, but allowing
820 the opponent of certification to waive the requirement.

821 Further support for required consideration of the merits was
He> 822 found by John Frank increcent cases, such as In re Rhone-Poulenc

823 Rorer Inc., 7th Cir.1995, 51 F.3d 1293, which emphasized the fact
824 that plaintiffs had lost 12 of the 13 individual actions that had
825 been pursued to judgment at the time of the class certification.

I7 826 The coercive settlement pressure arising from certification even in
827 face of such litigation results also was emphasized by the court.
828 He urged that, it is' a false terror to be concerned that stock
829 market disaster will follow a finding of sufficient probable
830 success to warrant certification. We should find a way to junk bad
831 cases early.

832 Discussion of the Rhone-Poulenc decision led to the
833 observation that the defendants had just now offered $600,000,000
834 to settle all of the pending individual actions all around the
835 country. This offer shows that the class claims were far from
836 weak. Courts may go too fast about the task if consideration of
837 the probable merits is approved.

838 Discovery concerns continued to be expressed. Consideration
839 of the merits will lead to merits discovery as part of the
840 certification process, and it will be difficult to limit discovery
841 in ways that do not defeat the desire to avoid the burdens that
842 would flow from actual certification.

843 Beyond the difficulties engendered by probable success
844 predictions, the Federal Judicial Center study shows that ample
845 protection is provided by motions to dismiss or for summary
846 judgment. Consideration of factor (F), the individual value of
847 probable class relief, will further aid in avoiding trivial
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848 actions. If there is any need for added protection, it can be met
849 by making it clear that a court can act on Rule 12,and 56 motions
850 before deciding whether to certify a class.

851 Without formal motion, it was concluded that the'Committee had
852 decided by acquiescence, to delete the'November ,draft, provisions,
853 requiring a f inding of probable merit, and including probable,'
854 success on the merits as a factor pertinent to the [,J(b) (3) 17
855 certification decision.

856 Attention,'then turned to the alternativeof incorporating
857 consideration of the probable outcome on the merits in the factor
858 (F) balanclng,,of 'the individual value of probable, class relief
859 against the' costs andburdens of class litigation. The Committee
860 mate rals,1 1 includdd the suggestion ,that this result might be

861 achieved bincludi in the Committee Npte to factor (F) language
862 something ike tklIS: "In an appropriate base, assessment of the

863 probale, >oeef ito individual class members can go beyond
864 cons rt relief likelyuto be awarded shouldr the class

865 wind aly tkrla The probabilityt ofecilass success also can
866 be co rider dtion .tire rare stron evreasons to doubt sncctss. It is
867 w epr tsidpT r the probabilit Of sucocessu only if the'

868 dep'riority a class without, extende a oroceedin and tithout

888 will follow. 4~~~~~~11 ,1i ' ,,IC

869 T proceedings. stfactor s not become
870 the that oud whsive discovery trial 6 es wouldeot be'on.
871 jsie w th tof the,, litigation. lawtershoud reliance
872 issed in terms that threate tolief rease the
873 infly ni that tification debcisi onar inevitablys has on other P
874 pret ralsipothegprobal, or, settlement."Fc

875 s radc e e forn this apprtdph, with the reservation
876 that f c only on othe negaive. It, shold be
877 certn stetement,, agree u, that
878 certi c ~ ejstified for, sm.allclaim when there is a
879 very sri pse c success. * Further s,, por was found in the
880 contiun oneh tat aggregatiIon bf lrgeb numbers of
881 individually weak claims can create a coercive pressure to settle.
882 Certification 9fen is ia major eyient, even~ a critical event.

J, 883 PFnofdthe merits ifn thislfas-hion also was supported
884 on th the certification decision in a (b)(3)

F 885 procetdin mut ok hadt tChe ways, in Which the case probablyL
886 will F bse tra. Tepeoiance of commoni issues and the
887 superiority of class-treatmntdepend heavily on the trial that
888 will follow. FL

889 This "commentary-in-the-Note"l strategy was opposed on the
890 ground that it woild Whittle down the trial judge's discretion.

891 Even w;,tlho6t any discussion in t1he NoIte-, lawyers and judges will5
892 seize on the idea that the value of probable relief depends not
893 only on the amIount thati will be awarded upon success on the merits,
894 but also upon the probability of 'success. Factor (F) can be used
895 in this way, and oan be found to support departure from the Eisen
896 rule that, forbids consideration of probable merits at the
897 certification stage. C
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898 Opposition also was expressed on the ground that the initial
899 discussion of factor (F) had assumed that it focused solely on the
900 amount of probable relief, not the probability of defeat on the
901 merits. The problems persist whatever the level of emphasis in the
902 text of the Rule or the Note. Consideration of the merits will
903 entail discovery on the merits, and an expression evaluating the
904 probable merits for certification purposes will carry forward to
905 affect all subsequent stages of the litigation. Even if the Note
906 were to say that this process should not justify any discovery on
907 the merits, nefarious results would remain.

908 Consideration of the merits, moreover, suggests that
909 certification can be denied because of doubts on the merits even
910 though the case cannot be dismissed under Rule 12 or resolved by
911 summary judgment. Courts in fact require particularized pleading
912 of class claims at a level that supports vigorous use of Rule 12.

913 It also was suggested that~the proposed Note language is not
914 a "soft" compromise of a difficult debate. The Committee should
915 decide what it wants to do, and be explicit in the text of the
916 Rule.

917 Sheila Birnbaum urged that the suggested Note is a balanced
918 attempt to go beyond the limits of Rules 12 and 56, in a way that
919 focuses on the extraordinary case, There should not be discovery,
920 but the merits should be open to consideration with factor (F).

921 Beverly Moore-suggested that every defense lawyer will want to
922 get into the merits at the certification stage in every case. The
923 Draft Note reflects empirically invalid assumptions that there are
924 many frivolous cases and coercive settlements. That is not so.

X 925 Peter Lockwood observed that the, draft Note fragment can only
926 address cases that cannot be resolved by summary judgment. He
927 asked how is a court to determine that a case that is strong enough
928 to go to trial on a Rule 56 measure still is not strong enough to
929 certify.

930 Robert Heim, who had initially supported consideration of the
931 merits, but has moved away from the November 1995 draft proposals,
932 supported the proposed Note on factor (F). The concern with
933 discovery is overstated, there 'is substantial discovery on
934 certification issues now. And there are cases that are very weak.
935 Judges have felt hamstrung by the Eisen prohibition of merits
936 review. The draft authorizes a "preliminary peek."

937 Alfred Cortese also supported the proposed note. Some claims
938 justifiably earn certification under (b) (3) because they have merit
939 but cannot practicably be enforced individually. Others should be

L. 940 weeded out.

941 The proposition that the draft Note would merely open a small
942 door for consideration of the merits was doubted. Once the door is
943 open, legions will march through.

944 A motion to reject the draft Note discussion of incorporation
~945 of the merits in the factor (F) determination was adopted, 8 votes
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946 to 5.

947 A motion was made to say nothing about consideration of the,

948 merits in conjunction with thefactor (F) determination. It was

949 suggested that the Note has to say something,,because in the face

950, of silencemany courts will read factor (F) to support

951 c ¢onsideration'j of the ,probable result on the" merits. '!Probable

952 relief" intrinsically includesthe prIobability, of any relief. The
953 mo-tion ,toqsy nothingwas adopted, 7 votest,,io 6.,,

954 'Settlement Classesi

955 The November draft included in subdivision (b) (3) a new factor

956 (H) that included as a matter 'pertinent to the predominance and
957 superiority findings: '.

958 (H) the opportunity, to settleon t,ltjjlclass basis claims that

959 could not be litigated on a class basis or could not be

960 litigated by fJorf againrt?] Sal��Oclass as comprehensive as ai

961 the settlement class,* * *

962 Discussion began with the question whether this factor should

963 be added. It was recalled that the November meeting discussed
964 settlement classes wit out reaching any conclusions. There are a

965 wide variety of settlementclasses. iIt seemed to be the consensus
966 in November that not is' noug h is known' to support intelligent
967 rulemaking with respect o fuure sclasses. The use of settlement

968 classes under subdivision (b) (1) ialso seems too complicated for

969 wise rulemaking. Bt fot (kb)(3) classes, the Third Circuit
970 decision in the General M ,rs pickup truck litigation has stirred

971 the question whether a lPas can be certified only on the

972 hypothesis that cert1ifcation of that ,class is appropriate for'

973 litigation. ,iMany 6jbelive| that theThirdCircuit opinion permits

974 application, of4 ithel sb ivision {a) ' prerequisites and the
975 subdivision '(b),(3)lifactors Kinia y that permits certification of C

976 a class for settlement LI'purppse,'eventhbugh the same class would
977 not be certifiedfor trial Others are uncertain. Settlement
978 classes have been found usefulby many courts. The practice has

979 evolved from initial' hesitancy'to regular adoption as a routine F
980 practice,. ,,hyhv wre oionly' in the exotic cases that
981 attract widesprea but 'aso i smaller-scale cases such
982 as a class of 1,200 honelowners seekii 'post-hurricane insurance

983 benef it's. ~The gls 'ba nthave been certified for
984 trial becausetr i dans. A class that

985 could not be ertiie' o of choice-of-a
986 problems, g feral probbms of manageability, the need to explore l
987 many indiviual 4issues,'r orc the liU,, may, profitably be certified
988 for settlemnt. 'F Sub (H) lis te 1 law everywhere, with the
989 possible exception of the Third Circ=it. But if Rule 23 remains
990 silent, other courts may be troubled by the uncertainties
991 engendered by sox'ereadiigsl of thelThirid Circuit opinion. On the
992 other hand, it may be arged thatI courts are in the business of
993 trying cases, not mediating settlemetsj. 1 To certify for settlement
994 a class that ,the coprt would not take to litigation is to take
995 courts into, the claLms4 administratipn business. Just what is
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996 properly the stuff of judicial business remains open to dispute.

Fall 997 The first response was that settlement classes are extremely
998 important, for plaintiffs and defendants alike, but that it may not
999 be appropriate to adopt a rule that does not provide a list of

1000 factors to help the trial judge. Many settlements, moreover, are
1001 important because they provide a means of dealing with future
1002 claimants. In some situations settlement may not be possible
1003 unless all claimants, present and future, areincluded. In others,
1004 failure to provide for future claimants may mean that by the time
1005 future claims ripen there will be no assets left 'to respond in
1006 judgment. Futures classes would be left in theT'wilderness by this
1007 draft.

1008 The next response was an observation by John Frank that
1009 settlement classes have been the most offensive part of the current
1010 class-action process. They offer a bribe to plaintiffs' counsel to
1011 take a dive and sell res judicata. As a moral matter, do we want
1012 this in'the-judicial system? If so, settlement classes should at
1013 most be allowed only if the" same class would be certified for
1014 litigation. And it should be made clear that all requirements of
1015 the rule apply to futures classes. 'There also should be provision
1016 for increased judicial' 'scrutiny of any proposed settlement.
1017 Professor Jack Coffey's views on this subject are sound. The
1018 often-decried "coupon" remedies all have been settlement classes.

1019 The 'choice was put as a minimalisti choice between doing
1020 nothing or taking a modest first step. Factor'(H) does not speak
1021 to the futures settlements now pending on appeal in the Third and
1022 Fifth Circuits.' It only says that the fact that a case cannot be
1023 tried asa class need not defeat certification for settlement.

1024 Another option was offered, suggesting that perhaps
1025 subdivision (e) should be amended to include the list of factors
1026 for reviewing settlements recommended by Judgel Schwarzer in his

Em 1027 Cornell Law Review article. Subdivision (e) a'lso might provide
1028 that closer scrutiny is required if a class is certified at the
1029 same time as a proposed'settlement is presented. 'The Committee has
1030 never explored this prospect beyond preliminary observations. Nor
1031 has it considered the question whether independent counsel might be
1032 appointed to assist in evaluation of a proposed settlement.

1033 Opposition to factor (H) was expressed ~on the ground that it
1034 might encourage judges to certify classes simply in the hope that

Ad 1035 a settlement would clear the docket. It is unsavory to certify a
1036 class that cannot ultimately be tried. How can we receive and
1037 certify a class that would not be tried? A related fear was that
1038 the factor would encourage certification of litigation classes in
1039 hopes that the certification would spur settlement.

1040 Support for settlement classes was expressed on the ground
1041 that settlement can avoid choice-of-law problems that defeat
1042 certification of a broad class. Article III, requirements and
1043 personal jurisdiction standards still mustl be met. A settlement
1044 class can make all the difference in resolving massive disputes.
1045 The pending silicone gel breast implant cases and the Georgine
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1046 asbestos settlements come to mind. These settlement classes also
1047 can avoid problems of individual causation that would defeat any
1048 attempt at class-based litigation. Certification of a (b) (3)
1049 settlement class permits dissatisfied class members to opt out. Ll

1050 The view was suggested that cases that rest, on a, settlement
1,051 reached before certification are so different that they should be
1,052, addressed in ,aseparate rule,% perhaps, ,as a new Rule 23.3.

1053 'I,,It wasls ISL ested tha lperhaps settlementi classes should be put
1054 in subdi~vl'isio'n, (e) b~~lo a provisiona allow ing le, court to waive the

1054~~~~~~~~~ ine7 eresponse, _1055 requirements ,,of,4b) (3 9fr purposes of settlement' Te rsos
1056 was tha te'pdpsa is not ,that', the rsureet of (b)(3) be
1057 waived, but that these requirements be applied with recognition of '
1058 the differencesi,, preesent p by the settlement, context.

1059 Article' III ond pqrsonal' urisdi 4ion questions were addressed
1060 briefly. "ITjre iS oyesy bbtween individual class
1061 me9bs 4nd Phe lP h sKl the'onl- 'tion is how
1062 manyf tse pontrs cn eae resOlv ed by class
1063 treat~dent. r cuti e s, aeolit mol by the 77
1064 facts' ppor 1u p'04 , In federal courts,
1065 moreovtr, alrfcasre 9r aepa Vey ilave , ice ontact
1066 with thne Unit d ao1 d 1lo tlcess requirpements.

1067 The Opporbwityt otou Iof aH~l 1( (3) ~Iciass rwas again
1068 stressed Ias lan.fano i.tne settlpaement class, equation.
1069 Class'dis bes will ol t lout a i the. rse let ipresents',a bargain!

1088 ptovsel i °t0crifidl7

1070 tosl e uiatrntr-~~AbJ doteiefehidant. If class
1071 member ch l f c9ai o g aed clas andthe

1072 ~ ettlelCoal, well tc ~be-'used for
1073 mass torts b choi ma lie betw A -,permitting settlement
1074 classes anhd adopim4 the ¶,reav deyic sIthat hspe been used by J
1075 some , courts tor m4jtitut for ti~ated zBsolution of thle required
1076 element'slof ind41vlyda lim, 1 1 xeFfh~Crcuit decision in In re
1077 Fibrebard daals 1 )wit th ifaut fthese idev*ices.

1078 f kth spoto s etlm ~classes L5a exp ,essed with the
1079 view tha pnost s~tle~~~ SI-e "re ~~1nl ixe~ There are
1080 Ori~epe1 %4 in jr t r offpriuarly when the
1081 defndtshae tsuan .Sea.loha th advantage of
1082 tt r likee lF .. m iuted, would be
1083 treate I dif eenl injue, sep Lt It actio.Ch~oice-of-law,
1084 dif feren ip~l1l oa r 9urts_ , an~r~ du ,'probes of proving
1085 individua casa io, and the, J~Jees~iedipar-A~ treatment if
1086 classi ipstinis nt availble

1087 Thpmas '11gip r-mjhded Commiittee of the information
1088 provided bti'Feeaidi&i'[~ne stud. Of 150 certified
1089 cass in nthe' O 0 ~ ctf~ nly for settlement. 30 of
1090 these 160 hdosn.toia etletat 4e tilme of certification.
1091 25, 11mootl (j)I~ ) otn lnndeed in 8 of these 25
1092 therel wa opoi1i q retfctJnrrAlof- the,25 had at least ao
1093 2 monthsbtenthemtnnd]rtfcio .

1094 A,,motin m te~hat Rul& Hb 3 should( not speak in any way
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1095 to settlement classes. The motion was defeated by vote of 5 for
1096 and 8 against.

1097 Turning to the question of what should be said about
1098 settlement classes, the suggestion was that a means should be found
1099 to say that the court should apply all the prerequisites of
1100 subdivision (a) and the requirements of (b) (3) in light of the
1101 knowledge that the case was being certified for settlement, not
1102 trial. An alternative suggestion was that subdivision (e) be
1103 amended to provide that a trial court may, if the parties consent,
1104 certify a settlement class even though a class action might not be
1105 superior or manageable for litigation.

1106 The next suggestion was that a new subdivision (b) (4) be
L> 1107 adopted, providing that if the parties consent a settlement class

1108 can be certified even though the (b)'(3) requirements are not met.
1109 This suggestion met the response that (b) (3) is the right location

L. 1110 if settlement bears on application of the predominance and
1111 superiority requirements.

1112 Further discussion of, the (b)(4) alternative generated several
L~.. 1113 draft proposals. One would have added a new clause in subdivision

1114 (b) (3), at the end of the first sentence: "provided, however, that
1115 if certification is requested by the parties to a proposed
1116 settlement for settlement purposes only, the settlement may be
1117 considered in making, these findings of predominance and
1118 superiority." It was concluded, however, that the prerequisites ofL 1119 subdivision (a) and the requirements of (b) (3) could more clearly
1120 be invoked by adoption of a specific settlement class provision as
1121 a new subdivision (b)(4). After various drafting alternatives were
1122 considered, discussion focused on a draft reading:
1123 (4) the parties to a settlement request certification under
1124 subdivision (b)(3) for purposes of the settlement, even
1125 though the requirements of subdivision (b)(3) might not
1126 be met for purposes of trial.

1127 As a separate paragraph of subdivision (b), paragraph (4) is
1128 controlled directlyby subdivision (a). Subdivision (a) also is
1129 invoked by the first paragraph of subdivision (b), which repeats
1130 the requirement that the prerequisites of subdivision (a) must be
1131 satisfied. ''In 'addition, the' provision for "certification under
1132 subdivision, '(b)(3)"' means that the predominance and superiority
1133 requirements of subdivision (b)(3) must be satisfied, following
1134 consideration of the pertinent factors described in (b) (3).

L 1135 The phrase allowing certification even though the requirements
1136 of subdivision (b),(3) might not be met for purposes of trial is

C~ 1137 intended to make it clear that the prerequisites of (a) and the
1138 requirements lof (b)i(3) must be applied from the perspective of
1139 settlement 'not trial.

1140 A suggestion tdbldelete the words "for purposes of trial" was
1141 rejected as inconsistent with the need to make clear the
1142 differences between"'settlement classes and litigation classes.
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1143 The description of "parties to a settlement" is intended to

1144 require that there be a complete settlement agreement at the time

1145 class certification is requested. It was argued that provision

1146 should be made for a "conditional" settlement class certification,

1147 to be made in hopes that a settlement might be reached but

1148 acknowledging that the class must be decertified if settlement is

1149 not reached. ,JThis argument was rejected on at, least twohs mgrounds., , eas
1150 The first was that no prudent lawyer would suggest certification of

1151 a settlement class unless agreement' had Alreadybeen reached; ifC

1152 thesr'e ,seem, to'be cases in whiichqcerktiffication i's "orde're'd bef ore a
1153 settlemient ',is' pr'ese-n~t'ed before approval, it is 'either i,because of'
1154 bad lawyer~ing or7 because the ~"parties` 'hav'e"'chosibge~n" "not to ~present ap
1155, agreement,,actually[reached. The second was that there are undue
1156 risks%,,, that, etif,,ication 4,of ,a settlement class before agreement is

1157 reached ,may,, lead Uto coercive pressures[,to settle, reinforced by the
1158 threat of taking an luntriable, cllass to trial.

1159 A m'tion to adop the propse'' subdivision (b) (4) was approved
1160 unanimously.

1161 A later motion to reconsider proposed (b) (4) to add I
1162 "proposed," so that it would recognize a request for certification
1163 by the parties to "a, proposed settlement." It was objected that
1164 this change ,would encourage certifications that could coerce
1165 settlement, based in part on the fear that the certification might J
1166 be carried forward to trial of an unmanageable class.
1167 Certification for settlement purposes should not ,be available
1168 merely because the parties "have an idea about a settlement." The-

1169 motion failed with 2'supporting votes andll opposing votes.

1170 , Subdivision Ye),, 7

1171 The earlier discussions of subdivision (e) were revived with
1172 a suggestion that the special master provision in (e) (3) of the
1173 November draft should be adopted. The biggest problem with C

1174 settlements is that they sidestep the adversary process, depriving
1175 the court of the reliable information needed to evaluate a

1176 settlement. The idea of the draft provision is to ensure

1177 independent review. There is, evidence that some, state-court judges

1178 are simply5rubber-stamping class set ments. Some means of
1179 independent investigation should be, required at least for

1180 settlement classes. Adversary process ils provided only if there
1181 are objectors.

1182 It was objected that ,this ,seemingly benign provision could Cl

1183 have unintended adverse consequences. There is a problem, but this
1184 solution may make things worse. If someone else is appointed to
1185 investigate the settlement, responsibility may transfer from the
1186 judge to the, adjunct. The parties, indeed, may agree on the
1187 master, who may provide a less probing inquiry than the court would
1188 provide. It is better to leave the responsibility squarely on the
1189 judge, who will i~respond with careful inquiry.

1190 It was suggested that instead of, incorporation in subdivision
1191 (e), the use of special masters might be rote d in the Note to the
1192 settlement class provisions of new subdivision (b)(4). '
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1193 Sheila Birnbaum observed that substantial protection is
1194 provided by the requirement of notice of settlement. The parties
1195 want to ensure that the notice is sufficiently strong to protect
1196 the settlement judgment against collateral attack. At the stage of
1197 settlement, it is the defendant who pays for the notice; cost isF 1198 not an obstacle to effective notice.
1199 The key is adequate class representation. Special masters, or
1200 for that matter the class guardians who were suggested in earlier
1201 discussion, are no better assurance than direct supervision of the
1202 named class representatives. The problem, moreover, arises with
1203 other class actions. Classes certified for litigation underF 1204 subdivisions (b)(1), (2), or (3) may settle after certification.
1205 The certification itself may result from stipulation.

1206 John Frank spoke in favor of proposed (e)"(3) as "better than
1207 a band-aid." It would provide some added protection against the

L. 1208 fear of class sell-out settlements.

1209 H. Thomas Wells, Jr., suggested that present subdivision (e)
1210 settlement procedure is adequate. If there are problems, they
1211 arise from inadequate implementation of the procedure.

1212 It is possible to appoint a guardian ad litem for the class,
1213 and appointments have been made when the need arises. -Settlement
1214 classes can come into being quickly, usually after little
1215 discovery. They are "packaged." It is hard for a judge to be an
1216 independent examiner. There ought to be an independent voice. But

L 1217 the "guardian" label should be avoided, because many collateral
1218 consequences are likely to flow from the label.

1219 Adoption of the draft paragraph (e) (3) was opposed on the
1220 ground that courts now have power to rely on masters or magistrate
1221 judges, or to appoint guardians or other independent1222 representatives to investigate a settlement. It may be appropriate
1223 to comment on these matters in the Note to new subdivision (b) (4),
1224 but there is no need for an independent provision.
1225 A motion to add proposed paragraph (e)(3) failed, 5 for and 8
1226 against. -

1227 It was observed that hearings are held on subdivision (e)
1228 approval motions, and provide the best means of review. There is
1229 no explicit hearing requirement in subdivision (e), however. It
1230 was moved that an explicit hearing requirement be added. The rule

F 1231 would read: "A class action shall not be dismissed or compromised
L 1232 without hearing And the approval of the court, afte notice of the

1233 proposed dismissal or compromise Ih ha-been given * * *."
1234 The motion passed with 9 supporting votes.
1235 Maturity

Ad 1236 It was moved that subdivision (b)(3) factor C be amended as
1237 proposed in the drafts, adding "maturity" of "related" litigation
1238 "involving class members." The reasons for adding the maturity
1239 factor are those discussed in November, and reflected in the draftf 1240 Note. The motion carried unanimously.
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1241 Subdivision (c)(1)

1242 Subdivision (c)(1) now requires that the determination whether

1243 to certify a class must' be made "as soon as practicable" after ,L

1244 commencement of the action. The draft completely revises (c)(1).

1245 The question whether the "as soon as practicable r,'requirement -

1246 should be deleted flowed into the question whether it is desirable

1247 to propose, every possible improvement in Rule 23 at oneltime. The

1248 proposalsfl,already adopted will, require extensive consideration and

1249 will draw much co~mmtent duringthe succeeding steps of the Enabling

1250 Act process. -There ,isImuchIito besaidfor nottmaking the process L

1251 more ,,Complicated than necessaryltto advance the most important

1252 changes. !i11,On ,lthe other hand, itl is Lnot likely that Rule ,23 will be

1253 revisitedfor att least lllH~another ten years. For Ithielast many
1254 months, it has been 'tacitly aslsumed~ that if a few, substantial
1255 c ha ng es ar ep po Pos "d, the' [many' other change in the drat would
1256 fall y ie ctefulv aoiit the numMber of changes
1257 proposed.

1258 A motion was made to revise subdivision (c) (1) to require
1259 determination whether to certify a class "when practicable" after

1260 commencement of the action. Substitution of the full draft

1261 revision wassuggested as an alternative, but put aside because the

1262 changes were more stylistic than substantive. The motion was E

1263 adopted by consensus. It wa's pointed, out that the substitution of
1264 "when practicable" would serveithe saamefunction as the proposal to

1265 add a ,new subdivision (d) (1) ,,,l,,ex~pressly permitting decision of

1266 motions to dismiss or for summary judg ent, before the certification
1267 question is addressed,, ThepgNote, to revised (c)(1) canpoint out

1268 that the revision removes any support for the minority view that
1269 the "as soon as practicable"lrequiremelt defeats pre-certification U
1270 action on such motions.

1271 Subdivision l,(b) (2)

1272 The draft would revise subdivision (b) (2) to' resolve the U
1273 ambiguity that has led, some courts to rule that it does not

1274 authorize certification of,,aidefendanttclass. The motion failed by

1275 2 votes for and 11 votes against.

1276 Subdivision (c)(2): (b)(3) Class Notice

1277 The November draft includes at lines 156 to 161 a provision
1278 that would authorize sampling notice in a (b) (3) class if the cost

1279 of individual notice is excessive in relation to the generally 7

1280 small value of individual members' claims. A motion to adopt this V
1281 provision was resisted on the ground that it is inconsistent with

1282 the new (b) (3) factor (F) that allows refusal to certify a class

1283 when the probable value'of individual relief does not justify the

1284 costs and burdens of class litigation. It was responded that to

1285 the contrary, this notice provision will implement the purposes of

1286 factor (F) by reducingi the ostsre laind burdens of certificationo
1287 making it feasible to) benforgce claims that otherwise might not

1288 justify class lfitigation.L;'l Some concerns were expressed about the

1289 requirements of due process. The motion failed for want of a

1290 second.
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1291 It was agreed that the proposed revisions of Rule 23 agreed
1292 upon at this meeting should be submitted to the Standing Committee
1293 with a recommendation for publication for public comment.

1294 New Business

Cf~ 1295 The American College of Trial Lawyers Federal Rules of Civil
&v 1296 Procedure Committee has recommended that the Committee take up the

1297 question whether the scope of discovery authorized by Rule 26(b)(1)
1298 should be restricted. The recommendation is supported by a
1299 detailed chronology of past Committee consideration of the many
1300 problems that surround the scope and practice of discovery. This
1301 topic will be on the agenda for the fall meeting. Earlier
1302 discussion of the proposal to amend Rule 26(c) emphasized the early
1303 and recent concerns that have tied the scope of discovery to
1304 protective-order practice. The Committee has continually sought to

T"' 1305 sidestep the fundamental question by attempting more modest
Go 1306 approaches. The 1993 adoption of mandatory disclosure in Rule

1307 26(a) is the most recent example. The time has come to consider
1308 the central questions once again. And thanks are due to theL 1309 American College of Trial Lawyers for the careful supporting work
1310 they have provided.

1311 Standing Committee Self-Study

L 1312 The most recent draft Self-Study prepared by the Standing
1313 Committee self-study subcommittee was included in the agenda, along
1314 with a set of questions framed by the Reporter for this Committee.

L 1315 Professor Coquillette, as Reporter of the Standing Committee,
1316 suggested that the several advisory committees need not be
1317 concerned that the self-study will stimulate a response that must
1318 be anticipated by advisory committee deliberations and advice.
1319 This Committee took no action with respect to the draft self-study.

1320 Admiralty Rules

1321 Proposals to amend Supplemental Admiralty Rules B, C, and E
1322 were added to the agenda at the last minute. It was concluded that

C'~ 1323 better advance preparation will be required to support informed
t., 1324 consideration of these proposals. They are carried forward to the

1325 fall agenda.

1326 Next Meeting

1327 It was agreed that the next meeting of the Committee will be
r 1328 held on October 14 and 15.

L 1329 Judge Higginbotham, as chair, closed the meeting by noting
1330 deep appreciation and thanks to John Rabiej and Mark Shapiro for
1331 their continuing and excellent support of the Committee. He alsoL 1332 expressed thanks to all Committee members for sustained, diligent,
1333 and successful work.

1334 Respectfully submitted,

1335 Edward H. Cooper, Reporter
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE
FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE'

Rule 23. Class Actions

2 (b) CLASS AcrIoNs MAiNTAINABLE. An action may be

3 maintained as a class action if the prerequisites of subdivision

4 (a) are satisfied, and in addition:

5

6 (3) the court finds that the questions of law or fact

7 common to the members of the class predominate

8 over any questions affecting only individual members,

9 and that a class action is superior to other available

10 methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the

C 11 controversy. The matters pertinent to the findings

12 include:

13 (A) the practical ability of individual class

14 members to pursue their claims without class

New material is underlined. Superseded material is struck out

7 41



2 FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE K
15 certification-

16 (*B) the fintrest of me~mbers of the class inVJ

17 individually Contotfdig the prosecution oC

18 defense of class members' interests in

19 maintaining or defending separate actions;

20 (Bg) the extent, =d nature. and maturity of

21 any related litigation -o-eerning-the

22 _ _ . rve _ a__ 1_ a_. e __ _ aaint_

23 involving class members of the class; K
24 (eiŽ) the desirability or undesirability of K
25 concentrating the litigation of the claims in the

26 particular forum;

27 (DA) the difficulties likely to be encountered K

28 in the management of a class action; and

29 (F) whether the probable relief to individual

30 class members justifies the costs and burdens L
31 of class litigation: or 2

LJ
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FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 3

32 (4) the parties to a settlement request certification

L) 33 under subdivision (b)(3) for purposes of settlement,

F, 34 even though the requirements of subdivision (b)(3)

35 might not be met for purposes of trial.

36 (c) DETERMINATION BY ORDER WHErHER CLASS ACTION

37 To BE MAIN INED; NOrICE; JUDGMENT; ACrIONS

38 CONDUCTED PARTIALLY AS CLASS ACIONS.

39 (1) As soon as When practicable after the

40 commencement of an action brought as a class action,

41 the court shall determine by order whether it is to be

42 so maintained. An order under this subdivision may

He 43 be conditional, and may be altered or amended before

44 the decision on the merits.

45

46 (e) DOSMLSSAL OR COMPROMISE. A class action shall not

47 be dismissed or compromised without hearing and the

48 approval of the court, =d after notice of the proposed

43



4 FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE

49 dismissal or compromise shall be has been given to all

50 members of the class in such manner as the court directs.

51 (f) APPeals. A court of appeals may in its discretion permit

52 an appeal from an order of a district court granting or denving

53 class action certification under this rule if application is made L

54 to it within ten days after entr of the order. An appeal does C

55 not stay proceedings in the district court unless the district

56 iudge or the court of appeals so orders.

COMMITTEE NOTE |

Class action practice has flourished and matured under Rule
23 as it was amended in 1966. Subdivision (b)(l) continues to
provide a familiar anchor that secures the earlier and once-central
roles of class actions. Subdivision (b)(2) has cemented the role of
class actions in enforcing a wide array of civil rights claims, and
subdivision (b)(3) classes have become one of the central means of
aggregating large numbers of small claims that would not support
individual litigation. The experience of more than three decades,
however, has shown ways in which Rule 23 can be improved. These
amendments may effect modest expansions in the availability of class Li
actions in some settings, and modest restrictions in others. New
factors are added to the list of matters pertinent to determining rn
whether to certify a class under subdivision (b)(3). Settlement
problems are addressed, both by confirming the propriety of
"settlement classes" in subdivision (b)(4) and by making explicit the

44 r



FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 5

need for a hearing as part of the subdivision (e) approval procedure.
f7 The requirement in subdivision (c)(1) that the determination whether

to certify a class be made as soon as practicable after commencement
of an action is changed to require that the determination be made
when practicable. A new subdivision (f) is added, establishing a
discretionary interlocutory appeal system for orders granting or
denying class certification. Many of these changes will bear on the
use of class actions as one of the tools available to accomplish
aggregation of tort claims. The Advisory Committee, debated
extensively the question whether more adventurous changes should
be made to address the problems of managing mass tort litigation,
particularly the problems that arise when a common course of
conduct causes injuries that are dispersed in time and space. At the
end, the Committee concluded that it is too early to anticipate the
lessons that will be learned from the continuing and rapid
development of practice in this area.

At the request of the Advisory Committee, the Federal
Judicial Center uniertook an empirical study designed to illuminate
the general use oft class actions not only in settings that capture
general attention bout also in more routine settings. The study isV published as T.E. iWillging, L.L. Hooper, and R.J. Niemic, An
Empirical Study of Class Actions in Four Federal District Courts:Final Report to the Advisory Cormmitee on Civil Rules (1996). The
study providedrmuch usefl nformation that has helped shape theseLamendments.,

Subdivision (b)(3). Subdivision (b)(3) has been amended in
several respects. Some ofthe changes are designed to redefinethe
role of class adjudication in ways that sharpen the distinction between
the aggregation of individual claims that would support individual
adjudication and the aggregation of individual claims that would not
support individual adjudication. ,, Cuent attempts I by courts and

r
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6 FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE C

lawyers to adapt Rule 23 to address the problems that arise from torts
that injure many people are reflected in part in some of these changes, C

but these attempts have not matured to a point that would support
comprehensive rulemaking.

The probability that a claim would support individual
litigation depends in part on the- expected recovery. One of the most
important roles of certification under subdivision (b)(3) has been to
facilitate the enforcement of valid claims for small amounts. The
median individual class-member recovery figures reported by the
Federal Judicial Center study ranged from $315 to $528. These
amounts are far below th level that would be required to support
individual litigationu iunless perhaps in a small claims court' ibis
vital core,however, may branch into more troubling settings. The
mass tort cases may sweep4 into a class many members whose
individual claims would support individualliti on, controlled by C

the class member. In such cases, denial of certification or careful
definition of the class maybe essetial'to protet these plaintiffs. As
one example, a defective product may haveinfli7ted sm-all property
value losses on millions of consurners~,ireflecting a small risk of
serious injury, and also h Iav ecausd sris penal -juries to a
relatively smtll numpber of ConsunrsClass cetification ma be.
appropriate as to the pd pert l dmgcmsl but not as to the
personal injy c1al c catedo of this problem
may ares when diffti pes sfinjuis 'tat lye similar in
type but that vary i ly in extdnt. A single course of securities
fraud, for example, may inct on many people injuries that could not
support ipdisiduitli~aonndbt tbe same te inflic on a few
people or kinstitutiqon yjpur tLould rdly 'uppoi ,individual
litigation. "Thevictmso 1huoull lffrdl to se aloe may be ideal
representativs if they lrgwillng my rebe

cetfe.ee t n eaaeliiainif a (b)(3)
clas isa ()(l or(b~2) cass wee crtii~dhowever,

46
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the court should consider the possibility of excluding these victimsfrom the class definition.

Individual litigation may affect class certification in adifferent way, by shaping the time when a substantial number ofindividual decisions illuminate the nature of the class claims.Exploration of mass tort questions time and again led experiencedlawyers to offer the advice that it is better to defer class litigationL until there has been substantial experience with actual trials anddecisions in individual actions. The need to wait until a class ofclaims has become "mature" seems to apply peculiarly to claims thatinvolve highly uncertain facts that may come to be better understoodover time. New and developing law may make the fact uncertaintyeven more daunting. A claim thata widely used medical device hascaused serious side effects, for example, may not be fully understoodfor many years after the first injuries are claimed. Pre-maturitylclasgcertification runs the risk of mistaken decision, whether for or againstthe class. This risk may be translated into settlement terms thatreflect, the uncertainty by exacting far too much from the defendantor according fartoo little to the plaintiffs.

These concerns underlie the changes made in the subdivisionL (b)(3) list of matters pertinent to the findings whether the law and factquestions common to class members predominate over individualquestions and whether a class action is superior to other availablemethods for the, fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy.New factors are Added to the list, and some of the original factorshave been reformulated

Subparagraph (A) is new. The focus on the practical abilityof individual class members to pursue their claims without classL certification can either, encourage or discourage class certification.This factor discourages ' but does not forbid -class certification

47
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when individual class members can practicably pursue individual K
actions. If individual class members cannot practicably pursue
individual actions, on the other hand, this factor encourages class
certification., This encouragement may be offset 'by new
subparagraph (F) if the probable relief to individual class members is fl
too low to justify the burdens of class litigation.

Subparagraph, (B);,irevised from former subparagraph (A), L
complements new subparagraph (A), The "practical ability of
individual class members to pursue individual actions is important ,
when class members haypl jsignificant interests in maintaining or
defending separate actions.1 , These interests include such fundamental
matters as choice ,of fof t timing of allevents from' filing to 7
judgment; selection of'copates and adersares; te ability to gain
choice of more favorable law itogoyvr the decision; control of
litigation strate,; andlitgati single proceedi that includes
all issues of liabillityn 'rmedyl Tese inters may require a
finding that class ,adjdication is sperior.:ecue 't is not as fair
to class members~ evy t~1otgh it llem#efiin o h
judicial system in the fei resources are
required. The riglt to irequtexcsio from a (3) class does not
fully protectthpse intere parti i a members who
have not yet" reandpdivda ultath im6' class notice.
These, iteres f cl a ariety
alternatives~ thtmy itaon jnii~1cn~o earate~
litigation.,h~t~trst oii euse ls may,
be c f in

individual acons-incuding t r for coordnated pretrial
proceedings orltransfer, foi lcon 4ial.1 [ '

The practical abilit* ofindidallass members to pursue
individual litigation, and4, tI~ Werin maintining separate actions

48
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may come into conflict when there is a significant risk that the
insurance and assets of the defendants may not be sufficient to fully
satisfy all claims growing out of a common course of events. The
plaintiffs who might win the race to secure and enforce individualr judgments have an interest that is served at the cost of other plaintiffs
whose interests are defeated by exhaustion of the available assets. In
these circumstances, fairness and efficiency may require aggregation
in a way that marshals the assets for equitable distribution. This need
may justify certification under subdivision (b)(3), or in appropriate

FE cases under subdivision (b)(l). Bankruptcy proceedings may prove
L a superior alternative. The decision whether to certify a (b)(3) class

must rest on a judgment about the practical realities that may thwart
r- realization of the abstract interests that point toward separate
K individual actions.

Factor (C), formerly factor (B), has been amended in several
respects. Other litigation can be considered so long as it is related
and involves class members; there is no need to determine whether
the other litigation somehow concerns the same controversy. The
focus on other litigation "already commenced" is deleted, permitting
consideration of litigation without regard to the time of filing in
relation to the Ttime of filing the class action. The more important

L change authorizes consideration ofthe "maturity" of related litigation.
In one dimension, maturity can reflect the need to avoid interferingL with the progress of related litigation already well advanced toward
trial and judgment. When multiple claims arise out of dispersed

rl~ events, however, maturity also reflects the need to support class
adjudication by experience gained in completed litigation of several
individual cai ms. If the results l of individual litigation begin to
converge, class adjudication m,, ay -seem ,appropriate. Class
adjudicationmay continue to be i'ppropriate,Ihowever, if individual
litigation coniues to, yield, inconsistent results; or if individual

L
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10 FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE f

litigation demonstrates that knowledge has not yet advanced far
enough to support confident decision on a class basis.,

4r. J

Subparagraph (F) has been added to subdivision (b)(3) to
effect a retrenchment in the use of class actions to aggregate trivial
individual claims. If the probable relief to individual class members L
does not justify the costs and burdens of class litigation, a class action
is not a superior means of efficient adjudication. The near certainty ,
that few or no individual claims will be pursued for trivial relief does W

not require class certification.

The prospect of significant benefit to class members combines
with the public values of enforcing legal norms to justify the costs,
burdens, and coercive effects of class actions that otherwise satisfy
Rule 23 requirements. fprobable individual relief is slight, however,
the core justification of class enforcement fails. fl

'I 1 ,,l, I.,, I L )
The value of probable individual relief must be weighed

against the costs and burdens of class-action proceedings. No ,
particular dollar figure can be used as a threshold. A smaller figure C

is appropriate if issues of liability can be quickly resolved without
protracted discovery or trial proceedings, the costs of class notice are t
low, and the costs of 1 dadmiistering and distributing the award J

likewise are low. Higher figures should be demanded if the legal
issues are complex or ~complex proceedngs will be required to
resolvethe merits, identificaion of class members and notice will
prove costly, and distribution of the award WllM be expensive. Often
it will be difficult to m ysr these matters at the commencement of
an action, when idin' all sigificant 'relief is likely to be
demanded and the cost sa of cls procing not be estimated with
any confidence. The opotnity todcilatershould not weaken L
this threshold iqiryi. 4t thesame timelecetifcation should be

LJ
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FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 11

considered whenever the factors that seemed to justify an initial classcertification are disproved as the action is more fully developed.

Subdivision (b)(4). Subdivision (b)(4) is new. It permitscertification of a class under subdivision (b)(3) for settlementi, purposes, even though the same class might not be certified for trial.Many courts have adopted the practice reflected in this new provision.See, e.g., Weinbergerv. Kendrick, 698 F.2d 61, 72-73 (2d Cir.1982);LJ In reBeef IndustryAntitrustLitigation, 607 F.2d 167, 170-171, 173-178 (5th Cir. 1979). Some very recent decisions, however, have statedthat a class cannot be certified for settlement purposes unless thesame class would be certified for trial purposes. See Georgine v.
Amchem Products; Inc., 83 F.3d 610 (3d Cir.1996); In re Generalr Motors Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Litigation, 55 F.3d 768 (3dCir. 1995). This amendment is designed to resolve this newlyapparent disagreement.

Although subdivision (b)(4) is formally separate, any classcertified under its terms is a (b)(3) class with all the incidents of aL. (b)(3) class, including the subdivision (c)(2) rights to notice and torequest exclusion from the class. Subdivision (b)(4) does not speakto the question whether a settlement class may be certified undersubdivisions (b)(1) or )(2). As with all parts of subdivision (b), allof the prerequisites of subdivision (a) must be satisfied to supportcertification of a, (b)(4) settlement class. In addition, thepredominance and superiority requirements of subdivision (b)(3)must be satisfiedi Subdivision (b)(4) serves oply to make it clear thatimplementation of the factors that control certification of a (b)(3)class is affected by the many differences between settlement andlitigation of claw claims or defenses. Choice-of-law difficulties, forexample, may force certification of many subclasses, or even defeatL any class certification, if caims are to be litigated Stement can bereached, however, on terms that surmouMn such difficulties Many

51
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other elements are affected as well. A single court may be able to
manage settlement when litigation would require resort to many W
courts. And, perhaps most important, settlement may prove far
superior to litigation in devising comprehensive solutions to large- L
scale problems that defy ready disposition by traditional adversary
litigation. Important benefits may be provided for those who,
knowing of the class settlement and the opportunity to opt out, prefer Cl
to participate in the class judgment and avoid the costs of individual
litigation.

For all the potential benefits, settlement classes also pose
special risks. :The court's Rule 23(e) obligation-to review, and !
approve a class settlement commonly must [ surmount the
informational difficulties that arise when the major adversaries join
forces as proponents of their settlement 'agreemen Objectors
frequently appear to reduce these difficulties, but it may be difficult '
for objectors to obtain the information required for a fully informed
challenge. The reassurance provided by official, 'adjudication is f
missing. These difficulties may seem especialy troub ithe class
would not have been certified for litigation, or ,y~ssaped by a
settlement agreement wred out even before t [heaon was fled.

These, competig fors! are reconciled by rcgizn h
legitimacy of settlem.en cI , e roetn
afforded to class members. Ceticatio~ i of a sementclass under
(b)(4) is authorized only 'on reqest of paris who hav reached a
settlement. Certification isit auodsi plyto a.s artiesl L,
who are interested in explorigl' seittlement, not even when theyrersnt that they ar cl 6aremn n thatcla dfuiono
a class would fadilitate reiet, ¶rhiaion before
settlement might exert uit~v Ipesr o ec gement, and
might increase the ris tathceifatoncol btrn~edio
certification ofa tral ls dqaercnieain hs

52
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FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 13

protections cannot be circumvented by attempting to certify a
settlement class directly under subdivision (b)(3) without regard to
the limits imposed by (b)(4).

Notice and the right to opt out provide the central means of
protecting settlement class members under subdivision (b)(3), but the
court also must take particular care in applying some of Rule 23's
requirements. As to notice, the Federal Judicial Center study suggests
that notices of settlement do not always provide the clear and succinct
information that must be provided to support meaningful decisions
whether to object to the settlement or - if the class is certified under
subdivision (b)(3) - whether to request exclusion. One of the most
important contributions a court can make is to ensure that the notice
fairly describes the litigation and the terms of the settlement.
Definition of the class also must be approached -with care, lest the
attractions of settlement lead too easily to an over-broad definition.
Particular care should be taken to ensure that there are no disabling
conflicts of interests among people who are urged to form a single
class. If the case presents facts or law that are unsettled and that are
likely to be litigated in individual actions, it may be better to postpone
any class certification until experience with individual actions yields
sufficient information to suport a wise settlement and effective
review of the settlement.

Subdivision (c). The requirement that the court determine
whether to certify a class "as soon as practicable after commencement
of an action" is amended to provide for certification "when
practicable."

The Federal Judicial Center study showed many cases in
which it was doubtful whether determination of the class-action
question was made as soon as practicable after commencement of the
action. This result occurred even in districts with local rules

53
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requiring determination within a specified period. These practices
may reflect the dominance of practicability as a pragmatic concept L
that effectively has translated "as soon as" to mean "when." The
amendment makes this approach secure, and supports the changes
made in subdivision (b)(3) and the addition of subdivision (b)(4).
Significant preliminary preparation may be required in a (b)(3) action,
for example, to appraise the factors identified in new or amended
subparagraphs (A), (B), (C), and (F). These and similar inquiries L
should not be made under pressure of an early certification
requirement Certification of a settlement class under new F
subdivision (b)(4) cannot happen until the parties have reached a AX

settlement agreement, and there should not be any pressure to reach
settlement "as soon as practicable. 7

Amendment of the "as soon as practicable" requirement also
confiri~s the common practice of ruing on motions to dismiss or for i
summary judgmen before the X class rtifiction decision. A few'
courtsIrave feared is su practce is inconsistenttwith the "as
soon as practicablek eqiemn

Subdivsion (e). Subdivision (e) is amendd e confirm the
common practice of holdingi earings as part of t process of K'
approving dismissal or compro oe f a clias acton. The judicial
responsibility to the class is V. The p the settlement

cease o be dvers~ries n pre~tingthe settlemen frapoal, and
objectors may find itdifficuldt to command the information or
resources necessary foi4effectiH e qoppsitidn.[These lproblms my be
exacerbated when a prposed settlement is presented a or close to
the beginning, of the action. A hearing should be held to explore a

proposed settlement even if the proponents seek to waive the hern

54 ?
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Subdivision 'b. This permissive interlocutory appeal
provision is adopted under the power conferred by 28 U.S.C. §
1292(e). Appeal from an order granting or denying class certification
is permitted in the sole discretion of the court of appeals. No other
type of Rule 23 order is covered by this provision. It is designed on
the model of § 1292(b), relying in many ways on the jurisprudence
that has developed around § 1292(b) to reduce the potential costs of
interlocutory appeals. At the same time, subdivision (f) departs from
§ 1292(b) in two significant ways. It does not require that the district
court certify the certification ruling for appeal, although the district

L. court often can assist the parties and court of appeals by offering
advice on the desirability of appeal. And it does not include the
potentially limiting requirements of § 1292(b) that the district court
order "involvel a controlling question of law as to which there is
substantial ground for difference of opinion and that an immediate
appeal from the order may materially advance the ultimate
termination of the litigation."

Permission to appeal should be granted with restraint. The
Federal Judicial Center study supports the view that many suits with
class action allegations present familiar and almost routine issues that
are no more worthy of immediate appeal than many other
interlocutory rulings. Yet several concerns justify expansion of
present opportunities to appeal. An order denying certification may
confront the plaintiff with a situation in which the only sure path to
appellate review is by proceeding to final Judgment on the merits of
an individual claim that, standing alone, is far smaller than the costsV of litigation. An order g ranting certification, on the other hand, may
force a defendant to settle rather than incur the costs of defending a
class action and run the risk of potentially ruinous liability. These

K concerns can be met at low cost by establishing in the court of appeals
a discretionary power to grant interlutor review in cases that show
appeal-worthy certification issues.

55
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The expansion of appeal opportunities effected by subdivision

(f) is modest. Court of appeals discretion is as broad as under §
1292(b). Permission to appeal may be granted or denied on the basis L
of any consideration that the court of appeals finds persuasive.
Permission is most likely to be granted when the certification decision [7
turns on a novel or unsettled question of law, or when, as a practical
matter, the decision on certification is likely dispositive of the
litigation. Such questions are most likely to arise during the early
years of experience with new class-action provisions as they may be
adopted into Rule 23 or enacted by legislation. Permission almost
always will be denied when the certification decision turns on case-
specific matters of fact and district court discretion.

The district court, having worked through the certification
decision, often will be able to provide cogent advice on the factors
that bear on the decision whether to permit appeal., This advice can
be particularly valuable if the certification decision is tentative. Even
as to a firm certification decision, a statement of reasons bearing on
the probabletbenefits and costs of immediate appeal can help focus
the court ofq appeals decisio, and may persuade the disappointed
pay that'ant wod be ruitless. i

The 10-day peobd for qseeking permission to appeal is
designed Lpto reduce t risk ithat attempted appeals will disrupt
continuing proceedings. Itis expected that the courts of appeals will
act quicglyh primia determination whether to
permit appeal. Pe on appeal des not stay trial court
proceedings. A stay should besoughtfirst trom he trial court If the
trial court refus a staits acion and any explanation of its views
sod weh heih y hc of appes. i

Appellate Rue 5 has been modified to establish the procedure
for petitioning for leave to appeal under subdivision (f).
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September 20, 1996

MEMORANDUM TO ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

SUBJECT: Questions, Suggestions, and Concerns Expressed by Members of the
Standing Rules Committee on Civil Rule 23

At its June 19-21, 1996 meeting, members of the Standing Rules Committee
lx raised questions, proposed suggestions, and expressed concerns regarding the

publication of the amendments to Civil Rule 23. The committee believed that a
L record of their discussions might be helpful to the advisory committee during its

future deliberations on these amendments.

El'9 Draft minutes of the Standing Committee meeting have been prepared that
describe in some detail the committee's discussion of Rule 23. That section is

L attached.

John K. Rabiej

Attachment
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Standing Committee, June 1996 Minutes - DRAFT Page 19

L
Amendmentsfor Publication

FED.RCIV.P. 23

1. Committee Process

Judge Stotler pointed out that the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules had been studying
class actions for several years, and it had invited many interested parties to participate in its
deliberations. In an effort to gather as much information as possible before drafting specific
amendments to Rule 23, the committee had convened large meetings tantamount to public
hearings to discuss class action issues with interested attorneys, judges, and academics. She

L complimented the committee on seeking out the best information possible from knowledgeable
persons on complicated and controversial issues.

She stated that the advisory committee had only recently decided upon the final language
7 of its draft proposal. She suggested that recent correspondence objecting to publication of the

proposal was probably attributable to the recent nature of the advisory committee's action,
coupled with the very public nature of its deliberations. She noted that copies of all recent
correspondence had been distributed to each member of the standing committee, and she urged

L the members to take their time and work through the advisory committee's proposal carefuily and
thoroughly.

L. Judge Higginbotham noted that correspondence opposing the proposed changes had been
received from many members of the academic community. He stated that the views expressed
had been made with the best of intentions and should be regarded as very positive because theyL demonstrated the importance of the proposed amendments and the public attention they would
receive. He added that it was vital that the committee hear from the users of the system. He
pointed out, however, that there is a prescribed public comment period, and the commentators
could appear at the hearings, present their views in person, and respond to questions.

7 Judge Higginbotham stated that the advisory committee had begun its review of class
L actions six years earlier at the direction of the Judicial Conference to study mass tort and asbestos

cases. During the first round of consideration, under Judge Pointer's leadership, the committee
7 had approved a set of proposed revisions to Rule 23 based in large part on a proposal by the
L American Bar Association. The committee, however, had not sought approval of the revisions

because of the press of other matters on its agenda.

Judge Higginbotham explained that after he had become chairman, the advisory committee
returned to Rule 23 and decided that it needed to reach out widely and learn as much as it could
about class actions. This required not just seeking reactions to a particular proposal for amending
the rule, but also a broad effort to deal with basic concepts and to explore the practical operation
of all aspects of class actions.

L
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Judge Higginbotham pointed out that the advisory committee had invited prominent class
action lawyers to attend its meetings and discuss class action issues. It had also convened
symposia and meetings on class actions with practitioners and scholars at university settings in
Philadelphia, Dallas, New York, and Tuscaloosa. Many people had participated in these
gatherings, and they had been encouraged to speak freely and share their differing viewpoints.
Judge Higginbotham stated that the lawyers and academics had been generous with their time, and L]
he thanked them for their contributions to the work of the advisory committee.

2. Substantive Issues

Judge Higginbotham. pointed out that Rule 23 does not lend itself to neat analysis. It is 7
peculiarly dependent on experience and practice. He emphasized that there are many different
categories of class actions, ranging from securities cases, to product liability cases, to tort cases,
to civil rights cases. The practical problems of class action litigation and the interests and
viewpoints of t participants vary substantially from one category of litigation to another.

He also stressed at the outset that there is a critical difference between (b)(1) and (b)(2) K
classes, on the one hand,, and (b)(3) classes on the other. In a (b)(1) or (b)(2) class, claimants a '
have no right to opt out ofthe class. On the other hand, the right to opt out is key to the
operation of a L(b)(3) class. He stated that in the case of a (b)(3) settlement class, plaintiffs have
the choice of either accepting the proposed settlement offer or refusing it and assuming the risk of
prosecuting their cases individually. Accordingly, from a plaintiff's viewpoint, a claimant in a 7
(b)(3) settlement action has greater rights than claimant in a case that is 'first certified and then L
proceeds later to settlement.,

Judge Higginbotham stated that the advisory committee had considered a number of K
proposals to revise Rule 23. In the end, the members took a very cautious approach and decided
to adopt a "minimalist" draft. As an example, the committee had considered a proposal to require
the court to look at the merits of the case and th strength of the proponent's claim as an element L.
in determining whether to certify the class. After examination, though, the committee decided
that the price of that inquiry was simply too great, for, among other things, it would require a C

minitrial.

Judge Higginbotham then described in turn each of the eight proposed changes that the
advisory committee would make in Rule,23. He emphasized that the eight changes were stated t

distinctly, but they were interrelated and reinforced each other.

1. The list of factors pertinent to the court's findings of predominance and superiority
would be expanded. A new subparagraph, (b)(l)(A) would require the court to
consider the practical ability of individual class members to pursue their claim
without class certification.
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2. Subparagraph (b)(3)(B) would be revised to make it clear that the court must look
at alternatives to a class action. The amendment would emphasize the autonomy
of individual claimants to determine their own destiny.

3. The word "maturity" would be added to subparagraph (b)(3)(C), thus requiring the
court to look not only at the ability of plaintiffs to prosecute their claims, but also
at the extent to which there has been development or maturity of the claims.

4. A new subparagraph (b)(3)(F) would be added, requiring the court to weigh the
probable relief to individual class members against the costs and burdens of the
class litigation.

5. New paragraph (4) would explicitly authorize settlement classes.

6. In subdivision (c) the requirement that the court certify a class "as soon as
practicable" after commencement of the action would be changed to "when
practicable" after commencement of the action. Read in conjunction with other
proposed changes above, requiring the court to look at the maturity of claims and
to consider other alternatives to a class action, the amendment would remove the
incentive in the present rule for a judge to certify a class quickly.

7. Subdivision (e) would be amended to require that the court hold a hearing on
settlements in class actions. Even though courts routinely hold hearings on
settlements, the rule would now explicitly require it.

8. New subdivision (f) would authorize interlocutory appeals of district court orders
granting or denying certification of a class.

Finally, Judge Higginbotham pointed out that the advisory committee had decided not to
address "futures" classes, which are the subject of ongoing case law development. He also
emphasized that the proposed amendments did not deal with (b)(l) or (b)(2) class actions, but
only with (b)(3) class actions. The committee had insisted on retention of the right of a claimant
to opt out of a settlement class. Moreover, the amendments did not dispense with the Rule 23(a)
prerequisites or the notice requirements of (b)(3).

3. Views of the Members

The chair asked the members first for any general comments they had regarding the
proposed amendments to Rule 23.
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Chief Justice Veasey suggested that it would be helpful if the committee note were
expanded to include some of the introduction and background just enunciated by Judge
Higginbotham. The note would also benefit by: (1) updating the case law to include the Georgine
case, and (2) addressing some of the concerns expressed in recent correspondence to the
committee. Judge Higginbotham responded that the note could be expanded to discuss Georgine,
but interested parties were very much aware already of the issues and the case law, andthey
would submit knowledgeable and helpful comments during the public comment period.

Mr. Perry stated that it was clear from the committee note that the opt-out provision X

applied to settlement classes. Yet, he asked whether the rule itself should be amended to provide
explicitly that a settlement class under (b)(4) is governed by all the provisions applicable to (b)(3)
classes, including a right of opt-out. Li

Judge Higginbotham responded that the text might be expanded, but the advisory
committee had concluded that the language of the amendment provided clearly that a settlement L.
class is a (b)(3) class. He added that it could not reasonably be interpreted as dispensing with the I7
opt-out provision and other requirements associated with a (b)(3) class. He suggested that
confusion on this point had been introduced because some people who had read the text had not L

read the committee note., He recommended that the language of the rule be published without
change and that drafting improvements be considered as part of the public comment process.

Mr. Schreiber stated that he had spent 30 years in class action work, as a plaintiffs
lawyer, a defense lawyer, a judge, a teacher, and a special master. He argued that the proposed
amendments were defendant-oriented and would cripple class actions. The central premise of the
advisory committee, he said, had been that something had to be done to address mass tort
problems. But by attempting to solve those problems by amending Rule 23, the committee would
set up an entirely new class action structure that would spawn many new problems. He added
that the proposed amendments would prevent consumer class actions and cause great disturbance Ir
in securities and antitrust class actions, unless the advisory note were expanded to identify
explicitly what a judge may and may not do under the rule.

Judge Stotler then took up each of the eight suggested amendments to the rule in order,
soliciting comments from the members on each.

Mr. Schreiber stated that the advisory note accompanying subparagraphs (b)(3)(A) and
(b)(3)(B) had to be expanded to specify that the judge must take into account the tremendous
cost of class litigation. For example, an individual plaintiff might have a large claim for $200,000,
but the potential relief could well be dwarfed by the cost of maintaining the class action and
obtaining discovery, which might may run into millions of dollars.

L~i
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Mr. Schreiber expressed reservations about subparagraph (C), dealing with the maturity of
related litigation involving class members. He alluded to a Seventh Circuit case in which, he said,
the trial judge had decertified a class action on the grounds that a handful of the plaintiffs had
tried and lost their individual cases and the defendants apparently would have refused to settle the
cases under any circumstances. He argued that as a result of the court's decertification of the
class and the plaintiffs' inability to pursue a class action, they had to settle for 3040 percent of
what similarly-situated claimants later received in Japan. He strongly recommended that a
decision to decertify a class should not be based on only a few cases. He said that he was not
opposed in general to the concept that the maturity of related litigation should be a pertinent
factor in the court's certification decision, but it should be explained more fully in the advisory
committee note.

Judge Easterbrook responded that in the Seventh Circuit case described, there had been
13 trials at the time of the class decertification decision. The defendants had prevailed in twelve
cases, and the plaintiff had prevailed in one case, winning about a million dollars. The case ended
up being settled for the actuarial value of plaintiff verdicts in the set of 13 litigated cases. He
stated that the key issue was that the trial judge must determine in each case the appropriate
number of cases that constitute maturity of related litigation.

Mr. Sundberg pointed out that he had been involved in the case personally and believed
that the issue of maturity of litigation had not been dispositive of the case. There were many
other important factors that had a major influence on the outcome of the case.

Mr. Schreiber stated that if the amendment and committee note were published without
change, a huge number of people would testify at the hearings to express their concerns and
objections. As a result, the advisory committee would have to reexamine the amendments,
correct them, and republish them. Judge Higginbotham responded that the public comment
period was a vital part of the rules process. If the public comments demonstrated that changes in
the amendments or note were needed, the advisory committee would make the changes and
republish the proposal, if necessary..

Mr. Schreiber argued that proposed new subparagraph (b)(3)(F) was the most
troublesome provision of all because it appeared to weigh the claims of individual litigants against
the total cost of the class litigation. He proposed that the committee note state clearly that the
totality of all the claims, rather than each individual claim, be compared to the costs of the
litigation. In its present form, he stated, the amendment could literally end all consumer cases.
He added that, alternatively, the problems could-be resolved by revising the language of the rule
itself.
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Judge Ellis said that the language of the rule was not clear on the point and might have to
be revised. He added, though, that sending the proposal back to the advisory committee would
serve no useful purpose since the committee had studied the matter long and hard. Rather, the L
time had come to solicit the advice of the public and make any needed changes later.

Judge Ellis continued that there was a question as to whether the amendments fell within L
the bounds of the Rules Enabling Act because it could be argued that they affected substantive
rights. He suggested that there was a fundamental ideological fight between people who believe
that class actions should be used for certain purposes and people who believe that they ought not
to be used for those purposes. He concluded that publication of the amendments would generate
a very important debate and lead to helpful suggestions for improvements. L

Judge Easterbrook suggested that a court should not compare the probable relief to
individual class members against the total costs of class litigation. Rather, it could compare
either: (1) individual claims against the pro-rata cost per class member, or (2) the aggregate
benefits to all class members against the aggregate costs of the litigation. He added that he
believed that the proposed amendment was perfectly clear in this respect, but if the public
comments were to show that it was not clear, the language could be adjusted.

Mr. Sundberg said that the language could perhaps stand some clarification, but it should
be published in its present form. The bench and bar would understand the issues, provide helpful
insights,, and suggest language improvements.

Professor Coquillette noted that, as a technical matter, it would aid electronic research if
subparagraphs (b)(3)(C) and (b)(3)(D) were not renumbered. 7

LI
Judge Easterbrook suggested that the text of paragraph (c)(2), referring to paragraph

(b)(3), should be amended to include a specific reference to (b)(4). Professor Cooper responded
that the advisory committee had decided not to adopt that approach. It had drafted (b)(4) to L
provide that a settlement class is a class certified under (b)(3). If (c)(2) were amended to include
a reference to (b)(4), it would carry the implication that a (b)(4) class is not a (b)(3) class. He 7
added that another way to clarlfy the matter would be to replace the words "under subdivision L
(b)(3)," as they appear in (b)(4), with the words "request certification of a subdivision (b)(3)
class." Judge Easterbrook concluded that any language changes should be deferred to the public L
comment period.

Judge Higginbotham added that the advisory committee had decided as a matter of policy L
not to dispense with the (b)(3) requirements in a- settlement class action. Stylistic refinements to
reinforce that point could be made after the comment period without requiring publication of the
amendments. i

ri
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Mr. Schreiber stated that he supported the addition of paragraph (b)(4) to the rule. But he
WON recommended that the committee note be expanded: (1) to specify the factors that a judge must

consider in determining whether to certify a settlement class, and (2) to address the issue of future
claimants. He added that the Georgine opinion had discussed these matters well, and they neededv to be included in the committee note.

Judge Stotler explained that the Georgine opinion had been issued after the advisory
committee had settled on the language of the amendment and committee note. She suggested that
Georgine should be addressed, and it might be advisable to refer to the case in the publication
sent to bench and bar.

Judge Higginbotham said that he found the Georgine decision to be troubling, and it was
in conflict with the holdings of five other circuits. In Georgine, the court of appeals would
require the trialijudge, in considering whether to certify a class, to engage in the hypothetical
exercise of determining whether or not the case could be tried. He added that the Georgine
opinion, applied literally, would bar certification of the breast implant cases and a great many

L securities cases.

Mr. Schreiber stated that the basis of the Georgine holding was that the court had found
no typicality on the part of the representative party, who was a present claimant attempting to
represent future claimants. He added that he believed that Judge Becker would find settlement
classes appropriate in certain cases.

Chief Justice Veasey stated that the public comment period would be better informed if
the committee note were enhanced to discuss: (1) the important cases, including Georgine, and

L (2) the factors relevant to determining whether the probable relief to class members justifies the
costs and burdens of class litigation. Judge Higginbotham responded that the committee note
could easily be expanded to include a citation to Georgine.

Professor Hazard stated that he strongly supported publishing the amendments and agreed
with the observations of Judge Easterbrook, Chief Justice Veasey, and Mr. Schreiber regarding
revisions to the rule and note. He added, though, that the changes should be made following the
public comment period.

Li He said that he had reached the conclusion that settlement classes were necessary. They
appeared to be what most class actions were about. He explained that under (b)(4), the lawyers
may negotiate a deal before they file the case and seek certification of the class. The proposed
settlement they reach requires court approval to constitute a contract, because if the court does
not certify the class, a condition essential to the settlement fails to materialize, and the deal is7 effectively canceled. In essence, the issue is not one ofjudicial approval, for the court ultimately
must approve every settlement. Rather, the key question is whether the lawyers should be able to
bargain without superintendence of the judge or be compelled to bargain under what could be the
court's close superintendence.
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In other words, it boiled down to the question of whether the rules should legitimate the
pre-filing settlement contracting process. He concluded that he was satisfied that there were good
reasons for permitting that process. The trial judge still must make a gestalt decision-based on
all the facts in each particular case-as to whether the particular class suit, as configured by the T7
lawyers, is on balance a good thing. He emphasized that the subject was multidimensional and
involved many variables. Accordingly, it just did not lend itself to an easy, definitive resolution in
a rule of procedure.

Professor Hazard added that some of the academics who had written to the committee had
misunderstood the rule and the significance of the (b)(3) requirements, which the advisory
committee had intended to be applicable in settlement class actions. They had also been
unrealistic in addressing what the real social alternatives would be to a settlement class in large,
continuing tort situations. He said that he was satisfied that the asbestos cases, for example, had
reached the point where settlement was the only sensible way to deal with them.

He argued that the key question in Georgine should have been whether the proposed
settlement was on balance a good thing. He regretted that the opinion had not been more explicit
in acknowledging that issue.

Mr. Schreiber said that he approved of the proposed change in subdivision (c). It would
replace the current requirement that the court make a decision as to whether the class action
should be maintained "as soon as practicable" with a requirement that the court make the decision IJ

"when practicable." He pointed out that the change would reflect current reality, since most cases
are not certified within 60 or 90 days.

L,
Judge Easterbrook said that the proposed change in subdivision (e), requiring a hearing on

dismissal or compromise of a class action, was fine in principle. He questioned, though, whether
a hearing is necessary when there is no opposition to the dismissal or compromise. He suggested
that the advisory committee might want to consider substituting the words "opportunity for a
hearing." Judge Higginbotham responded that the suggestion would be taken into account by the
advisory committee.,,

Mr. Schreiber asked why class certification decisions warranted an interlocutory appeal
when: (1) other types of equally important matters cannot be appealed, and (2) the courts of
appeals were overburdened. He doubted whether a special exception was needed for class ,,
actions. Judge Higginbotham responded that the advisory committee was of the view that class L
actions as a matter of policy did in fact warrant a special path, at least to the extent that a party
could request leave to appeal a certification decision. He concluded that the courts of appeals ,
would have little difficulty in distinguishing between those matters that warrant an interlocutory
appeal and those that do not.

L
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Judge Higginbotham pointed out that class action certification issues had come before the
appellate courts only in mandamus cases. The proposed new Rule 23(f) would recognize reality
and authorize a discretionary, interlocutory appeal, rather than force the appellate courts to
continue relying on the extraordinary writ.

Mr. Sundberg strongly supported the interlocutory appeal provision. He said that
experience in the Florida state courts-where there is an interlocutory appeal as of right from a
certification decision-had demonstrated that these appeals had not created caseload burdens for
the appellate courts. Moreover, the proposed interlocutory appeal would be purely discretionary,
and it was clearly preferable to having the appellate courts stretch to use the mandamus remedy.

Judge Higginbotham added that the advisory committee had not addressed a number of
other issues in the proposed amendments because it had concluded that they should continue to be
developed through decisional law. Professor Hazard added that the advisory committee had been
wise in deciding not to address the issue of future claims in the proposal.

Judge Stotler called for the vote on sending the proposed amendments to Rule 23 out for
public comment, with a citation or two added to the committee note. The committee voted
without objection to approve the proposed amendments for publication.

Mr. Schreiber requested that the members of the advisory committee be given a report of
the standing committee's discussions regarding the Rule 23 proposal. He said that the members
had raised serious concerns that needed careful examination. Judge Stotler asked Mr. McCabe to
provide an detailed record of these concerns for consideration by the advisory committee.

Informational Items

FED.R.CIv.P. 26

The advisory committee had decided not to seek Judicial Conference approval of
proposed amendments to Rule 26(c), governing protective orders. Rather, it had concluded that
Rule 26(c) should be held for further consideration as part of a new project to study the general
scope of discovery authorized by Rule 26(b)(1) and the scope of document discovery under Rules
34 and 45.

Judge Higginbotham pointed out that at one time the standards for document discovery
had been more stringent than those for oral discovery, in that they required a showing of good
cause. He stated that members of the bar had expressed strong sentiments to the advisory
committee that the linkage of the two kinds of discovery had caused problems and should be
reconsidered. He added that the issue would be considered at the next meeting of the advisory
committee.
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Judge Higginbotham pointed out that class action certification issues had come before the
appellate courts only in mandamus cases. The proposed new Rule 23(f) would recognize reality
and authorize a discretionary, interlocutory appeal, rather than force the appellate courts to
continue relying on the extraordinary writ.

Mr. Sundberg strongly supported the interlocutory appeal provision. He said that
experience in the Florida state courts-where there is an interlocutory appeal as of right from a
certification decision-had demonstrated that these appeals had not created caseload burdens for
the appellate courts. Moreover, the proposed interlocutory appeal would be purely discretionary, L
and it was clearly preferable to having the appellate courts stretch to use the mandamus remedy.

Judge Higginbotham added that the advisory committee had not addressed a number of
other issues in the proposed amendments because it had concluded that they should continue to be
developed through decisional law. Professor Hazard added that the advisory committee had been i
wise in deciding not to address the issue of future claims in the proposal.

Judge Stotler called for the vote on sending the proposed amendments to Rule 23 out for
public comment, with a citation or two added to the committee note. The committee voted
without objection to approve the proposed amendments for publication. TV

Mr. Schreiber requested that the members of the advisory committee be given a report of
the standing committee's discussions regarding the Rule 23 proposal. He said that the members r
had raised serious concerns that needed careful examination. Judge Stotler asked Mr. McCabe to
provide a detailed record of these concerns for consideration by the advisory committee. In
response, he incorporated a detailed summary of the discussions in the minutes of the meeting. 7,

L
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U' I
These eight proposed changes in Rule 23 submitted for comment are modest, as measured

by an array of changes urged by numerous scholars, practitioners, law-teachers, and myriad
organizations. They reflect the distilled judgment of the Advisory Committee after five years of
study. This study includes participation in national conferences, sponsored by the law schools of
N.Y.U., the University of Pennsylvania, and Southern Methodist University, as well as by the

L Southwestern Legal Foundation. The study included extensive discussion at meetings of the
Advisory Committee at the University of Alabama School of Law, the Thurgood Marshall
Federal Judiciary Building in Washington, D.C., and other gatherings in New York, San
Francisco, and Tucson. Representatives of the Litigation Section of the American Bar
Association, the American College of Trial Lawyers, the American Trial Lawyers, and others
attended and participated in this dialogue. The Committee also sought the counsel of
distinguished lawyers with particular experience with class actions.

Fee * The report was intended to be included in the August 1996 Request for Comment pamphlet, which
a j contained the proposed amendments to Civil Rule 23. But it was not included in the pamphlet, because the

report had not been considered by the Standing Rules Committee during its deliberations on whether to
publish the proposed amendments to Rule 23. The report will be circulated to the Advisory Committee on

L Civil Rules and the Standing Rules Committee at their next meetings.
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We think it useful to describe the sense of the Advisory Committee regarding the present
forces for change. Review of the proposal may include an examination of the validity of the
Committee's vision of this dynamic.

Rulemaking has, at least since the Enabling Act of 1934, reached for transubstantive
application, an elusive goal when the line between substance and procedure is difficult to locate. A
And the familiar dance of procedure and substance has unique purchase in the operation of Rule
23. TheAdvisory Committee is persuaded that the law of class actions today is largely a set of
legal cultures surrounding distinct areas of substantive law. For example, class actions in private
antitrust litigation, securities litigation, employment discrimination, and mass disaster tort
litigation have common links but differ fundamentally as each resonates with its own body of
substantive law. Bluntly stated, the "law" of class actions is more the child of substance than i
procedure. The status of the passing on defense in antitrust litigation, of fraud on the market and
other reliance theories in securities suits, and of punitive damages in tort law dictate the course of
each of these class litigations. In short, the "law" of class actions travels more along substantive
than procedural lines, and today is better described as a softly defined legal culture than a
coherent body of case law expressed in filed opinions.

Much follows from this reality, but we make only three brief points. First, those who
would solve a "problem" with class actions today must first make the case for the relevance of
the desired change in the rule, that the illness to be cured is not beyond the grasp of the civil
rules, because it is an illness of the underlying substantive law. The current controversy over
"mass torts" offers an example. We must ask how much of the difficulty is with the
indeterminacy of tort law. The large number of filings in a failed product case, for example,
generates pressure to aggregate. Yet as Professor Francis McGovern has taught, the number of
cases is often remarkably elastic. Whether this elasticity reflects an underlying uncertainty of tort
law and the system's insecure handling of science is not clear. We suspect that legal standards
blessing lawyer solicitation and soft rules governing the admissibility of expert testimony are at
work. Nor do we yet fully understand the negative effects of consolidating cases before a single
MDL transferee judge. Given these uncertainties, including what is sometimes called the'
expressway effect, it may be that we are too quick to bring to bear the forces of MDL treatment.
These are difficult problems and only a sampler. The relevant point is that rules of procedure and Ij
the process of rulemaking have a limited ability to solve them. An assessment of these
proposals, including whether the Advisory Committee proposes too little or too much, must
consider this context, keeping in the forefront the reality that these social issues are beyond the i
charge of the rulemakers.

Second, the above discussion illustrates that we need to encourage the development of a
coherent body of law by making greater use of the appellate courts. The debate over the
interaction of substance and procedure will benefit from the knowledge and judgment of these C
institutions, often cut out of the process by settlement. Ld

L A



Third, rule change ought here to proceed with caution, in increments. We think it unwise
to attempt broad changes in Rule 23, given the large uncertainty of cause and effect laced
throughout this subject.

We turn to a brief summary of the Advisory Committee deliberations; our summary is
designed to elicit comment on the issues that generated much of the Committee debate.

Subdivision (b)(3)

Most of the proposed changes affect subdivision (b)(3). Comment on these issues will be
helpful, including comments - if any there be -that the Committee has in fact reached the best
accommodation. It will be even more helpful to have comment on issues that may have been
overlooked.

Subparagraph (A) is added to the illustrative list of matters pertinent to the predominance
and superiority findings required for certification of a (b)(3) class. This factor emphasizes the
practical ability of individual class members to pursue their claims without class certification. It
will confirm and encourage the use of class actions to enforce small claims that will not support

l71~ separate actions, subject to new subparagraph (F). At the same time, it will encourage courts to
reflect carefully on the advantages of individual litigation before rushing to certify classes -
such as mass tort classes - that include claims that would support separate actions.

2

Closely related are the changes in subparagraph (B), which make it clear that the court
should consider not only solo litigation but also aggregation alternatives to a proposed class,
alternatives that do not involve "control" by individual class members.

3

Subparagraph (C) is revised, among other things, to include the maturity of related
litigation as a factor bearing on certification; this factor has loomed particularly large in the early
years of litigating dispersed mass torts.

Together, subparagraphs (A), (B), and (C) are designed to encourage careful reflection on
the advantages and disadvantages of class litigation in relation to other modes of proceeding,
including later certification of substantially the same class. They do not force any particular
conclusion in any specific action. Is this the right balance? Should there be tighter control, or
even less?
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Subparagraph (F) allows a court to consider as one factor, in the certification decision, the 1
balance between the probable relief to individual class members and the costs and burdens of
class litigation. This new factor is not intended to end the common practice of certifying class
actions to enforce individual claims that are too small to bear the cost of individual actions. Nor t7
is it intended to require that the amount of relief to any single class member be balanced against
the overall costs and burdens of litigating the class action. The aggregation of many small
individual recoveries may readily justify aggregate costs that overshadow any single individual
recovery. Subparagraph (F) is intended to permit a court to ask whether class litigation is
justified when the probable relief to individual class members is insignificant in relation to the
costs and burdens of generating that relief. A fair estimate of thecosts to the judicial system - K
and the corresponding opportunity costs to other litigants who seek to use the judicial system -
should be included in the calculation.

The Advisory Committee has not been able to develop more precise language to guide
district court discretion. The very reason for relying on district court discretion is the inability of
the drafting process to imagine and resolve the many different situations that litigants will bring
to the courts. Some have suggested that more drafting is needed to ensure the continuing and
important role of small claims class action actions. Specific suggestions will be welcome.

Some proposed drafts of subparagraph (F) would have required that "the public interest in
** * the probable relief to individual class members" be included in the balance. The public L j
interest factor was deleted because of concern that it seemed to invite judicial evaluation of the
wisdom of the substantive rules that might be invoked in class-action litigation. What are the
factors to be weighed and how ought they be captured in the rule?

5

Subdivision (b)(4)

Proposed subdivision (b)(4) deals with settlement classes. In providing for certification
of a class "under subdivision (b)(3)," the rule is intended to require that the predominance and
superiority requirements of (b)(3) must be satisfied. The purpose of adding subdivision (b)(4) is
to make it clear that the fact that certification is proposed only for the purpose of settlement, not
for trial, properly influences application of the prerequisites of subdivision (a) and the
requirements of subdivision (b)(3). The choice to rely on "under" as better than "pursuant to"
was deliberate. See Bryan A. Garner, Guidelines for Drafting and Editing Court Rules p. 34
(1996). Early reactions, however, indicate that some lawyers may find it difficult to adjust to this
drafting choice. Several alternatives were considered by the Advisory Committee, and deserve
comment.



The simplest alternative would be to revise (b)(4) to read:

the parties to a settlement request certification of a subdivision (b)(3) class for
purposes of settlement, even though the requirements of subdivision (b)(3) might
not be met for purposes of trial.

A lengthier variation on the same approach would be:

the parties to a settlement request certification of a subdivision (b)(3) class for
purposes of settlement and the requirements of subdivisions (a) and (b)(3) are
satisfied for purposes of settlement, even though these requirements might not be met for
purposes of trial.

Still another approach would be to incorporate settlement classes directly into subdivision
(b)(3), perhaps like this:

(b) Class Actions Maintainable. An action may be maintained as a class
action if the prerequisites of subdivision (a) are satisfied, and in addition:

(3) the court finds that the questions of law or fact common to the
members of the class predominate over any questions affecting
only individual members, and that a class action is superior to other
available methods for the fair and efficient adjdication disposition
of the controversy. If the parties to a settlement request
certification, the court may for the purpose of certifying a
settlement class determine that the prerequisites of subdivision (a)
are satisfied, and find predominance and superiority, even though
the court might not certify the same class or any class for purposes
of trial. The matters pertinent to the findings of predominance and
superiorit include: ***

The importance of anchoring the settlement class provision in subdivision (b)(3) is
enhanced by the need to ensure compliance with the provisions of subdivision (c)(2) governing
notice and the right to request exclusion. Proposed (b)(4) applies only to classes certified for
settlement under (b)(3); the drafting question is the only question on this score.

Proposed subdivision (b)(4) applies only when certification of a (b)(3) class is requested
by the parties to a settlement. It does not apply before a settlement agreement has been reached.
This limitation was adopted for several reasons. Certification of a settlement-only class before
agreement has been reached might affect the terms of settlement and might even exert untoward
pressure to settle because of the class definition and the implicit expectation of settlement. There
is some risk that if settlement fails, the class definition will be carried forward for litigation
purposes without adequate reconsideration. And the opportunity to opt out is enhanced by the
fact that the terms of settlement will be known at the time class members must decide whether to



opt out. Settlement classes are not new. Class certification has followed settlement in a
substantial percentage of all class actions. Are these reasons sufficient to justify the limitation, or
should a less restricted version be considered?

Concerns are regularly voiced about the difficulties that confront a court faced with the )
task of evaluating a proposed settlement. Should more specific terms guiding judicial review be
added to subdivision (b)(4), subdivision (e), or both?

C

6

Subdivision (c)

Subdivision (c) is amended by deleting the requirement that the determination whether to C7

certify a class be made "as soon as practicable" after commencement of the action. The change
to "when" practicable supports the common practice of deciding motions to dismiss or for
summary judgment before addressing the certification question. The change also supports
precertification efforts to settle and seek certification of a settlement class. The Federal Judicial

Center study and other information suggest that in practice, "as soon as practicable" has come to

emphasize practicality in ways that are better reflected by the "when practicable" term. Is there a

risk that the change will encourage undue delay in administering class actions? L

7 J

Subdivision (e)

Subdivision (e) is amended to confirm the common understanding that a hearing must be
held as part of the process of reviewing and deciding whether to approve dismissal or
compromise of a class action. The Committee has not thought of any arguments against this
protection; is there some unexpected loss?

8

Subdivision (f)

Subdivision (t), drawing from the power conferred by 28 U.S.C. § 1292(e), proposes a
method of permissive interlocutory appeal, in the sole discretion of the court of appeals, from
orders granting or denying class certification. Proposed changes to Appellate Rule 5 would
establish the procedure for petitioning for leave to appeal. The Committee has repeatedly
reconsidered this proposal in light of numerous expressions of concern that any additional
opportunity for interlocutory appeal will lead to undue delay and burdens on the courts of
appeals. The concern seems to be that one party or another will always seek review, whether for
good-faith questions about the certification decision or for less worthy motives. The Committee
believes, building on experience with permissive interlocutory appeal practice under 28 U.S.C. §
1292(b), that this fear will be met in several ways. District court proceedings are to continue
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unless a stay is expressly ordered. The courts of appeals should be able to decide whether to
permit appeal quickly, and at little cost. Responsible practitioners should come to recognize that
most certification decisions involve routine matters of discretion that do not warrant application
for leave to appeal. Is this confidence misplaced?

IV

L Matters Put Aside

The Committee considered many other proposals and put them aside. They are not likely'P, to be revived soon unless comment suggests serious ground for further present consideration.

Broad questions were considered as to the structure of Rule 23. Among them were the
desirability of requiring that (b)(l) and (b)(2) classes be found superior to other available
methods of adjudication; notice requirements; extending the opportunity to request exclusion to
(b)(l) and (b)(2) classes; denying an opportunity to opt out of a (b)(3) class; and creating opt-in
classes.

L Extended consideration was given to a proposal that the merits of the class claims, issues,
or defenses be considered in determining whether to certify a (b)(3) class. Two alternatives were
considered. One would require only a showing that the claims, issues, or defenses are not
insubstantial on the merits. The other would invoke a balancing test reminiscent of the
preliminary-injunction test, asking whether the prospect of success on the merits is sufficient to
justify the costs and burdens imposed by class certification. In the end, this proposal was
overcome by fears that it would unduly enhance the burdens of litigating the certification
question itself, and that a merits finding made at the certification stage would exert undue
pressure on all subsequent stages.

Finally, the Advisory Committee declined to treat "futures" classes, unpersuaded that
there is as yet sufficient experience with this use of Rule 23 to justify addressing it in the text of
the Rule.

F'.
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MEMORANDUM TO CIVIL RULES COMMITTEE

SUBJECT: Timing and Status of Judicial Conference Report on CJRA to Congress

The Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990 (CJRA) required each court to develop and
implement a civil justice expense and delay reduction plan. Civil Justice Reform Act of
1990, Pub. L. No. 101-650 (codified at 28 U.S.C. §§ 471-82). The plans were prepared
by district courts in consultation with local advisory groups. CJRA required that the
advisory groups consider including in the plans six principles and guidelines of litigation
management and cost and delay reduction, which are listed in 28 U.S.C. § 473(a). The
provisions of the Act and presumably the local CJRA plans remain in effect until
December 1, 1997.

Judicial Conference Report on CJRA to Congress

__ Under § 105 of Pub. L. No. 101-650, the Judicial Conference must submit a report
to Congress by December 31, 1996 evaluating the results of the CJRA plans. The report
must include a recommendation as to whether all or some of the courts should be required
to adopt the six principles and guidelines of litigation management and cost and delay
reduction. If the Judicial Conference recommends that some or all of the courts adopt the

u principles and guidelines, the "Judicial Conference shall initiate proceedings for the
prescription of rules implementing its recommendations" in accordance with the Rules
Enabling Act.

If the Judicial Conference does not recommend that the courts adopt the six
principles and guidelines, it must "identify alternative, more effective cost and delay
reduction programs that should be implemented in light of the findings of the Judicial
Conference in its report, and the Judicial Conference may initiate proceedings for the
prescription of rules implementing its recommendations ......"

A TRADITION OF SERVICE TO THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY
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The report must also evaluate the plans and compare the impact on costs and 7 ]
delays between plans of ten pilot district courts that were required to include the six
principles and guidelines and plans of ten other courts that were not required to include
them based on a study conducted by an independent organization. RAND had extensive
expertise in Federal court management and was. selected to conduct the study. Copies of
the final RAND report should be available by October 1, 1996, and will be sent to each
committee member.

Six-Month Reporting Extension

Section 707(c) of the Federal Courts Improvement Act of 1996 (H.R. 3968) would
extend the deadline for the Judicial Conference report for six months, until June 30, 1997.
It is very likely that the statutory extension will be approved by Congress. As a practical
matter, the Judicial Conference will likely act on the CJRA recommendations at its March
18-19, 1997 session. (The ABA Conference at Tuscaloosa on RAND's CJRA study will
meet on March 20-22, 1997.)

The Judicial Conference Committee on Court Administration and Case
Management (CACM) has overseen RAND's study and will submit recommendations to
the Judicial Conference in accordance with the CJRA reporting requirements. CACM is
responsible to "monitor all case management activity of the appellate and district courts
and make recommendations for changes and improvements, as necessary (and to) oversee V
the implementation of the provisions of the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990."

CACM meets on December 9-11, 1996. It must complete and submit its report to A
the Judicial Conference no later than February 11, 1997, but we expect to know CACM's
recommendations soon after its meeting. CACM's final report will be available for
circulation on a confidential basis to each committee member.

Rules Committee Role

The Judicial Conference report to Congress might require the initiation of the
rulemaking process, suggesting proposed amendments to the Civil Rules for the
consideration of the advisory committee. The advisory committee and the Standing
Committee on Rules will have about one to two months to coordinate a -response, if
appropriate, on CACM's recommendations to the Judicial Conference.

John K. Rabiej



Rule 26: The Scope of Discovery

Discovery has been on the Advisory Committee docket constantly

for three decades. The first stage of response was the 1970

amendments, which continued a process of expanding discovery.

Responses since 1970, beginning with the 1980 amendments, have

sought to gain greater control over the discovery process without

limiting the general scope of discovery. Now it is proposed that

the Committee once again consider serious proposals to narrow the

scope of discovery that were first advanced twenty years ago.

The case is strong for embarking now on the necessarily long

process of fundamental inquiry into the scope of discovery.

Achingly persuasive complaints continue to be made about the

misuse, overuse, and abuse of discovery. Repeated inquiry will be

required so long as many lawyers and clients believe the discovery

system needs repair, whatever the fact may be. There is good

reason, moreover, for beginning another round of inquiry now. The

time for reporting on experience with local plans under the Civil

Justice Reform Act has arrived. Local experiments with disclosure

and discovery will be one of the central subjects of the report.

The information gleaned from these experiments may provide a strong

foundation for reform. More likely, it will help provide a

foundation for better-planned empirical research. Whatever the

level of information provided, it is important to face the

information with a coherent set of questions about the need and the

possible means of reform.

The observations that follow are not a rigorous agenda for

study. They are more nearly reflections prompted by reading

through the immensely useful "Material on Civil Rule 26(b) Scope of

Discovery" prepared by the American College of Trial, Lawyers

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Committee for the April, 1996

meeting. Occasional references are made to the materials,

identifying them by the tab each item lies behind.
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Preliminary Reminder on Discovery

The federal system that combines "notice" pleading with

sweeping discovery seems to many a natural entitlement. The system

places much 'of the responsibility for pretrial communication on

discovery, as supplemented by the'new Rule 26(f) meeting of the

parties and' Rule 16 pretrial conference procedures. The 1993

amendments, moreover, added the provision in Rule 11(b) (3) that

approves pleading of specifically identified "allegations and other

factual contentions" that "are likely to have evidentiary support

after a reasonable opportunity for further investigation or

discovery." Litigants who feel that they generally function at an

information disadvantage as compared to their adversaries believe

that this system is essential to support proof of, meritorious

claims. Product-liability plaintiffs, for example, and plaintiffs

advancing claims under many contemporary regulatory schemes, often

would be helpless if they were required to begin by pleading

detailed information about the alleged wrongs. As noted below,

many litigants continue to believe that discovery does not yield

all the information they rightfully should have.

These strong feelings about the scope of discovery no doubt

account for the fact that efforts to reduce the problems have

focused on the procedure of discovery, not the scope. The question

is whether still further changes in discovery procedure may provide

effective relief, or whether it is time to restrict the scope of

discovery.

Other Sources of Dissatisfaction

There are several sources of dissatisfaction with the scope of

discovery that are seldom expressed openly. They should be

considered nonetheless. If it should be found that much of the

dissatisfaction arises from sources outside procedural rules, the

case for amending the discovery rules would be weakened.
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One cause for dissatisfaction is displeasure with the

substantive rules enforced with the aid of discovery. The belief

that the law is wrong naturally leads to resistance to discovery

rules that help to uncover violations. Closely related to this

feeling is a belief that remedies should be provided only for open

and easily proved violations. If there is no more than the level

of good-faith suspicion required by Rule 11, on this view, it is

better for society that obscure and well-buried wrongs lie

undisturbed. These views do not seem a promising foundation for

discovery reform.

Another cause for dissatisfaction is the scope of trial

evidence. Complex substantive rules have been matched by

permitting complex methods of proof. The quest for information

that may lead to discovery of evidence admissible under the wide-

open rules that govern some trials can be indeed searching. So

long as we want to have and enforce such complex rules, by way of

trials on evidence that may seem to pass human understanding, these

concerns also provide little basis for discovery reform. The

alternative to complex trials based on overwhelming discovery may

be complex trials based on overwhelmingly incomplete and misleading

information.

It is important to bear these concerns in mind, and to seek to

identify related concerns, in considering limits on discovery. The

question is whether discovery yields benefits that justify the

costs, and whether most of the benefits can be got at significantly

less cost. It would be difficult - although not impossible - to

justify restrictions on discovery on the ground that discovery is

too effective a means of enforcing substantive rights.

The Rule 26(b) (1) Proposal

The proposal advanced again by the American College Federal

Rules Committee is a modification of a proposal first advanced by

an ABA Committee in 1977. The modification reflects the form

adopted by the Advisory Committee when it adopted the proposal and
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published it for comment in 1978. The Advisory Committee retracted

the proposal in the materials that became the 1980 discovery 4

amendments. The proposal was not forgotten. It was most recently

circulated to the Advisory Committee in a November, 1990

memorandum. That it has not been adopted after repeated

consideration is not ground for invoking principles of finality. C

The decision to try lesser measures first - including the not-so- ''t

modest disclosure rules that emerged from the deliberations that

were under way in 1990 - does not foreclose reconsideration if the

lesser measures have not proved as effective as hoped.

The proposal is easily stated. Rule 26(b) (1) should be

amended by deleting reliance on "the subject matter involved in the

pending litigation" as the measure of discovery:

(1) In General. Parties may obtain discovery regarding
any matter, not privileged, which is relevant to the
subject matter in.L lved in the pending action, wheLther it
relates th the claim or defense of the party seeking
discovery or to the claim or defense of any other party,
including the existence, description, nature, custody, L'
condition, and location of any books, documents, or other
tangible things and the identity and location of persons
having knowledge of any discoverable matter. [The
information sought need not be admissible at the trial if
the information sought appears reasonably calculated to
lead to the discovery of admissible evidence.]

The American College Federal Rules Committee also suggests

that much mischief has resulted from the addition in 1946 of the

final sentence, which allows discovery of information reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence. &

The original ABA proposal actually advanced two means of

narrowing the scope of discovery. In addition to deleting the

"subject matter" test, it sought to add the limit that discoverable

matters be "relevant to the * * * issues raised by the * * * claims

or defenses * * * of any party." The Advisory Committee dropped

the "issues" limit, fearing that a new "issues" limit would "invite

unnecessary litigation over the significance of the change."
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This proposal reflects the belief that the scope of discovery

has been allowed to expand too far, and that narrowing the scope

will provide substantial relief from unnecessary discovery burdens.

It must be examined from many perspectives, even accepting the

debatable assumption that some further change should be made in

discovery practice. Two perspectives are intrinsic to this

proposal: has the "subject matter" term played a substantial role

in the expansion of discovery? and how would litigants and courts

respond to deletion of the term? The other perspectives cumulate

in a single question: what alternatives should be considered?

Justice Powell's opinion in Oppenheimer Fund v. Sanders, 1978,

437 U.S. 340, 350-353, is frequently cited in the ACTL materials

for the proposition that a broad meaning is attributed to Rule

26(b)(1)'s "relevant to the subject matter" test. This reliance is

somewhat surprising. The underlying question went to the means by
which plaintiffs in a class action could achieve access to

information identifying class members. The court of appeals ruled

that the information was available by way of discovery, and that

the discovery rules controlled the allocation of costs for

compiling the information. The Supreme Court disagreed, ruling

that access to the information should be controlled by Rule 23(d).

"The critical point is that the information is sought to facilitate

the sending of notice rather than to define or clarify issues in

the case." The Court did say next that the "relevant to the

subject matter" phrase

has been construed broadly to encompass any matter that
bears on, or that reasonably could lead to other matter
that could bear on, any issue that is or may be in the
case. * * * Consistently with the notice-pleading system
established by the Rules, discovery is not limited to
issues raised by the pleadings, for discovery itself is
designed to help define and clarify the issues. * * * Nor
is discovery limited to the merits of a case, for a
variety of fact-oriented issues may arise during
litigation that are not related to the merits.

From this point, the Court went on to note that discovery can be
denied as to claims or defenses that have been stricken, or as to
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events before the limitations period that are not otherwise

relevant. Turning to the names and addresses of class members, the

Court ruled that this information "cannot be forced into the K

concept of relevancy' * * * The difficulty is that respondents do

not seek this information for any bearing that it might have on

issues in the case." They sought the information to enable them to

send class notice, a matter outside Rule 26(b)(1).(

This language could easily be read to adopt even the ABA- C

proposed limit to "issues," and to show that even an issues limit

will not significantly change the scope of discovery. e

Perhaps more importantly, the Court's language reflects the

function that long has been assigned to discovery. Discovery is

designed not only to support or refute issues defined in the

pleadings, but to continue the process of refining the issues

framed by the pleadings, discarding some of these issues, and

adding new issues. In practice, discovery sweeps beyond the claims

or defenses framed by the pleadings. It will take a very clear

signal to change this ingrained custom.

Quite apart from the language of a particular opinion, the

most important task is to identify and to articulate clearly any

change to be made in the scope of discovery. The more

indeterminate the language change in the rule, the more important

it will be to rely on the less certain path of Committee Note and

other pronouncements. Simply striking "subject matter" from the

rule without any explanation would do very little. A clear

statement that the Committee believes that discovery has gone too

far in some cases and needs to be restricted would do little more.

Better guidance is needed to effect a fundamental shift. Nor is it

likely to be better to add a mere reference to the "issues raised

by the claims or defenses of any party." A claim or defense can

"raise" issues that are not identified in the pleadings; indeed, it

is easy to understand a "claim" or "defense" to include anything V
that will allow a party to prevail on the merits. £
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A potentially more effective approach would be to limit
discovery to matters relevant to the issues framed by the

pleadings. Since notice pleading often does not identify issues
with much clarity, thorough pursuit of this alternative would
require a complete reworking of notice pleading as well as
discovery. If the time has not come for such drastic measures, a
more modest approach could attempt to build on the approach taken
to Rule 26(a)(1)(A) and (B) disclosure. Troubled by the frequent

comments that disclosure could not be managed in light of the open-

ended complaints often encouraged.by notice pleading, the Advisory

Committee worked out the test that limits the disclosure

requirement to material "relevant to disputed facts alleged with

particularity in the pleadings." The Committee hoped that this

limit not only would provide manageable guidelines, particularly

with the support of the Rule 26(f) meeting of the parties, but also

would encourage more helpful pleading. Although Rule 26(a) (1) has

not been in operation long enough - or widely enough - to yield

much useful information on how it will come to work, there may be
enough experience to help shape a parallel approach to the general

scope of discovery.

The proposal to cure the ills of modern discovery practice by
amending the scope of discovery defined in Rule 26(b) (1) must

overcome these formidable difficulties. It would be relatively

easy to draft a truly revolutionary change in direction. Although
many years of experience would be required to work through the
unintended consequences that would follow, such consequences are

the price of dramatic procedural reform. It is much more difficult
to draft and implement more modest restrictions. That difficulty

may account for the focus of past reforms on the procedures of

discovery, not the scope. And that difficulty warrants exploration

of alternatives that do not address the basic scope of discovery.

Party-Controlled Discovery

Whether benign or malign, the guiding genius of modern
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discovery has been reliance on party control. In some ways, the

most fundamental challenge of discovery reform lies in this f
procedural fact. Whatever scope may be assigned to discovery by

Rule 26(b) (1), the system will work only as well as the subjective V
good faith and objective skills of the parties allow. We do not

have, and are not likely to find, judicial resources to control

more than the more obvious excesses. Judicial resources will not

be found to cure the inadequacies. Judges cannot, in our system,

take over control of any system of discovery that bears any

resemblance to the present system. The most pressing question of

discovery reform is whether any system resembling present practice

can be made to work.

The prospect that party-controlled discovery remains feasible

is supported by at least two sources of information. The first

arises from empirical studies going back twenty years and more.

These studies found that there is no discovery at all in a

significant number of cases, that discovery is reasonably f

proportioned to the needs of most cases, and that serious issues of V
discovery misuse arise in only a small fraction of all cases. The

earlier study was directed by Professor Maurice Rosenberg for the tj

Columbia University Project for Effective Justice, a Field Survey

of Federal Pretrial Discovery - Report to the Advisory Committee

on Rules of Civil Procedure (February, 1965). A more recent

project is reported as Connolly, Holleman & Kuhlman, Judicial

Controls and the Civil Litigative Process: Discovery (Federal

Judicial Center 1978). The other source of information is the

familiar anecdotal source. The testimony and comments during the

period that led to the 1993 discovery amendments suggested that

discovery is not a serious problem in most cases, but that it can

be a very serious problem in some cases. Time and again, the I

comments and testimony suggested that the best cure is not in rule tL

reform but in judicial control. Give us a judge who becomes

familiar with a case early and takes control, they said, and we

have a workable system now. One of the most important questions is

whether the time has come to attempt to test this anecdotal r
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information by another rigorous study. Many changes have been made

in the discovery rules since the FJC study. Unless the RAND report

on CJRA experience proves remarkably informative, another FJC study

may be a central ingredient in any new wave of reform.

One obvious set of questions for a new study would be whether

excessive discovery can be correlated with easily identified

characteristics of litigation. Common invariables include the

E__ subject-matter, amount in controversy, number of parties, part of

A2 the country, and similarity of federal practice to state practice.

Experience with "tracking" systems that respond to these and other

variables would be a central part of this inquiry.

One of the more elusive questions that might be pursued in a

new study would ask about the sources of whatever excessive

discovery might be found. "Misuse" may be thought of as arising

from inept use of the discovery tools. It can arise from lack of

experience, the ease of relying on standardized discovery practices

without thinking about the needs of each specific case, or the

phenomenon of "litigators" who have little if any experience with

the actual needs of trial. There may be other sources as well.

"Over use" may be thought of as discovery out of proportion to the

reasonable needs of the case. It may be client-directed. It too

may result from lawyer ineptitude. Or it may be caused by hourly-

billing greed, or possibly by fear of malpractice exposure.

"Abuse" may be thought of as deliberate pursuit of discovery to

lo inflict delay and burden on an adversary, or even inquiry made for

the purpose of acquiring information for nonlitigating purposes.

Abuse too may be client-directed, and indeed it may be wondered

whether "scorched-earth" discovery often combines the wishes of

clients with the practices of lawyers who are retained in hopes of

maximizing the potential use of discovery to harass and oppress.

We should know more than we do about the sociology and psychology

_rt of discovery, and if possible we should know about it for different

areas of the country.

Pessimists may fear that study will reveal that the working
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ethic of the adversary system has declined to a point that

precludes continuing reliance on party-directed discovery. There

is continuing reason to hope, however, that the basic framework

remains sound. And it seems certain that reform cannot yet assume

to abandon the premise of party control. The question will come

back to choice between doing nothing, attempting to revise the 'i

basic scope of discovery, and seeking to devise yet different means

of making discovery work well without changing the basic scope.

Under-Discovery

Before turning to alternative means of control, it must be

recalled that excessive use is not the only discovery problem.

Drawing from work by then-Professor Brazil, the comments of the U

United States Chamber of Commerce on the proposals that led to the

1993 discovery amendments suggest that "litigants still believe

that they have not obtained the information they need to properly

try their cases." (ACTL tab 10, p. 3.) It is possible that the

tools and scope of discovery are too limited, not too broad. l
Instead, the problem - if it exists - may be that existing tools

are not used effectively.

Another possibility is that discovery demands are not met in p
good faith. Whether clients or lawyers are responsible, there may

be outright suppression of requested information. Perhaps more

likely, poorly framed demands may be construed in self-serving ways l
to "justify" responses that omit the most useful information. And

anecdotes continue to abound about the waves of document responses

that do provide the critical documents but manipulate the context

to obscure them as much as possible.

Even in reasonable good faith, another explanation for under-

discovery may be that clients simply do not try hard enough.

Thorough compliance can prove costly in direct terms. The indirect

costs of distraction from life- and business-as-usual are often

more important, even if less noticed by some lawyers.
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Still another explanation may be that desired information does
r not in fact exist. It is easy-for a partisan to believe that full

and honest responses by an adversary would readily prove the

F justness of the cause. Subjective suspicions do not of themselves

establish suppression.

It seems fair to assume that discovery does not always yield

all of the useful information that exists to be disclosed. That

C inevitable assumption does not show how often if falls short, nor

by how far. It is not even a particularly useful argument against

narrowing the scope of discovery or imposing other limits. But it

may provide a useful point for evaluating new proposals. If

discovery does not now yield all useful information, how much more

would be lost if new limits were imposed? It would be a triumph to
design a system that inflicts lower costs but yields almost as much

useful information as the present system. Success may be found in

systems that yield closer balances between costs saved and

information lost. But attention must be paid to the information
lost as well as the costs saved.

C Alternative Proposals

r A number of alternative proposals have been advanced. Most of
them could be combined with revision of the Rule 26(b)(1) scope

provision. Some go directly to the (b)(1) provision. Several of

these alternatives are gathered here, in no particular order.

Different Rules for Documents. In placing the scope of discovery

on the Committee agenda, it was suggested that document discovery

seems to be a principal source of discovery problems. The 1993

discovery amendments established presumptive limits for the numbers

of depositions and interrogatories, but did nothing to affect the
frequency or extent of Rule 34 demands. It has been suggested that

parallel changes might be made to Rule 34, limiting the number of
documents that may be demanded or limiting the -total number of
"pages" that must be produced. This suggestion seems unworkable.
The demanding party has no way of knowing how many documents are
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involved with a particular request, no way of knowing the number of

pages involved, and no way of relying on the producing party to j
select the most important materials to fill whatever limits might

be set.

A more cogent suggestion is that the scope of document

discovery should be distinguished from the general Rule 26(b) (1)

scope of discovery by other means. The distinction could be

incorporated in Rule 26(b)(1), in Rule 34, or both. Any of the

limits that have been proposed for 26(b) (1) could be adopted for

Rule 34 alone. Or the procedure for Rule 34 production could be

changed. History provides interesting lessons. In 1938, the L A
"relevant to the subject matter" standard of Rule 26(b) applied to

depositions. Rule 34 provided for production of "designated

documents * * * which constitute or contain evidence material to

any matter involved in the action." Rule 34 further provided for F
production only on motion showing "good cause." Rule 26(b) was

amended in 1946, and Rule 34 was amended at the same time to

incorporate the "scope of examination permitted by Rule 26(b) ." In

1970, Rule 34 was further amended to delete the motion and good

cause requirements. The motion and good cause requirement could be

restored. This step might not impose great burdens on the courts.

"Meet and confer" preconditions and Rule 26(g) sanctions could

reduce actual resort to motions considerably. The effect of adding

a motion requirement would be to change the balance of discovery

bargaining more than to force actual motions.

Another suggestion, aimed at ensuring compliance rather than

reducing burdens, is that increased obligations be placed on

counsel to ensure and to certify that clients have in fact produced

all the documents demanded.

Tracking. Tracking cases for discovery according to simplified L
criteria has been practiced in various forms in many courts. There

is a persisting strain of thought that a single system of discovery

cannot work properly for all cases in federal courts, however large

or small, however simple or complex, however important or 7
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unimportant beyond the immediate parties, however different in

other dimensions. Local plans adopted under the CJRA will provide

evidence on some of the actual experience. This experience should

be studied with care.

State Facts That Define Relevance. Another suggestion is that a

party demanding discovery should be required to state the facts

that make the requested information relevant to the action.

Careful drafting would be needed to achieve workable measures of

what constitutes a "fact" for this purpose, and of what establishes

"relevance" if the result is to restrict present discovery
,;yL practices. One obvious model would be to require gradually

stricter standards of pleading as discovery progresses, whether or

not the discovery-demand documents were formally characterized as

pleadings. If strict demands are exacted early in an action, the

result could be a substantial change in the present system that

relies on discovery to facilitate actions filed on the basis of

imprecise information.

Direct Relevance. One proposal is that the scope of discovery be

limited to facts that are "directly relevant" to the litigation.

This proposal might be coupled with deletion of the provision that

permits discovery of information that "appears reasonably

calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence." It is

not clear who would administer this limit, or how. If primary

reliance is to be placed on the responding party, there might be a

particularly sharp reduction in the information supplied by

_ responses to Rule 33 interrogatories and Rule 34 requests to

produce.

fDisclosure. After another two or three years of experience with

disclosure and Rule 26(f) meetings, it may be appropriate to

L consider changes in the balance between disclosure and discovery.

Initial disclosure requirements could be expanded. The option in

Rule 26(a)(1)(B) to "describe" documents could be deleted,

requiring production as part of the disclosure. With or without

these changes in disclosure, success with disclosure and Rule 26(f)
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meetings might justify some reduction in the scope of discovery.

Expense Allocation. Many means could be devised to reallocate the

costs of complying with discovery demands. Former Rule 26(f),

added in 1980, provided a discovery conference procedure that the

Advisory Committee did not contemplate would be used "routinely."

One of the provisions buried in the description of the order to be

entered after the conference was that other matters could be

determined, "including the allocation of expenses." There was no

elaboration of' this cryptic phrase in the Committee Note. The

proposals that led to the 1993. discovery amendments advised

abolition of the Rule 26(f) discovery conference because it had

been seldom used and to little, effect.4 The substitution of the

meeting of the parties provision now in Rule 26(f) came as part of

the continuing development of the disclosure provisions. The

bemusing provision for an allocation of expenses might be revived

as a more pointed power. A more specific provision might be

modeled on Rule 45(c)(2)(B), which provides that an order to compel '
production of documents "shall protect any person who is not a

party or an officer of a party from significant expense resulting

from the inspection or copying demanded." A Rule 34 analogue to <
this provision could be drafted with little difficulty.

Provisions that shift the costs of discovery compliance are

calculated to work systematically in favor of parties who typically

have more information about the subjects of litigation, and against Y

parties who typically have less information. Individuals suing

governments or business entities are most likely to suffer the

consequences. It does not seem likely that the time has come to

adopt a rule requiring that the demanding party bear the expenses

of interparty discovery, nor even that the expenses be divided

equally. It may be possible to develop more subtle and nuanced C
approaches, but the task will be formidable.

Increasing Party Responsibility. The present system provides two V
direct approaches to responsible discovery practice. Rule 26(g)

applies to "[e]very discovery request, response, or objection." It C
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requires the attorney - or a party who has no attorney - to certify
that the discovery move is not based on an improper purpose, and
that it is "not unreasonable or unduly burdensome or expensive,
given the needs of the case, the discovery already had in the case,
the amount in controversy, and the importance of the issues at
stake in the litigation." Rule 26(b) (2) provides that the court
shall limit the frequency or extent of use of discovery methods in
circumstances that seem to encompass virtually all potential
misuses.

This two-pronged approach to maintaining balance in discovery
has not satisfied the critics. Neither assigning initial
responsibility to the parties nor giving direct backup
responsibility to the courts seems to have been fully effective.
There may be some means of increasing the responsibility of the
parties to implement directly the many laudable phrases of balance
and containment set out in Rule 26(b)(2). This possibility raises
all of the questions that surround the attempt to combine
cooperative party discovery with adversary party settlement and
trial.

One means of reallocating responsibility would be to adopt a
presumptively narrow test of discoverability, subject to expansion.
There is a vague parallel in the presumptive limits established in
1993 for the numbers of depositions and interrogatories. But this
approach would cut deeper, and would cut far deeper if the
presumptive limits were narrow. The hope might be that the parties
could work out sensible discovery programs without need for
frequent court orders, and that Rule 26(f) meetings would be more
productive if more important.

Deposition Time Limits. The discovery rule proposals published for
comment in August, 1991 included a proposed Rule 30(d) (1) that
might be reconsidered for adoption:

(1) Unless otherwise authorized by the court or agreed to
by the parties, actual examination of the deponent on the
record shall be limited to six hours. Additional time
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shall be allowed by the court if needed for a fair
examination of the deponent and consistent with the
principles stated in Rule 26(b) (2), or if the deponent or
another party has impeded or delayed the examination. If
the court finds such an impediment, delay, or other
conduct that frustrates the fair examination of the
deponent, it may impose upon the person responsible
therefor an appropriate sanction, including the
reasonable costs and attorney's fees' incurred by any
parties as a result thereof. L

The Note contemplates that the six-hour limit applies to

examination by all parties: "Experience in courts that have imposed

such limits by local rule or order demonstrates that, when a

deponent is to be examined by more than one party, counsel can

usually agree on an equitable allocation of the time permitted."

Defer Discovery Pending Motions. Taking a page from the 1995

Securities Litigation Reform Act, a general provision could be

adopted to regulate discovery while Rule 12(b) motions are pending.

Discovery would not be suspended completely - at a minimum, many

Rule 12(b) motions turn on fact disputes that may require

discovery. And provision must be made for preserving discovery

opportunities that may vanish. Some provision must be made for

cases in which discovery relevant to the motion also bears on the

merits - disputes about transaction-based personal jurisdiction are

the most obvious example. The effects on motion practice also must

be considered.

Nondiscovery Alternatives. Rule 29 provides that the parties may

"modify * * * procedures governing or limitations placed upon

discovery." The limits of this provision are not clear. Parties

concerned about modification of a stipulated protective order, for

example, might attempt to stipulate additional protections by

making an exchange of information entirely outside the formal

discovery system. Rule 29 might be modified to encourage

agreements that provide for information exchanges that are not

formally governed by Rules 26 through 37. The incentive to create

workable cooperative systems might be sufficient to overcome the

disincentives that commonly arise when the parties have unequal
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L
access to information outside discovery.

A Cautionary Postscript

Several Advisory Committee members attended the March, 1995

Conference on the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure co-sponsored by
The Southwestern Legal Foundation and The Southern Methodist
University School of Law. The Conference focused on discovery and

class actions. The Reporter, Professor Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr.,
submitted a summary that included the following remarks about

discovery:

Civil claims are an integral part of law enforcement
in this country. Many civil actions, particularly those
where discovery is burdensome, are in effect "private
attorney general" suits. Liberal discovery is an
integral part of effective enforcement, as evidenced by
the free range traditionally accorded the grand jury and
afforded to administrative agencies in modern government.
Hence, the scope of discovery determines the scope of
effective law enforcement in many fields regulated by

At law.

Comprehensive limitation of discovery thus
implicates major social issues, particularly rights of
individuals as against organizations public and private.
It is doubtful that comprehensive limitation of discovery
would be politically acceptable. It is also doubtful
that such limitation would be socially desirable in the
Llong run. Law enforcement through civil justice is
burdensome and expensive, but the alternatives would be
much reduced enforcement or enforcement through public
bureaucracies.

An acceptable approach to excess in discovery
requires two principal measures. One is to develop much
better knowledge about discovery abuse. There is reason

God to think that abuse occurs only in a small percentage of
cases and that abuse occurs disproportionately in "big"
cases. However, much more systematic investigation isLv required to gauge the contours of this and other judicial
administration problems.

The second measure is to revise the present
discovery rules to permit better control of discovery,
particularly in the types of cases where abuse exists or

FIJI, is perceived to exist.
L

The impact of discovery on settlement also needs to be

r
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reckoned. Complaints about the burdens of discovery frequently

include the statement that large institutional litigants are

compelled by the costs of discovery to settle nuisance claims that

would be easily defeated, or not be brought at all, in a less 0

expensive system. A variation of this complaint is that even in

reasonably based actions, overbroad discovery may be used

deliberately as a tool to coerce settlement. These arguments

certainly seem to counsel reduction of discovery. Discovery,

however, also may be important in fostering settlement for good

reasons. A major obstacle to settlement arises from differing

estimates of probable outcomes on the merits. Discovery can bring

the parties' estimates together and promote settlement. Reduction

of discovery may lead to fewer desirable settlements as well as 5
fewer coerced settlements.

The long history of attempts to contain discovery shows that

the stakes are great and the task is difficult. "Tinkering

changes" are not likely to do much good. Careful work, spread over

several years, will be required to support more fundamental but

more useful improvements.

f7
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Reporter's Note: Copyright Rules

The attached materials bring up to date - mid-September - the
story of the long-forgotten Copyright Rules. It is clear that
something must be done. It is equally clear that the Committee
hopes to find some means of learning more about the needs of

11 Copyright practice before deciding on what should be done.

If the most recent effort to open up channels of information
proves successful in time to supplement these materials, more will
be provided before the meeting. If there is nothing more, the best
course once again may be to defer consideration. More than 30
years have passed since an earlier Advisory Committee put aside the
first effort to abrogate the Copyright Rules. Preliminary
conversations with experienced copyright lawyers all seem to
indicate that there is no urgent practical problem - indeed, there
is little if any indication that the problem is more than
aesthetic. A deliberate approach seems wise.

rt
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NOTE: COMMITTEE HISTORY - COPYRIGHT RULES

John Rabiej has provided full information about the 1964-1965
consideration of the Copyright Rules. The full recommendations,
reports, and minutes will be provided when there is a better
foundation to consider what should be done about the Copyright
Rules. For present purposes, the following sketch should suffice.

In 1964, two related proposals were published for comment.
One was that all of the Copyright Rules, first adopted in 1909, be
repealed. The second was that Civil Rule 65 be amended by adding
a new subdivision (f): "This rule applies to the impounding of
articles alleged to infringe a copyright provided for in Title 17,
U.S.C., § 101(c)." These proposals were driven in part by la desire
to embrace all procedural rules within the Civil Rules. They also
reflected dissatisfaction with the actual content of the Copyright
Rules. Copyright Rule 2, which required that copies of the alleged
infringing works be annexed to the pleadings, was found an
unnecessary special pleading requirement. In the end, it was in
fact repealed. r

The remaining Copyright Rules govern impounding procedure
They were found objectionable in 1964 for reasons summarized in the
June 10, 1965 statement of the Advisory Committee to the Standing
Committee, p. 17: the procedure "is rigid and virtually eliminates
discretion in the court; it does not require the plaintiff to make
any showing of irreparable injury as a condition of securing the
interlocutory relief; nor does it require the plaintiff to give
notice to the defendant of an application for impounding even when
an opportunity for hearing could feasibly be provided." (The due
process doctrine that underlies the notice concern has been much
developed since 1965.) Adopting injunction procedure would confirm
the court's discretion to demand irreparable injury, require notice
when notice can be accomplished without defeating the capacity to
afford an effective remedy, and ensure continuation of a uniform
national practice.

Opposition to the proposal was expressed by the American Bar L
Association and by the Ninth Circuit Judicial Conference
(apparently relying on the same advisers). The core of the
opposition rested on express satisfaction with the way impounding
worked under the existing rules. This opposition did not sway the
Reporters, who suggested that alleged infringers are not likely to
be sufficiently organized or interested on a sustaining basis to
object to the inadequacies of the Copyright Rules impounding
procedure.

Comprehensive copyright revision was being considered in F
Congress in 1965. In the end, the Advisory Committee recommended
that its proposals were sound but that the Standing Committee
should evaluate the political questions posed by the relationship
between the rulemaking process and Congressional processes. The
Standing Committee recommended that only Rule 2 should be repealed,
Supplemental Report to the Judicial Conference, Sept. 1965, p. 2.
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Jon Baumgarten, Esq.
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Re: Copyright Rules of Practice

Dear Mr. Baumgarten:

Thank-you for taking the time to talk with me just now, and more importantly foragreeing to take a look at the questions raised by the antique Copyright Rules of Practice.

I enclose a copy of the Copyright Rules and Notes that appear in 17 U.S.C.A.
following § 501. I also enclose a copy of a brief memorandum I prepared for the
November, 1995 meeting of the Advisory Committee on the Federal Rules of CivilProcedure. The memorandum serves only to describe my own bewilderment about thenature of the challenge presented.

The simplest thing to do would be to amend Rule 1 to invoke the 1976 Copyright
L. Act and the Appellate Rules. That would leave Rules 3 et seq. untouched. The range of

options opens up from there. Rules 3 and following could be revised. They could bedeleted entirely, relying on the Civil Rules to govern all aspects of copyright proceedings.
(Reliance on the Civil Rules would suggest abrogation of Copyright Rule 1 as well, with
a parallel amendment of Civil Rule 81(a)(1).) Quite different rules could be adopted tomeet special needs of Copyright practice that are not reflected in the present rules. I
cannot even guess what other options may deserve consideration.

X- The immediate task is to devise a strategy for addressing these problems. It will
be important to create a means of generating advice that the Civil Rules Advisory
Committee can rely upon in framing proposals. The advice must not only be "detailed,

L neutral, and expert" - to quote my own memorandum - it also must appear to have
those qualities. The Civil Rules Committee reports to the Standing Committee on Rules
of Practice and Procedure. A Civil Rules Committee proposal approved by the StandingCommittee for publication is published for public comment. The comments are then
considered by the Civil Rules Committee; when it feels the process has gone on longenough, it makes recommendations for action to the Standing Committee. When the



Standing Committee is satisfied, it makes recommendations to the Judicial Conference of
the United States. The Judicial Conference, if it approves, recommends rules to the
Supreme Court. If the Supreme Court approves, it adopts the rules and transmits them to
Congress. The rules become effective if Congress does not act to set them aside. At all
steps of this process, it will be important to ensure that all participants have confidence in
the process the Civil Rules Committee has followed in gathering information and advice.

For the moment, I think the best approach is to find a way of advising the Advisory
Committee whether copyright practitioners experience litigating problems with the present
Copyright Rules. The greater the detail, the better. And the greater the number of
practitioners who can be consulted, the better. But at this stage I think it is not as
important to create a formal or informal structure of advisers as it is to get some initial
expert advice. Are there problems? What are they? Is there any sense of what approach
should be taken to addressing them? For that matter, how many copyright practitioners
are even aware of the present Rules?

I know this reaches you on the eve of a very busy week. The Civil Rules
Committee meets next in mid-October. The agenda will be put together in mid-September.
If it is possible to have at least some preliminary thoughts by then, we should be able to
put this topic on the agenda for some initial thinking by the Committee on the means it
would like to devise for further work.

Again, thank you for your instant willingness to pitch in.

Very truly yours,

EHC/lm H. Coo
attachs.
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~Li Copyright Rules of Practice

An inquiry to the Rules Committee Support Office about the
status of the Rules of Practice for Copyright cases has revealed a

IL[ surprising state of affairs that merits prompt attention. The most
r difficult task will be to devise a suitable means of considering

the fate of these Rules. Even a cursory preliminary scan of the
Rules shows that something should be done, and suggests strongly
that the Advisory Committee should seek special help.

The starting point is Civil Rule 81(a)-(l) , which provides
that "These rules * * * do not apply to * * * proceedings in
copyright under Title 17, U.S.C., except in so far as they may beK: Lmade applicable thereto by rules promulgated by the Supreme Court
of the United States."

The Copyright Rules are set out in 17 U.S.C.A. following §
501, at page 546 of the current volume. Rule 1 says:

Proceedings in actions brought under section 25 of the
L Act of March 4, 1909, entitled "An Act to amend and

consolidate the acts respecting copyright," including
proceedings relating to the perfecting of appeals, shall
be governed by the Rules of Civil Procedure, in so far as
they are not inconsistent with these rules.

I' This Rule, and the remaining rules, were adopted under anL enabling provision in the 1909 Copyright Act that was repealed in
1948 on the ground that it was superseded by the general Rules
Enabling Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2072. Former Rule 2 established a special
rule of pleading that required that copies of the infringed and
allegedly infringing works accompany the complaint; it was
rescinded in 19166 on the ground that it was incompatible with the
general pleading spirit of the Civil Rules. The remaining Rules 3
to 13 govern pretrial seizure of allegedly infringing "copies,
records, plates, molds, matrices, etc., or other means for making
the copies alleged to infringe the copyright."

There are many reasons to be embarrassed by the persistence of
these rules without change, apart from rescission of Rule 2 in
1966. The initial reference to the 1909 Act, which has been
superseded by the 1976 Act, is embarrassment enough; such
incidentals as reference to the Civil Rules governing appeals,
rather than the Appellate Rules, add an additional twist. U.S.C.A.
sets out the Notes of the Advisory Committee on Rules after each

r rule, without any date; they may come from 1966, since they refer
to Copyright Rules 3 to 13. At any rate, the Notes say, after each
rule:

"The Advisory Committee has serious doubts as to the
LC desirability of retaining Copyright Rules 3-13 for they appear

to be out of keeping with the general attitude of the Federal

L 16



Rules of Civil Procedure * * * toward remedies anticipating
decision on the merits, and objectionable for their failure to
require notice or a showing of irreparable injury to the same
extent as is customarily required for threshold injunctive p
relief. However, in view of the fact that Congress is
considering proposals to revise the Copyright Act, the ,
Advisory Committee has refrained from making any
recommendation regarding Copyright Rules 3-13, but will keep
the problem under study. _

The seizure procedures established by these Rules seem to be
inconsistent with the discretionary impoundment procedures
established by 17 U.S.C. § 503(a).

More important, the procedures established by these Rules seem
to be inconsistent with due process requirements that have evolved
since the Rules were adopted. The plaintiff files an affidavit Li
stating the location and number of things to be seized, and a bond.
"Upon the filing * * * the clerk shall issue a writ directed to the
marshal * * * directing the said marshal to forthwith seize and K
hold * * *" the infringing items. (Rule 4) Apart from a procedure to
for objecting to the sufficiency of the bond, the defendant may
apply for return with an affidavit of facts tending to show the P
articles seized do not infringe (Rule 9). "Thereupon the court in
its discretion, and after such hearing as it may direct, may order
such return" on the defendant's filing of a bond (Rule 10).

A strong statement of the inconsistency of the supplemental
rules with § 503(a), and the probable unconstitutionality of
several aspects of the rules, is provided by Judge Sifton in
Paramount Pictures Corp. v. Doei E.D.N.Y.1993, 821 F.Supp. 82.
Judge Sifton suggests that temporary restraining order procedures
may provide the most secure analogy for impoundment under § 503 (a).
This suggestion may be a promising lead to further inquiry.

Roberta Morris tells me that copyright practitioners
universally assume that the Civil Rules apply in copyright cases,
nothwithstanding the antique reference to the 1909 Act in Rule 1.
It is assumed that the supplemental seizure rules apply to actions
under the 1976 Act. They do not seem to be used often.

Thorough knowledge of the theory and practicalities of
copyright practice must be brought to bear on this topic. Some
means must be found to secure detailed, neutral, and expert advice.
There may be one or more copyright law organizations or committees
that can serve this need. If the conclusion is that there is no
longer any need for supplemental rules, there will be no drafting
chore. If there is a need, it must be thoroughly understood before
drafting can begin.

April 1995 Minutes. Copyright Rules of Practice. The Copyright
Rules of Practice have not been considered since 1966. In 1966,
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the Committee expressed doubts about "the desirability of retaining
Rules 3-13 for they appear to be out of keeping with the general

He attitude of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure * * * toward
L_^ remedies anticipating decision on the merits, and objectionable for

their failure to require notice or a showing of irreparable injury
to the same extent as is customarily required for threshold

lT injunctive relief." It refrained from acting at that time because
Congress had begun the deliberative process that led to enactment
of the 1976 Copyright Act. The 1976 act includes discretionary
impoundment procedures, 17 U.S.C. §503(a), that seem to be
inconsistent with the Rules of Practice. These Rules are
unfamiliar territory to present members of the Committee. The
topic will be carried forward on the agenda while additional means
of information are sought.
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RULES OF PRACTICE AS AMENDED

Amendments received to October 28, 1995

SCOPE OF RULES

The Rules of Practice set out hereunder were adopted by the

Supreme Court of the United States! to govern the procedure,

under section 25 of Act Mr. 4, 1909, which was incorporated

in formnersection 101 of this title. See, now, section 501 et

seq. of this title.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTES .

Special Copyright Rules governing cer- cept as they might be made applicable by
tain procedures in actions under the later rules to be promulgated by the
Copyright Act were promulgated by the Court. Rule I of the Copyright Rules
Supreme Court in 1909, pursuant to a was thereafter amended to state that pro-
limited rulemaking power conferred ceedings under the Copyright Act should
upon the Court by section 25(e) of the be goern ed by the Federal Rules of Civil
Copyright Act of 1909, 35 Stat. 10715. egvre yteFdrlRlso ii

Enabling Act, 48 Stat. 1064 (now. as When the Copyright Act was codified in ILJ
amended, 28 Ui.S.C. § 2072 Jsectionz 2072 14 sTd 7o h ntdSae
of Title 28, Judiciary and Judicial Proce- 197aTil17othUnedSts

dure]. Rue 81a)(1 of he Fe~am Code. section 25(e) of the Act was carried

Rules of Civil Procedure [Title 28, bdi f as 17 U.S.C. § 101(f). The Act of
ciary and Judicial Procedure], romulgat- June 25, 1948, 62 Stat. 869, thereafter
ed in 1938, stated that the Federal Rules repealed § 101(f) on the ground that it
of Civil Procedure should not aplyt was unnecessary in the light of the Rules
proceedings under the Copyright At x Enabling Act.

Rule I

Proceedings in actions brought under section 25 of the Act of L

March 4, 1909, entitled "An Act to amend and consolidate the' acts
respecting copyright"' including proceedings relating to the peifect-
ing of appeals, shall be governed by the Rules of Civil Procedure, in

so far as they are not inconsistent with these rules.

(As amended June 5, 1939, e.. Sept. 1, 1939.) .

HISTORICAL OTES I

References In Text - section 2072 of Tilte 28, Judiciary and
"Section 25 of the Act of March 4, 1909, Judicial Procedure. The remaining pro-

referred to in text, means Act Mar. 4, visions of former section 101 of this tide
1909, c. 320, § 25, 35 Stat. 1081, which were incorporated in section 501 et seq.
was incorporated in former section 101 of this title in the general revision of this
of this title by Act July 30, 1947, c. 391, title by Pub.L. 94-553, Oct. 19, 1976, 90
61 Stat. 652. Subsec. (f) of former sec- Stat. 2541.
lion 101 of this title was repealed by Act -L
June 25, 1948, c. 646, § 39, 62 Stat. 992, The Rules of Civil Procedure, referred
and its subject matter is now covered by to in text, mean the Federal Rules of Civil
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zAule 1 COPYRIGHTS 17 foIl. §501
Procedure which are set out in Title 28.
Judiciary and Judicial Procedure.

CROSS REFERENCES
Applicability of rules to copyright actions, see Fed.Rules Civ.Proc. Rule 81, 28UJSCA. n e e-ue i-rc ue8,2

WESTLAW ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
See WESTIAw guide following the Explanation pages of this volume.

NOTES OF DECISIONS
Generally I tive or have been superseded by the gen-Amendment of pleadings 3 eral provisions of section 503." WarnerComplaints 4 Bros, Inc. v. Dae Rim Trading, Inc.,Presumptions 5 S.D.N.Y.1988, 677 F.Supp. 740, 6Validity of rules 2 U.S.P.Q.2d 1423, appeal denied 877 F.2d

1120, 11 U.S.P.Q.2d 1272.
1. Generally 3. Aniendment of pleadingsCopyright proceedings are not gov- In copyright infringement suit, plain-erned by the rules of civil procedure ex- tiffs motion for leave to fle amended andcept insofar as those rules are made ap- supplemental bill of complaint, bringingplicable by specially promulgated copy- in owners of copyrights on other musicalright rules. Wildlife Internationale, Inc. compositions, in which plaintiff enjoyedv. Clements, D.C.Ohio 1984, 591 F.Supp. same rights as in those set forth in origi-1542, 2Z3 U.S.P.Q. 806. nal bill, as additional parties plaintiff be.In view of this rule, FederalyRiA~ ~ cause of defendant's alleged infringe-In valiewty of thi rules Fedec Rules Ofments of such copyrights since filing ofCivil Procedure, Title 28, apply to copy- original bil, is governed by Federal Rulesright infringement suits. White v. Reach, of Cl P Tl 2

cnCsensYPress f .. 77reale Se ao, Rule, though original bill was filedKin swa Pess v. arell Pub C rp. beor effective, date of Supreme Court'sD.C.N.Y. 1939, 30 F.Supp. 775. application of Federal Rules of Civil Pro-2. Validity of rules cedure to copyright proceedings. SocietyNeither the Supreme Court nor Con- of European Siage Authors and Compos-gress has declared the Copyright Rule -ers v. WCAU Broadcasting Co.,:D.C.Pa.void" and "no longer in effect",- the 1901FRD.24consensus of kinowledgeable authorities is 4. Complaints,-that: the Rules have not been repealed. Rule 8, Federal Rules of Civil. Proc.-Warnier Brothers lnc. v. Dae Rim Trad- dure, Title 28, requiring complaint toing, Inc., C.A2 (N:Y.) 1989, 877 F.2d contain a short and plain statement of the1120, 11 U.S.P.Q.2d: 1272. claim showing that pleader is entitled toAlthough the Copyright Rules have nev- relief is applicable to a copyright action.er been explicitly abrogated by either April Productions v. Strand Enterprises,Congress or the Supreme Courti their D.C.N.Y.1948, 79 F.Supp. 515, 77mandatory provisions are clearly incon- U.S.PQ. 155.sistent with the discretionary powers on;-' 5. Presruiptionsferred on this Court by the Copyright At'In actions for injunction and damagesof 1976: Paramouint Pictures Corp. v. for infringe ntofcprgsthuhDoe, E.DPN.Y.1993, 821 F.Supp. 82, 27 public performancesforprofitomsi
U.S.P.0.*2d 1594:*, compositions, the plaintiffs were entitledThe Special Copyright Rules are,. with to benefit of any presumptions which thesome changes, stil in effect, it was disap- law affords in making a prima facie casepointing to note that plaintiff's counsel of originality of compositions involved,suggested lthat the, judge "ignore the Su- and such presumptions were as effectivepreme Court Copyright Rules" because under the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-'it is unclear whether they are still effec- dure, Title 28, as they were prior thereto,
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17 foll. § 501 RULES OF PRACTICE Rule 3

since the Federal Rules of Civil Proce- D.C.Neb.1944, 58 F.Supp. 523, affirmed
dure were not designed either as a corm- 157 F.2d 744, 71 U.S.P.Q. 138, certiorari
plete code or for purpose of altering, es- denied 67 S.Ct. 622, 329 U.S. 809, 91
pecially restrictively, the rules of evidence L.Ed. 691, 72 U.S.P.Q. 529, rehearing
theretofore recognized. Remick Music denied 67 S.Ct. 769, 330 U.S. 854, 91
Corp. v. Interstate Hotel Co. of Neb., L.Ed. 1296, 72 U.S.P.Q. 529.

[Rule 2. Rescinded Feb. 28, 1966, eff. July 1, 1966]

ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTES

Rule 2 of the Copyright Rules required, question of annexing a copy of a contract
with certain exceptions, that copies of the sued on. The Federal Rules of Civil Pro-
allegedly infringing and infringed works cedure (Title 28, Judiciary and Judicial
accompany the complaint, presumably as Procedure] permit but do not require the
annexes or exhibits. This was a special pleader to annex the copy. A party can
rule of pleading unsupported by any readily compel the production of a copy
unique justification. The question of an- of any relevant work if it is not already
nexing copies of the works to the plead- available to him. Accordingly, Copyright
ing should be dealt with like the similar Rule 2 is rescinded.

WESTIAW ELECTRONIC RESEARCH (

See WESTLAW guide following the Explanation pages of this volume.

Rule 3

Upon the institution of any action, suit or proceeding, or at any
time thereafter, and before the entry of final judgment or decree
therein, the plaintiff or complainant, or his authorized agent or
attorney, may file with the clerk of any court given jurisdiction under
section 34 of the Act of March 4, 1909, an affidavit stating upon the
best of his knowledge, information and belief, the number and L
location, as near as may be, of the alleged infringing copies, records,
plates, molds, matrices, etc., or other means for making the. copies
alleged to infringe the copyright, and the value of the same, and with
such affidavit shall file with the clerk a bond executed by at least two
sureties and approved by the court or a commissioner thereof.

--- HISTORICAL NOTES

References In Text Change of Name
Section 34 of the Act of March 4, 1909, Commissioner, referred to- in text, 7

referred to in text, means Act Mar. 4, meansUnitedStatescommissionerwhich
1909, c. 320, § 34, 35 Stat. 1084, which was replaced by United States magistrate
was incorporated in former section 110 pursuant to Pub.L. 90-578, Oct 17, 1968,
of this title by Act July 30, 1947, c. 391, 82 Stat. 111,8. United States magistrate p
61 Stat. 652. Former section 110 of this appointed under section 631 of Title 28,
title was repealed by Act June 25, 1948, C. Judiciary and Judicial Procedure, to be J
646, § 39, 62 Stat. 992, and its subject known as United States magistrate judge
matter is now covered by section 1338 of after Dec. 1, 1990, with any reference to
Title 28 Judiciary and Judicial Proce- United States magistrate or magistrate in
dure. Title 28, in any other Federal statute, etc.,
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Rule 3 COPYRIGHTS 17 foiL § 501

deemed a reference to United States mag- 101-650, set out as note under section
* istrate judge appointed under section 631 631 of Title 28. See, also, chapter 43

of Title 28, see section 321 of Pub.L (Section 631 et seq.) of Title 28.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTES

The Copyright Act contains a general Copyright Rules 3-13 for they appear toL provision (17 U.S.C. § 101(c) [former sec- be out of keeping with the general atti.
tion 10 1(c) of this title] ) authorizing "im- tude of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-
pounding" during the pendency of an in- dure [Title 28, Judiciary and Judicial Pro.
fringement action. [See, now, section cedure] toward remedies anticipating de.
503 of this title.] Copyright Rules 3-13 cision on the merits, and objectionable
supplement the statute by setting out a for their failure to require notice or a
detailed procedure available during the showing of irreparable injury to the same
action for the seizing and impounding extent as is customarily required for
under bond, and also for the releasing threshold injunctive relief However, in
under bond, of copies of works alleged to view of the fact that Congress is consider-
infringe copyright, as well as plates, mat- ing proposals to revise the Copyright Act,
rices, and other means of making infring- the Advisory Committee has refrained
ing copies. from making any recommendation re-

The Advisory Committee has serious garding Copyright Rules 3-13, but will
doubts as to the desirability of retaining keep the problem under study.

r WESTLAW ELECTRONIC RESEARCH

See WESTLAW guide following the Explanation pages of this volume.

NOTES OF DECISIONS

Affidavits I what tapes were owned by the.L Centu-
Waiver 2 ry Home Entertainment, Inc. v. Laser

Beat, Inc., E.D.N.Y.1994, 859 F.Supp.
1. Affdats * * 636, 30 U.S.P.Q.2d 1811.

Affidavits filed by crash test, dummy . Waiver
manufacturer in support of its request for
ex parte order of inventory and impound- In copyright infringement action in
ment stated to its best "knowledge, infor- which a defense motion was made to
mation and belief the number and loca- quash previously issued writs of seizure,

L tion" of copies which allegedly infringed record established that movants, due to
copyright, as required by copyright rules, the absence of timely objection, waived
where complaint identified location of al- this rule's requirements that a bond be
leged infringer's principal place of busi- executed by at least two sureties and that
ness, and order of seizure was directed to such a bond be conditioned -on the pay-
that location and that location was sole bent to defendant of any damages which
place searched: First Technology Safety, -the court may award him against the
Systems, Inc. v. Depinet, C.A6 (Ohio) eomplainant. Jondora Music Pub. Co. v.

*,, 1993, 11 F.3d 641, 29 U.S.P.Q.2d 1269. Melody Recording Inc. D.C.NJ.1973,
Order authorizing immediate seizure 362 F.Supp. 494, 179 US.P.Q. 542, va-

from defendants of all video cassettes in- cated on other grounds 506 F.2d 392, 184
fringing plaintiff's copyrights and all de- U.S.P.Q. 326, certiorari denied 95 S.Ct.
vices for suc'h copyingwas not improper 2417, 421 U.S. 1012, 44 L.Ed.2d 680, 186
Ax- on theory plain did not clearly state U.S.P.Q. 73. -

I ~~~~~Rule 4 .. - '' rt * ' r

: Such bond shall bind the sureties in a specified sum, to be fxed by
r .the court, but not less than' twice the reasonable value of 'such
L infringing copies, plates, records, molds, matrices, or other means
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17 foil. § 501 RUL1a Ok PRACtIC;E nuie ' f
Note 1

for making such infringing copies, and be conditioned for the prompt
prosecution of the action, suit or proceeding; for the return of said
articles to the defendant, if they or any of them are adjudged not to
be infringements, or if the action abates, or is discontinued before
they are returned to the defendant; and for the payment to the
defendant of any damages which the court may award to him against
the plaintiff or complainant. Upon the filing of said affidavit and
bond, and the approval of said bond, the clerk shall issue a writ
directed to the marshal of the district where the said infringing
copies, plates, records, molds, matrices, ,etc., or other, means of
making such infringing copies shall be stated in said affidavit to be
located, anid generally to any marsl of the United States, directing
the said marshal to forthwith seize'and hold the same subject to the
order of the courtissuing said writ, or of the court of the district in
which the seizure shall be made. l

i D I' OlY COMMITTEE NOTES .L

The Copyright Act contains a general Copyright Rules 3-13 for they appear to
provision (17 U.S.C. § 101(c)(formersec-, be, out of keeping with the, general atti-
tion 101(c) of this title]) authorizing Kim- tude of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce- F
pounding" during the pendency ofan in- dure Critle 28, Judiciary and Judicial Pro-
fringement action. (See, now, section cedure] toward remedies anticipating de-
503 of this title.] Copyright Rules 3-13 1cion on dhe merits, and objectionable
supplement the statute bZr setting out a cr their failure to require notice or a V
detailed procedure available during the shAwing of irreparable injury to the same EJ
action for the seizing and ,impound ig ix;ent as is customarily required for
under bond, and also for the releaing threshold injunctive relief. ' However, in
under bond, of copies of works! alleged to ',iew of the fact that Congress is consider-
infringe copyright, as well as plates, mat- ing proposals towrevise the Copyright Act,
rices, and other means of makingifig th Advrisory Committee, has refrained
ing copies. fo ing any recorxnendation re-

The Advisory Committee has serious garing Copyriglit Rules 3-43, but.will
doubts as to the desirabilit of reting kep thelprobi nder study. :

,,! WE S , MIAW~RICH -rt

See WESTIAW gude1o klEcplC lvof, lume.
following the Exlaati~ l,!lslE 1 ilill 1, r ''-

NOTES OF DECISIONS l Pi
'r I 1' 1 [~~I L'II f ,,I o i a ~ lil .l isRl

Articles subject toseozurl Wrtsofl ir I I 1
Generally 9 Gen y I
Devices and mews for nukdng cop- PiOIA F considerations

les 10 :!

Constitutionality 1 VIiio w$ |

Construction with Copyright Act 2 "Fill"
Devices and means for making copies, 1. Contonallty

articles subject to seizure 10 - . Whether compliance with the- Copy-
Fourth Amendment considerations, writs right eis a sufient basis on which

of seIzure 6 -. - to justify an cx parte order of impound-
Injunctions compared 3 . . ment is a matt of some debate; some
Notice, writs of seizure 7 courts Shave ld that compliance with
Vacation of writs of seizure 8 le stitutionally insuffi-
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Rule 4 COPYRIGHTS 17 foil. § S01i,,, ~~~~~~Note I
cient and require a plaintiff to meet bur- books from the bailees, but required todens imposed by Federal Rules of Civil enforce its right to their destructionProcedure. First Technology Safety Sys- through an order requiring defendant totems, Inc. v. Depinet, C.A.6 (Ohio) 1993, recall the same. Jewelers' Circular Pub.
II F.3d 641, 29 U.S.P.Q.2d 1269. Co. v. Keystone Pub. Co., D.C.N.Y.1921,

Provisions and procedures of these 274 F. 932, affirmed 281 F. 83, certiorariF rules relating to writs of seizure are con- denied 42 S.Ct. 464, 259 U.S. 581, 66L , stitutional. Jondora Music Pub. Co. v. L.Ed. 1074.Melody Recording, Inc., D.C.N.J.1973, 6. -Fut mnmn osdr362 F.Supp. 494, 179 U.S.P.Q. 542, v- a tFouth Amendment considercated on other grounds 506 F.2d 392, 184 assuings runothtUSCA
U.S.P.Q. 326. certiorari denied 95 S.Ct. Const. Amend. 4 was applicable to the2417, 421 U.S. 1012, 44 L.Ed.2d 680, 186 ereothdulcinmaralfd-
U.SP.Q 73 .*< ' seizure of the duplicating material of de.U.S.P-Q. 73. 'fendants, against whom music publishing2. Construction with Copyright Act companies brought an action for infringe.Mandatory provisions of the Copyright ment of their respective copyrighted mu-Rules, with respect to impoundment of 'sical works by the unauthorized manufac-infringing materials, are inconsistent with ture and sale of tape recordings serving
> discretionary powers conferred on the to reproduce the same mechanically, the
L courts by the Copyright Act, and compli. writs of seizure issued as a judicial pro-ance with Rules is not sufficient basis on cess following presentation to a "neutralwhich to justify ex parte impoundment, magistrate" of the supporting affidavits,Paramount Pictures Corp. v. Doe, thus vitiating defendants' claim that aE.D.N.Y.1993, ' 821 F.Supp. 82, 27 violation of U.S.C.A. Const. Amend. 4L_ U.S.P.Q.2d 1594. arose from the seizure. Jondora Music

Pub. Co. v. Melody Recordings, Inc.,3. Injunctions compared D.C.NJ.1973, 362 F.Supp. 494, 179Although the Rules of Practice for U.S.P.Q. 542, vacated on other grounds
Copyright cases are arguably still in ef- 5067F.2d 392, 184 U.S.P.Q. 326, certiora-
fect, many courts dealing with similar ri denied 95 S.Ct. 2417, 421 U.S. 1012,motions for ixnipoundment have required 44 L.Ed.2d 680, 186 U.S.P.Q. 73.plaintif- to meet the normal preliminary
injunction standards. VanDeurzen and 7. Notice
Associates, P.A. v. Sanders, D.Kan.1991, District court's issuance of ex parte or-21. U.S.P12d 1480. der of inventory and impoundment and
4. Bonds subsequent refusal to vacate that order inDistrict B onds t's~finding .hat $2,006~ copyright infringement action was abuseDistrict court'sbfinding thatf$2,00 of was of discretion, where crash test dummysufficient bond for seizure of articles manufacturer failed to demonstrate whywhich iallegedly infringed upon crash test -notice should not have been required.C~ dummynmanufacturer's copyright was not First Technology Safety Systems, Inc. v.clearly erroneous, even though alleged Depinet, C.A6 (Ohio) 1993, I F.3d 641,infringer alleged that value of informa. 29 U.S.P.Q.2d 1269.
tion contained in records seized was $2.2.million, as copyright rules were onlyrele- 8. Vacation of writsvant to seizure of infringing goods, and Plaintiffs in copyright infringement ac-thus information contained in seized tion, by their misstatements, practiced abusiness records irrelevant in setting fraud on the court on their ex parte appli-bond amount. First Technology Safety cation for a w 'it of seizure, and orderSystems, dsc. v. Depinet; CA6 (Ohio) would be entered vacating the writ of1993, I F.3d 641, 29 U.S.P.Q.2d 1269. seizure and dissolving the injunction that

the court had issued. Jondora music5. Writs of selzure-Generally Publishing Co.iv. Melody Recordings,Where a defendant furnished to its cuss Inc., D.C.NJ.1972, 351 F.Supp. 572, 176tomers for their use copies of a directory U.S.P.Q. 110.published by it, which infringed com-
plainant's copyright, but retained title 9. Articles subject to seIzure-4enerally
with the right tol recall the books on de- A district court has no discretion tomand, complainant was not entitled to a determine what to impound or what towrit of seizure under this rule to take the destroy on complaint by copyright propri-
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17 foll. § 501 RULES OF PRACTlCE Rule

etor that right is being infringed: the business records were not alleged to have
process Congress granted the agreed infringed on manufacturer's copyrights
copyright proprietor is a summary one and were not means by which infringing
and it is duty of the court to impound goods could be copied; seizure was not
everything the proprietor alleges in- meant to be means for preserving evi-
fringes his- copyright. Duchess Music dence generally. First Technology Safety
Corp. v. Ster, C5A.9 (Ariz.) 1972, e 458 Systems Inc. v. Depinet, C.A.6 (Ohio)
F.2d 1305, 173 U.S.P.Q. 278, certiorari 93 1F3 4. 9USPQ2 29
denied by 93 S.Ct. 52, 409 U.S. 847, 34
L.Ed.2d 88, 175 U.S.P.Q. 385. Items which may be impounded on
10. - Devices and meanshfor makg complaint of a copyright proprietor are

Copie s not limited to general class of plates, 77
Ex parte order of inventory and i- molds, and matrices, that is, to items

poundment which permitted crash test embodying an identifiable impression of
dummy manufacturer who sued compet- the copyrighted work alone, but includes
tor for copyright infringement to seize devices and means for making the alleged '
allegedly infringing computer software infringing copies. Duchess Music Corp,
and various business records, was too v. Stern,, CA.9(Ariz.) 1972, 458 F."2d
broadi to fall within statutory autho~ijza- 1305, 173 UiS.P.Q. 278, certiorari denied
ion for seizure of items which allezdly ' by 93 S.Ct. 52, 409 U.S. 847, 34 L.Ed2d
infringed upon copyright, where setized 88, 178 U.S.P.Q. 385.

Rule 5

The marshal shall thereupon seize said articles or any smaller or
larger part thereof he may then or thereafter find, using such force as
may be reasonably necessary in the premises, and serve on the F
defendant a copy of the affidavit, writ, and bond by delivering the Li
same to him personally, if he can be found within the district, or if he
can not be found, to his agent, if any, or to the person from whose
possession the articles are taken, or if the owner, agent, or such
person can not be found within the district, by leaving said copy at
the usual place of abode of such owner or agent, with a person of
suitable age and discretion, or at the place where'said articles are
found, and shall make immediate return*lIf such seizure, or attempt-
ed seizure, to the coudt. He shall also attach to said articles a tag or
label stating the fact of such seizure and warling all persos from in V
any manner interfeing therewith.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTES -

The Copyright Act contains a general The Advisory Committee has serious V
provision (17 U.S.C. § 101(c) former sec- doubts as to the desirability of retaining
tion 101(c) of this tide]) authorizing "im- Copyright Rules 313 for6 they appear to
pounding" during the pendency of an in- be out' of keeping with the general atti-
fingement action. [See, now, section tude of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-
503 of this tide.] Copyright Rules 3-13 dure [title 28, Judiciary and Judicial Pro-
supplement the statute by setting out a c&dureJ toward remedies anticipating de-
detailed procedure available during the cision on the merits, and objectionable
action, for the seizing and impounding for theirfailure to require notice or a C

under bond, and also for thle releasing showing of irreparable injury to the same
under bond, of copies of works alleged to extent I as is Wustomarily required for
infringe copyright, as well as plates, mat- thresh injunctive relief. However, in
nces, and other means of making infing- view of te fact that Congress is consider-
ing copies. ing proposals to revise the Copyright Act, K
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r xmuse t COPYRIGHTS 17 foil. § 501
the Advisory Committee has refrained garding Copyright Rules 3-13, but winfrom making any recommendation re- keep the problem under study.

WESTLAW ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
See WESTLAW guide following the Explanation pages of this volume.

NOTES OF DECISIONS
Persons entitled to seize articles search alleged infringer's premises, seizeGenerally 1 specified materials and deliver them to
Service of apffedavis 2rit and bond 3 attorney as well as all books, records,Servce f afidait, wri, an bo d 3 correspondence or other documents re-

lated to allegedly infringing materials or1. Persons entitled to seize articles- which could provide information in re-Generally specting vendors or purchasers of materi-Search and seizure of allegedly infring. als. Warner Bros. Inc. v. Dae Rim Trad-ing merchandise was properly conducted ing Inc., C.A.2 (N.Y.) 1989, 877 F.2dby a United States Marshal or other law 1120, 11 U.S.P.Q.2d 1272.enforcement officer, not by copyrightowner's attorneys and their agents; "dis. 3. Service of affidavit, writ, and bondcovery" of alleged infringers' documents District court corrected any problemand records without notice was not au- that might have been caused in copyright
of cvilproedue- lawnor federal rules infringement action by crash test dummyof cvilproedue. W rne Brs. nc. v. manufacturer's failure to serve copy ofDae Rim Trading, Inc., C.A.2 (N.Y.) 1989, bod s

877 F*2d 1120, U d127. Inent order on competitor alleged to have2. - Private persons competed unfairly, where it ordered man-Copyright Act's impoundment provi- ufacturer to submit copy of bond to com-sions for infringing goods did not autho- petitor. First Technology Safety Systems,rize court to direct private person em- Inc. v. Depinet, C.A.6. (Ohio) 1993, 11ployed by copyright owner's attorney to F.3d 641, 29, U.S.P.Q.2d 1269.

Rule 6
A marshal who has seized alleged infringing articles, shall retainthem in his possession, keeping them in a secure place, subject to theorder of the court.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTES
The Copyright Act contains a general Copyright Rules 3-13 for they appear toprovision (17 U.S.C. § 101(c) (formersec- be out of keeping with the general atti-tion 101(c) of this title]) authorizing "im- tude of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-pounding" during the pendency of an in- dure (Title 28, Judiciary and Judicial Pro-fringement action. (See, now, section cedure] toward remedies anticipating de-503 of this title.] Copyright Rules 3-13 cision on the merits, and objectionablesupplement the statute by setting out a for their hilure to require notice or a

detilesad pothedre mavalal dfma ing the for theropoalur to requirte notyight orct

detailed procedure available during theeshowing of irreparable injury to the sameaction for the seizing and impounding extent as is customarilyredaforunder bond, and also for the releasing keepethres robl njunc e f H er inunder bond,, of copies of works alleged to viwothfathtCngesscnidrinfringe copyright, as well as plates mat- tefc ta ogt scosdrrices, and other means of making infrfg g Proposals to revise the Copyright Act,ing copies. teAv m itehdrefrained
The Advisory Committee has serious gadnCoyihRue3-3 but willdoubts as to the desirability of retaining kepterolmudrsdy
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17 foil. § 501 RULES OF PRACTICE Rule 7

WESTLAW ELECTRONIC RESEARCH

See WESTLAW guide following the Explanation pages of this volume. ' -

, :: NOTES OF DECISIONS

persons entitled to retain items I items seized by manufacturer pursuant to - - :
ex parte order of inventory and impound-
ment in trust for court, where order au-

1. Persons entitled to retain Items thorized law firm to hold items in trust
District court did not abuse its discre- for court, because marshals lacked space ,

tion in copyright infringement action to store items. First Technology Safety
brought by crash test dummy manufac- Systems. Inc. v. Depinet, CA.6 (Ohio)
turer when it allowed law firm to hold 1993, 11 F.3d 641, 29 U.S.P.Q.2d 1269.

Rule 7

Within three days after the articles are seized, and a copy of the .
affidavit, writ and bond are served as hereinbefore provided, the
defendant shall serve upon the clerk a notice that he excepts to the
amount of the penalty of the bond, or to the sureties of the plaintiff or,
complainant, or both, otherwise he shall be deemed to have waived
all objection to the amount of the penalty of the bond and the ,?
sufficiency of the sureties thereon. If the court sustain the excep-
tions it may order a new bond to be executed by the plaintiff or
complainant, or in default thereof within a time to be named by the
court, the property to be returned to the defendant.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTES

The Copyright Act contains a general Copyright Rules 3-13 for they appear to '
provision (17 U.S.C. § 101(c) [former sec- be out of keeping with the general atti-
tion 101(c) of this title]) authorizing "im- tude of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-
pounding" during the pendency of an in- dure [Title 28, Judiciary and Judicial Pro-
fringement action. [See, now, section cedure] toward remedies anticipating de-
503 of this title.] Copyright Rules 3-13 cision on the merits, and objectionable
supplement the statute by setting out a for their failure to require notice or a
detailed procedure available during the showing of irreparable injury to the same
action for the seizing and impounding extent as is customarily required for
underbond, and also for the releasing threshold injunctive relief. However, in L
under bond, of copies of works alleged to view of the fact that Congress is consider-
infringe copyright, as well as plates, mat- ing proposals to' revise the Copyright Act,
rices, and other means of making infring- the Advisory Committee has refrained rlag copies. from making any recommendation re-

The Advisory Committee has serious garding Copyright Rules 3-13, but will
doubts as to the desirability of retaining keep the problem under study. Z.

WESTLAW ELECTRONIC RESEARCHi L
See WESTLAW guide following the Explanation pages'of this volume.
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Rule 7 
COPYRIGHTS 17 foil. 50

NOTES OF DECISIONSReedies withd rule I under rule 7 of these rules, he is not in aposition to complain of the seizure, orr a lleged infrnging article istseize and he dfendat Is complainant on a trial on the merit
seized and the defendant afterwards asks Universal Film Mg. Co. v. Coppernthat the complainant's bond be increased D.C.N.y.1913, 206 F. 69.

Rule 8

Within ten days after service of such notice, the attorney of the
plaintiff or complainant shall serve upon the defendant or his attor..
ney a notice of the justification of the sureties, and said sureties shalljustify before the court or a judge thereof at the time therein stated.7 J 

ADVISORY COMMlTEE NOTESThe Copyright Act contains a general Copyright Rules 3-13 for they appear. to
Provision (17 U.S.C. § 101(c) [former sec- be out of keeping with the general atti-ion IOI(c) of this tite]) authorizing "im. tude of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce.pounding" during the pendency of an in- dure (Title 28, Judiciary and Judicial Pro-
frngnuenent action. [See, now, section cedure] toward remedies anticipating de.503 of this tite.] Copyright Rules 3-13 cision on the merits, and objectionablesupplement the statute by setting out a for their fiure to require notice or a
detailed procedure available during the showing of irreparable injury to the same
action for the seizing and impounding

V . Th~~~~~ner bofndandts ifo the releasinot ex epttothe aont asfi c th-eqpenat for

u n d e b o n , al o f o t h e r ele sin g th re s h o ld in ju n c tiv e re lie f. H o w e v e r, inunder bond, of copies of works alleged 
or co rsin-

infringe copyright, as well as Plates, itt v o the fatu to hi cone_ rtic les seized , oth e n filiganst fgfP ro p o s to revise the C opyright A ct,

t circumstan~~r cesn othe eansin tof makin tnfing the advisory Comittee hasrefratined

ing copies. 
fargom makingn oreom mefnatio n re-

The Advisory Committee 'has serious 
but will

doubts as to the desirability of retaining kepterolmudrsdy

WES1RYW ELECTRONIC RESEARCHSee WESTLIAW guide following the Explanation pages of thins volume'.

Rule 9

The defendant, if he does not except to the amount of the penalty of
the bond or the sufficiency of the sureties of the Plaintiff or complain-.ant, may make application to the courc for the return to him of the
articles seized, upon filing an affidavit stating all material fat andcircumstances tending to show that the articles seized are not in-frnigcopies, records, Plates, molds, matrices, or means for Mak-

__ ~~~~~ing the copies alleged to' infringe the copyright.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTESThe Copyright Act contains a general pounding" during the pendency of an in-
Provision (1 7 U.S.C. § I01 (c) [former sec- fringernent action. (See, now, section
tion 10 1(c) of this title]) authorizing "im- 503 of this title.] Copyright Rules 3-13
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supplement the statute by Setting out. & ue(ie 8 uiiayadJdiilPdetailed Procedure available durn te edure] [Ttler remeJdicsanr cpaigyeaction for the seizing and impounding iino the meianobctoeunderbond andalsofor the releasing fo hi fiuet andir nobticeor abl

under bond, of copies Of works alleged to sohoeing ofairurepaorabequinjry tothce sramefinfringe copyright, as well as plates, mat. exteint as isrcstoarbeinjuy rotequired onces, and other means of making infring. thre 
for

ing copies. 
thehold injunctive relief. However, inview of the fact that Congress is consider.The, Advisory Committee has serious as to reisete op a

doubts as to the desirability of retaining the Posadvsto revomitte thas rop frainedActCopyright Rules 3-13 'for they appear to from Adi ng t any reommt end.a re-inbe out of keeping with the general atti- go r in g apy rer omgt R esd1,ibu rielnrude of the Federal Rules of Civil Prceokeepht he1p9bl13, unde s wi

Thereuon thecourtin its dis keepnan athe rrbe suche hatngas t

WESTLAW ELECT'RONIC RESEAJRCH
ma See WESct AW guide following the Explanation pagesof this volume.

NOTES OF DECISIONSAffidavits i 
aL~pounded as ege infringements of acopyright should not be returned, unless

aum s w befiis made by affidavit that thearticles seized are not infringing copies.The court calnot entertain a motion for Crown Feature Film Co. . Bettis Amusew
an Order to show cause why articles im. muent CoDC.Ohio, 1913, 206 F. 362.

Rule 1O
Thereupon the Court in its" "icretion, and after such hearing as itKmay direct, may or-der such return upon the filing by the defendant ofa bond executed by at least two sureties, binding them in a specifiedsum to be fixed in the discretion of the court, and conditioned for thedelivery of said -specified articties to abide the'order of the court. -Theplantf ory o p ain~ mast require such sureties to justify Withinten days of the filing of such bond.

ADVISORY COMMITTEE NOTES
The Copyright Act contains a general Copyright Rules 3-13 for they appear to
provision ( 17 UoSf C. t s l (c) (former secn be out of keeping with the general atti-

tion 101(c) Of this titlej) authorizing -im. tude of the Federal Rulgth 
ednc fani-~es 

of Civil Proce-_Lpounding" during the pendency of an in- dure [Title 28, Judiciary and Judicial Pro-
frng en action. (See, now, section cedure] towrreeesatcaind-503 of this tidle.] Copyright Rules 3-1.3 wasrd nt e meries, -andobjectiongble-Suppemen thestatte b seting ut a for their failure to require notice ora

detailed procedure available during -the shw1 fireaal nur otesmaction for the seizing and impounding hwn firpabenjytohesmunder bond, and also for the releasing extent as is customarily required forunder bond, of copies of works alleged to threshold injunctive relief. However, ininfringe copyright as well as plates, mat- view of the fact that Congress is considerrices, and other means of making in g mg proposals to revise the Copyright Acting copies . the Advisory Committee has refrained- Advsr Cfrom making any recommendation re.
The Advisory Committee has, serious garding Copyright Rules 3-13, but willdoubts as-to the desirability of retaining keep the problem under study.
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Rule 10 
COPYRIGHTS 17 foil. §50s

WESTLAW ELECTRONC RESEARCH
See WESTI..AW guide following the Explanation pages of this volume.

NOTES OF DECISIONS
Discretion of court I infringing means, the district court hasno discretion to return them. DuchessMusic Corp. v. Stem, CA9(Ariz.) 1972,
1. Discretion of court 458 F.2d 1305, 173 U.S.P.Q. 278, certio.If articles seized on complaint of copy- rari denied 93 S.Ct. 52, 409 U.S. 847, 34right proprietor are infringing copies or LEd.2d 88, 175 U.S.P.Q. 385.

Rule 11
Upon the granting of such application and the justification of thesureties on the bond, the marshal shall immediately deliver thearticles seized to the defendant.

ADVISORY COMMITrEE NOTES
The Copyright Act contains a general Copyright Rules 3-13 for they appear toprovision (17 U.S.C. § 101(c) (former sec- be out of keeping with the general atti.tion 101(c) of this title]) authorizing "im- tude of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-pounding" during the pendency of an in- dure (Title 28, Judiciary and Judicial Pro-fringement action. [See, now, section cedure] toward remedies anticipating de-503 of this title.] Copyright Rules 3-13 cision on the merits, and objectionablesupplement the statute by setting out a for their failure to require notice or adetailed procedure available during the showing of irreparable injury to the sameaction for the seizing and impounding extent as is customarily required for

under bond, and also for the releasing threshodijntive relief. However, inunder bond. of copies of works alleged to viwothfathtCngesscnidr
infing cpyrgh, a wel s pats, at ing proposals to revise the Copyright Act,

rices, and other means Of making Wining- the Advisory Committee has refraineding copies. 
from making any recommendation re-The Advisory Committee has serious garding Copyright Rules 3-13, but willdoubts as to the desirability of retaining keep the problem under study.

WESTLAW ELECTRONC RESEARCH
See WESTLIAW guide following the Explanation pages of this volume.

Rule 12

Any service required to be performed by any marshal may beperformed by any deputy of such marshal.
ADVISORY COMMIIIEE NOTES

The Copyright Act contains a general action for the seizing and impoundingprovision (17 U.S.C. § 101(c) [former-sec- under bond, and also for the releasingtion 101(c) of this title]) authorizing "i.- under bond, of copies of works alleged topounding" during the pendency of an in- infringe copyright, as well as plates, mat-fringement action. (See, now, section rices, and owher means of making infnng503 of this title.] Copyright Rules 3-13 ing copies.supplement the statute by setting out a The Advisory Committee has seriousdetailed procedure available during the doubts as to the desirability of retaining
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copyright Rules 3-13 for they appear to extent as is customarily required for
be out of keeping with the general atti- threshold injunctive relief. However, in
tude of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce- view of the fact that Congress is consider-
dure [Title 28, Judiciary and Judicial Pro- ing proposals to revise the Copyright Act,
cedure) toward remedies anticipating de- the Advisory Committee has refrained
cision on the merits, and objectionable from making any recommendation re-
for their failure to require notice or a garding Copyright Rules 3-13, but will
showing of irreparable injury to the same keep the problem under study. F

WESTLAW ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
See WESTLAW guide ,fl g the Explanation pages of this volume. 7

Rule 13

For services in cases arising under this section the marshal shall be
entitled to the same fees as are allowed for similar services in other
cases. 7

ADVISORY COMMITrEE NOTES

The Copyright Act contains a general Copyright Rules 3-13 for they appear to
provision (17 U.S.C. § 101(c) [former sec- be out of keeping with the general 4tti-
tion 101(c) of this title]) authorizing "im- tude of the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-
pounding" during the pendency of an in- dare [Title 28, Judiciary and Judicial Pro- L
fringement action. [See, now, section cedure] toward remedies anticipating de-
503 of this title.] Copyright Rules 3-13 cision on the merits, and objectionable
supplement the statute by setting out a for their failure to require notice or a
detailed procedure available during the showing of irreparable injury to the same L
action for the seizing and impounding extent as is customarily required for
under bond, and also for the releasing threshold injunctive relief. However, in
under bond, of copies of works alleged to view of the fact that Congress is consider- 7
infringe copyright, as well as plates, mat- ing proposals to revise the Copyright Act, W J
rices, and other means of making infring- the Advisory Committee has refrained
ing copies. from making any recommendation re-

The Advisory Committee has serious garding Copyright Rules 3-13, but will
doubts as to the desirability of retaining keep the problem under study. . ;

CROSS REFERENCES

Collection of fees by marshal, see 28 USCA § 567.
Marshal's fees, see 28 USCA § 1921. .

WESTLAW ELECTRONIC RESEARCH

See WESTLAW guide following the Explanation pages of this volume.-

. .
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Reporter's Note: Service by Electronic Means
or by Commercial Carrier

The attached materials begin with a Memorandum about a
proposal for electronic service of motions that is working through
the Bankruptcy Rules Advisory Committee. The immediate question is

whether the Civil Rules Committee should prepare a proposal that

might be submitted to the Standing Committee next June, to keep in
tandem with the Bankruptcy Rules. (A related question is whether
the Civil Rules might take the more modest step of permitting

L service by commercial carrier wherever service by mail is
permitted. Commercial carrier service correspondence with John P.

Frank, Esq., of the Arizona bar is attached, along with a

"miscellaneous rules" memorandum on the question.)

The Civil Rules Committee has considered electronic servicer twice in recent years.

L- At the October, 1993 meeting, the Committee discussed at
length the efforts that were under way to draft Judicial Conference
standards for filing by facsimile transmission. At the end of that

L discussion, facsimile service was considered. The full text of the
minutes, p. 5, reads as follows:

The Committee was advised that the Appellate Rules
Advisory Committee is preparing a draft rule authorizing
service by facsimile transmission. The draft is
scheduled for immediate publication for public comment.

L The Committee approved the proposal that the request for
comment include an observation that similar changes may
be made in other national rules. This observation may

L stimulate such extensive comment as to provide an
adequate foundation for recommending adoption of
facsimile service provisions in the Civil Rules. The
Committee left for future consideration the nature and

L extent of possible differences between facsimile service
in the course of district court litigation and facsimile
service in the conduct of appeals.

L At the April, 1995 meeting, the Committee reviewed public
comments on the amendments to Civil Rule 5(e) that the Supreme
Court has now sent to Congress. The minutes, p. 7, note the
suggestion from the Eastern District of Pennsylvania

that Rule 5(b) should be amended to permit service by
electronic means. The Committee has considered this

L question recently. Discussion confirmed the earlier
conclusion: it seems better to await developing
experience with electronic filing before pursuing the
potentially more difficult problems that may surround
electronic service.

The Bankruptcy Rules proposal presents a familiar conflict of
considerations. It is useful to maintain as much consistency as
possible between the separate sets of rules. And as more and more
business is transacted by electronic means, judicial reluctance to



move with the times takes on the air of 8.5" by 14" paper and green J
eyeshades. At the same time, there may be good reasons for
differences and for moving slowly with rules changes. Throughout
the recentrules amendments dealing with electronic filing, the
Bankruptcy Rules Committee was confident that bankruptcy courts and
practitioners could meet the challenges of electronic filing,
whatever theicase might be withrespect to the more general run of
civil litigation,. ,It may be better-to allow the Bankruptcy Rules
to- get out ahead of, the,.Civil Rules,, so thatexperience with the
potential pitfalls of electronic service can begained in a setting
that is less risk-prone.

7
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LEONIDAS RALPH MECHAM ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
Director UNITED STATES COURTS JOHN K. RABIEJ

ChiefCLARENCE A. LEE, JR.
Associate Director WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544 Rules Committee Support Office

August 26, 1996

L MEMORANDUM TO JUDGE ALICEMARIE H. STOTLER

7 SUBJECT: Service of Papers by Electronic Means Proposed by Bankruptcy
Subcommittee

The Bankruptcy Rules Subcommittee on Litigation is recommending that Rules
9013 and 9014, which deal with motion practices, be amended. Both rules would be
amended to permit service of motions on the other party "by electronic means, provided
such means are consistent with technical standards, if any, established by the Judicial
Conference of the United States." Motions under Rule 9013 are time-sensitive, but Rule
9014 motions are not.

Service of papers on other parties by facsimile transmission means was considered
L and rejected by the Civil Rules Committee in 1990 and the same proposal was not

accepted by Appellate Rules Committee in 1994.

Two issues arise. First, what type of coordination needs or should be pursued on
this issue among the rules committees? Second, when should we advise the Committee
on Automation and Technology that such a proposal is being considered? That
committee has already prepared standards on the electronic filing of papers with the court.

If approved by the full Bankruptcy Rules Committee the amendments would be
published no earlier than August of next year, which gives us a little time. This is the
type of issue that a Standing Committee subcommittee on technology could address. At
the June Standing Committee meeting, volunteers were requested. We should now
consider requesting each rules committee chair to appoint a member along with itsL reporter to serve on a Technology Subcommittee.

L RIn
John K. Rabiej

cc: Professor Daniel R. Coquillette

L

C A TRADITION OF SERVICE TO THE FEDERAL JUDICIARY
L-
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Rule 9014. General Motions

1 (a) General Motion Practice. This rule governs any request

2 for an order, other than a request for relief of the K
3 type described in Rule 7001 or 9013(a) or a motion made

4 in an adversary proceeding.'

5 (b) Motion Papers. Every motion shall:

6 (1) be filed, unless made orally at a status conference

7 pursuant to § 105(d), or at a hearing, at which

8 all parties entitled to notice of the motion are

9 present; L

10 (2) state with particularity the relief or order sought

X J
11 and the grounds therefor;

12 (3) be accompanied by proof of service, unless the

13 motion is made orally;

14 (4) be accompanied by a proposed order for the relief

15 requested; 7
16 (5) unless the movant is an individual debtor whose -

17 debts are primarily consumer debts, be accompanied 7
18 by:

19 (A) one or more supporting affidavits;

20 (B) a memorandum of law;

21 (C) a statement of the name and, if known, the

22 address and telephone number of any person

23 who is likely to be called as a witness by

24 the movant if there is a hearing on the K

5



L 25 motion, and a summary of the testimony that

r 26 the person is likely to give; and

27 (D) if the value of property is at issue and a

28 valuation report has been prepared, a copy of

29 the valuation report, and the name, address,

30 and telephone number of the person who

31 prepared the valuation report, unless the

32 valuation report will not be introduced as

33 evidence at any hearing on the motion.L
7 34 (c) Service of the Motion and Notice of Hearing.

L 35 (1) Except as provided in subdivision (i)(1), not less

7 36 than 25 days before the hearing date, the movant

37 shall serve a copy of the motion, a copy of any

38 paper filed with the motion, and notice of the

39 hearing on any entity against whom relief is

L 40 sought, any entity that has a lien or other

K 41 interest in property that is the subject of the

42 motion, the debtor, the attorney for the debtor,

43 the trustee, and any committee elected under § 705

44 or appointed under § 1102, or, if the case is a

45 chapter 9 case or a chapter 11 case and no

46 committee of unsecured creditors has been

47 appointed, on the creditors included on the list

48 filed pursuant to Rule 1007(d).
L.

49 (2) Service shall be in accordance with Rule 7004,

50 except that the court by local rule may permit

6

L



51 service by electronic means, provided such means L

52 are consistent with technical standards, if any, 7

53 established by the Judicial Conference of the

54 United States. The notice of the hearing shall L

55 include:

56 (a) the date, time and place of the hearing; L

57 (b) the time for filing a response; and 7
58 (c) a statement that, unless a response

59 opposing the motion is timely filed, the J

60 court may grant the motion without a

61 hearing. L
62 (d) Responsive Papers.

63 (1) Any entity may file a response to the motion not

64 later than 10 days before the hearing date. r
Li

65 (2) Not later than the time when a response is filed,

66 the responding party shall serve a copy of the

67 response on the movant, any other entity against 7
68 whom relief is sought, any entity that has a lien

69 or other interest in property that is the subject K
70 of the motion, the debtor, the trustee, and any

71 committee elected under § 705 or appointed under IL

72 § 1102, or, if the case is a chapter 9 case or a 7
73 chapter 11 case and no committee of unsecured

74 creditors has been appointed, on the creditors

75 included on the list filed pursuant to Rule

76 1007(d). Service of the response shall be in

7 7



L 77 accordance with Rule 7004, except that the court

78 by local rule may permit service by electronic

79 means, provided such means are consistent with

r 80 technical standards, if any, established by the

81 Judicial Conference of the United States.

82 (3) Every response shall be accompanied by proof of

r 83 service and, unless the respondent is an

K 84 individual debtor whose debts are primarily

85 consumer debts, by:

86 (A) a proposed order for the relief requested;

87 (B) one or more supporting affidavits;

88 (C) a memorandum of law;

K 89 (D) a list of the name and, if known, the address

L 90 and telephone number of any person who is

91 likely to be called as a witness by the

92 respondent if there is a hearing on the

93 motion, and a summary of the testimony that

L. 94 the person is likely to give; andr 95 (E) if the value of property is at issue, and a

96 valuation report has been prepared and is

97 likely to be introduced by the respondent at

98 any hearing on the motion, a copy of the[ 99 valuation report and the name, address, and

7 100 telephone number of the appraiser or

L 101 evaluator.

7 102 (e) Affidavits. Affidavits shall be made on personal

8L
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Miscellaneous Rules

Rule 5(b): Service by Commercial Carrier

John P. Frank, Esq., has written to draw attention to the

decision in Video Yesteryear, 9th Cir.1996, 85 F.3d 1424, 1429-

1431. The defendant delivered a Rule 68 offer of judgment to the

plaintiff by facsimile and by Federal Express. After trial, the

district court awarded costs to the defendant under Rule 68. The

Ninth Circuit reversed. Rule 68 requires that an offer of judgment

be served. Rule 5(b) provides for service by delivery or by

"mailing," and that "[s]ervice by mail is complete upon mailing."

"Mail" does not include Federal Express. Treating Federal Express

as mail would create a direct problem in applying Rule 6(e), which

provides additional time to respond to a notice or paper served by

"mail." It might create indirect problems with the Rule 4

provisions that allow service of summons and complaint by mail.

The Ninth Circuit did not consider the possibility that

commercial carriers could be treated as agents of the serving

party, so that actual delivery could count as service by delivery.

This possible interpretation of Rule 5(b) would not mean that

delivery by commercial carrier is treated the same as delivery at

the same time by the United States Postal Service, since it would

not invoke the additional-time provision of Rule 6(e).

The Appellate Rules Advisory Committee has struggled with the

problem of service by commercial carriers. Its resolution is set

out in proposed Appellate Rule 25(c):

Service may be personal, by mail, or by third-party
commercial carrier for delivery within 3 calendar days.

When reasonable considering such factors as the immediacy

of the relief sought, distance, and cost, service on a

party must be by a manner at least as expeditious as the

manner used to file the paper with the court. * * *
Service by mail or by commercial carrier is complete on

mailing or delivery to the carrier.

The Committee note to Rule 25(c) is attached. The related time

provision is set out in proposed Appellate Rule 26(c):

When a party is required or permitted to act within a

prescribed period after a paper is served on that party,

3 calendar days are added to the prescribed period unless

the paper is delivered on the date of service stated in

the proof of service.

The Supreme Court has gone part way in its own Rules. Rule

29.2 provides that a document "is timely filed if it is forwarded

through private delivery or courier service and is actually

received by the Clerk within the time permitted for filing." This

approach is equivalent to treating delivery by a commercial carrier
as delivery by a party.

John Frank thinks it "lamentable" that delivery by commercial

carrier does not count the same as delivery by mail. Certainly the



popular perception is that the well-known commercial carriers L
provide delivery services at least as speedy and accurate as the
Postal Service. District court practice, however, is more likely v
than appellate practice to involve service in circumstances that
are truly time sensitive and important. The,,fact that service by
commercial carrier has been found suitable for the Appellate Rules
does notiforecliose discussion of the issue for the Civil Rules. ,|

Theroeseems little reason to rush to publication of a proposal
for Rule-5 service by commercial carrier.< L'The idea can be
considereda at, the'October, 1996"meetin9. If service by commercial L
carrier ~seems as inevitable an ''idea after discussion as it seems at

frt'lus 'hlatRo I'' o
firsftbnlushb thnsiderpedate' Plekxe mes'ay provide a good model

I 1 t ago 1 [ 14 1t t 1

discussing det4'iled im'plpmentatj46n. There are i ncreasing pressures

'I ~~~~~~~~~, in

to adopt ide'ntical 'language o 4 prle prov i sions in the
different, Iset'Siof' Rules ;1 perhaps h pel Rule language ~can be
incorporated in~to gules 5,(b) an 6()wtotcange. 'A detailed
draft can ~be considered at the ,~ next meetingq.
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APPELLATE RULE 25(c)

Committee Note

Fl'

Subdivision (c). The amendment permits service by
commercial carrier if the carrier is to deliver the paper to the
party being served within three days of the carrier's receipt of

the paper. The amendment also expresses a desire that when
reasonable, service on a party be accomplished by a manner as
expeditious as the manner used to file the paper with the court.
When a brief or motion is filed with the court by hand
delivering the paper to the clerk's office, or by overnight
courier, the copies should be served on the other parties by an
equally expeditious manner -- meaning either by personal
service, if distance permits, or by overnight courier, if mail
delivery to the party is not ordinarily accomplished overnight.
The reasonableness standard is included so that if a paper is
hand delivered to the clerk's office for filing but the other
parties must be served in a different city, state, or region,
personal service on them ordinarily will not be expected. If use
of an equally expeditious manner of service is not reasonable,
use of the next most expeditious manner may be. For example,
if the paper is filed by hand delivery to the clerk's office but the
other parties reside in distant cities, service on them need not
be personal but in most instances should be by overnight
courier. Even that may not be required, howe4er, if the
number of parties that must be served would makthe use of
overnight service ltoo costly. A factor that bears upon the
reasonableness of serving parties expeditiously is the immediacy
of the relief requested.-

Subdivision (d). The amendment adds a requirement
In that when a brief or appendix is filed by mail or commercial

carrier, the certificate of service state the date and manner by
which the document was mailed or dispatched to the clerk.
Including that information in the certificate of service avoids
the necessity for a separate certificate concerning the date and
manner of filing.

LA
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1215

Edward H. Cooper Hutchins HallThomas M. Cooley Professor of Law (313) 764-4347 -
August 14. 1996 FAX (313) 763-9375

John P. Frank, Esq.
Lewis & Roca
40 N. Central Avenue
Phoenix, Arizona 85004-4429

Lj
Re: Service by Commercial Carrier :;7

Dear John:

A few days late, I have turned to your question about service by private carrier
under Civil Rule 5(b). K

L
The Appellate Rules Advisory Committee has devoted some time to this topic, and

is proposing that service by "commercial carrier" be treated the same as service by mail,
so long as delivery is scheduled within 3 calendar days. The additional 3-day time period
is allowed for all modes of service "unless the paper is delivered on the date of service
stated in the proof of service." See Appellate Rules 25(c) and 26(c) as published in the
April, 1996 Request For Comment.

What works for Appellate Rules may not always work as well for Civil Rules. My r
impression, however, is that most of the world views the well-established commercial
carriers as better than the Postal Service. If problems of access remain in more remote a
sections of the country, so what? Mail will continue to be an equal alternative.

I am recommending that the topic be put on the calendar of the October meeting,
but not on a "rush" basis because I do not see the point of publishing a commercial-carrier
service proposal as a stand-alone item. Better to draft a rule after the Committee has
thought of the practical problems that may eludel me. Meanwhile, I would have ruled in
the 9th Circuit that delivery by commercial carrier is delivery when it actually happens.
What difference should it make whether the 18-year kid messenger carries it in, or a neatly
uniformed and experienced, Federal Express driver?

A esay >

4H / .o

EHC/lm E ward H. Cooper



L LEWIS Memorandum July 29, 1996

ROCA
F ~~~~~LLP

LAWYERS

To From Phoenix
L

Margaret Russell John P. Frank

r-1 Re: Service by Private Company Instead of by Mail

Thanks for alerting us to the Ninth Circuit opinion in Magnuson v.
Video Yesteryear, 85 F.3d 1424 (9th Cir. 1996). This opinion has an extensive
discussion of whether Federal Express or any other service by private company
meetings the requirements of Rules 4 and 5 and holds that it does not.

This is lamentable. The United States Supreme Court has amended
its own rules in recent years so that under 29(2) filing by private carrier instead
of by mail is satisfactory. Only the other day, the Supreme Court authorized
filing by electronic mail where local rules permit. (This would appear to be in
direct conflict with the 1994 amendment to the State Rule 5(c) which expressly
precludes facsimile service "absent a court order or agreement of the parties.")

I am sending copies of the Magnuson opinion to Judge Paul Niemeyer
of the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, the new chairman of the Committee on

A the Rules of Civil Procedure, and to Professor Ed Cooper at the University of
Michigan, the reporter for that committee, along wi a copy of this note. I hope
the topic will commend itself to their consideration;

L ~~~~~~~~~~~~Jv . Frank
1 /

JPF:cc
cc: Judge Paul V. Niemeyer w/enc.

Professor Edward H. Cooper w/enc.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTE: ADMIRALTY RULES B, C, and E

These proposals to amend the Admiralty Rules come from the
Maritime Law Association. The Department of Justice is responsible
for Rule C(l), which reflects an effort to adapt the Supplemental
Rules to the special circumstances presented by forfeiture
proceedings.

The proposals have been on the agendas for earlier meetings,
but in circumstances that have prevented adequate drafting review
by the Reporter or any study by the Committee. The drafting nits
have now been picked, at least in part. The mood of the proposals,
so far as drafting is concerned, is to avoid the temptation to
improve the opaque drafting of the original rules. The MLA
committee resists unnecessary departures from the familiar. The
ever-present risk that style revisions may bring unanticipated
consequences supports this approach. Some style questions are
reflected in the drafts and in the notes that follow.

The substance of these proposals reflects the judgment of the
MLA committee and the Department of Justice.

Only the most recent correspondence is attached, and it may
not be necessary. The draft Committee Notes are intended to
describe the changes and the underlying purposes.

L

r
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REPORTER'S NOTES: RULES B, C, E

Style Note

Material presented in brackets is meant to indicate an option.
Most of the brackets surround material in the present rule that
might be simplified. Some brackets are in pairs; ordinarily the
second item in the pair is preferred. In some places the bracketed
material is also overstruck; this indicates apparent agreement on
the alternative.

Rule B

Lines 25-26: The bracketed reference to supplemental process
might be deleted. The MLA people, however, prefer to retain it for r
fear that an unadorned reference to "process" might not include
supplemental process.

Lines 49-50: The Note states that the reference to issuance
of summons by the clerk in the present rule was deleted, see line 41
19, because not necessary. The Notes provided by Robert J. Zapf,
Esq., state that a summons is not needed "where the property being
seized forms the basis for jurisdiction,." and that a summons must
be issued if the plaintiff "ALSO wishes to sue the defendant in
personam." Rule B begins by referring "to any admiralty or
maritime claim in personam." I take it that we are here wandering
in the confusing language of in rem, quasi-in-rem, and in personam.
jurisdiction, and blending them in obscure fashion. I am not sure
whether the comment is meant as a suggestion for the Note. I think i
it better not to open these topics in a Note that must necessarily L
be cryptic.

Rule C

Lines 3-19: Subdivision 2 has been broken down into lettered
paragraphs (a) through (e). Zapf expresses concern that this m
separation may cause confusion as researchers seek in vain Up
references to paragraph designations that did not exist in pre- LJ
amendment decisions. I think this is as good a time as any to
start; in the long run, it will help not only in reading the rule
but also in searching out references to each paragraph in decisions
that follow the amendment. (The same question is raised by Zapf
with respect to subdivision (3).

Lines 71-78: Simply on reading the rule, it seemed to me that
there is a gap: Property is released more than 10 days after
execution of process, but before the plaintiff has effected public
notice. Must notice still be given? -The comments by Philip A.
Berns, Esq., and Zapf say there is no gap, that notice is intended
to afford owners an opportunity to secure release, that there is no
point in providing notice when release has occurred, and that it is T
desirable to avoid the expense of publication when release has
occurred. This remains a puzzle to me: the rule does not say that
the plaintiff can terminate efforts to effect notice if the
property is released more than 10 days after execution of process.
But to the extent that this undertaking is a response to problems
identified by the MLA and the Department of Justice with these C

Vi



L Rules, it seems better to accept their inclination to leave this
possible gap as it is.

Lines 86 ff.: A major purpose of these changes is to add new
paragraph (a) dealing with Civil Forfeitures. The Department of
Justice is particularly anxious that the forfeiture procedure
include those who have a "claim against the property" as well as

those who assert a right of possession or ownership. The major
distinction between the forfeiture provisions of new (a) and the
admiralty provisions carried forward from the current rule and

C designated as (b) is in the treatment of lien-holders and like
claimants. Under (a), applicable to forfeiture proceedings, they
are to file an appearance and statement identifying the claim
against the property within the defined period. Under (b),

Ago applicable in admiralty, they are to intervene, The drafting of
(a), carried forward with little change from the Department of

T_ Justice proposal, remains awkward. A stylized version is attached
as an appendix; it is a first pass at stating the same things more
clearly, but has not been reviewed by the Department of Justice
because it was submitted as a "frolic" of the Reporter. Probably
we are stuck with the drafting of the proposal.

Lines 89, 114: This one is a potentially serious question.
The MLA draft refers to an "equity ownership interest." My concern
is a blend of style and substance: what about a legal ownership
interest? They assure me that "equity ownership" implicitly but
clearly includes "legal" ownership, and express the deep fear that
a simple reference to "ownership" would not include equitable
ownership. Equitable ownership is important in admiralty,
including such things as bareboat charters'. A mere Note reference
to this is Snot enough for them.: There are several choices: (1)
Refer only to ownership, trusting to courts and litigants to figure
out that ownership means ownership of any shade. (2) Refer only to
equity ownership, trusting to the expert knowledge of the courts
and admiralty bar to adhere to the proposition - surprising in any
other setting - that equity ownership includes legal ownership.
(3) Refer to "an equity or legal ownership" interest. Zapf is
willing to follow this choice "if necessary."

The most recent letters are attached, but probably are not
worth reading. They are from-the Reporter to Advisory Committee
Member Mark Kasanin, and from Berns and Zapf with reactions to the
draft and to the questions raised in the letter to Kasanin.
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1 Rule B. Attachment and Garnishment: Special Provisions

2 (1) When Available; Complaint, Affidavit, Judicial

3 Authorization, and Process. With respect to any admiralty or

4 maritime claim in personam a verified complaint may contain a

5 prayer for process to attach the defendant's goods and chattels or

6 credits and effects in the hands of garnishees to be named in the

7 process to the amount sued for, if the defendant shall not be found il

8 within the district. Such a complaint shall be accompanied by an

9 affidavit signed by the plaintiff or the plaintiff' s attorney that,

10 to the aff iant's knowledge, or to the best of the affiapt's

11 information and belief, the defendant cannot be found within the C

12 district. The verified complaint and affidavit shall bereviewed

13 by the court and, if the conditions set forth in this rule appear

14 to exist, an order so stating and authorizing process of attachment

15 and garnishment shall issue. 6e

16

17 f If the plaintiff or the plaintiff's

18 attorney certifies that exigent circumstances make review by the

19 court impracticable, the clerk shall issue a- 3effls-Ran process of

20 attachment andtgarnishment and theuplaintiff shall have the burden

21 at aIpost-attachment hearing under Rule E(4)(f) to show that

22 exigent circumstances existed. If the property is a vessel or a

23 vesse+-and tangible property on board a vessel, the process shall Li

24 be delivered to the marshal for service. If the property is other

25 tangible or intangible property. the process ror any supplemental

26 process]1 shall be delivered by the clerk to a person or

27 organization authorized to serve it who may be a marshal, a person

28 or organization contracted with by the United States, a person

29 specially appointed by the court for that purpose, or. if the

30 action is brought by the United States, any officer or employee of

31 the United States. Supplemental process enforcing the court's order

32 may be issued by the clerk upon application without further order L
33 of the court. In addition, or in the alternative, the plaintiff

34 may, pursuant to Rule 4(en), invoke the remedies provided by state

35 law for attachment and garnishment or similar seizure of the



36 defendant' s property. Except for Rule E(8) these Supplemental

37 Rules do not apply to state remedies so invoked.

38 (2) Notice to Defendant. No judgment by default shall be

39 entered except upon proof, which may be by affidavit, (a) * * * or

40 (b) that the complaint, summons, and process of attachment or

41 garnishment have been served on the defendant in a manner

42 authorized by Rule 4 (de),(f), (g), or (h), e-et, or (c) * * *.

43 Committee Note

44 Supplemental Rule B(1) is amended in three ways.

45 The service provisions of Supplemental Rule C(3) are expressly
46 adopted, providing alternatives to service by a marshal if the
47 property to be seized is not a vessel or tangible property on board
48 a vessel. The reference to former Rule 4(e) is changed to Rule
49 4(n) to reflect the restructuring of Rule 4 in 1993. The reference
50 to issuance of summons by the clerk is deleted as unnecessary.
51 ordinarily it is the clerk, not the court, that issues the summons.

52 Rule B(2) is amended to reflect the 1993 amendments of Rule 4.
53 Former subdivision 4(d) gathered together many provisions for
54 service on individuals, infants, corporations, the United States,
55 agencies of the United States, and states or local governments.
56 The provisions for service on individuals, infants, and
57 corporations are now set out in subdivisions 4(e), (g), and (h),
58 which are incorporated. Former subdivision 4(i) provided for
59 service in a foreign country; it has been replaced by subdivision
60 4(f), and by parts of subdivisions 4(g) and (h). The provisions of
61 former subdivision (d) for service on the United States, agencies
62 of the United States, and states or local governments have been
63 replaced by new subdivisions 4(i) and part of 4(j). These
64 provisions have been deleted from Rule B because of the problems of
65 sovereign immunity that obstruct efforts to serve process of
66 maritime attachment and garnishment on federal or state property.
67 The provisions of Rule 4(j) for service on a foreign state or its
68 agency or instrumentality also have not been incorporated.
69 Although the Foreign Sovereign Immunities Act allows attachment or
70 garnishment in some circumstances, Rule B has not referred to these
71 problems in the past and it has not seemed appropriate to address
72 them now.



1 Rule C. Actions in Rem: Special Provisions

2

3 (2) Complaint. In an actions in rem the complaint shall:

4 La) be verified [on oath or solemn affirmation];

5 .Lbk It--she4 describe with reasonable particularity the

6 property that is the subject of the action:

7 (c) and in an admiralty and maritime proceeding. state that K
8 the property is within the district or will be within the

9 district during the pendency of the action; I

10 (d) in a forfeiture proceeding, if the property is located

11 outside the district, state the statutory basis for the

12 court's exercise of jurisdiction over the property; and

13 Le) win an actions fe--4 --e1~eieeient--f to enforce a

14 forfeitures for violation of a[ny] statute of the United f

15 States- he-ee 4it-shal state the place of seizure

16 and whether it was on land or on navigable waters, and

17 shall contain [sueh][the] allegations [as--may--be] IL

18 required by the statute prstiant--te under which the

19 action is brought.

20 (3) Judicial Authorization and Process.

21 (a) In actions by the United States for forfeitures for

22 federal statutory violations, the clerk, upon filing of F
23 the complaint, shall forthwith issue a [summons and]

24 warrant for the arrest of the vessel or other property

25 without requiring a certification of exigent K

26 circumstances. In other actions Exeept-e-t-if-lx-e

27 Un4ted-St-atee---et-ferL

28 v~elatieins, the verified complaint and any supporting

29 papers shall be reviewed by the court and, if the L
30 conditions for an action in rem appear to exist, an order



31 so stating and authorizing a warrant for the arrest of

32 the vessel or other property that is the subject of the

L. 33 action shall issue and be delivered to the clerk who

34 shall prepare the warrant. If the plaintiff or the

35 plaintiff's attorney certifies that exigent circumstances

36 make review by the court impracticable, the clerk shall

37 issue a suimems--and warrant for the arrest and the

I 38 plaintiff shall have the burden on a post-arrest hearing

39 under Rule E(4)(f) to show that exigent circumstances

40 existed.

41 (b) If the property is a vessel or a-vssei--rd tangible

42 property on board the a vessel, the warrant orfand?l any

43 supplemental process shall be delivered to the marshal

44 for service.

45 (c) If other property, tangible or intangible[,] is the

46 subject of the action, the warrant shall be delivered by

47 the clerk to a person or organization authorized to

L 48 enforce it, who may be a marshal, a person or

49 organization contracted with by the United States, a

L 50 person specially appointed by the court for that purpose,

51 or, if the action is brought by the United States, any

52 officer or employee of the United States.

53 fLd) If the property that is the subject of the action

54 consists in whole or in part of freight, or the proceeds

55 of property sold, or other intangible property, the clerk

56 shall issue a summons directing any person having control

57 of the funds to show cause why they should not be paid

58 into court to abide the judgment.

59 (e) Supplemental process enforcing the court's order may be

60 issued by the clerk upon application without further

61 order of the court.

62 f -t*& _8 _i n 11-tehe-P1a4ftf-:P-a
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70 W+theut-reqU!rte-aeC

71 (4) Notice. No notice other than the execution of process is

72 required when the property that is the subject of the action

73 has been released 4n-aeee &anee-wit1 under Rule E(5). If the

74 property is not released within 10 days after execution of

75 process, the plaintiff shall promptly or within such time as

76 may be allowed by the court cause public notice of the action F
77 and arrest to be given in a newspaper of general circulation

78 in the district, designated by order of the court. Sueh The

79 notice shall specify the time within which arnvl claim against

80 the property seized, appearance, or the answer is required to

81 be filed as provided by subdivision (6) [(a) or (b)] of this

82 rule. This rule does not affect the requirements of notice in

83 actions to foreclose a preferred ship mortgage purstant-4e
I~~~~~~~~

84 under the Act of June 5, 1920, ch. 250, § 30, as amended.

85

86 (6) elaim-and-Answer Responsive Pleading; Interrogatories

87 (a) Civil Forfeiturersl. In anryl action in rem to enforce a

88 forfeiture for violation of a federal statute, arnyl V
89 person who asserts a right of possession or an equity

90 ownership interest in the property or a claim against the

91 property that is the sublect of the action must file an
92 appearance and statement identifying rthei1r][the 1

93 interest or a claim against the property within 20 days
94 after [thel receipt of actual notice of [thel execution

95 of rthel process or the final publication of [such] l
96 notice as provided in rsubseet~enl[subdivisionl (4),

UO



97 whichever is earlier, or within such additional time as

98 may be allowed by the court, and shall serve an answer

99 within 20 days after rtheI filing [of I the appearance and

100 statement of interest or claim against the property.

101 rAny suchl rThel appearance and statement of interest or

102 claim shall be verified rby oath or solemn affirmation].

103 If the appearance and statement of interest or claim

104 against the property is made rer--behel-f--efl rbyl an

105 agent. bailee. or attorney for the appearing party or

106 claimant, it shall state that the agent. bailee. or

107 attorney is rdalylauthorized to file the appearance and

108 statement of interest or claim against the property. At

109 the time of answering the appearing party or claimant

110 must also serve answers to any interrogatories served

111 with the complaint. In actions in rem interrogatories

112 may be so served without leave of court.

113 (b) Maritime Arrests and Other Proceedings. Arnyl person who

114 asserts a right of possession or an equity ownership

115 interest in The-e~aimait--ef property that is the subject

116 of an action in rem shall file 6-elaim an appearance and

117 statement identifying r#-he4rl1rthel interest within 10

118 days after process, has been executed or within 10 days

119 after the last date of publication ras provided

120 bylrunderl subdivision (4) of this rule, whichever is

121 earlier, or within such additional time as may be allowed

122 by the court, and shall serve an answer within 20 days

123 after [the] filing [of] the appearance and statement of

124 ^ interest effiarm. The [appearance and] statement of

125 interest ebaim shall be verified [on oath or solemn

126 affirmation], and shall state the interest in the

127 property by virtue of which the e34nta [ said party] F the

128 appearing party1 demands its restitution aned or the right

129 to defend the action. If the ela4m appearance and

130 statement of interest is made [en-behalf-ef] the-pesern

131 erit3ed--pessessier Fthe--pe-ng--party I by an



132 agent, bailee, or attorney for the appearing party, it kj

133 shall state that the agent, bailee, or attorney is duly

134 authorized to make file the elaim appearance and L
135 statement of interest. At the time of answering the

136 ela4mant appearing party shall also serve answers to any

137 interrogatories served with the complaint. In actions in

138 irem interrogatories may be so served without leave of

139 court.

140 [(c) Interrogatories. Interrogatories may be served with the

141 complaint in an in rem action without leave of court.

142 Answers to the interrogatories must be served at the time

143 of answering under paragraph (a) or (b).]{This would

144 replace the last two sentences of both (a) and (b).}

145 Committee Note

146 Subdivision (2). In rem jurisdiction originally extended only to
147 property within the judicial district. Since 1986, Congress has
148 enacted a number of jurisdictional and venue statutes for
149 forfeiture and criminal matters that in some circumstances permit
150 a court to exercise authority over property outside the district.
151 28 U.S.C. § 1355(b)(1) allows a forfeiture action in the district
152 where an act or omission giving rise to forfeiture occurred, or in
153 any other district where venue is established by § 1395 or by any
154 other statute. § 1355(b)(2) allows an action to be brought as
155 provided in (b)(1) or in the United States District Court for the
156 District of Columbia when the forfeiture property is located in a
157 foreign country or has been seized by authority of a foreign L
158 government. § 1355(d) allows a court with jurisdiction under §
159 1355(b) to cause service in any other district of process required
160 to bring the forfeiture property before the court. § 1395 Ul
161 establishes venue of a civil proceeding for forfeiture in the
162 district where the forfeiture accrues or the defendant is found; in
163 any district where the property is found; in any district into
164 which the property is brought, if the property initially is outside
165 any judicial,-district; or! in any district where the vessel is
166 arrested if the proceeding is an admiralty proceeding to forfeit a
167 vessel. Section 1395(e) deals with a vessel or cargo entering a L
168 port of entry closed by the President, and transportation to or
169 from a state or section declared to be in insurrection. 18 U.S.C.
170 § 981(h) creates expanded jurisdiction and venue over property
171 located elsewhere that is related to a criminal prosecution pending
172 in the district. These amendments, and related amendments to Rule
173 E(3), bring the Admiralty rules into step with the new statutes.
174 No change is made as to admiralty and maritime proceedings that do L
175 not involve a forfeiture governed by one of the new statutes.



176 Subdivision (2) has been broken into separate paragraphs to
177 facilitate understanding.

178 Subdivision (3). Subdivision (3) has been rearranged and divided
4 179 into lettered paragraphs to facilitate understanding.

180 Paragraph (b) is amended to make it clear that any
181 supplemental process as well as the original warrant is to be
182 served by the marshal.

183 References to issuance of "summons" by the clerk in the
184 provisions now relocated in paragraph (a) have been deleted as
185 unnecessary. Ordinarily it is the clerk, not the court, that
186 issues the summons.

187 Subdivision (4). Subdivision (4) has required that public notice
188 state the time for filing an answer, but has not required that the
189 notice set out the earlier time for filing a claim or appearance.

L 190 Rule C(6) requires both an appearance or claim and an answer.
191 Subdivision (4) is amended to require that both times be stated.

192 Subdivision (6). Subdivision (6) has applied a single set of
193 undifferentiated provisions to civil forfeitures and to in rem
194 admiralty proceedings. These proceedings are distinguished by
195 adopting a new paragraph (a) for civil forfeitures and recasting
196 the present rule as paragraph (b) for in rem admiralty proceedings.
197 [The provision for interrogatories and answers is carried forward
198 as paragraph (c).]

199 Paragraph (a) provides more time for filing an appearance or
200 claim than paragraph (b) provides for filing an appearance. In
201 forfeiture proceedings governed by paragraph (a), the time is 20
202 days from actual notice of execution of process or 20 days from
203 final publication of subdivision (4) notice. In maritime in rem
204 proceedings, the time is 10 days from execution of process or 20
205 days after the last date of publication. Paragraph (b) provides a
206 shorter time because admiralty cases frequently involve great
207 expense both in diverting arrested property from its ordinary use
208 and in caring for the arrested property.

L- 209 Paragraph (a) provides for filing claims in forfeiture
210 proceedings. There is no parallel provision in paragraph (b),

f"I 211 which reflects a decision to adhere to t he traditional practice in
LI 212 maritime in rem proceedings. An appearance and statement of

213 interest is required and appropriate in a maritime proceeding only
71 214 as to those who assert ownership or a right to possession. Other

215 claims should be raised by a motion to intervene under Civil Rule
216 24, as it may be supplemented by local admiralty rules.

217 Paragraph (b) does not limit the right to make a restricted
218 appearance under Rule E(8).

l



Rule E. Actions in rem and Quasi in Rem: General Provisions

(3) Process.

(a) Territorial Limits of Effective Service. In admiralty and

maritime proceedings Pprocess in rem, and or of maritime

attachment and garnishment. shall be served only within

the district. This provision does- not apply in

forfeiture cases governed by 28 U.S.C. 5 1355 or by any

other statute providing for service of process outside

the district.

(7) Security on Counterclaim. Whenever there is asserted a

counterclaim arising out of the same transaction or occurrence

with respect to which the action was originally filed, and the

defendant_, er claimant_ or a person making an appearance under

Rule C(6) in the original action has given security to respond

in damages, any plaintiff for whose benefit such security has

been given shall give security in the usual amount and form to

respond in damages to the claims set forth in such

counterclaim, unless the court, for cause shown, shall

otherwise direct; * * * * *

(9) Disposition of Property; Sales.

(b) Interlocutory sales. If property that has been attached

or arrested is perishable, or liable to deterioration,

decay, or injury by being detained in custody pending the

action, or if the expense of keeping the property is i
excessive or disproportionate, or if there is

unreasonable delay in securing the release of property, "
the court, on application of any party or of the marshal,

or other person or organization having the warrant, may



order the property or any portion thereof to be sold; and

the proceeds, or so much thereof as shall be adequate to
satisfy any judgment, may be ordered brought into court

to abide the event of the action; or the court may, upon

motion of the defendant; er claimant. or a person making

an appearance under Rule C(6), order delivery of the

property to 3eilft the movant, upon

the giving of security in accordance with these rules. *

(10) Preservation of Property. When the owner or occupant remains

in possession of property attached or arrested under the

provisions of Rule E(4) (b) that permit execution of process

without taking actual possession. the court. on motion of a

party or on its own, shall enter any order necessary to

prevent removal of the property and to preserve the property
Li and its contents, value, and income.

j Comunittee Note

Subdivision (3). Subdivision is amended to reflect the distinction
r drawn in paragraphs (c) and (d) of amended Rule C(2). Service in

an admiralty or maritime proceeding still must be made within the
district, as reflected in Rule C(2)(c), while service in forfeiture
proceedings may be made outside the district when authorized by
statute, as reflected in Rule C(2)(d).

Subdivisions (7) and (9). Subdivisions (7) and (9) are amended to
reflect the distinctions between appearances and claims made in
revised Rule C(6).

Subdivision (10). Rule E(4)(b) allows attachment or arrest of
tangible property without taking physical possession. The

L advantages of this procedure may be offset by concern that owners
or occupants who remain in possession may allow the property to be
removed, destroyed, or damaged. Subdivision (10) is amended to
encourage attachment or arrest without taking possession by
directing entry of any order necessary to prevent removal and to
preserve the property.

L



As a lark, let me offer a revised version of C(6)(a) to'
illustrate the style variations that might improve the rule: L

(a) Civil Forfeiture. In an in rem action for forfeiture under a 7

federal statute: LJ

(1) a person who asserts a right of possession or an

ownership interest in the property that is the subject of

the action must file an appearance and a verified

statement identifying the interest:

(A) within 20 days after the earlier of (i) receipt of F

actual notice of execution of process, or (ii) the

final publication of notice as provided in

subdivision C(4), or

(B) within such additional time as may be allowed by the

court;

(2) a claim against the property that is the subject of the Liz

action must be verified and be filed within the time

prescribed in subparagraph (1);

(3) an agent, bailee, or attorney must state the authority to

make an appearance and statement of interest or a claim

on behalf of another; and

(4) a person who asserts a right of possession, an ownership

interest, or a claim must file an answer within 20 days

after filing the appearance and statement of interest or

claim.

(b) Maritime Arrests and Other Proceedings. * * * * *

(c) Interrogatories. Interrogatories may be served with the C

complaint in an in rem action without leave of court. Answers

must be served at the time of answering.

VW J
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1215

Edward H. Cooper Hutchins Hall
Thomas M. Cooley Professor of Law (313) 7644347

FAX: (313) 763-9375

August 12, 1996

Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq.
McCutchen, Doyle, Brown
& Enersen

Three Embarcadero Center
San Francisco, California 94111-4066
by FAX: 415.393.2286 Two pages

Re: Supplemental Rule C

Dear Mark,

I'm sorry about the glitch in the facsimile transmission, however it came
to be.

Here is the missing page with lines 64 through 96, which includes part of
the deleted portion of Rule C(2), all of C(4), and the beginning of C(6)(a).

Thank-you for getting the first, although incomplete, set of these materials
on to Berns and Zapf. I am taking the liberty of asking you to send along this
missing page; my secretary is not here today, and finding a new FAX number for
Zapf is enough to try my capacities.

I look forward to the responses of the learned to this draft. I think we are
coming close to a form that can be included in the agenda for the October
Advisory Committee meeting.

EHC/lm dward H. Cooper
attach

L

r,



THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1215

Edward H. Cooper Hutchins Hall

Thomas M Cooley Professor of Law (313) 764-4347

August 8, 1996 FAX: (313) 763-9375

Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq. 11 pages
McCutchen, Doyle, Brown
& Enersen V

Three Embarcadero Center
San Francisco, California 94111-4066 7
by FAX: 415.393.2286

Re.' Supplemental Rules B, C, & E Amendments L

I

Dear Mark:

I attach slightly revised versions of the proposed amendments to
Supplemental Rules B, C, and E. Committee Notes are included.

The bracketed items may need explanation. When bracketed items appear L)
next to each other, one is suggested as a substitute for the other. The preferred
alternative is the one not in the drafts prepared by the Maritime Law Association
or the Department of Justice. When there is no suggested alternative, the brackets
indicate that the enclosed words should be deleted as unnecessary.

My most recent and guaranteed complete marked-up version of Rule C(2) J
does not mark as new the material that I have placed in paragraph (d). It is all
new. I am not clear on the reasons for drafting it as an item separate from the
sentence that I have marked as paragraph (e). The evident difference is that (d)
applies to every forfeiture proceeding, while (e) applies to a proceeding to enforce
a forfeiture for violation of a federal statute. Is this a difference? What
forfeitures are not for violation of a federal statute? If all forfeitures are for J

violation of a federal statute, it would be better to combine (d) and (e).

The same question arises with C(3). I have rearranged the material now
in C(3) so related provisions are brought together, and have added paragraphs to
make it more intelligible. The first sentence of (3)(a), lines 21 - 22, is taken
from the final sentence of present (3). Here, the present rule refers to "forfeitures -

for federal statutory violations." Unless there is a reason for these differences,
should we try to find a single formula while we're at it? l

In line 23, 1 have bracketed "summons and." It was not deleted from the in
MLA draft, but the reason for deleting it in line 37 (as well as in Rule B, line 19)



Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq.
August 8, 1996

L page -2-

seems to apply here as well.

In C(4), I do not think we need to add "(a) or (b)" in line 81.

C(4) presents a separate question. The first two sentences in the rule are
carried forward without change. The first says that no notice is required when the
property is released under Rule E(5). The second says that notice is required if
property is not released within 10 days of execution of process. On the face of

L things, this seems to leave a middle ground: property is not released within 10
days, but is released during the time allowed for the plaintiff to give notice
promptly or within the time ordered by the court. Am I missing something? If
there really is a gap, should we try to address it?

C(6) raises several questions. Let me begin with one addressed in Philip
Berns's helpful letter. Although he has explained his concern about "equity"
ownership, I will resist this phrase unless a better explanation is provided.L_ "Ownership" should do it. The Note can say that it includes both legal and
equitable ownership. Rule text that refers to an equity ownership interest will
seem to many to exclude legal ownership interests.

L The first sentence of C(6)(a) may need further drafting. It seems to
connect ownership and possessory interests with the appearance and statement of

L interest, and to connect claims with other interests. The contrast with (b) can
seem puzzling, although the draft Note states that people asserting claims that do
not arise from ownership or a right of possession should intervene as plaintiffs.
I take it to be the MLA position that intervention is a better procedure than
claiming, at least for admiralty proceedings, and they do not want to interfere
with the Department of Justice position for forfeiture proceedings. It would help
to have a better understanding of the differences between admiralty and forfeiture
proceedings that may support this difference of procedure.

L The C(6)(b) material on agents, bailees, or attorneys, lines 129 to 135, is
drafted differently than the corresponding provisions in lines 103 to 108 of
C(6)(a). The (a) version seems considerably better - I have carried forward the

L (b) drafting, but it is confusing. Is the agent appearing on behalf of the appearing
party, or what? It is clear to me if it reads "If the appearance and statement ofL interest is made on behalf of the appearing party by an agent, bailee, or attorney
* * *." (It is even clearer to me in the version set out as (a)(3) in my stylized
draft, noted below.)



Mark 0. Kasanin, Esq.
August 8, 1996
page -3- K

The MLA draft Committee Notes describe the differences in time for filing
an appearance set by C(6)(a) and C(6)(b). They do not offer any reason for the
differences. I have marked this simply as "Fill in" at line 206 of the draft Note.
We should have a reason not only for the difference between 10 and 20 days, but
also for the differences in the events that trigger these periods.

Finally, I have attached a little frolic that redrafts Rule C(6)(a) in a style
that seems to me clearer than the style of the present rule. I have not worked
hard on it, but my intent was to capture all of the provisions in C(6)(a) in a form
that is easier to follow. I am not sure whether there is any use in considering it,
but here it is as an example of the kind of editing that the Supplemental Rules r
need. Shades of the deferred Style Project! LI

I look forward to your continuing help with this project. As you know,
I am working from the face of the drafts without any understanding of the subject.
You, the MLA folks, and Philip Berns have taken a lot of trouble to get things
this far along. A little more helpX now and we should be able to present this
material to the Advisory Committee with confidence.

EHC/lm

F-'
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Facsimile. Re: Supplemental Rules B, C, and E
(ZI3l 680-1784

Dear Professor Cooper: L J

I am sorry that due to the press of business commitments, I will be out of the country
for the next three weeks. However, I have reviewed your fx of August 8 and the
draft of the proposed amendments to Supplemental Rules B, C and E. I prepared a
memorandum of comments on the revised version, which was circulated to Officers
and Members of the MLA Practice and Procedure Committee. They have approved
my notes as the comments of our Committee on your draft. A copy of my notes are
attached for your review. 7-

Wfile I will be travelling abroad in the next three weeks, if you have any additional
comments or drafts that you would like we to review, please fix them to my office
and they will be able to forward them to me. I do hope that we will be able whave
a version on the agenda for the October meeting of the Advisory Comnmittee, so that
this project can move forward.

Achorage. Ag L
*Farbwks, Ak

ZPa Angeiss, CA
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Sau Francisco. CA
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LW

Professor Edward H. Cooper
September 13, 1996
Page 2

L
Thank you for your assistance and cooperation in this project.

With best regards,

L Sincerely,

Robert J. Zapf
Chair
Maritime Law Association Practice and
Procedure Committee

L RRZ::sla

cc: Mak 0. Kasanin, Esq. - (Via Fax)
Philip A. Berns, Esq. - (Via Fax)

LPLA JACL1\PM10BJZ.XLTR

L.

L

Li
L
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K Z Notes Re. Cooier Draft of AdMiraltY Rules agd Advisory Notes

Rule B:

B U): Professor Cooper's version deletes the

reference to supplemental process being served by the Marshal

(compare MWLA/AO version, line 21 with Professor- Cooper version,

line.23). This is OK, if the word "process" is deemed to include

"supplemental process", but I would prefer to include the 
Li

additional phrase for the sake of clarity. The phrase is

retained in Professor Cooper's draft of Rule C(6)(b). 7

B(2): iProfessor Cooper's version makes references

to the Rule 4 subsections out of order ("Rule 4 (e), (f), (g), or

(hy) , or, (c)' (emphasis added). The final MLA/AFO version

reordered the references to put (c) first. IL

Notes: The reference to the issuance of a
summons by the clerk is deleted because you do not need a summons K)
where the property being seized forms the basis for jurisdiction.
The process of maritime attachment and garnishment, just as the
warrant of arrest under Rule C, takes the place of the summons
with respect to the property. If the plaintiff ALSO wishes to K
sue the defendant in personam, as opposed to merely quasi in rem,\

then a summons must be issued, but it is not essential for a Rule,7
B proceeding.

Rule C;

C(2):4' I am concerned about the renumbering of the
provisions of the rule into sub-paragraphs. While I don't have
any particular objection to the substance of the subparagraphs,
the text version proposed by the NIA/AFO was more faithful to the

original rule, as changes were intended to be minimalist. I am

concerned that such renumbering may result in some confusion and

difficulty 'in researching the origin and rationale of the rules, a

a problem which has required the changes in the references to L
"claim" and "claimant" in the first place. Is this a fonr of

"Stylistic Revision"? . If we are going to make such revisions,

wouldn't it be better to have a wholly separate forfeiture.rule, 
i

or at least a separate forfeiture section? (Query whether such K
would entail major statutory and regulation revision, as many

statues and regulations refer to the Admiralty Rules for

procedures). I leave to Phil Berns comments on the substance of

the forfeiture provisions.t

C(3)(a): I leave to Phil Berns comments on the forfeiture

provisions. I agree with the wording of the balance.

Parenthetically, the MoLA version did indeed delete the words < zs i

"summons andw from the rule - does Professor Cooper have.the I
latest MLA/AFO version of these rules? VI

J:\CL\3Z1V61RZbI= 1
t';3 e K

.VCA i'\> 5 S x,
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C(3) (b) - (e):. No substantive changes are made requiring
comment, but see comment under C(2) re. renumbering in general.

C(4):' IL would not delete the words "other than the
execution of process". The deletion implies that there has been
no notice whatsoever, whereas notice is required, and is provided
by the warrant. I would hate to have some "brilliant" counsel
argue that the deletion of the words was intended somehow to
affect the notice requirements. A recent Canadian Federal Court
decision had to wrestle with the argument that the service (and
hence, notice) was detective because the sheriff hadn't actually
affixed the warrant to the mast!

I don't see any gap problem with respect to
the timing of the release of the vessel. The purpose of the
notice ent is to ensure that the vessel interests are
aware of the arrest. If they become aware after ten days, but | -

before the notice is actually published, there is no problem - i
either they will arrange for release of the vessel or they won'tt

C(6): While I am more interested in focusing on the
maritime arrest section of Rule C(6)(b), my comments here of
necessity also apply to the forfeiture sub-section, as the same
wording is used in the first sentence of both sub-sections. I'm
afraid that I strongly disagree with Professor cooper's
elimination of the phrase "equity ownership iPterest".-
"Ownership" alone implies only legal townership,, whereas it is
necessary to bring an all ownership interess.- lMany foreign

L jurisdictions use the phrase "beneficial ownership" in connection
with arrest actions, especially in the context of sister-ship
arrests. , Our law doesn't recolnize Obenefigcial ownership" inL this context, but does recognize eauity" int erests, such as the
mortgagee's interest. The legal owner will always have not only
a Vega interest but also an equity ownership 1 ierestt . He may
not have a present possessory inte'resrt, if, for eamle, he has

L bareboat chartered the vessel,., Th phras'e,"ightaaf possession
or equity ownership interest" I0S mor e inc lusie than imply
"ownership", with the latter's implied liitatiqn¢.Similarly, a
bareboat charterer has both a tight of possession and'an equity
townership" interest, as the "owner p ro* hcvice", although not
necessarily a legal ownership interet I eces'sa y,' I would
amend t e phrase' to say "any person who aserts acrig of
possession or a legal or equity ownership interest ml the
property.-.."

Leaving it to the Note alone will not do the
trick - the'Notes are only explanations, they are not the law.

Professor Cooper is correct that the MLA does
not wish to interfere with the DOJ position on forfeiture
proceedings. Rule C (6) (b) defines who can appear to defend the
property in a maritime case. In maritime cases, intervention for

J:6-L11ZiOO61kT 2
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LJ
those with claims against the property is the MUCE preferred
method, because it avoids the problems created by the use of the
phrases "claim of owner" and "claimant" in the existing version EL

of the rules to define who can appear to defend the property, on
the one hand, and those who -have claims against the property on
the other.

The AFO/DOJ interest is quite different -7

they want anyone having not only an ownership (legal, equitable'
or beneficialY interest in the property to appear, but;also
anyone having a clairm against the propertyr (,such as a lien, holder j
- hence the use of the additional phrase 7any person who asserts;
,. a claim against the property" in subsection (a)). Thus it is

essential,,toretain the phrase Lagainst' the property", which I '
gather 2Profegsor Cooper would delete in lines 104; and 108 of his
draft.. I

Z 'm not, exactly sure which languAge Professor L-3
Cooper would retain and which'L helwouIld delete in lin*s 1031 - 108
regarding the material on agents, bailees, and attorneys. I
think the re-draft shouldread:s

1If the,. aplpearance and statement of interest or claim
against the 1prperty is made by an agent, balee, or
attorney fo tlie'pering part or claimant, it shall
state thatvfthelj at 11111 jaile e, or attorney s authorized
to file tht of terest, or
claim a ibt the propet i , i

, 6~imilarJl.y, I think redrafted lines 129 r- 135
in subsection (b) should reld:i

"If the appearance' and .statemet of interest is iade by
an agent lee, or attorney for the appearing 'p4rty,
it shall s 1atehtat t~ite agent, bailee, or attorney iMs
authorized to file the, appearance and statement of
interest. W

AgainS, the f fference between subsectio (a)
and (b) is in the deletion of a referehce to "claim against the
property" from subsection, (b'), hich qnly deals wkiththe person
seeking to defend thekproperty, , 1Jnot attack it.' j "i

1 have no problem with the proposed new
subsection C(6) (c) to replace the final two sentences of
subsections (a) and (b), except my general antipathy noted above
with respect to subsectioning, and my desire to make minimalist
changes in the existing rules. h

Notes to Rule C:

J:AC:LlRJZelO11\UZj.£ 3_
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I believe the difference in timing of the
filing of appearances for forfeiture and maritime proceedings
arises out of the time periods set forth in forfeiture statutes
or regulationxs, but Phil can better answer this. As far as
maritime cases are concerned, arrest warrants usually are issued
against vessels. It is very expensive to maintain a vessel under
arrest, and a shorter time frame for appearance by the person
asserting a right of possession (or legal) or equity ownership
interest, i.e., the right to defend the property, is desirable.
It's not like taking the automobile to the pound. In addition,L as the AFO/DOJ want all persons asserting a claim against the
property to also appear, a longer time frame for filing a claim
against the property is appropriate, so that the interests of7 such persons are not adversely affected.

Rule E and Notes;

draft. I have no problems with Professor Cooper's
draft.

L.

LI

L~~~~~~~~~~~~~

L
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U. S. Department of Justice

Civil Division
September 13, 1996

Via Fax and Hardcopy
(313-763-9375)
PAB jam Telephone:

Torts Branch (415) 436-6630
West Coast Ofce r
10-4640 Federal Bkilfing

Post Office Box 36028
450 Golden Gale Avenue
San Francisco, California 94102-3463

Professor Edward H. Cooper
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1215

Re: Amendments to Supplemental Rules B, C & E

Dear Professor Cooper:

As you know, Mark Kasanin had previously forwarded your z

proposals and comments relating to the Department of Justice/ 1)
Maritime Law Association proposed amendments to Supplemental
Rules B, C, and E. I have reviewed your proposals and comments
and, further, discussed them with Bob Zapf, the Chairman of the

MLA Practice and Procedure Committee. We are in basic agreement
on these comments and Bob will be forwarding his specific

comments to you. Hopefully we will now be able to get the
proposals on the Committee agenda for the next meeting. 7

I will attempt to present our views specifically to a
particular rule and its subdivision, as well as answer the
related questions that you posed in your cover letter.

Rule B
Subdivision B(1) -- Deletion of the phase C

supplemental process" could lead to ambiguous interpretation.
"Process" does not necessarily include "supplemental process"
within the understanding of admiralty practitioners or other -

litigators. By leaving the phrase in the proposed rule, as I

contained in our proposals, there will be clarity and not

ambiguity.

The remainder of the Rule B provisions are acceptable. You 7
might wish to change the alphabetical order in Rule B(2) where
references are made to Rule 4.

l

F
Li

L)
L
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Rule C

C(2) -- In reference to the subdivisions (d) and (e), there
is a distinction between the requirements of those two parts.
The forfeiture statute may not state within that legislation that
it is necessary to set out the statutory basis for the court
exercise of jurisdiction. At the same time there may be other
allegations required by this statue. Thus, the two sections
providing for each serve a different purpose and should be
retained. The other proposals in C(2) are acceptable.

C(3) -- In reference to your question pertaining to C(3) (a),
occasionally an action may be brought for a forfeiture under a
State statutory violation. The remainder of your proposals are
acceptable.

C(4) -- Your proposed deletion in brackets in the first
sentence would leave one with the thought that no notice was
required so long as the vessel was released under Rule E(5). The
fact is that the execution of process itself isLthe actual notice
that admiralty courts have long recognized. Thus there is notice
and the intent of the subsection is to provide that no further
notice is needed where the vessel has been released. Obviously,
if the vessel is released, then the owner had the necessary
notice and has been well protected in that aspect. If it is not
released within ten days, and it must be remembered a release
under E(5) may take place anytime after the arrest, other
additional notice is required. That notice is by publication and ?
also as required under the Ship Mortgage Act. The basic premise W cte
is that the in rem action starts only with the physical service
on the vessel.

Another aspect to be considered is that if the vessel is
released there is no necessity to incur further financial
expenditures for an unnecessary publication.

C(6) -- As we previously attempted to explain, there are
distinctions in the meaning of the word "owner" as recognized in
the courts and the industry. There are also maritime industry
practices which create relationships pertaining to the operation
of a vessel, most often pertaining to the chartering of vessels.
Certain charters establish more of a relationship to the vessel
than others. In a "bareboat charter"-the possessor of the vessel
acts in every aspect like a true titled owner while exercising
only an "equity ownership interest". Again, since these Rules
are not only for the purpose of providing requirements in the
practice of admiralty law, they are also aids and should be clear
as to what is being achieved or required. Since "owner" does not
unqualifiedly encompass "equity ownership interest," in both (a)
and (b) it is recommended that the phrase be retained as proposed
by us previously.

2
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C(6)(a) -- It is also important that the phrase "against the
property" be retained as this subdivision requires filing not
just by persons claiming the "ownership" rights "to" the property C

but, also, by those claiming liens "against" the property. That
is the distinction between this subdivision and subdivision
C(6) (b) -- the traditionaladmiralty and maritime lien claim
wherein the requirement isonlyfor those claiming the ownership/
possessory rights "to the property". In the latter they are not LJI
proceeding against theproperty. This distinction should, be
clearly made as originally proposed by us.

Further, the distinction is important and, basically, it is vi
the crux of the reason why recommendations were made to amend
these Supplemental Rules. As was initially provided to you the
courts in forfeiture actions were requiring certain notice be l
given in forfeiture matters which would not apply in the
traditional admiralty matters.,,It was necessary to clarify and
distinguish between the two phases. ,

Further, as to the distinction between (a), and (b), the
different filing timesrequired are reflective of the problems
that each encounters. IEn the traditional admiralty matters, the C

usual arrest involves a vessel with operating mach4nery, ,cargo L
thereon, a crew, the need Ito load or discharge perishable cargo,
insurance costs, and large expenditures of money to protect and In
preserve the res. Notipe, filings, and immediate action are
required. In forfeiture matters, although large expenditures may
be faced, the usual procedure -- pursuant to statutory authority,
is for personal property such as automobiles or small boats,
etc., to beseized and~ltprnold over to a contract company who
performs the services on behalf of the Government agency. All of
this usually relates to criminal matters which are also
proceeding at the same time., Thus, other time factors must be C

taken into account as well as the fact, as discussed above, that K
more people have to file finitially and not just the ownership
interests. The Asset Forfeiture Office has, determined that more
time is needed for this filing, It is a practical resolution of 7
the different needs between the two types of actions.

C(6)(c) -- Is acceptable.

In the Proposed Commentary for Rule C reference is made to a
restricted appearance under Rule E(8) and whether it should apply
to both paragraphs (a) and (b)., The right to make a restricted
appearance under Rule E(8) presently applies solely to the
traditional admiralty and maritime matters. It never applied to
forfeiture actions. Further, asla practical matter and as
previously stated since there are usually criminal actions
proceeding at the same time as a forfeiture, it is unlikely that
the owner who has fled the jurisdiction will attempt to make a
restricted appearance. Even if that person did make such attempt

3
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L it would not preclude a criminal action resulting from that
appearance.

F
L RULE E

Your proposed language for Rule E(3), (7), (9) (b), and (10),L are acceptable.L
Finally, I have not reviewed your redraft of Rule C(6) (a)

which you describe in your letter as a "little frolic" to
determine whether or not it is consistent with our proposals. I
hope that the matter which I have presented herein is of help to
you.

Very truly yours,

PHILIP A. BERNS
Attorney in Charge

Torts Branch, Civil DivisionL West Coast Office

cc: Frank Hunger, Assistant Attorney General
Mark Kasanin, McCutchen, Doyle, Brown & Enersen
Robert Zapf, Lane Powell

L

La

L

L
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L Expert Testimony Proposals

L A number of proposals have been made with respect to expert
witness testimony. All are in the stages of early experimentation.
All are interesting. All may be premature. This Note sketches

L some of the proposals and some related possibilities, with an eye
to stimulating discussion of possible Committee approaches.

L Common Grounds

All of the proposals spring from common concerns about the use
of adversary expert testimony. None of them advances an agenda for
dramatic reform. All assume that adversary-selected, adversary-
coached, adversary-paid expert witnesses will continue as the
primary source of expert assistance to judges and juries.

One concern is that the most expert of experts are not willing
to appear as expert witnesses because of the time and disruption
required to appear at trial.

L A closely related concern is that these best experts may not
be willing to appear on behalf of a party in the role of sworn
advocate.

Both of these first concerns arise with respect to one-shot
litigation arising from unique events. They also may arise with
respect to regularly repeated litigation. Product-liability

L actions offer a common example of a setting in which the same basic
events may be tried again and again, presenting the same experts on
wheel-rim design, quality control measures in drug manufacturing,
the carcinogenic or teratogenic qualities of a product, and so on.

Proposals

The concern arising from demands on the expert witness' s time
L can be addressed by adopting a rule that allows presentation of

expert witness testimony by deposition. The deposition can be
7 scheduled at the convenience of the witness. The obvious place for

such a provision would be in Civil Rule 32. This is the simplest
proposal. It would have to be decided whether the trial deposition
could be noticed only by the party calling the witness, or by any

L party. Probably the rule should provide that the purpose of using
the deposition at trial should be included in the notice. Perhaps
provision should be made for use against parties added after the
notice or after the deposition.

Although it would complicate the revisions made when Rule
26(a)(2) was adopted to require disclosure of expert witness
testimony, it also would be possible to provide for two depositions
if the opportunity to take one deposition after disclosure does not
seem a sufficient safeguard. A "discovery" deposition could be

7 scheduled first, followed by a "trial" deposition. This approach
might best be implemented by working through both Rule 26(b)(4) and
32.

l Some thought might be given to the desirability of providing
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for a presiding officer at a trial deposition. It is difficult to K
guess whether an explicit trial deposition procedure would
encourage such, frequent obstructive deposition behavior as to
justify a provision for a neutral presidingofficer. The broadest li
likely provision would allow any party to request designation of a
judicial officer (including a special master) before the deposition
begins. Narrower, provisions would tail, down to one, that simply
reminds ~the parties that actual bad behavior, will be met by
sanctions and completion of the deposition before judge, magistrate
judge, or other appointed 'officer. 7

Unwillingness to appear as an adversary expert can be
addressed by expanding Evidence Rule 706, or perhaps by encouraging
moreactive use of Rule 706 as it stands. In combination with a
provision for ,trial depositions rather than living trial testimony,
it mightbe po ssible to encourage testimony by many experts who now
decline the opportunity.

Repeated 'litigation of theisame issues suggests a special role
for trial depositions. The important task would be to define a
procedure that ispa satisfactory substitute for examination and
cross-examinationp by the parties to each actual action. The
problem would arise with respect to defendants as well as
plaintiffs - in a product-liability action, for example, successive C
actions would involve not only lrdifferent plaintiffs, but often l
different defendants' as well'.l1`f It may be easier to develop
persuasive safeguards with respect to'icourt-appointed experts than K
with respect to adversary experts. Cross-examination by a set of L
experiiencede&!and representative plaintiffs and defendants might be
protection enoug i Initial ex amination by the court might be
possible Has 4elil , isand indeed''les of a problem than it is when K
trial examinatpion of an expert witness is conducted by the court
that appointed the expert for one specific trial. Current MDL
procedures mary support this practice in many of the situations that K
make it -mosttattractive.

Att h aie Orders Nos. 31 and 31B entered by Judge Sam
Point er,[Jl&n b silicone gel breast implant litigation. They
provide JlbothH0 p Frustration of way in which an inventive judge
has beguilni to ll;lad-ress problems' like these in very large-scale
litigatibasisforgabout eltdproblems. They
alsofi g ;>related topic that is on the "holding" agenda of
t is 0co mettte Acommittee of sp 3 ecial masters is used to help the
court with tne process of selecting expert witnesses; it may be
that a nonexpert will be appointed, probably also under Civil Rule'
53, to elpE;a the expert > witnesses perform their witnessing
functionsi.LKius is. but one, i4istrationnof the myriad ways in
which tei of special masters has grown beyond the limits
contemplate | [ hen Rle 53 w as d]alted. The illustration may be
somestuls[fobrngn ue5 back closer to the agenda of
topics for active cons ideration.

Other Witnesses

Multiple depositions of the same witnesses affect fact 7

L
L
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witnesses as well as expert witnesses. Both state and federal
courts have been devising means to get around the limits of
discovery and evidence rules to facilitate "once-for-all"
deposition practice. It is proper to ask whether the time has come
to take on this topic as well. Fact witnesses should be approached
more cautiously than expert witnesses. They play an unquestionably

L central and legitimate role that cannot be claimed by expert
witnesses. Unfettered individual adversary opportunity to engage

7 in discovery is accordingly more important. There also may be
t greater problems with individual witnesses whose fact knowledge
LJ overlaps common and indidivudal issues.

The purpose of joint depositions could be aimed, as the expert
proposals, at trial use. It could be limited more narrowly to
discovery, leaving use at trial to present rules. The distinction
might be confounded by summary judgment practice, however, and inr any event may be more difficult to draw than appears at first
sight.

The first step to take in considering joint deposition
L practice that reaches across the boundaries of separate actions is

simple. Information should be gathered on the means that have been
used by adventurous ifederal and state judges. It should not be
difficult to identify a reasonable number of judges to ask for
help.

Once practical information is in hand, it will be easier to
begin thinking about the obvious questions. A conservative
practice, for example, would limit joint depositions to use in
actions that were pending when the deposition was taken, and would

C allow use of the depositions over objection only as to parties who
L had been given notice and an opportunity to participate. Managing

depositions on that scale might prove challenging. Less
7 conservative methods likely would require parallel amendments of
L Civil and Evidence rules. It might be possible to think of "class"

depositions that are not incident to a class action - it would be
an interesting question whether the Enabling Act would support a
federal class deposition that would be usable in any state action
on terms dictated by the federal rule, or on the same terms as a
deposition taken under state practice for that specific action.E The threshold for allowing joint depositions also would demand
attention. Should it be enough that two parallel actions are
pending, or should the procedure be reserved for more dramatic
settings? How much overlap of fact should be required, and how

L important should the common issues be to the individual actions?

The inevitable overlap between joint and individual discoveryE also must be confronted. Some witnesses will have information that
bears on common issues, and other information that bears on
individual issues. The simplest approach would be to limit the
joint deposition to common issues, leaving the witness for as manyE individual depositions as may be useful on individual issues. This
approach would be essential if the joint deposition were to be
available for use against litigants who were not notified of it.

E



UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ALABAMA i 3

Southern Division .... .. .. , v .
id.D. is,- AL BAMA

,, ~~~~~~~~L
In re: )
SILICONE GEL BREAST IMPLANT ) Master File No. C3, 92-P-10000-S

PRODUCTS LIABILITY LITIGATION )
(L 926) ) This Order Applies toAETERE

ORDER No. 31 MAY 3 WM l
(Appointment of Rule 706 Expert Witnesses) |

Several federal Transferor Courtsghave, after remand, indicated the desirablty Sftrti ne r* -'.

more court-appointed experts under Fed. R. Evid. 706 to evaluate and critiquep scie-ntfliiEre

and studies bearing on issues in breast implant litigation pending in, or to be remanded to, such courts. It

is likely that other federal courts will also wish to take advantage of Rule 706 for such purposes and that

some state courts may likewise wish to utilize state-law counterparts of Rule 706.

Before this Court is a motion by the National Plaintiffs' Steering Committee ("PSC") requesting that,

given the objective of coordinated pretrial proceedings under 28 U.S.C. § 1407, this Court assume

responsibility for the appointment on a national basis of such Rule 706 experts as may be appropriate. L

Although expressing reservations about the utility and role of such experts at least at the present time, the

PSC argues that, in the interest of avoiding potentially redundant or even conflicting results in potential

testimony arising from multiple Rule 706 appointments by different courts, it would be preferable to have

a single set of nationally-appointed experts, whose testimony might be potentially usable in the many F

federal courts to which breast-implant cases have been (or in the future may be) remanded, 12 as well as in

state courts in which there are state-law counterparts of Rule 706. There is also the potential that such

L

1. In an order dated April 3. 1996, Judges Weinstein and Baer of the United States District Courts for Xt Eastern and Southern

Districts of New York, concurred in by Judge Lobis of the state supreme Court for New York County, appointed a th=re-person panel to

assist those federal courts in selecing an appropriate panel of knowledgeable and neural epnts pusuant to Rukc 706. Judge Jones of the

United States District Court for Oregon has also begun efforts to locate appropriate experts for appointment under Rule 706.

2. Over 21,000 cases have been transferred to this Court under 28 U.S.C. § 1407 from 92 of the 94 federal districts, no cases

having yet been transfe d from Guam or the Northern Marianas. Over 300 cases have already been remanded by this Court to 45 sepamate

district courts.



appointments and resulting testimony might be of value in the bankruptcy proceedings involving Dow

Comning now pending in the Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District of Michigan. The defendants say

L they object to formation of a Rule 706 PanelY Upon consideration, after reviewing the parties' written

and oral submissions-and after consulting with, and receiving encouragement from, Judges Baer, Jones,

and Weinstein, as well as other state and federal judges-this Court concludes that the motion should be

granted, and conditionally, as indicated in paragraph 5, orders as follows:

1. Procedure. Appointments will be made on a national basis by this Court, for potential use in all
federal courts and as permitted in state courts, in a two-step process patterned after the procedures adopted
in the New York federal courts: first, by utilizing a "Selection Panel" to assist in the selection process, as
described in paragraph 2; and second, by then appointing persons to serve under Rule 706 as court-7 appointed experts and as members of a ,"Science Panel," as described in paragraph 3.

2. Selection Panel.

(a) As an initial step, this Court, acting under Rule 706 and under the supervisory powers
conferred by Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(c)(4),(8), (12), and (16), hereby designates the following to act as
Special Masters under Fed. R. Civ. P. 53 and Rule 706, collectively referred to as the "Selection

L Panea-

(1) the persons previously designated by the Eastern and Southem Districts of New York;
1 ~~~namely,

Professor Margaret A. Berger (Chair), Brooklyn, New York,
Dr. Joel E. Cohen, New York, New York, and
Dr. Alan Wolf, New York, New York; and,

(2) as additional members, suggested by federal or state judges in other parts of the
country, the following-

L Dr. Judith L Craven, Houston, Texas,
Dr. Richard Jones, Portland, Oregon, and

L Dr. Keith Marton, San Francisco, California.

(b) This Court requests that the Selection Panel provide it with names of neutral, impartial
persons who have the indicated expertise, who would be able to communicate effectively with judgesLS and jurors, and who, if selected, would be willing to serve under Rule 706 on the Science Panel as
outlined in paragraph 3. The Selection Panel should not solicit, or receive, suggestions from the
parties regarding the names of potential nominees for appointment to the Science Panel, but may
receive general suggestions from the parties respecting criteria, qualifications, and possible areas
affecting bias or conflicts.

3. It is unclear whether the defendants we mimicking Br'r Rabbit or ame concerned about courts receiving testimony from
unipartial expeis

L 2
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(1) The Selection Panel should recommend to this Court one to three neutral persons with

appropriate expertise in each of the following four fields (and, to the extent needed, in statistics): V

epidemiology, immunology, rheumatology, and toxicology. After receiving the advice of the E>
Selection Panel and hearing from the parties, the Court will determine whether to accept from

the parties challenges for cause' or, if three such persons are recommended by the Selection

Panel for such a position, to allow each side a 'peremptory challenge."

(2) The Selection Panel need not wait to communicate its recommendations until its

nominees for all three fields have been determined. As the Selection Panel determines the

person(s) whom it will nominate for appointmentas an expert, in any of the indicated fields, it

should submit such recommendation(s) to this Court so tht upon appointment, the expert may

receive additional instructions as indicated in paragraph 3(b) and then commence his or her work L

under Rule 706 even if the full Science Panel has not been appointed.

(3) The Selection Panel may also recommend one or more persons with special expertise

in the interrelationship between te fo rensic sciences and legal pIro ad procedurs, for

appointment as Chair of the Science Panel and tor be of assistance to other members of the Panel F

in performing their responsibilities. The Court anticipates that such a person, if appointed, L
would not be called upon to submit findings, be deposed, or present testimon as indicated in

paragraph 3, butwoul raterL perform adminitrat, co and consultative services

for the Science Panel.`

(4) As aninterim me Court ditstheplaintii (acting jointly through the PSC) Q

and the defendants (acting jointly) to each, provide to this Court by June 17, 1996, the E
designation of a rheumatologist who has pnot been retained (and will not be) retained by any

parties to provide testimony in this litigation The 1party-designated zhumatologists are to be 7

available to members of the Selection Panel for joint consultation in identifying neutral Lu
rheumatologists for possible appointment to the Science Panel. While the parties are not

precluded from designating for this purpose a ologist with knowWhand strong views rl
concerning potential issues or with w hom they ay hav ouly cc ed, they are X

cautioned that the members of the Selection el a likely to giv les tlin and weight to
suggestions expressed by rheumatologists who theeves a to be partisan or lacking in

objectivity. The Court ho pes tliat, With the'r specialasistnc of~ ~hese 1 Lrydsgae
rheumatologists, the Selection Panel will Ibe able to ident, forotytl ppi ntment
under Rule 706, one or more rheumatologists whose crdtls, obj , a imprtilty
could not be reasonably questioned by plai s or defendants.

(5) The Court will welcome suggsons from th1 Selection Panel regarding the

composition, responsibilities, compensation operation, procedures, and utilization of the Science L

Panel, including appropriate modifications additons to e Order.r'

(c) Members of the Selection Panel may, from time to time, be assigned additional duties by L
this Court, such as providing guidance to the Science Panel withei to preparation of reports and

preparation for providing testimony that would be accetabl under Rules 702, 703, 705, and 706.

(d) Although the Court has no plans to appoint any members of the Selection Panel to the

Science Panel, membership on the Selection Panel does not automatically disqualify a person from such

appointment.

3



3. Science Panel.

(a) It is anticipated that on the Science Panel there will be one person whose principal area of

expertise is in epidemiology, one whose principal area of expertise is in immunology, one whose

principal area of expertise is in rheumatology, and one whose principal area of expertise is in

toxicology-each having also such familiarity with statistics as may be needed or desirable to perform

their functions and responsibilities-and perhaps an additional person to serve as Chair of the Panel,

whose primary field of expertise would be the interrelationship between forensic sciences and legal

procedures and processes. This Court reserves the right to appoint additional persons with special

expertise in the same disciplines or in other fields and disciplines if that appears appropriate in the
future.

(b) After this Court has appointed an expert in a field under Rule 706, the parties will be

afforded the opportunity under Rule 706(a) to participate at a conference in which this Court will

delineate the duties of the expert and indicate any topics on which the expert should, at least initially,
commence reviews of the existing scientific research. Subject to firther modification as may be

appropriate, the following principles will serve as preliminary guidelines under Rule 706(a) for such
duties.

(1) The primary function of the court-appointed experts, as presently contemplated, will

be to review, critique, and evaluate existing scientific literature, research, and

publications-addressing such matters as the meaning, utility,; significance, and limitations of

such studies-on topics as, from time to time, may be identified by the Court as relevant in
breast-implant litigation, particularly on issues of 'general causation." The parties may submit

r to the Court requests for reviews by the Science Panel relating to particular issues, indicating and

describing the literature and research relied upon-or criticized-by the parties' experts when
testifying on such issues.

, S (2) At the present time, and subject to further directions, these court-appointed experts
will not be asked to conduct any independent research, to evaluate the credentials or expertise

of persons who may be called by the parties to provide expert testimony, or to assess the

L particular claims of individual plaintiffs.

(3) The present contemplation is that-

(A) each of the Rule 706 court-appointed experts will, as appropriate to such

expert's areas of expertise, individually conduct such reviews, critiques, and evaluations,
and will then, after consultation with other members of the Science Panel, present written
findings pursuant to Rule 706(a),y drawing upon other panelists' expertise in related
disciplines as appropriate and to the extent permitted under Rule 703;

(B) these findings would be made and presented on particular topics and issues as

they are completed' (i.e., without delaying until findings are completed on all topics and

issues that may be referred to the Panel);

7, 4. Subjec to frtiher modification, it is anticipated that the written report would contain a relatively complete taemeent of the

Lo opinions to be expressed by the cxpert; the basis and reasons thertfor, the data or other information relied on in forning sudc opinions, and

any exhibits to be used as a summary of or support for such opinions. Additionally, the frst report submitted by a court-appointed expert

should summarize the experts qualifications. including a list of all publications authored within the preceding ten years and a list of any

other cases in which the expert has testified at trial or by deposition within the preceding four years.

4
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(C) a particular issue presented to the Science Panel may be reviewed (with findings

made) by only one of the court-appointed experts, or the issue may be reviewed by more

than one such expert, with findings made by each as appropriate to that expert's discipline

and expertise; and

(D) the Science Panel may conclude that,, because of the insufficiency of reported

research1 or because of research in progress, they should decline to review;or postpone

review of, research with respect to particular issues or topics. It is further anticipated that K
the Science Panel would, through a preliminary and informal report to the Court, indicate L

the general nature of the expected findings by the court-appointed experts so that the Court

could determine whether such findings would have sufficient probative value to justify

preparation of a formal report, triggering the provisions of paragraph 3(c) and 3(d) below.

(4) Until sWchtimqe that thde Court appoints a rheumatologist to the Science Panel, panel

members, when needing spial help on rheurnatological, subjects, may consult on a joint basis

with the rhatolots d ed b the parties under paragraph b)(4) above. They may

also tiliehe servs ofolther prns with special expertise in related fields and disciplines
as, fom time to t, may be appropriate and permissible under Rule 703, such as applied L

mathematics biology, biomedicine, polymer chemistry, hematology, internal medicine,

neurdlogjyipncojo, plat ic and recdnstuctive surgery, radiology, and statistics.
1 I ~~~~~~~L.

(c) After repoing the r rt of findings of, a court-appointed, expert, the parties will, as

provided in,* ule 706,ll afforde l opponity to ,conduct a dicovery-type". non-videotaped

deposition 'of the expertlsubjet to appropte guldelines and limitations imposed by this Court,

which ma1ynqinclu~f, dit dupezdin qof the cnduc of the ,deposition bythis Court or by another

judicial ofrdige by this ta woldtalnintoa ntithe details provided in

the written repot, lirit in to that needed by ,the paries t ,fairly prepare for the trial-

perpetuation deposition descrbed in paragraph 3() below. The Cour hopes that the parties may

agree thiat befoe sulhga trial-perpetuation deposition commenetey engage in an informal
discussion I wit te pt regarding hisor 1her ptential tsimoy aher than take a formal

discovcr-yudesitio . il "

(d) It is anticipated that, after the opportunity for a discovery-type deposition or informal L
discussion, the trial testimony of the court-appointed expert will beperpetuated by means of a

videotaped deposition at which this Court (or another judicial officer designated by this Court) will

preside. It is further anticipated that this Court (or the judicial officer designated by this Court) may

conduct the initial direct examination of such expert, with the plainff and defendants then being

allowed to cross-examine the expert. Experts retained by the parties may attend the deposition in

order to assist counsel in examining the court-appointed expert. F
(e) Except for good cause shown to this Court, plaintiffs and defendants will not be permitted -

to depose a court-appointed expert except as provided in paragraph 3(c) and 3(d) above or to

subpoena a court-appointed expert to testify in person at a trial. These restrictions are essential to
protect court-appointed experts from potential demand foraattendance at depositions or trials in the C

hundreds or perhaps thousands of cases in which their testimony might be deemed desirable by the X

trial judge presiding over such cases or by one of the parties.

5. Insufficiency of rsesh on an issue should not necessarily. however, result in the Panel's declining to approve issuance of

findings, since, on some topics, a determination thatno pertinent research exists could itself be a significant finding. r
5 K



(f) This Court finds that, by analogy to Fed. R. Civ. P. 32(aX3)(D) and (E), the videotaped
L trial-perpetuation deposition (or an edited version of such deposition) will be usable in all federal

courts (and in all state courts to the extent permitted by applicable state law) as determined to be
relevant by the judge presiding over such trial. As provided in Rule 706(a), the expert may be called
to testify (by means of the deposition) either by the trial court or by a party. As provided in Rule
706(c), the trial court will determine, in the exercise of its discretion, whether or not the fact that the
deponent is a court-appointed expert should be disclosed to the jury (and, as needed, to direct
appropriate editing of the deposition consistent with that determination).

(g) As provided in Rule 706(d), neither the appointment of the Science Panel nor the findings
F by members of the Science Panel will preclude the parties from calling expert witnesses of their own

selectionY This Court does not view entry of this Order as calling for the delay or rescheduling of
any trials that may have been set by other courts; it will be for the trial judge before whom a case is
pending to determine whether the pendency of any review by the Science Panel should affect the trial
setting of that case.

4. Compensation and Funding.

(a) As provided in Rule 706, the persons appointed to the Selection Panel and to the Science
Panel will be entitled to reasonable compensation for their services, together with reimbursement for
reasonable expenses, as this Court may from time to time allow. This will include compensation and

r reimbursement for services already undertaken by the persons named in paragraph 2(a)(1) under
appointment from the Eastern and Southern Districts of New York. The fees and reimbursement of
the consulting rheumatologists named under paragraph 2(b)(4) shall be borne by the parties
designating such persons.

L (b) This Court will seek at least partial funding of these costs from the Administrative Office
r*I of the United States Courts. To the extent these costs exceed any funds so available, they shall be
L paid (1) one-half by the plaintiffs, through a charge against the National PSC and against the Common

Benefit Fund established under Order No. 13, and (2) one-half by the national defendants in a manner
to be agreed upon by them.

5. Effect. Under Rule 706, the parties in MDL 926 are directed to show cause to this Court by
June 10, 1996, why this order should not take effect on June 12, 1996. Although, pending consideration
of any such responses, this order is conditional and, based on such responses, might be vacated or modified
prior to June 12, 1996, the persons appointed in paragraph 2(a) to the Selection Panel may, and are
encouraged to, proceed with preliminary efforts to identify appropriate persons for possible nomination
as members of the Science Panel.

This the 30th day of May, 1996.

United States District Judge 9
X Service on: National Liaison Counsel

Members of Selection Panel

6. Findings by the courtw-appointed experts may, however, be relevant to, and be considered by trial courts in ruling on, issues
raised under Rules 104, 403.702,703. and 803(18) regarding admissibility of expert testimony and published research offered by the
r partics.

6
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In Order No. 31 the parties were directed to show cause why the terms of tat o

not be made effective. No opposition to the terms of that order has been submitted by plaintiffs.

Responses have been filed by certain of the settling defendants; namely, Baxter, Bristol-Myers, and 7

3M.1'

As a fimdamental matter, the settling defendants question whether this court, acting under

28 U.S.C. § 1407 on pretrial matters, has authority to appoint "trial" experts under Fed. R Evid. 706.

The short, but correct, answer is that any implementation of Rule 706 procedures must be 7
commenced during the pretrial stage of a case and that many, if not most, of the pretrial activities

of a transferee judge under §1407-such as supervision of depositions and production of LJ

documents-are undertaken for the very reason that such matters may be needed at a trial Nor,l

given the procedures tentatively established under Order No. 31 and the modifications that may be r:

made at the time of assigning specific responsibilities to panel members, should there be any

impermissible infingement on the powers of the trial judge before whom a particular case may be

1. Additionally, counsel for Dow Coming has filed a response regarding the potential use in the bankruptcy

proceedings involving Dow Coming of findings by members of the national Science Panel. Questions raised in that

response are ones that would be presented and considered by the Bankruptcy Judge and District Judge before whom

the bankruptcy is pending.
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set for trial.

The defendants raise a series of specific concerns, which are listed below, followed by the

Court's evaluation of such concerns:

(1) "The parties and the Court may have too much influence in the front end of the process"
(e.g., selection of experts and subjects). Court: Rule 706 contemplates, and effectively
mandates, such involvement by parties and the court

(2) "There is not enough influence from lawyers and the trial courts at the back end of the
process" (e.g., presentation of findings at a trial). 'nrt Under Order No. 30 (and further
details may be developed as the process continues), trial courts will have ample powers to
control how, and to what extent (if any), findings would be usable at trial.

(3) Party-designated rheumatologists should be used as consultants to the Selection Panel only
as a last resort and should never be used, even jointly, as consultants to the Science Panel.
Cour: The order contemplates this "last resort" use by party-designated rheumatologists in
helping the Selection Panel find appropriate rheumatologists who might be appointed to the

L Science Panel by the Court Only if no such rheurnatologist can be located would the party-
designated rheunatologists be available-if needed-to consult jointly with the court-

r, appointed experts serving on the Science Panel.

(4) The parties should have the opportunity to depose court-appointed experts on more than one
occasion. Cort: Should it be shown to this Court that there is a need to redepose a court-
appointed expert, that could be done. However, it would not be appropriate to permit each
of the potentially hundred of judges around the country to authorize such additionalLi depositions, and, instead, if it were shown to another judge that an additional deposition was
necessary, that judge could rule that, absent such additional deposition, the video-taped trial
deposition could not be used.

L.
(5) There should be no preliminary report by court-appointed experts on the basis of which the

Ace~ i court could determine whether the expected findings would have sufficient probative value
L to justify preparation of a formal report (and implementation of the deposition procedures).

Co This is a matter that is more appropriately considered at the time a particular issue is
r to be referred to the Science Panel.

(6) The Science Panel should produce a joint report. Cour Under the rules of evidence there
would be significant problems of admissibility if findings were submitted as joint findings
of the panel, rather than as findings by an individual expert (albeit after consultation with
other panel members and considering their views and opinions to extent permitted under

2
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Rule 703).

(7) The court should not conduct the direct examination of the court-appointed experts. Court

The order indicates only that this "may" occur; it certainly can be reconsidered further along 7

in the process. However, initial examination by the court has the advantage of avoiding the L
appearance that the court-appointed expert has, because of the content of-the findings,

become an expert for the plaintiffs or for the defendants.

(8) Parties should be allowed to present in camera questions of competency and bias before

appointments are made by the court. Cour: This is a matter that will be further explored

before any appointments are made.

(9) The portion of costs chargeable against plaintiffs should not be paid from the Common

Benefit/Expense Fund. Cour: It appears highly unlikely that this fund will ever be

sufficiently large to pay all of the common benefit expenses incurred by plaintiffs' counsel,

and charging the costs of the Rule 706 process against that fund is an equitable method for

assessing those costs among all plaintiffs and claimants.

(10) The court should not appoint a non-scientist Chair of the Science Panel. Court: Whether or

not such an appointment may be made is problematic, and the court is seeking the advice of

the Selection Panel as to whether such an appointment should be made and, if so, who should

be appointed. The Court rejects the defendants' implications that knowledge of judicial

processes and procedures would taint the integrity of findings by members of the Science

Panel.

After considering the responses, the Court concludes that the appointment process under Rule

706 should proceed and that Order No. 30 should therefore be treated as effective, but with

appropriate reserved power in the court to make appropriate changes and modifications as the

process continues. Z
This the 13th day of June, 1996.

L

Chief Judge Sam C. Pointer, Jr.

r



Reporter's Note: Evidence Rule 103

L The attached materials show proposed new Evidence Rule 103(e)
that was published for comment in September, 1995. Comments were
mixed. The Evidence Rules Advisory Committee has requested advice
from the Civil and Criminal Rules Advisory Committees. This short
introductory note is only a preliminary indication of the questions
raised by the full materials provided by the Evidence Committee.

The published proposal is:

(e) Effect of Pretrial Ruling. A pretrial objection to
or proffer of evidence must be timely renewed at

L trial unless the court states on the record. or the
context clearly demonstrates. that a ruling on the

F objection or proffer is final.

L In limine motion practice has grown substantially since the
Evidence Rules were adopted. The circuits have adopted different
rules on the obligation of a party who lost an in limine ruling to
renew a proffer of evidence, or an objection to evidence, at trial.
There are four obvious alternatives: (1) Do nothing, leaving the
decisional process to play out. (2) Adopt a presumption that
neither an unsuccessful proffer nor an unsuccessful objection need
be renewed at trial, unless the court specifically indicates that
the in limine ruling is tentative. (3) Adopt a presumption that
both an unsuccessful proffer or an unsuccessful objection must be
renewed at trial, unless the court specifically indicates that the
in limine ruling is final. (4) Adopt different rules that require
a proffer to be renewed at trial, because the evidentiary context

L may have changed, but that do not require an objection to be
renewed at trial.

Several objections were made to the published proposal. The
L most fundamental were that it is undesirable to have to make

objections at trial, and that the decision to excuse renewal at
,-A trial if "the context clearly demonstrates" that the in limine

ruling is final will provoke much unnecessary litigation when
lawyers inadvertently or deliberately omit a trial objection.
"Trap for the unwary" and "waste of time and trial delay" arguments
were common variations. It also is urged that the proposal is

L contrary to the spirit of the "no formal exceptions" provisions in
Civil Rule 46 and Criminal Rule 51, and that it will thwart the
purpose to encourage pretrial motions reflected in Criminal Rule
12(b). And it has been argued that there would be an inconsistency
with the pretrial objection requirements of the pretrial disclosure

7 provisions in Civil Rule 26(a)(3), which adopt a waiver rule for
L objections to the use of depositions, documents, and exhibits

disclosed by pretrial disclosure and not objected to in the time
allotted.

L The objections would suggest a reversal of the published
proposal, excusing renewal of proffer or objection unless the court
expressly states that the pretrial ruling is not final.



There is another concern that does not seem to have been
captured in the comments. In limine rulings may rest on rulings
that resolve disputes about the substantive law, not merely matters m
of evidentiary admissibility. An illustration that happened to
fall to hand is Aerotronics, Inc. v. Pneumo Abex Corp., 8th
Cir.1995, 62 F.3d 1053, 1066-1067. On motion in, limine,,, the trial
court ruled that the claim was governed by a 10-year statute of V
limitations, note the 5-year statute, ,urged byt I the defendant. At
trial, the defendIant, did not lobjectto, introduction of evidence of
damages during the period more than 5 years before filing. The
court of appeals ruled that the failure to object did not, waive the
defendant' s contention that the 5--year,, statute,, controlled. The
court explained.,

inj n contrast to the typicalJmotion in limine, the t 1.
distri~ct "court' s /,u~lruling on ~the fappllicatle ''Pstawtute of
limitations was made as a matter of6f lawwjljlti 6t[1ws Ott based
upon a hypothesis as to how evodence wopiCld b ar sentLdz
at tri al. The, actual presentafI~ion of ,ds ~ ial has
nimpact Ion t he, court' s ruling. h' 6bnjection

*~ma'tn * *s~tsru at, [r[~JI whi tch isat trial is similar to 'o fmal ewhpch'is
not rehquir~ed.,l' i '

It 'sI not entirely clear whether proposed Rule 103(e) would
treat the motion as '[a] pretrial objection toll! * * evidence" that
must be 1renewed at trial unless the court states, orl"the context
clearly iiionstrates," that the ruling is final. Presumably the
rule shoul bI interpreted to limit its effects to considerations
of eviden.i ar admissibility. It May be usefiul to consider whether
this anHer is ,o clear that there is no'occasion to amend the
Committe Note or even the text of the rule. 1j

ILi

7
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FEDERAL RULES OF EVIDENCE

Rule 103. Rulings on Evidence

1 (Z Effect of Pretrial Ruling. A pretrial objection

2 to or proffer of evidence must be timely renewed at trial unless

3 the court states on the record. or the context clearly

4 demonstrates. that a ruling on the objection or proffer is final.

COMMI=TEE NOTE

Since the Federal Rules of Evidence became effective, litigants
have increasingly relied on pretrial motions to raise issues about the
admissibility of evidence. As enacted, Rule 103 did not specifically
address whether a losing party had to renew its objection or offer of
proof at trial in order to preserve an issue for appeal.

Subdivison (e) has been added in order to clarify differing
approaches that spell uncertainty for litigants and create unnecessary
work for the appellate courts. See, etg, United States v. Vest, 842
F.2d 1319, 1325 (1st Cir.) (absence of objection at trial is "fatal"),

New matter is underlined; matter to be omitted is lined through.
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cert. de 488 U.S. 965 (1988); Allison v. Ticor Title Ins. Co., 979
F.2d 1187, 1200 (7th Cir. 1992) ("the law in this circuit is that an
unsuccessful motion in limine does preserve the issue for appeal");
American Home Assurance Co. v. Sunshine Supermarket. Inc., 753
F.2d 321, 324 (3d Cir. 1985) ("test is whether an objection at trial
would have been more in the nature of a formal exception or in the
nature of a timely objection calling the court's attention to a matter it
need consider."); Palmerin v. City of Riverside, 794 F.2d 1409, 1411
(9th Cir. 1986) (circuit's position is "'unclear").

Subdivision (e) states as a default rule that counsel for the
losing party must renew any pretrial objection or proffer at trial.
Renewal is not required if "the court states on the record, or the
context clearly demonstrates," the finality of the pretrial ruling.
Counsel bears the responsibility for obtaining the requisite ruling or
renewing the objection and bears the risk of waiving an appealable
issue if these procedures are not followed. The Committee considered i
but rejected an alternative general rule that would not require renewal
of a motion at trial.

Rule 103(e) does not excuse a litigant from having to satisfy
the requirements of Luce v. United States, 469 U.S. 38 (1984) to the [
extent applicable. In Ljce, the Supreme Court held that an accused L

must testify at trial in order to preserve for appeal any Rule 609
objection to a trial court's ruling on the admissibility of the accused's
prior convictions for impeachment. Some circuits have extended the
Ln= rule beyond the Rule 609 context. See United States v.
WekiherL, 783 F.2d 23, 25 (2d Cir. 1986) (Rule 608(b)), cer. denied,
479 U.S. 831 (1986); United States v. Sanderson, 966 F.2d 184, 189-
90 (6th Cir. 1992) (same); United States v. DiMatteo, 759 F.2d 831,
832-33 (11th Cir. 1985) (per curiam) (same), cert. denied, 474 U.S. V
860 (1985); United States v. Griffin, 818 F.2d 97, 105 (1st Cir. 1987)
(Rule 403), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 844 (1987).
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April 8, 1996

To: Members, Advisory Committee on the Federal Rules of Evidence

From: Margaret A. Berger, Reporter

Re: Comments on Proposed Amendments

This memorandum summarizes the comments that were received about possible

amendments to the Federal Rules of Evidence. The discussion is organized as follows: Part 1

reviews responses to the amendments proposed by the Committee; Part 1I examines additional

suggestions, unrelated to the Committee's proposals, for amending the rules discussed in Part I;

Part III reports on recommendations for amending rules not presently under consideration by the

r7 Committee.

I Comments on the Proposed Amendments. The reaction to each proposed

amendment is summarized, as are the principal arguments of the commentators. All suggestions

for alternative language are set forth. The number in parentheses following the author's name is

the identification number assigned the comment by the Rules Committee Support Office.

L2 (Comments EV19 and EV23 are identical comments submitted by different members of the

L Federal Magistrate Judges Association.)

Lfr
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Rule 103(e). _

Summary. The Committee received 19 comments with regard to the proposed

amendment, not counting comments from members of the Evidence Committee, comments from

members of the Standing Committee, or comments made by Professor Friedman at the public

hearing. The commentators agree that a uniform default rule ought to be codified, but disagree on

how it should be formulated. Eight comments supported the Committee's formulation, and eleven

supported an opposite default rule. Since there was no controversy about the need for a rule, I am

only abstracting comments that relate to the substance of the rule.

Comments sunporting the proposed rule.

The Commercial and Federal Litigation Section of the New York State Bar Association

(EV24) found that the proposed amendment "makes sense."

Where the court feels renewal at trial would serve no purpose, it retains the option to
make clear that its pretrial ruling is final, thereby relieving the parties of any obligation to
revisit the issue. By otherwise requiring the renewal of pretrial proffers or objections at
the appropriate time during the trial, the proposed rule provides the trial judge a "last
clear chance" to avoid error and to make evidentiary decisions in the context of all trial
developments to that point.

The Section pointed out that its "last clear chance" concern is particularly relevant in districts in

which the magistrate judge rules on pretrial motions so that the district judge has no occasion to

consider evidentiary rulings prior to trial. Furthermore, it found the proposed rule consistent with

current practice by careful trial attorneys.

The Federal Magistrate Judges Association (EVIO, EV22) supported the proposed rule

because it would provide trial judges an opportunity to correct pretrial error before it is subjected

to scrutiny on appeal. The Association suggests that the Advisory Committee Note indicate the V

2



provision is not intended to override or modify Fed.R.Civ.P. 72(a) or (b) or 28 U.S.C. §636 with

L, respect to appeals and review of pretrial decisions by magistrate judges.

The proposed version of Rule 103(e) was also endorsed by the Seventh Circuit Bar

Association (EV23) as it "clarifies existing procedure [and] adds certainty to the litigation

process;" the Executive Committee of the Litigation Section of the State Bar of California

(EV39); the Federal Legislation and Procedures Committee of the Arkansas Bar Association

(EV21); the ABA Section of Intellectual Property Law (EV33) and Frank E. Tolbert, Esq. (EV3)

of Logansport, Ind.

While the Federal Bar Association (EV34) recommended the Committee's version with

limited reservations, because it "provides judges with a straightforward and easily applied

uniform rule," the chair of one of its sections expressed a personal preference for the competing

default rule.

Comments endorsing the reverse formulation.

Two federal judges criticized the Committee's formulation.

Judge Prentice H. Marshall (EV13) suggested the following amendment:

L "A.[sic] Pretrial objection to or proffer of evidence need not be renewed at trial
L

unless the court states on the record that it must be."

L, Judge Marshall objected to the Committee's proposed amendment on a number of grounds: 1. it

L fails to encourage pretrial objections or proffers; 2. in-trial objections "are an anathema;" 3. the

r-, proposed amendment denigrates the mandatory in limine motion practice prescribed by

Fed.R.Civ.P 26(a)(3) -- "why are trial counsel burdened with pretrial objections if they must

renew them at trial?"

F 3
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Judge Edward R. Becker (EV15) also questioned the proposed change: 1. it will make

more work for trial judges; 2. the "escape hatch" in the proposed rule will lead to satellite i

legislation, and 3. the proposal contravenes Fed.R.Civ.P. 46 which provides that formal K
exceptions to a court's rulings are unnecessary.

A number of attorneys objected to the Committee's default formulation. J. Houston

Gordon, Esq. of Covington, Tenn. (EV5) thought the rule change would prolong litigation.

Mike Milligan, Esq. of El Paso, Texas (EV7) argued that counsel lose face when they

have to raise a losing issue before the jury, and that this formulation supports "the Judiciary's

tendency to make preservation of error difficult." He added that he didn't "expect anybody but C

trial lawyers to be on my side of this issue." C

Daniel A. Ruley of Steptoe & Johnson, Parkersburg, W.Va. (EV18) questioned whether the

proposed rule is "another trap for an unwary lawyer." Li

The American Intellectual Property Law Association (EV25) used much the same

language in expressing its opposition to the proposed rule. It also deemed the necessity of having

to re-raise fully briefed and carefully decided issues a waste of time, and expressed fears that the

"context clearly demonstrates" exception is an open invitation to secondary litigation.

The National Association of Railroad Trial Counsel's Executive Committee (EV28) C

commented that "the changes would complicate and disrupt existing in limine procedures

because all rulings made prior to trial will have to be revisited at the trial itself. This does not

appear to promote judicial economy or efficiency." The Tort & Insurance Practice Section of the

American Bar Association (EV38) opposed the change because 1. the finality of pretrial rulings

shortens trials, and 2. the proposed amendment does not clarify matters because of the provision L

4



making a pretrial ruling final if "the context clearly demonstrates." The Kansas Association of

Criminal Defense Lawyers (EV17) feared 1. that counsel might forget to renew an objection

(leading to move ineffective assistance of counsel claims); 2. that if counsel has to make an

objection, jurors will wonder why counsel is seeking to hide evidence; 3. that the rule will prove

burdensome with regard to Fourth and Fifth Amendment objections, and 4. that the proposed rule

is contrary to the spirit of Fed.R.Crim.Pro. 12(b).

The reverse formulation was also supported by the State Bar of Arizona (EV29),

concerned that uncertainty about a ruling's finality will produce non-uniformity and appeals; the

National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers (NACDL) (EV36) and Professor Bruce

Comely French (EVl6).

Professor Myrna Raeder, writing on behalf of a group of evidence professors who favor

the reverse formulation, (EV35) pointed out that judges have the option of telling lawyers that

they must renew an objection at trial; that litigants can be warned that the ruling is final unless

evidence introduced at trial substantially contradicts the in limine showing, and that a pro forma

renewal creates an unnecessary technical hurdle to appellate review. She suggested the

underlined changes in language:

A pretrial objection to or proffer of evidence does not have to be renewed at trial, unless
the court states on the record, or the context clearly demonstrates, that a ruling on the
objection or proffer is not final.

Public hearing, Professor Richard Friedman expressed concern that the proposed rule

would become a trap for lawyers who forget to mouth the right words, or that the "context"

language would get a lot of use, in which case little will have been accomplished.

5



Rule 103. Rulings on Evidence

1 (e) Effect of Pretrial Ruling. A pretrial objection
nb Viet

2 to or proffer of evidence fttist be OrmeW renewed at trial

3 unless the court states on the record. or the eemett clearly

4 demonstrates, that h ruling on the objection or proffer is final.

*J

COMMIITEE NOTE

Since the Federal Rules of Evidence became effective,
litigants have increasingly relied on pretrial motions to raise issues r7
about the admissibility of evidence. As enacted, Rule 103 did not
specifically address whether a losing party had to renew its objection
or offer of proof at trial in order to preserve an issue for appeal.

Subdivison (e) has been added in order to clarify differing
approaches that spell uncertainty for litigants and create unnecessary L
work for the appellate courts. See, L.L., United States v. Vest, 842
F.2d 1319, 1325 (1st Cir.) (absence of objection at trial is "fatal"), r
cert. denied, 488 U.S. 965 (1988); Allison v. Ticor Title Ins. Co., 979 L
F.2d 1187, 1200 (7th Cir. 1992) ("the law in this circuit is that an
unsuccessful motion in limine does preserve the issue for appeal");
American Home Assurance Co. v. Sunshine Supermarket. Inc., 753
F.2d 321, 324 (3d Cir. 1985) ("test is whether an objection at trial
would have been more in the nature of a formal exception or in the
nature of a timely objection calling the court's attention to a matter it L
need consider."); Palmerin v. City of Riverside, 794 F.2d 1409, 14111
(9th Cir. 1986) (circuits position is "unclear").

Subdivision (e) states as a default rule that counsel for the
losing party must renew any pretrial objection or proffer at trial.
Renewal is not required if "the court states on the record, or the

6
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F context clearly demonstrates," the finality of the pretrial ruling.
Counsel bears the responsibility for obtaining the requisite ruling or
renewing the objection and bears the risk of waiving an appealable
issue if these procedures are not followed. The Committee
considered but rejected an alternative general rule that would not

F require renewal of a motion at trial.

Rule 103(e) does not excuse a litigant from having to satisfy
the requirements of Luce v. United States 469 U.S. 38 (1984) to the
extent applicable. In Luce, the Supreme Court held that an accused
must testify at trial in order to preserve for appeal any Rule 609
objection to a trial court's ruling on the admissibility of the accused's
prior convictions for impeachment. Some circuits have extended the
Luce rule beyond the Rule 609 context. See United States v.
Weichert,783 F.2d 23, 25 (2d Cir. 1986) (Rule 608(b)), cert. denied,
479 U.S. 831 (1986); United States v. Sanderson, 966 F.2d 184, 189-
90 (6th Cir. 1992) (same); United States v. DiMatteo, 759 F.2d 831,
832-33 (11th Cir. 1985) (per curiam) (same), cert. denied, 474 U.S.
860 (1985); United States v. Griffin, 818 F.2d 97, 105 (1st Cir. 1987)
(Rule 403), cert. denied 484 U.S. 844 (1987).
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Professor of Law

TO: Advisory Committee on the Federal Rules of Evidence L

FROM: Margaret A. Berger, Reporter 0

DATE: September 30, 1004

Rule: Rule 103 K

Suggested Redraft of Rule 103

Add after Rule 103(a)(1):

1 (a) The making of a motion in limine does not relieve the

2 losing party from having to renew its objection when the evidence K

3 is offered at trial,

4 1) unless the court specifically states on the record at the i

5 hearing of the motion or at trial that its ruling is final, or

6 2) the evidenceAexcluded by the motion in limine is offered

7 at trial by the losing party. L

8 (b) Subdivision (a) does not preclude the court from r
9 reconsidering at trial any ruling made on a motion in limine.

[Add to Rule 103(a)(2):

1 An offer of proof made at a motion in limine does not have to be

2 renewed at trial unless the court orders otherwise.

250Joralemon Stmac, Brooklyn, NY 11201 Phone 718&780-7941/ Fax 718&780-0375
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Previous consideration by the Committee. After discussing

Rule 103 at our May 1994 meeting, the Committee decided not to

Crevise the Supreme Court's ruling in Luce v. United States, 469

U.S. 28 (1984) that requires a defendant to take the stand in

order to preserve for appeal a trial court ruling admitting

defendant's prior convictions for impeachment.
1 The Committee

reserved decision on the more general question of amending Rule

103 in order to state whether, and in what circumstances, a party

must renew an objection at trial in order to preserve for appeal

the-trial court's refusal to exclude evidence pursuant to a

motion in limine. The rule is silent about the need for a

contemporaneous objection when the issue was previously raised

through a motion in limine.2 We did not discuss at our prior

meeting the need to cover in Rule 103 the related issue of

whether a pretrial offer of proof has to be renewed at trial. The

proposed amendment adds a provision dealing with this issue.

Since it is considerably less controversial than the amendment to

Rule 103(a)(1) it is discussed first.

Amending Rule 103(a)(2). The courts do not seem to have

encountered difficulties in reconciling pretrial offers of proof

1 As indicated in the earlier memorandum on Rule 103, some
courts have extended Luce beyond the Rule 609 context. This
memorandum assumes that a disputed issue will not be preserved
for appeal in the absence of testimony by the party who moved in
limine or his witness whenever the circuit so requires. This
memorandum is concerned solely with cases in which the movant
testified at trial, or was not required to testify.

2 Rule 103(a)(1) provides that rulings admitting evidence
cannot be assigned as error on appeal unless "a timely objection
or motion to strike appears of record."

2



with the motion in limine procedure. The only reason for

amending Rule 103(a)(1) is to ensure that no erroneous

conclusions will be drawn from the amendment to Rule 103(a)(1).

Unlike the general rule proposed for overruled objections to

evidence -- requiring a renewal of the objection at trial -- the

amendment to Rule 103(a)(2) operates to relieve a party from

having to renew an offer of proof at trial unless the court

directs otherwise. The reasons for distinguishing between the two i

situations were well stated by the First Circuit in Fusco v.

General Motors Corp., 11 F.3d 259, 262 (1st Cir. 1993): L
Where an objection to evidence has been overruled in A
limine, it makes sense to require that the objection be
renewed at trial. However definite the denial of the
motion to exclude prior to trial, it is child's play
for the opponent of the evidence to renew the objection
when the evidence is actually offered, and requiring L
this renewal gives the trial judge a change to
reconsider the ruling with the concrete evidence p
presented in the actual context of the trial.

On the other hand, where the motion in limine is
granted, and the proponent of the evidence is told that
the evidence will not be admitted, the situation is
different. To require that the evidence be offered
again at trial would certainly give the trial court a
second chance, but doing so can hardly be described as
easy: on the contrary, the proponent would have to
engage in the wasteful and inconvenient task of F
summoning witnesses or organizing demonstrative
evidence that the proponent has already been told not
to offer. Indeed, in many cases the prior grant of the
in limine motion would make it improper to call such
witnesses without prior permission. All the proponent
could do would be to line up the witnesses at trial and
then ask permission.

Reasons for revising Rule 103(a)(1). After looking at

numerous cases that discuss the interface between the

contemporaneous objection rule and motions in limine, I believe

3



that we should amend Rule 103(a) as suggested above so as to deal

explicitly with numerous problems that arise in connection with

in limine motions. The proposed amendment seeks to strike a

balance that recognizes that in most instances an evidentiary

appeal should be based "on the actual form and timing of the

attempt to introduce the evidence, rather than on an essentially

hypothetical situation suggested by the pretrial motion in

limine."3 On the other hand, "[pjretrial motions are useful

tools to resolve issues which would 'otherwise clutter up' the

trial."4 An amendment is needed for the following reasons,

which are discussed in greater detail below:

1. One extremely important function of Rule 103 is to put

attorneys on notice as to what they must do in order to preserve

a right to appeal. In reading opinions that deal with Rule 103

and motions in limine it is often difficult to disentangle a

circuit's statement of its general rule from its statement of the

exceptions to the rule, and to separate holding from dictum.

For instance, the general rule in a majority of the circuits

is that an objection must be renewed at trial in order to

preserve an issue for appellate review. The Seventh Circuit,

however, has declared on more than one occasion that "the law in

this circuit is that an unsuccessful motion in limine does

3 Palmerin v. City of Riverside, 794 F.2d 1409, 1412 (9th
Cir. 1986).

4 Id.

4



preserve [an] issue for appeal."5 In these cases the Seventh

Circuit's conclusion is either dictum or is uttered in the

context of facts that in other circuits give rise to an exception

to the general rule. If the Seventh Circuit really means what it

is saying about "the law in this circuit" then we should consider

amending Rule 103 because there is a conflict in the circuits. If V
the Seventh Circuit would modify its language if presented with

other fact patterns, then we ought to amend the rule because it

fails to warn attorneys of forfeiting a right to appeal. r
Furthermore, even though a good deal of inter-circuit

consistency is visible with regard to the actual results in cases C

when all of the circuits' opinions are considered in conjunction

with their underlying facts, there is considerably less K
consistency in how courts phrase various exceptions to the

general, majority rule. The formulation is often phrased in terms

of subjective elements that make it difficult for a litigant to (

predict what the outcome would be in a particular case. This

uncertainty may cause difficulties in some cases because the

attorney for the losing party may prefer not to repeat the

objection before the jury. The existence of these exceptions

suggests, however, that courts are willing to forgo an objection C

at trial when the objectives of the contemporaneous objection

rule are satisfied. The proposed amendment seeks to achieve the

5 Allison v. Ticor Title Ins. Co., 979 F.2d 1187, 1200 (7th
Cir. 1992) (D failed to preserve objection where it made no
motion in limine but objected in trial brief). See other cases
discussed below.

5



objectives sought by the exceptions while ensuring

predictability.

2. The circuits disagree on whether a party who made an

unsuccessful motion in limine waives its right to appeal when for

tactical reasons it introduces at trial the evidence it

r unsuccessfully sought to exclude. See discussion, infra.

3. Adding to the confusion in present practice is the

somewhat uncertain relationship between Rule 103 and Rules 46 of

the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Rule 51 of the Federal

Rules of Criminal Procedure. Courts sometimes rely on the

language in these rules making [formal] exceptions unnecessary

when they conclude that an objection at trial was unnecessary to

preserve the error.6

r, 6 See, e.g., American Home Assurance Co. v. Sunshine
L. Supermarket. Inc., 753 F.2d 321, 324-325 (3d Cir. 1985) ("test is

whether an objection at trial would have been more in the nature
of a formal exception or in the nature of a timely objection
calling the courts' attention to a matter it need consider.");
Sprynczynatyk v. General Motors Corp., 711 F.2d 1112, 1119 (8th
Cir. 1985) (under the circumstances an objection would have been
in the nature of a formal exception unnecessary under Rule 46).

L Although both the civil and criminal rules were last amended in
1987, they are not completely identical. The criminal rule makes
"exceptions" unnecessary while the civil rule makes only "formalL exceptions" unnecessary.

Rule 51 provides:
PI- Exceptions to rulings or orders of the court are unnecessary

and for all purposes for which an exception has heretofore
L been necessary it is sufficient that a party, at the time

the ruling or order of the court is made or sought, makes
known to the court the action which that party desires the
court to take or that party's objection to the action of the
court and the grounds therefor; but if a party has no

opportunity to object to a ruling or order, the absence of an
objection does not thereafter prejudice that party.

Rule 46 provides:
L Formal exceptions to rulings or orders of the court are

6



r
4. Revision is not inconsistent with the Committee's

reluctance to disturb well-established practice under the Rules.

Although minor improvements are not worth the confusion that may

result if attorneys have to learn new ways of proceeding, there

is no well-established practice set forth in the Rules with

regard to the appealability of issues decided on motions in

limine. Instead, a gap exists which an amended Rule 103 would now V
cover.

5. The need for a rule covering motions in limine is

probably more pressing now than when the Rules of Evidence were

enacted. More motions in limine are undoubtedly being made than

in 1975 when the Rules became effective. Developments with regard

to evidentiary doctrine such as hearsay and expert testimony have

increased the need for preliminary motions, as has the growth of

judicial management and greater dependence on pretrial

conferences. Had motions in limine been as prevalent in the early

1970's as they are now, the original Advisory Committee might

have mentioned them in Rule 103.

6. At our last meeting, some members stated that good

lawyers always figure out a way in which to protect their right

unnecessary; but for all purposes for which an exception has
heretofore been necessary it is sufficient that a party, at
the time the ruling or order of the court is made or sought,
makes known to the court the action which the party desires
the court to take or the party's objection to the action of
the court and the grounds therefor; and, if a party has no
opportunity to object to a ruling or order at the time it is
made, the absence of an objection does not thereafter
prejudice the party.

7



to appeal. This Committee may, however, owe some obligation to

bad lawyers' clients. Careless lawyers who have never read the

cases may be lulled into surrendering a client's right to appeal

because Rule 103 does not alert them to the necessity of renewing

as an objection at trial. The creation of this Committee -- after

close to twenty years in which no Evidence Committee existed --

indicates a felt need to reconsider whether evidentiary matters

are being handled well. The problems listed above and discussed

in more detail below suggest the desirability of clarifying when

an objection must be renewed at trial.

Practice in the circuits a. The majority rule. The proposed

amendment is in accord with the thrust of the rule voiced in a

majority of the circuits -- an objection must ordinarily be

renewed at trial in order to preserve an, issue for appellate

review. Most opinions in the First,7 Third,8 Fifth,9 Sixth,"0

7 See e.g., United States v. Vest, 842 F.2d 1319, 1325 (1st
Cir.) (absence of objection at trial is fatal), cert. denied, 488
U.S. 965 (1988); United States v. Griffen, 818 F.2d 97, 104-05r (1st Cir.) (party must renew objection on Rule 403 grounds in

L context of trial), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 844 (1987); United
States v. Reed, 977 F.2d 14, 16 (1st Cir. 1992)(dictum; appellant
had not raised issue in question at in limine hearing)

8 While the Third Circuit states as its rule a formula that
other circuits characterize as an exception to the general rule,
the result is in accordance with the majority since the court is
concluding that the objection that would otherwise have to be
made is excused under the particular circumstances. See American
Home Assur. v. Sunshine Supermarket, 753 F.2d 321, 324-325 (3d
Cir. 1988).

9 The court states its general rule as requiring an
L objection at trial unless good cause is shown. See e.g., Marcel

v. Placid Oil Co., 11 F.3d 563 (5th Cir. 1994); Rojas v.
Richardson, 703 F.2d 186, 188 (5th Cir.) (appellant did not lodgeL an objection by making a motion in limine and failed to show good

8
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Eighth, 11 Tenth,12 and Eleventh 13 circuits state as the general K
rule that the losing party waives an error created by the in

cause, but court found plain error), opinion set aside on other
grounds at rehearing, 713 F.2d 116 (5th Cir. 1983); Petty v.
Ideco. Division of Dresser Industries. Inc., 761 F.2d 1146, 1150
(5th Cir. 1985). The court finds that good cause exists when the
losing party offers the testimony at trial in order to remove the
sting. See, e.g., Reyes v. Missouri Pacific RR Co., 589 F.2d 791,
793, n.2 (5th Cir. 1979), infra.

10 Dictum in cases in this circuit suggest adherence to the
majority rule. See, e.g., Burger v. Western Kentucky Navigation
Inc., 1992 WL 75219 (6th Cir. 1992) at **3 (although court rested
its holding on failure of the district court to rule on the
motion in limine, the court indicated that the motion would not
have counted as an objection even if the court had ruled); Boyle
v. Mannesmann Demag Corp., 1993 WL 113734 (6th Cir. 1993) at **1
(failure to object at trial generally results in waiver but in
this instance court led party to believe that motion in limine
sufficed to preserve record). See also Polk v. Yellow Freight
System. Inc., 876 F.2d 527, 532 (6th Cir. 1989) (D failed to
preserve objection when motion in limine was denied and D "did
not appeal this denial," no mention of Rule 103).

1 See e.g., United States v. Neumann, 867 F.2d 1102 (8th U
Cir. 1989); United States v. Kandiel, 865 F.2d 967, 972 (8th Cir.
1989); Hale v. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., 756 F.2d 1322, 1333-
34 (8th Cir. 1985)(hearsay objection at trial did not preserve V
objection made at motion in limine to same evidence on Rule
401/403 grounds); Northwestern Flyers Inc. v. Olsen Bros. Mfgs., _
679 F.2d 1264, 1275, n.27 (8th Cir. 1982). See also Stars v. J.
Hacker Co.. Inc., 688 F.'2d 78 (8th Cir. 1982); United States v.
Roenigk, 810 F.2d 809 (8th Cir. '1987) (dictum; defendant made
objection at trial). K

12 The Tenth Circuit, albeit in dictum, has rejected the
rule being advocated here. It would not excuse renewing an
objection at trial even if the trial court's ruling on the motion
in limine was "explicit and definitive." See McEwen v. City of
Norman, Okla., 926 F.2d 1539, 1544 (10th Cir. 1991) (losing party
failed to make motion in limine part of the record on appeal so
that court concluded that it had nothing to review). See also
United States v. Sides, 944 F.2d 1554, 1560 (10th Cir.), cert.
denied, 112 S. Ct. 604 (1991). V

13 See e.g., United States v. Khoury, 901 F.2d 948, 966
(1lthCir. 1990). See also Hendrix v. Raybestos-Manhattan Inc.,
776 F.2d 1492, 1503-04 (11th Cir. 1985). -
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limine ruling unless it objects at trial when the evidence is

introduced.

Vo b. Other circuits. Numerous cases in the Seventh Circuit

state that the circuit's rule is that once a motion in limine is
E

made no further objection must be made at trial to preserve the

error. 14

L The Ninth Circuit's position is "unclear." 15 In a number of

cases the court has suggested that an in limine motion may

suffice to preserve an objection. 16 Other cases are to the

14 See Thronson v. Meisels, 800 F.2d 136, 142 (7th Cir.
1986); Sherrod v. Berry, 827 F.2d 195, 203 (7th Cir. 1987)
(objections relating to Rule 401/403 evidentiary issues wereL~. preserved for appellate review when they were raised in motions
in limine, treated in the district judge's opinion overruling the
new trial motion, and were argued on the first day of trial;
"under the circumstances, it was unnecessary under (Fed. R. Civ.
P. 46] for defendants to review their objection at the time the
evidence was admitted); Harris v. Davis, 874 F.2d 461, 464, n.5
(7th Cir. 1989), cert. denied, 493 U.S. 1027 (1990). See alsoAllison v. Ticor Title Ins. Co., 979 F.2d 1187, 1200 (7th Cir.
1992) ("(w]hile the law in this circuit is that an unsuccessful
motion in limine does preserve [an] issue for appeal," D failed
to preserve its objection by objecting in a trial brief and
failing to make a contemporaneous objection at trial). But see
United States v. York, 933 F.2d 1343 (7th Cir.) (requiresL objection at trial; cites United States v. Roenigk, 810 F.2d 809,
815 (8th Cir. 1987) without discussion) cert. denied, 112 S. Ct.
321 (1991). York has been ignored in subsequent 7th Circuit
cases. See e.g., Favala v. Cumberland Engineering Co., 17 F.3d

LI 987 (7th Cir. 1994); Allison v. Ticor Title Ins. Co., 979 F.2d
1187, 1200 (7th Cir. 1992).

L. 15 Palmerin v. City of Riverside, 1794 F.2d 1409, 1411 (9th
Cir. 1986).

16 See, e.g., United States v. Khan, 993 F.2d 1368, 1377
(9th Cir. 1993) (court held that defendant's objection to
testimony of a particular witness in motion on limine on which
judge never ruled did not constitute a pending or continuing
objection to all like evidence, but suggests that he could have
availed himself of the benefit of a continuing objection if he
had requested that his earlier objection apply to all other like

10



contrary. 17

The District of Columbia and the Second and Fourth Circuits V
do not seem to have dealt with this issue.

b. Rationale supporting the general rule. The courts have

advanced the following reasons for the majority rule that 7

requires a contemporaneous objection to be made at trial in order

to preserve an issue for appellate review:

1. objections are best assessed in the context of the actual

trial;18

2. unnecessary appeals should be avoided in order to

preserve judicial resources;19 and

evidence); Sheey v. South Pacific Transp. Co., 631 F.2d 649, 652- 7
653 (9th Cir. 1980) (losing party made no objection when evidence
was introduced at trial, but attorney had objected during
pretrial arguments to the court's ruling and the court held that
"under C
these circumstances" the objection was adequate to preserve the
issue on appeal).

17 See United States v. Traylor, 656 F.2d 1326, 1333, n.6
(9th Cir. 1981) (in holding that a contemporaneous objection to
hearsay statements was required, court cited to Collins v. Wayne
Corp., 621 F.2d 777 (5th Cir. 1980) without discussion). See
also Palmerin v. City of Riverside, 794 F.2d 1409 (9th Cir.
1986)(excusing objection under certain conditions; see discussion
below). 'l

18 Collins v. Wayne Corp., 621 F.2d 777, 784 (5th Cir.
1980) contains a lengthy discussion of this rationale which r
courts cite to frequently).

19 When a movant makes a contemporaneous objection at
trial, it allows the court to either avoid the evidentiary 7
violation or give an instruction to cure the harm. Collins v. U
Wayne Corp., 621 F.2d 777 (5th Cir. 1980). Furthermore. the rule
"discourage counsel from refraining from making an objection at
trial in order to reserve the opportunity to assert reversible
error on appeal." U.S. v. Roenicjk, 810 F.2d 809, 815 (8th Cir.
1987).

11



3. requiring a contemporaneous objection does not place any

great burden on the movant.20

c. Exceptions to the general rule. The circuits have stated

a number of different exceptions to the general majority rule.

Just as with the statement of the rule itself, the statement of

the exception often constitutes dictum in the setting of the

particular case.21 In formulating exceptions courts have singled

out situations in which the evidentiary issue was handled at the

motion in limine proceeding in a manner consistent with how it

L would be treated at trial. The conduct of the parties, the type

of evidentiary issue, and the nature of the judge's ruling are

all factors that courts have considered. Opinions in some of the

circuits, like the amendment proposed above, excuse renewing the

objection at trial when the judge has ruled definitively.22

Other exceptions, however, also contain subjective elements, such

20 The rule requiring a contemporaneous objection at trialis justifiable because "[d]enial of a motion in limine rarelyimposes a serious hardship on the requesting party since theaffected party can make a subsequent objection if the evidence isever offered at trial." Rojas v. Richardson, 703 F.2d 186-, 188(5th Cir. 1983), opinion set aside on other grounds at rehearing,713 F.2d 116 (5th Cir. 1983). Another court referred to theburden of a contemporaneous objection as "child's play." SeeFusco v. General Motors Corp., 11 F.3d 259, 262 (1st Cir. 1993).

21 See, e.g., Freeman v. Package Machinery Co., 865 F.2dC7 1331, 1337 (1st Cir. 1988) ("[t]o be sure, there may be instancesL where a trial court's ruling on an in limine motion, taken incontext, is definite enough to excuse omission of an objection onthe point at trial.").

(8th Cir. 1987) (objection at trial excused where trial judged
C "had ruled definitively).

12
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as whether the issue was fully briefed,23 or whether the trial

court treated the motion in detail24 that make predictability

difficult.

Consequently, the proposed amendment proposes an objective

standard. The losing party must obtain a definitive on-the-record

ruling in order to avoid having to renew its objection at trial.

By putting this requirement into Rule 103 courts will on notice

of the consequences of making such a ruling. Courts are likely to

rule finally only when they are satisfied that the parties have

treated the matter adequately, and when the exclusion of evidence

rests on an issue of law rather than on an exercise of discretion

best made in the context of the trial.25 For instance, Rule 403

23 American Home Assurance Co. v. Sunshine Supermarket
Inc., 753 F.2d 321, 324 (3d Cir. 1985) (objection excused when
motion in limine fully briefed and the trial court is able to
make a definitive ruling); Spryczynatyk v. General Motors Corp.,
771 F.2d 1112, 1118-19 (8th Cir. 1985) (trial court made a
definite pre-trial ruling and thee "matter was fully briefed and
argued"); Palmerin v. City of Riverside, 794 F.2d 1409, 1413 (9th
Cir. 1986) ("where the substance of the objection has been
thoroughly explored during the hearing on the motion in limine,
and the trial court's ruling permitting introduction of evidence
was explicit and definitive, no further action is required to
preserve or appeal the issue of admissibility of that
evidence. ").

24 United States v. Kerr, 770 F.2d 690, 698, n.8 (11th Cir. f
1985) (dictum)

25 Cf. United States v. Mejia-Alarcon, 995 F.2d 982 (10th
Cir.) (holding that the motion in limine preserved the
evidentiary issue for appeal because a three-part test was
satisfied: 1) the issue was fairly presented to the district
court at the time of the pre-trial hearing; 2) the issue could be
finally determined at the hearing, a requirement that, was met
because a Rule 609(a)(2) question is essentially a question of
law; and 3) the trial judge ruled unequivocally, cert. denied,
114 S. Ct. 334 (1992).
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-determinations are not going to be made definitively.

Consequently, in practice, the proposed amendment would

accommodate some of the more subjective factors that some of the

circuits have included in their discussion of exceptions to the

general rule. Even if the court makes a "final" ruling at the

motion in limine, the last sentence of the proposed amendment

recognizes that a court may always reconsider its ruling at

trial.

The losing party offers the evidence the court refused to

exclude. There is a definite split in the circuits as to whether

the losing party waives its right to appellate review when it

elicits the evidence at trial which it previously unsuccessfully

r sought to exclude at the motion in limine. In the Fifth26 and

Seventh27 Circuits, the movant at the motion in limine does not
r

forfeit its objection when it introduces the evidence for

tactical reasons in order to lessen the sting. The Second Circuit

L has dealt with this issue only at the district court level.28

r:l The Tenth Circuit has not actually discussed this issue but has

26 Reyes v. Missouri Pacific RR Co., 589 F.2d 791, 793, n.2
(5th Cir. 1979) ("[a]fter the trial court refused to grant Reyes'
motion in limine ... , he had no choice but to elicit the
information on direct examination in an effort to ameliorate its
prejudicial effect."); Petty v. Ideco, 761 F.2d 1146, 1152, n.3

LU (5th Cir. 1985).

27 Cook v. Hoppin, 783 F.2d 684, 691, n.2 (7th Cir.
1986)(ruling on motion in limine is law of the case). Accord,
Harris v. Davis, 874 F.2d 461, 464, n.5 (7th Cir. 1989).

28 See United States v. Muscato, 534 F. Supp. 969, 973
(E.D.N.Y. 1982) (Weinstein, J.) (party did not waive a hearsay
issue by introducing the evidence after the court denied his
motion in limine to exclude).

14



allowed a losing party to raise an evidentiary issue on appeal

after bringing out the evidence on direct.29

The Sixth,30 Eighth,3" and Ninth32 Circuits have held that

waiver of the evidentiary issue results when the movant

introduces at trial the evidence which he previously sought to

exclude.

The proposed draft would permit the losing party at the

motion in limine to preserve the issue for appeal even though it 7
introduces the disputed evidence at trial. Although this approach

has been criticized for permitting a party to adopt a trial

strategy that is in his best interest and then complaining about m

it, two considerations support such a rule. The first which

pertains to objections made pursuant to Rule 609 in particular is

29 See U.S. v. Mejia-Alarcon, 995 F.2d 982 (10th Cir. 1992)

(discussed supra at note 25). L)

30 U.S. v. Leon, 1992 WL 133039 at **2 (6th Cir. 1992)
("[a] motion in limine is merely a request for guidance from the 7
court on an evidentiary question which the parties can utilize to
guide their trial strategy." Thus "the denial of the motion in
limine does not insulate the defense from the adverse effects of C
its trial strategy ... "). l

31 The Eighth Circuit has consistently held that a movant's -
trial tactic of introducing disputed evidence precludes review of
the evidentiary issue on appeal. See United States v. Brown, 956
F.2d 782 (8th Cir. 1992); United States v. Brimberry, 779 F.2d
1339 (8th Cir. 1985); Nicholson v. Layton, 747 F.2d 1225 (8th
Cir. 1984) United States v. Dahlin, 734 F.2d 393 (8th Cir. 1984);
United States v. Cobb, 588 F.2d 607 (8th Cir. 1978), cert.
denied, 440 U.S. 947 (1979).

32 See Williams v. United States, 939 F.2d 721, 723-25 (9th
Cir. 1991) ("by not making an objection to the admission of past L
crimes evidence at trial, defendant waived his right to appeal
the district court's in limine ruling that the evidence was
admissible under Rule 608(a)(1).").
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that the 1990 amendment to Rule 609 specifically

remove[d) from the rule the limitation that the conviction
may only be elicited during cross-examination, a limitation
that virtually every circuit has found to be inapplicable.
It is common for witnesses to reveal on direct examination
their convictions to "remove the sting" of the impeachment.

Advisory Committee Note to 1990 Amendment.

It seems unfair to suggest that defendant's right to introduce

evidence of the conviction on direct has been recognized without

warning defendant that he will forfeit appellate review of the

district court's pretrial ruling, especially since the rule in

Luce, which is not being changed, will force him to testify in

order to preserve an error.

More generally, a rule that conditions appellate review on

not putting one's best foot forward with the jury seems harsh.

Courts have expressed concerns that a rule such as the one here

proposed encourages the losing party to proffer the evidence,

thereby precluding the trial court from changing its in limine

ruling.33 However, the losing party is unlikely to offer the

evidence if it believes that there is a realistic chance that the

court will reverse itself and exclude the evidence at trial.

33 Williams v. United States, 939 F.2d 721, 724 (9th Cir.
1991) ("even if the court rules that the disputed evidence isadmissible, it can later change its mind based on D's testimony
or it my appear, as the trial proceeds that there is less of aneed to impeach than previously thought .... " ).

16
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1. Prior Committee action. At its fall meeting, the

Committee expressed interest in further exploration of problems

posed by the Supreme Court's opinion in Luce v. United States,

469 U.S. 38 (1984). Luce prohibits a defendant from raising on J

appeal a claim pursuant to Rule 609 unless the defendant

testified and raised the objection at trial. Luce means that a

defendant who is unsuccessful in having a prior conviction

excluded through a motion in limine cannot have that

determination reviewed on appeal unless he takes the stand. The

Committee agreed that any modification of Luce's policy should be C

accomplished via Rule 103 rather than Rule 609 because opening

Rule 609 to Congressional review might well be counter- d

productive.

Rule 103 does not presently contain any provision dealing V,
with in limine motions. Drafting such a section requires the

resolution of a number of issues that lie beyond the scope of the



Luce opinion itself. Accordingly, this memorandum first discusses

Luce and the Supreme Court's rationale. It then considers the

extent to which Luce has been applied outside the Rule 609

context, the contemporaneous objection rule, and possible changes

to Rule 103.

2. Luce. In Luce v. United States, 469 U.S. 38, 43 (1984),

the Court held "that to raise and preserve for review the claim

of improper impeachment with a prior conviction, a defendant must

testify." The Court justified its holding by stressing the

difficulty a reviewing court encounters in ruling "on subtle

evidentiary questions outside a factual context." Id. at 41. This

is particularly a problem in view of the balancing test the court

must apply pursuant to Rule 609(a)(1) to determine the

admissibility of a prior conviction. The court needs to know the

L precise nature of the defendant's testimony which is, however,

unknowable at the motion in limine stage before the defendant

LI testifies. The Court found speculative any possible harm flowing

from a district court ruling allowing impeachment and voiced

concern that appellate review without requiring the accused's

testimony would encourage defendants to make in limine motions

"to 'plant' reversible error in the event of conviction."

L Furthermore, the Court expressed concern that allowing appeals

from adverse rulings on motions in limine would promote a

windfall of automatic reversals, since error which presumptively

kept the defendant from testifying could not logically be calledL
harmless.

L
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Critics of Luce have pointed primarily to the decision's

effect in keeping defendants off the stand for fear that they

will be convicted once the jury hears of their prior convictions.

That fear, coupled with the appellate courts' extensive reliance

on harmless error, means that a defendant may conclude that the

lesser danger is to forgo testifying in his own behalf.

Consequently, if the trial court was wrong in its in limine

determination, or refuses to make one, the defendant forfeits the

protection of Rule 609(a) which was specifically drafted to

protect defendant against the danger that prior crime evidence

offered to impeach will be misused on a propensity inference. See

Advisory Committee Note to 1990 Amendment ("the rule recognizes

that, in virtually every case in which prior convictions are used L,!
to impeach the testifying defendant, the defendant faces a unique

risk of prejudice"). K
Critics have also argued that appellate courts can take into

account the fact that defendant's proffer may be self-serving and L

can still apply a harmless error test even if they assume that U
the erroneous ruling caused defendant not to take the stand.

Furthermore, exclusion of a conviction may be conditioned on

defendant's trial testimony being consonant with the terms of a

proffer made at the in limine hearing. )

The states are split on adopting the Luce approach. See

Annot., 88 A.L.R. 4th 1028. Some states that do not follow Luce

have added special provisions to their rules of evidence (see L
below); others have reached this result via court decisions. The

3 nl
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opinions indicate some disagreement about the record that

defendant must make at the in limine hearing.

3. Extensions of Luce. Justice Brennan's concurring opinion

in Luce stated: "I do not understand the Court to be deciding

broader questions of appealability vel non of in limine rulings

L that do not involve Rule 609(a)." The Second, Sixth and Eleventh

Circuits have, however, extended Luce to impeachment pursuant to

Rule 608(b). See United States v. Weichert, 783 F.2d 23, 25 (2d

Cir. 1986) (per curiam) (defendant failed to testify), cert.

-denied, 479 U.S. 831 (1986); United States v. Sanderson, 966 F.2d

7 184, 189-90 (6th Cir. 1992); United States v. DiMatteo, 759 F.2d

831, 832-33 (11th Cir. 1985) (per curiam) (witness failed to

testify), cert. denied, 474 U.S. 860 (1985). The First Circuit

has refused to review a Rule 403 determination in the absence of

testimony by the accused (United States v. Griffin, 818 F.2d 97,

105 (1st Cir. 1987), cert. denied, 484 U.S. 844 (1987). And the

Eighth Circuit has stated that Luce applies to a Rule 404(b)

determination, and refused to review a claimed error pursuant to

that rule when defendant failed to testify. See United States v.

L Johnson, 767 F.2d 1259 (8th Cir. 1985) (court ruled that evidence

would be usable for rebuttal and cross-examination).

4. The contemporaneous objection rule. Rule 103(a)(1)

provides that rulings admitting evidence cannot be assigned as

error on appeal unless "a timely objection or motion to strike

appears of record." Does this rule require a party to renew its

objection at trial when the evidence is offered if the court

4
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previously denied the party's motion in limine to exclude the K
evidence? See Catherine Young, Should a Motion in Limine or

Similar Preliminary Motion Made in the Federal Court System L

Preserve Error on Appeal Without a Contemporaneous Objection? 74

Ky. L. J. 177 (1990) (reporting a split amongthe circuits). LJ
In the case of prior conviction evidence, the K

contemporaneous exception rule intersects with the Luce rule and

may cause additional problems for the defendant. If the defendant L

testifies at trial, thereby satisfying Luce, a rigid view of Rule

103(a) precludes appellate review if the defendant brings out the

conviction on direct, as permitted by Rule 609, in order to 7
remove its sting. See Williams v. United States, 939 F.2d 721,

723-25 (9th Cir. 1991).

5. Possible amendments to Rule 103.

a. Should a motion in limine provision be added with 7
an exception to-the contemporaneous objection rule? A number of

LJdifferent solutions are possible.

1) Do not add a motion in limine provision. This K
resolution does not mean that a failure to renew an objection at m

trial after an adverse in limine determination will always be l
fatal to appellate review. Some of the circuits have carved out rl

limited exceptions. See, e.g., United States v. Mejia-Alarcon,

996 F.2d 982 (10th Cir. 1992) (defendant brought out conviction K
on direct after judge found at in limine hearing that defendant's

prior conviction for the unauthorized acquisition and possession K
of food stamps involved dishonesty or false statement and was C

5



therefore automatically admissible pursuant to Rule 609(a)(2);

appellate court found that under these circumstances the motion

L in limine preserved the objection because it satisfied a three-

part test: 1. the issue was fairly presented to the district

court at the time of the pre-trial hearing; 2. the issue could be

finally determined at the hearing, a requirement which was met

because a Rule 609(a)(2) question is essentially a question of

L law; and 3. the judge ruled unequivocally).' Courts have 'also

sometimes excused the need for a contemporaneous objection when

it obviously would have been useless. See United States v. Lui,

941 F.2d 844 (9th Cir. 1991) (court threatened defendant with

sanctions for moving in limine to exclude drug courier profile

L evidence).

The disadvantage with this approach is that the party who

fails to object can never be sure that the circuits' various

exceptions will apply in a particular case. Consequently, a

number of suggestions have been made for codifying the

circumstances in which a prior motion in limine will excuse

further objection at trial. '

2) Amend the rule to require the ge specify

at the in limine motion whether a further objection must be made

at trial. One possible version of such an addition to Rule 103
was proposed by the ABA Criminal Justice Section, Committee on

' For other cases in which courts applied a similar testsee Cookyv. Hoppin, 783 F.2d 684 (7th Cir. 1986); Greger v.International Jensen, Ic, 820 F.2d 937 (8th Cir. 1987); Palmerinv. City of Riverside, 794 F.2d 1409 (9th Cir. 1986) (thoroughly
I explored and definitive ruling).

6



Rules of Criminal Procedure and Evidence, Federal Rules of

Evidence: A Fresh Review and Evaluation, 120 F.R.D. 299 (1987). C

It suggested adding to Rule 103(a)(l):

(a) A ruling on a motion in limine that evidence
subject to the motion is admissible shall be sufficient 4l1
to preserve the issue for appeal without any further
objection by the losing party during trial, unless the
court specifically notifies the parties that its ruling
is tentative and the motion should be renewed at trial.

(b) During trial, the court can change any in limine
ruling for good cause shown.

It would of course also be possible to draft such a rule in

the reverse, eliminating the need to make an objection at trial.
E

if the court advises the losing party that it need not renew the L

objection. The advantage of either approach is that the losing p
party will know when to renew the objection at trial. It will

not, however, always allow a defendant to preserve his right to P
raise the issue on appeal when he introduces evidence on direct

of a conviction which the court admitted pursuant to Rule LJ
609(a)(1).

3) Amend the rule to eliminate the need for an -

objection at trial if the issue was explored fully at the in L
L

limine hearing. Kentucky added a subdivision (d) to its version

of Rule 103 that not only makes contemporaneous objections L
unnecessary under some circumstances but also simultaneously -

overcomes Luce when the provision applies:

(d) Motions in limine. A party may move the court for V
a ruling in advance of trial on the admission or
exclusion of evidence. the court may rule on such a
motion in advance of trial or may defer a decision on LJ
admissibility until the evidence is offered at trial. A

7
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motion in limine resolved by order of record is
sufficient to preserve error for appellate review.
Nothing in this rule precludes the court from
reconsidering at trial any ruling made on a motion in

L limine.

7 The Commentary to the provision first explains the value of

motions in limine and expresses the hope that the provision will

L encourage more widespread use of the device. The Commentary then

discusses the second and last sentence of subdivision (d):

The second sentence is intended to recognize that such
motions might frame issues which can only be resolved
properly in the context of developments at trial and

L that the trial judge must be given great latitude to
make or refuse to make advance rulings on
admissibility.

In some jurisdictions the case law leaves doubt about
the extent to which motions in limine may be used to
preserve errors for review. . . Subdivision (d)
eliminates this doubt by providing that motions in
limine resolved by order of record are sufficient topreserve error for appellate review. By requiring that
such motions be resolved by "order of record," an
adequate record for the appeals court should be
assured. it should be noted that a motion in limine
would not be sufficient to preserve errors forappellate review unless it provided the trial court
with the type of information which would be required topreserve errors raised at trial (i.e. informationL sufficient to satisfy the requirements of subdivision
(a) -- the specific ground for any objection being mader7 and the substance of any evidence being offered).

L The last sentence of the provision merely recognizes aa
right in the trial court to reconsider advance rulingson evidence issues in the light of developments atL trial. the provision does not attempt to define the
circumstances under which reconsideration would beappropriate. But it could be expected thatLJ reconsideration would only be necessary in unusual
situations, for a trial judge should not provide

-r advance rulings on admissibility in situations which
L might call for reconsideration at trial.

Kentucky's formulation leaves somewhat uncertain when

L defendant can risk not making an objection at trial. See

8
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discussion of United States v. Mejia-Alarcon, supra. The rule

does not indicate when the record will be adequate to overcome

the timely objection requirement and the Luce ruling. Must the

defendant proffer his testimony at the in limine hearing? L
4) Other formulations. The ABA Criminal Justice

Section's Committee suggested a number of additions to Rule 103

specifically responsive to the Luce opinion. See discussion

infra. The proposal also preserves the right to an appeal if the

defendant brings out the evidence of his prior conviction on K

direct provided certain conditions are met. Such a provision

could be drafted independently of provisions aimed at overruling L
Luce. C

One might also seek to codify the test in Mejia-Alarcon. The L
result would be a provision stressing both an explicit ruling by

the trial court and an adequate exploration of the issue at the

limine hearing, i.e. somewhat of a cross between the ABA Criminal K
Section's proposed subdivision(a)(1) and Kentucky's subdivision

(d). L
b. Overruling Luce. Instead of, or in addition to, r

dealing with motions in limine in general, the Committee might

wish to address the issues posed by the Court's holding in Luce. I
State judicial decisions which have declined to follow Luce canc

be divided into two broad categories: 1. defendant need not Li

testify at trial in order to preserve for appeal an adverse
Ur

ruling that admits a prior criminal conviction for impeachment;

2. defendant's failure to testify at trial preserves for appeal

9 C
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an adverse ruling concerning the admissibility of prior

convictions only if the defendant created an adequate record to

permit appellate review. Compare State v. Whitehead, 517 A.2d 373

(N.J. 1986) (found that appellate court could review the trial

court's decision without requiring a proffer from defendant and

that requiring a proffer exposes the defendant to the tactical

disadvantage of prematurely disclosing his testimony) with State

v. McClure, 692 P.2d 579 (Ore. 1984) (in order to preserve issue

for appeal defendant must establish on record that he will in

fact take the stand and testify if convictions are excluded, and

must outline sufficiently the nature of his testimony so that

appellate court can effectively balance). These solutions and

others are discussed below.

1) Restricting Luce's impact to the facts of the

case. Courts have gone beyond the specific holding of Luce: 1. by

extending the ruling to rules of evidence other than rule 609; 2.

by foreclosing the non-testifying defendant from raising the

propriety of the trial judge's ruling with regard to the

admissibility of prior convictions even when the court finds the

conviction automatically admissible pursuant to Rule 609(a)(2) so

that it does not have to engage in any balancing; 3. in Luce, the

defendant had made no proffer as to what his testimony would be

469 U.S. at 462. A provision could be drafted requiring defendant

to testify in order to raise a Rule 609(a)(1) issue on appeal

unless he made an adequate proffer at the motion in limine, and

providing that other situations would be handled by some version

10



of a motion in limine rule as suggested above.

2) Requiring defendant to make an adequate

proffer of evidence at the motion in limine in order to preserve L
the right to appellate review. A provision that relieves

defendant from testifying at trial but conditions appellate

review on the adequacy of defendant's proffer is consistent with

the Luce opinion's basic premise that appellate courts cannot

review the trial court's balancing in the absence of an adequate 7
record. The Kentucky provision quoted above is one example of a 7
rule that would require defendant to offer some information,

although it is very vague as to what is required. 7
A more detailed provision was suggested by the ABA Criminal

Justice Section's Committee. It proposed that the following two L.

sections be added to Rule 103 (in addition to the general

provision on motions in limine set forth above):

(2)(a) If the in limine motion concerns impeachment of
the criminal defendant, the court shall rule (and the
ruling shall be made subject to later evidentiary
considerations) as early as practicable, and no later C
than when the defendant is called as a witness. (b)
Any ruling made at the time the defendant is called as
a witness shall be subject to change only if he or she
testifies in a manner so differently from that
indicated to the court at the time of the ruling that
it would have affected the ruling.

(3) if the ruling in limine admits impeachment
concerning a criminal defendant's wrongdoing or
conviction of crime, the merits of the evidentiary
issue shall be preserved for appeal even if the Li
witness-defendant personally testifies to the
impeaching facts on direct examination, or does not
testify at all, as a result of the ruling, if he or 7
she:

(a) indicated to the court an intention to testify
at trial; and
(b) made known the substance of his or her

11
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proposed testimony on the record before the court
ruled on the admissibility of the impeachment.

C. Relieving defendant of any obligation to

L testify at trial or to make a proffer in order to preserve for

appellate review a ruling that admits evidence of a prior

conviction. As indicated above, some state courts have rejected

the Luce rationale that an appellate court cannot properly review

the trial court's decision absent testimony or a proffer of

testimony by the accused. See also Commonwealth v. Richardson,

500 A.2d 1200 (Pa. 1985); State v. Ford, 381 N.W.2d 534 (Minn.

1986). This had been the rule in some federal circuits prior to

Luce.

Tennessee has incorporated this approach into its version of

Lod Rule 609:

(a)(3) If the witness to be impeached is the accused inL a criminal prosecution, the State must give the accused
reasonable written notice of the impeaching conviction
before trial, and the court upon request must determine

I that the conviction's probative value on credibilityL outweighs its unfair prejudicial effect on the
substantive issues. The court may rule on the
admissibility of such proof prior to the trial but in

L any event shall rule prior to the testimony of the
accused. if the court makes a final determination that
such proof is admissible for impeachment purposes, the

L. accused need not actually testify at the trial to later
challenge the propriety of the determination.

See also Kentucky's Rule 103(d) discussed at 5.a.(3), supra.

L

L
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LEONIDAS RALPH MECHAM ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
Director 9JH .RBE

UNITED STATES COURTS Chief

CLARENCE ALE. Jre WASHINGTON, D.C. 20544 Rules Committee Support Office

Associate Director WSIGODC 04

October 15, 1996
Via Facsimile

MEMORANDUM TO ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON CIVIL RULES

SUBJECT: Rule Changes Needed Because of New Legislation

On October 3 and 4, the Congress passed the Feder~al Courts Improvement Act of

1996 (S. 1887). It now awaits the President's signature. Section 207 of the Act amends

the appeal provisions contained in 28 U.S.C. § 636(c) and (d), which deal with civil cases

tried by magistrate judges. The amendment eliminates an optional appeal route to the

district judge and a further discretionary appeal to the circuit court. (See attachment.)

Rule 73(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure refers to the optional appeal

route. Rules 74, 75, and 76 set out the procedures governing the optional appeal route to

the district judge. The Courts Improvements Act may obviate the need for the provision

and the rules. Under our procedures, "the Standing Committee may eliminate the public

notice and comment requirement if, in the case of a technical or conforming (statutory)

amendment, it determines that notice and comment are not appropriate or necessary."

I am attaching a memorandum from Professor Edward H. Cooper reflecting his

preliminary views on this topic. It will be discussed at the meeting.

~~~~~An

John K. Rabiej

Attachments

cc: Honorable Alicemarie H. Stofler
Professor Daniel R. Coquillette

A TRADITION OF SERVICE TO THE FEDERAL IUDICIARY



S.1887

Gne H1iundred fourth Congress
of the

anitud 6tates of Rmerica
AT THE SECOND SESSION

Begun and held as the City of Washington on Wednesday,
the third day of januasy, one thousand nine hundred and ninety-si

RHn qt
To make improvements in the operation and administration of the Federal courta,

and for other puwoses -

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of
the United States of America in Congress assembled,
SECTION 1. SHORT TITL> TABU OF CONTERM

(a) SHORT TinL-This Act may be cited as the 'Federal CourtsImprovement Act of 199.
(b) TABLE OF CoNTENT&-The table of contents of this Actis as follows:

See. L Sort title; table of content

TITLE I -CRIMOAL LAW AND CmEDIAL JUSCE ADMENTS
See lOt New authority for probayion and pretrial servie officers.

ITMLE il-JUDICIAL PROCESS IMOVEMEM
Sec. 20L Drte of Maistrate iudp on ervlny asinment-
Sec. 202. Consent to tial in certain criminal adiona.
Sec. 203. I a of dmenta or enfcement in other distrits.Sec. 204. aa I clerk of derL
Seo. 206. D a to
Sec 20& tehcv of ce against the United States aid Federal ofers or agen-

Sec. 207. Appeal route in dvil case* decided by magistratejudges with conktSec. 208. Reports by judiia wcils relatin to Amdid snd disability order.
TIME I-JUDICLARY PERSONNEL ADMUISTRATION. BENEE% AND

PROTECONS

SEC. s07. APPEAL ROUTE IN CIL CASES DECDED BY MAGISTRATE
JUDGES WiTH CONSENT.

Section 636 of title 28, United States Code, is amended-

(1) in subsection (cS-
(A) in paragraph (3) by striking out 'In this cir-

cumstance, them and inserting in lieu thereof 'The';
(B) by striking out paragraphs (4) and (5); and
(C) by redesignating paragraphs (6) and (7) as para-

graphs (4) and (5); and
(2) in subsection (d) by striking out", and for the taking

and hearing of appeals to the district courts,.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MIC1IEGAN
Ann Arbo, Michigan 48109-1215

F.dward 1. Cooper HutMMM Hail

Thaom. M Ctoaq Pmrfe=Law OIS 764-4347
--- - FAX (313) 763i9375

Octobtr 13, 1996

John K. Rabiej, Esq.
Chief, Rules Committee Support Office
Administrative Office of the United States Courts
by FAX: 202.273.1S26 Six Pages

Re: Abolition of dismct rcour appeals Mfom magistrate judges

Dear John:-

Thank-you for sending along § 207 of S.1887, the Federal Courts
Improvement Act of 1996. The revisions of 28 U.S.C. § 636(c) and (d) do
indced apper to abolish the opcprtunity for parties who have consented to trial

on the merits before a magistrate judge to consent also to take the initial appeal
to the district court. --

This is thc sort of thing I hate to act on at a moment's notice. Part of my
difficulty is residual concern that Congress may bave acted too quickly in

abolishing the opportunity to appeal to the district court. This doubt keeps getting
in the way. At any rate, I have read and reread the provisions of Civil Rules 73,
74, 75, and 76 to see what changes arc required to conform to the new statute.
I think I have it right, but want other eyes to look at it.

To conform with the deletion of this alternative appeal path, Civil Rules
73(d), 74, 75. and 76 should be abrogated. Rule 73(a) must be amended to
conform to the new paragraph numbering in § 636(c). Rule 73(c) must be
revised; there is a fair argument that it would bcttcr be deleted, but I am not sure
that is an appropriAte step t take without further deliberation.

I attach pages that illustrate my understanding of the amendments to §

636(c) and the changes that should be made in Rule 73(a), (c), and (d).

In addition, I attach die November, 1995 version of the Note on possible
revision of Rule 73(b). It is updated to reflect one additional Seventh Circuit
decision. If we dcvide in favor of immediate action on the conforming parts of
Rule 73, and abrogation of Rules 74, 75, and 76, 1 think we should not attempt
to add Rule 73(b) to the mix. This is something more than a conforming
amendment, although perhaps not much more- J also do not think that the
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John K. Rabiej, Esq.
October 13, 1996

-page two

possibility of amending Rule 73(b) affords a particularly strong argument for
slowing down on the other changes.

The case for going forward imrmcdiatcly with conforming amendments is
string, particularly if informal soundings indicate that the Supreme Cout would
not he reluctant to act by the end of April on proposals ransmitted by the Judicial
Conference in March. The most effective alternative is to point out to the various
publishers in print and space that a caveat should be added to Rules 73 through
76. That might work well enough, but in all it looks very strange to have a
process that takes not one year but two to conform the rules to a statutory
amendment like this

I am sending a copy of these materials tn Judge Carrll in the hope that
he can lend an expert eye before the meeting later this week If we can all agree
that the task is as staightforward as it first appears, I will be much comforted.

EHC/lm EdwardBckper
attachs
PC: lon. Paul V. Niemeyer, 410.962.2277

Hon. John L. Carroll, 334.223.7114
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Rule 73 Conforming Changes

Rule 73. Magistrate Judges; Trial by Consent and-appeal-eptions

(a). Powers; Procedure.- When specially designated to exercise such
jurisdiction by local rule or order of the district court and
when all parties consent thereto, a magistrate judge may
exercise the authority provided by Title 28, U.S.C. § 636(c)
and may conduct any or all proceedings, including a jury or
nonjury trial, in a civil case. A record of the proceedings
shall be made in accordance with the requirements of Title 28,
U.S.C. § 636(c)(V5).

(c) Normai Appeal Route. In accordance with Title 28, U.S.C. t
636(c)(3), unneSS-tbe-pert-e<sseerRH4egeFe~
-app eai-rev-p' ded-R~-i -sB~*{~*o We
appeal fro judgment entered upon direction of -a magistrate
judge in :-z.Pr dings under this rule wi ll lie to the court of
appeals as it would from a judgment of the district court.

636tet{4. mai- r i'e~feren-the
paties-taes- -cnev "~~ -eeai-o-~-Ee!d--~~e

- eeoN-ej2-app5eaisv

Subdivision (c) might be deleted entirely. Or it might be
revised to conform to the provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 636(c)(1) and
(3). Section 636(c)(1) provides that when a magistrate judge is
authorized and the parties consent, the magistrate judge "may * *
* order the entry of judgment in the case * * a." section
636(c)(3) provides that: "The consent of the parties allows a
magistrate designated to exercise civil jurisdiction under
paragraph (1) of this subsection to direct the entry of a judgment
of the district court in accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure."

Rule 73(c) could be revised to read:

(C) Ne~ua3-ippi-4Pe;*~e. Entry of Jud4Ment.[: Appeall. A magistrate
judge trying a case Vnder this rule may enter a judgment of
thie district court. -under these rules. L Lppeal from a
Judgment entered by a magistrate judge lies to theouurt of
anel.
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U . S. C. 1c Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary-
S~ -;Z / 1) Upon the consent of the parties. a full-time United States3 J, magstrate or a part-time LUited States maVistrate Who serves as a

ful-time iudicial officer may conduct any or sll proceedings in a jury ornonjury civil matter and order the entry of judgment in the case. whenIS s*secily designated to exercise such jurisdiction by the district court
Or cwurts he serves. Upon the consent of the parties. pursuant to their

Jrn~e d~ specific wvntten request, anv other par-time magistrate may exereie.such jursdiction. if such m rate meets the bar membership re-quirements set forth in section &31(b(1i) and the dtief judge of theMC;distr court ccrtijfer that a 'idl-time magistrate is not reasonablyiiavmlable in accordance with guidelines established by the judicialcouncil of the circuit. When there is more than one judge of a ditict
court dinainntion under this paaaph shall be by the concurrence of3~ 7 I ° ° t1a majority of all tih judges of si distict court. and when there is no
such concurrence, then by the chlefjudge.

'2) If a agtrate is deal ed to exercise civil jurisdiction under
OCAL O er paragraph (1i of this subtsctiun. the clerk or court shall, at the tmethe action is filed. notly thedparties of the availability of a magistrateto exercise sucb jurisdiction. The decision of the parties shall be3, 1 communicated to the clerk of court. Thereafer. either the ditri

court judge or the. magistrate! may again advise the partieb of theavailability of the mnaibtrate, bur in, so doing, shall also advise the
parties that thtey are free to withhold consent without adverse substan-
° tive cozqueno'es. ,ules of ~ court far the iefereneof civil mAtters tomawpstrates shall inelulde prpc oprtetth dn s of ch
partes' consent.!

i34 Upon entry of judgment in any case referred under paragraph1) of this subsection. an aggrieved partv may a diretlv to trhe
3ppropriate United States cou4 ut appeals from the judgment of the
magistrate m the same mannerlas an appeal from any other judgmentof a district court. t con sent of te pties
allows o rmagistrate designated to exercise civil jurisdiction underparagraph 1) of this sub6ection to dirwt, the enry of a judgment of
the district court in accordance with the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-
dure. Nothimg in this paragraph shall be construed as a limitation ofAnv party's right to seek revnw by thq supremne Court of the nitcd
States. t_

Notwithstanding the provsions of paragraph 13) 6
tseclo. at the time of reference to a magistrae t patieS may
*further ci~sent tO appeal on the record to a judge the district court
i n tho samne nner as on an |peal from ai v ment of the district Ir court to a iuurt f wpeals. ereer ibis the local rules of thedistrict court and theniea prom t by the conference shall
|endeavor to make sueh apa epensive. The district Sourt may
affirm. reverse, modifv. or e strate's judgmncnt.

j 5i Cases in the 9rict courts under iagaph {4) of this subsec-
:non may be revi by the appropriate UnidW'Staes court of appeals
|-pon petit ior leave o appea by a pa stating 4tzqitic objections! to the j' ement. .Nothing in this paragraph shall be constnzed to be
3a pitation on any party's right to seek review by the Supretnis'ourt

LX the Lnited States.
i 3) The court mnay, for goo cause ishown vn itz own motion, or-undez extrsurdinary circumstances shown by any party, vacate a
reference of a civil matter to a magistrate under this subsection.

S -7i) The magistrte shall. stibject to guide"lnes of the Judicial
Conference. determine whether the record taken pursuant to this
;ection shall be taken by electronic sound recording, by a court
reporter. or bv other means.
di The practice and prowdure for the trial of cases before offcerm

serv.n under this chape t e t t _
¢ = 8 h shall conform to rules promulgated by the Supreme Coturt

pursuant to section 2072 of thiq title.
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Rule 73 (b)

This suggestion arises from a remark made by Judge Easterbrook
during -the January, 1995 meeting of the Standing Committee. The
discussion topic was proposed interim rules for jury trials in
bankruptcy courts. He observed that Rule 73(b) is a trap because it
happens that after all original parties have consented to civil
trial before a magistrate judge, a new party is joined and matters
proceed before the magistrate judge without getting the consent of
the new party. He asserts that any resulting judgment is void. And
so the Seventh Circuit rules. See, e.g,, Mark I, Inc. v. Gruber,
7th Cir.1994, 38 F.3d 369,., resting in Jaliwala V. U.S., C.A.7th,
1991, 945 F.2d 221. (In B1t`ok, Weiner, S' ed, Kreger & Weinberg v.
Coreg, Inc., 7th Cir. 1995,, 31 Fed.Rules Serv.3d 754, the court
ruled that a successor to a party who consented to a magistrate-
judge trial is bound by the consent. And in Smith v. Shawnee
Library System, C.A.7th, 1.995, 60 F.3d 317, 320-321, tho court
accepted- consents given by the later-added parties following
aru went in the court of appeals. At the same time, it: observed
thatt any of them had failed, to consent, "Ithat wouild be -an end of
it" - the appeal must have been dismissed. It further suggested
that this approach opens up obvious opportunities ",to play strategy
games," but that these opportunities flow from the earlier circuit
decisions.)

This problem could be cured by adding one or two new sentences
at the end of the first paragraph of Rule 73(b). On the theory that
it makes sense to incorporate current style conventions when a
substantive change is made to a rule, the new material is set out
here at the end of the introductory paragraph of the Style
Committee draft. It could as easily be added to the end of the
first paragraph of current Rule 73(b).

(b) Consent Procedure. When a magistrate judge has been
designated to exercise civil trial jurisdiction, the
clerk must give the parties written notice of their
opportunity to consent under 28 U.S.C. § 636(c). To
signify their consent, the parties must [within the
period set by local rule] jointly or separately file an
election consenting to this exercise of authority. If a
new party is added after all earlier-joined parties have
con~sentedthe new party must be notified te consents
and given an orppgtunity to consent. If a new ay does
not consent [_within the period set by local rule], the
district judge must vacate the reference to the
magistrate Judge.

(1) A district judge or magistrate judge may be
informed of a party's response to the clerk's
notification only if all parties consent to
referring the case to a magistrate judge.

(2) A district judge, magistrate judge, or other court
official may again advise the parties of the
availability of a magistrate judge, but, in so
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doing, must also advise the parties that they arefree to withhold consent without adverse
substantive consequences.

(3) For good cause - either on the judge's own
-initiative -or when a- party shows extraordinary
circumstances - the district judqe may vacate areference to a magistrate judge under this rule.

The style draft deletes the present reference to time limitsset by local rule. Presumably local rules setting 'time limitsremain appropriate as not, inconsistent with the, rule. If thereference seems a useful warning it can be restored readily.

The Rule 73(b) proposal was In the materials for the April
1995 meeting, but was*not brought up for discussion. T here is noburning need; to consider this question. When, time permits,however, it may be wige to take -a l6ok.

2
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TO : MARK KASANIN
MCCtuTCHEON

Fax No : 914153932286

From B BERNS

Subject : AOI'IRALTY RULES B, C, ANO E

Comments

Mark; Xn the Snt qductorg Note the professor seems to indicate that the MLRA

made all of the proposals as to Overything except Rule C*1). This ma

indicate to the Committee that Juetice had no interest in them.

To the oorttrarg1 as the Marshal Service and the United States - a major

ship operator and preferred ship mortgagee are most affected by theat

changes. we ancon(nended many of the changes and worked with the mLA from the

beginning in making all of the proposale and agreeing on the language.

Further. we jointly replied to the professor's queries.

Itnsofar as the professor's comments re Rule C(6)(a) C"liY1.. Of ff."2-l am

quits puzzled in his characterizing it as "akwiard,. The attempt was made to

track both (a) and (b) together while following the professor's forwarded

comments. A reading of both proposals establishes that was accomplihd, the

only difference being the specific references to the interests who were

affected in each.

I would appreciate your pasting the&* comments on to the professor.
s -q

Other Recipients: 
N

TO: BOB ZAPF LANE POWELL
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S. 1887

O3ne Wuldttd fourth congreSt
of the

United "btates of America
AT THE SECOND SESSION

Begun and held at the City of Washington on Wednesday.

the third day of January, one thousand nine hundred and ninety-Suc

Sll gat

To make improvements in the operation and administration of the Federal courts,

and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatiues of

the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; TABLE OF CONTENTS.

(a) SHORT TITLE.-This Act may be cited as the "Federal Courts

Improvement Act of 1996".
(b) TABLE OF CONTENTS.-The table of contents of this Act

is as follows:
Sec. 1. Short title; table of contents.

TITLE I-CRIMINAL LAW AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE AMENDMENTS

Sec. 101. New authority for probation and pretrial services officers.

TITLE II-JUDICIAL PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS

Sec. 201. Duties of magistrate judge on emergency assignment.

Sec. 202. Consent to trial in certain crimnal actions.

Sec. 203. Registration of judgments for enforcement m other districts.

Sec. 204. Vacancy in clerk position; absence of clerk.

Sec. 205. Diversity jurisdiction.
Sec. 206. Removal of cases against the United States and Federal officers or agen-

Sec. 207. Appeal route in civil cases decided by magistrate judges with consent.

Sec. 208. Reports by judicial councils relating to misconduct and disability orders.

TITLE IflI-JUDICIARY PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION, BENEFITS, AND

PROTECTIONS

Sec. 301. Senior judge certification.

Sec. 302. Refund of contribution for deceased deferred annuitant under the Judicial

Survivors' Annuities System.

Sec. 303 Bankruptcy judges reappointment procedure.

Sec. 304. Technical correction rebated to commencement date of temporary judge-

ships
Sec. 305. Full-time status of court reporters.

Sec. 306. Court interpreters.
Sec. 307. Technical amendment related to commencement date of temporary bank-

ruptcy judgeships.
Sec. 308. Contribution rate for senior judges under the judicial survivors' annuities

Sec. 309. Prohibition against awards of costs, including attorney's fees, and injunc-

tive relief against a judicial officer.

TITLE IV-JUDICIAL FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION

Sec. 401. Increase in civil action filing fee.

Sec. 402. Interpreter performance examination fees.

Sec. 403. Judicial panel on multidistrict litigation.

Sec. 404. Disposition of fees.

TITLE V-FEDERAL COURTS STUDY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS

Sec. 501. Qualification of Chief Judge of Court of International Trade.
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(B) in the second sentence by inserting 'judge" after 'mag-

istrate" each place it appears;
(C) by striking out the third sentence and inserting in

lieu thereof the following: 'The magistrate judge may not pro-

ceed to try the case unless the defendant, after such expla-

nation, expressly consents to be tried before the magistrate

judge and expressly and specifically waives trial, judgment,

and sentencing by a district judge. Any such consent and waiver

shall be made in writing or orally on the record."; and

(D) by striking out 'judge of the district court" each place

it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "district judge".

(2) Section 3401(g) of title 18, United States Code, is amended

by striking out the first sentence and inserting in lieu thereof

the following- 'The magistrate judge may, in a petty offense case

involving a juvenile, that is a class B misdemeanor charging a

motor vehicle offense, a class C misdemeanor, or an infraction,

exercise all powers granted to the district court under chapter

403 of this title. The magistrate judge may, in any other class

B or C misdemeanor case involving a juvenile in which consent

to trial before a magistrate judge has been filed under subsection

(b), exercise all powers granted to the district court under chapter

403 of this title.".
(b) AMENDMENTs To TITLE 28.-Section 636(a) of title 28,

United States Code, is amended-
(1) by striking out ", and" at the end of paragraph (3)

and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon; and
(2) by striking out paragraph (4) and inserting the follow-

mg
"(4) the power to enter a sentence for a petty offense

that is a class B misdemeanor charging a motor vehicle offense,

a class C misdemeanor, or an infraction; and
"(5) the power to enter a sentence for a class A mis-

demeanor, or a class B or C misdemeanor not covered by

paragraph (4), in a case in which the parties have consented.".

SEC. 203. REGISTRATION OF JUDGMENTS FOR ENFORCEMENT IN

OTHER DISTRICTS.

(a) IN GENERAL.-Section 1963 of title 28, United States Code,

is amended-
(1) by amending the section heading to read as follows:

§1963. Registration of judgments for enforcement in other

districts";
(2) in the first sentence-

(A) by striking out "district court" and inserting in

lieu thereof "court of appeals, district court, bankruptcy

court,"; and
(B) by striking out "such judgment" and inserting in

lieu thereof 'the judgment"; and
(3) by adding at the end thereof the following new undesig-

nated paragraph:
"The procedure prescribed under this section is in addition

to other procedures provided by law for the enforcement of judg-

ments.".
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(1) in subsection (c-
(A) in paragraph (3) by striking out 'In this cir-

cumstance, the" and inserting in lieu thereof "The";
(B) by striking out paragraphs (4) and (5); and

(C) by redesignating paragraphs (6) and (7) as para-

graphs (4) and (5); and
(2) in subsection (d) by striking out ", and for the taking

and hearing of appeals to the district courts,".

SEC. 208. REPORTS BY JUDICIAL COUNCILS RELATING TO MIS-

CONDUCT AND DISABILITY ORDERS.

Section 332 of title 28, United States Code, is amended by

adding at the end thereof the following new subsection:
"(g) No later than January 31 of each year, each judicial council

shall submit a report to the Administrative Office of the United

States Courts on the number and nature of orders entered under

this section during the preceding calendar year that relate to

judicial misconduct or disability.".

TITLE III-JUDICLARY PERSONNEL AD-

MINISTRATION, BENEFITS, AND PRO-

TECTIONS

SEC. 301. SENIOR JUDGE CERTIFICATION.

(a) RETROACTiVE CREDIT FOR RESUMPTION OF SIGNIFICANT

WORKLOAD.-Section 371(f)(3) of title 28, United States Code, is

amended by striking out "is thereafter ineligible to receive such

a certification." and inserting in lieu thereof "may thereafter receive

a certification for that year by satisfying the requirements of

subparagraph (A), (B), (C), or (D) of paragraph (1) of this subsection

in a subsequent year and attributing a sufficient part of the work

performed in such subsequent year to the earlier year so that

the work so attributed, when added to the work performed during

such earlier year, satisfies the requirements for certification for

that year. However, a justice or judge may not receive credit for

the same work for purposes of certification for more than 1 year.".

(b) AGGREGATION OF CERTAIN WORK FOR PARTIAL YEARS.-

Section 371(f)(1) of title 28, United States Code, is amended by

adding at the end of subparagraph (D) the following. 'In any year

in which a justice or judge performs work described under this

subparagraph for less than the full year, one-half of such work

may be aggregated with work described under subparagraph (A),

(B), or (C) of this paragraph for the purpose of the justice or

judge satisfying the requirements of such subparagraph.".

SEC. 302. REFUND OF CONTRIBUTION FOR DECEASED DEFERRED

ANNUITANr UNDER THE JUDICIAL SURVIVORS, ANNUITIES

SYSTEM

Section 376(o)(1) of title 28, United States Code, is amended

by striking out "or while receiving 'retirement salary'," and inserting

in lieu thereof "while receiving retirement salary, or after filing

an election and otherwise complying with the conditions under

subsection (b)X2) of this section,".
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SEC. 308. CONTRIBUTION RATE FOR SENIOR JUDGES UNDER THE

JUDICIAL SURVIVORS' ANNUITIES SYSTEMN

Section 376(b)(1) of title 28, United States Code, is amended

to read as follows:
"(b)(1) Every judicial official who files a written notification

of his or her intention to come within the purview of this section,

in accordance with paragraph (1) of subsection (a) of this section,

shall be deemed thereby to consent and agree to having deducted

and withheld from his or her salary a sum equal to 2.2 percent

of that salary, and a sum equal to 3.5 percent of his or her retire-

ment salary. The deduction from any retirement salary-

"(A) of a justice or judge of the United States retired

from regular active service under section 371(b) or section

372(a) of this title,
"(B) of a judge of the United States Court of Federal

Claims retired under section 178 of this title, or

"(C) of a judicial official on recall under section 155(b),

373(c)(4), 375, or 636(h) of this title,
shall be an amount equal to 2.2 percent of retirement salary.".

SEC. 309. PROHIBITION AGAINST AWARDS OF COSTS, INCLUDING

ATTORNEY'S FEES, AND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AGAINST A

JUDICIAL OFFICER.

(a) NONLIABILITY FOR COSTS.-Notwithstanding any other

provision of law, no judicial officer shall be held liable for any

costs, including attorney's fees, in any action brought against such

officer for an act or omission taken in such officer's judicial capacity,

unless such action was clearly in excess of such officer's jurisdiction.

(b) PROCEEDINGS IN VINDICATION OF CIVIL RIGHTS.-Section

722(b) of the Revised Statutes (42 U.S.C. 1988(b)) is amended

by inserting before the period at the end thereof ", except that

in any action brought against a judicial officer for an act or omission

taken in such officer's judicial capacity such officer shall not be

held liable for any costs, including attorney's fees, unless such

action was clearly in excess of such officer's jurisdiction".
(c) CIviL ACTION FOR DEPRIVATION OF RIGHTS.-Section 1979

of the Revised Statutes (42 U.S.C. 1983) is amended by inserting

before the period at the end of the first sentence: , except that

in any action brought against a judicial officer for an act or omission

taken in such officer's judicial capacity, injunctive relief shall not

be granted unless a declaratory decree was violated or declaratory

relief was unavailable".

TITLE 1V-JUDICIAL FINANCIAL
ADMINISTRATION

SEC. 401. INCREASE IN CIVIL ACTION FILING FEE.

(a) FILING FEE INCREASE.-Section 1914(a) of title 28, United

States Code, is amended by striking out "$120" and inserting in

lieu thereof "$150".
(b) DISPOSITION OF INcREASE.-Section 1931 of title 28, United

States Code, is amended-
(1) in subsection (a) by striking out "$60" and inserting

in lieu thereof "$90"; and
(2) in subsection (b)-
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SEC. 404. DISPOSITION OF FEES.

(a) DISPOSITION OF ATTORNEY ADMISSION FEES.-For each fee

collected for admission of an attorney to practice, as prescribed

by the Judicial Conference of the United States pursuant to section

1914 of title 28, United States Code, $30 of that portion of the

fee exceeding $20 shall be deposited into the special fund of the

Treasury established under section 1931 of title 28, United States

Code. Any portion exceeding $5 of the fee for a duplicate certificate

of admission or certificate of good standing, as prescribed by the

Judicial Conference of the United States pursuant to section 1914

of title 28, United States Code, shall be deposited into the special

fund of the Treasury established under section 1931 of title 28,

United States Code.
(b) DISPOSITION OF BANKRUPTCY COMPLAINT FILING FEES.-

For each fee collected for filing an adversary complaint in a bank-

ruptcy proceeding, as established in Item 6 of the Bankruptcy

Court Miscellaneous Fee Schedule prescribed by the Judicial Con-

ference of the United States pursuant to section 1930(b) of title

28, United States Code, the portion of the fee exceeding $120

shall be deposited into the special fund of the Treasury established

under section 1931 of title 28, United States Code.
(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-This section shall take effect 60 days

after the date of the enactment of this Act.

TITLE V-FEDERAL COURTS STUDY

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS

SEC. 501. QUALIFICATION OF CHIEF JUDGE OF COURT OF INTER-

NATIONAL TRADE.

(a) IN GENERAL.-Chapter 11 of title 28, United States Code,

is amended by adding at the end thereof the following new section:

" 258. Chief judges; precedence of judges

"(a)(1) The chief judge of the Court of International Trade

shall be the judge of the court in regular active service who is

senior in commission of those judges who-
"(A) are 64 years of age or under,
"(B) have served for 1 year or more as a judge of the

court; and
"(C) have not served previously as chief judge.

"(2)(A) In any case in which no judge of the court meets the

qualifications under paragraph (1), the youngest judge in regular

active service who is 65 years of age or over and who has served

as a judge of the court for 1 year or more shall act as the chief

judge.
"(B) In any case under subparagraph (A) in which there is

no judge of the court in regular active service who has served

as a judge of the court for 1 year or more, the judge of the

court in regular active service who is senior in commission and

who has not served previously as chief judge shall act as the

chief judge.
"(3)(A) Except as provided under subparagraph (C), the chief

judge serving under paragraph (1) shall serve for a term of 7

years and shall serve after expiration of such term until another

judge is eligible under paragraph (1) to serve as chiefjudge.
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International Trade shall be filled in accordance with section 258(a)

of title 28, United States Code.

TITLE VI-MISCELLANEOUS

SEC. 601. PARTICIPATION IN JUDICIAL GOVERNANCE ACTIVITIES BY

DISTRICT, SENIOR, AND MAGISTRATE JUDGES.

(a) JUDICIAL CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED STATES.-Section

331 of title 28, United States Code, is amended by striking out

the second undesignated paragraph and inserting in lieu thereof

the following:
"The district judge to be summoned from each judicial circuit

shall be chosen by the circuit and district judges of the circuit

and shall serve as a member of the Judicial Conference of the

United States for a term of not less than 3 successive years nor

more than 5 successive years, as established by majority vote of

all circuit and district judges of the circuit. A district judge serving

as a member of the Judicial Conference may be either a judge

in regular active service or a judge retired from regular active

service under section 371(b) of this title.".
(b) BOARD OF THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER.-Section 621

of title 28, United States Code, is amended-
(1) in subsection (a) b striking out paragraph (2) and

inserting in lieu thereof the following
"(2) two circuit judges, three district judges, one bankruptcy

judge, and one magistrate judge, elected by vote of the members

of the Judicial Conference of the United States, except that

any circuit or district judge so elected may be either a judge

in regular active service or a judge retired from regular active

service under section 371(b) of this title but shall not be a

member of the Judicial Conference of the United States; and";

and
(2) in subsection (b) by striking out "retirement," and

inserting in lieu thereof "retirement pursuant to section 371(a)

or section 372(a) of this title,".

SEC. 602. THE DIRECTOR AND DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF THE ADMINIS-

TRATIVE OFFICE AS OFFICERS OF TIE UNITED STATES.

Section 601 of title 28, United States Code, is amended by

adding at the end thereof the following: "The Director and Deputy

Director shall be deemed to be officers for purposes of title 5,

United States Code.".

SEC. 603. REMOVAL OF ACTION FROM STATE COURT.

Section 1446(c)(1) of title 28, United States Code, is amended

by striking out 'petitioner" and inserting in lieu thereof "defendant

or defendants".
SEC. 604. FEDERAL JUDICIAL CENTER EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT

PROVISIONS.

Section 627(b) of title 28, United States Code, is amended-

(1) in the first sentence by inserting "Deputy Director,"

before "the professional staff'; and
(2) in the first sentence by inserting 'chapter 84 (relating

to the Federal Employees' Retirement System)," after "relating

to civil service retirement),".
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(3) Section 1152 of the Northeast Rail Service Act of 1981

(45 U.S.C. 1105) is amended by striking out subsection (b) and

inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"(b) APPEAL.-An order or judgment of the United States Dis-

trict Court for the District of Columbia in any action referred

to in this section shall be reviewable in accordance with sections

1291, 1292, and 1294 of title 28, United States Code.".

(c) TEcHNIcAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-() Section 209

of the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973 (45 U.S.C. 719)

is further amended-
(A) in subsection (g) by inserting "or Court of Appeals

for the District of Columbia Circuit" after "Supreme Court";

and
(B) by striking out subsection (h).

(2) Section 305(d)(4) of the Regional Rail Reorganization Act

of 1973 (45 U.S.C. 745(d)) is amended by striking out "a judge

of the United States district court with respect to such proceedings

and such powers shall include those of".
(3) Section 1135(a)(8) of the Northeast Rail Service Act of

1981 (45 U.S.C. 1104(8)) is amended to read as follows:

"(8) 'Special court' means the judicial panel established under

section 209(b)(1) of the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973

(45 U.S.C. 719(b)(1)) or, with respect to any proceedings that arise

or continue after the panel is abolished pursuant to section 209(b)(2)

of such Act, the United States District Court for the District of

Columbia.".
(4) Section 1152 of the Northeast Rail Service Act of 1981

(45 U.S.C. 1105) is further amended by striking out subsection

(d).
(d) PENDING CAsEs.-Effective 90 days after the date of enact-

ment of this Act, any case pending in the special court established

under section 209(b) of the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of

1973 (45 U.S.C. 719(b)) shall be assigned to the United States

District Court for the District of, Columbia as though the case

had originally been filed in that court. The amendments made

by subsection (b) of this section shall not apply to any final order

or judgment entered by the special court for which-
(1) a petition for writ of certiorari has been filed before

the date on which the special court is abolished; or

(2) the time for filing a petition for writ of certiorari has

not expired before that date.
(e) EFFECTrvE DATE.-The amendments made by subsections

(b) and (c) of this section shall take effect 90 days after the date

of enactment of this Act and, except as provided in subsection

(d), shall apply with respect to proceedings that arise or continue

after such effective date.

SEC. 606. PLACE OF HOLDING COURT IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF

UTAH.

(a) NORTHERN DIvIsIoN.-Section 125(1) of title 28, United

States Code, is amended by inserting "Salt Lake City and" before

'Ogden".
(b) CENTRAL DIVISIoN.-Section 125(2) of title 28, United States

Code, is amended by inserting a, Provo, and St. George" after

"Salt Lake City".
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(c) APPLICABILITY.-The amendments made by this section

apply to cases pending on the date of the enactment of this Act

and to cases commenced on or after such date.

Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Vice President of the United States and
President of the Senate.
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class who have developed or will develop aplastic anemia or liver

failure, as a result of using FelbatolC
Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(c)(4)(A), the district court limited

class certification to the issues of strict liability, negligence, failure

to warn, breach of implied and express warranty, causation in fact,

and liability for punitive damages. The district court stated that

"[wlith respect to these particular issues, common questions of law

and/or fact predominate over any questions affecting only individu-

al members and a class action is superior to other available methods

-__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ for adjudication of the controversy." The court's order thus echoed

*iter as 96 C.D.O.S. 7430 the preponderance and superiority requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P.

Cite as 96 C.D.O.S. 7430 23(b)(3).3 The court specifically excluded the individual issues of

MONICA VALENTINO; MICHAEL A. proximate causation, compensatory damages, and the amount of pu-

MOHACK ^ V EHUGO S. JENNINGS; WANDA nitive damages from certification.
HACKARD; ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~In its certification order, the court did not discuss whether the ad-

S. O'CONNOR, individually and on behalf of judication of the certified issues would significantly advance the

all others similarly situated, Plaintiffs- resolution of the underlying case, thereby achieving judicial econo-

Appellees, 
my and efficiency. Nor did the court discuss any alternative methods
for adjudicating these claims.

According to the named plaintiffs, during the brief period in-

CARTER-WALLACE, INC.; WALLACE volved in this litigation the drug was prescribed to over 100,000 pa-

LABORATORIES, a division of Carter- tients, who were told that the drug was unlike other anti-epilepsy

Wallace, Inc., Defendants-Appellants. drugs in that this one had few adverse side effects. Plaintiffs claim
-Appellants. ~that over 3.000 people have reported some adverse reactions from

* - - S : the drug to the United States Food & Drug Administration, and

No. 95-15935 
there have been over seventy reported cases of aplastic anemia or

United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit liver damage, including nearly twenty reported deaths. Withdrawal

D;C. No. CV-94-02867-EFL 
from the drug has also been difficult for many patients.

Appeal from the Unite4 States District Court for the Northern Dis- Plaintiffs contend, with considerable justification, that because

trict of California Eugene F. Lynch, District Judge, Presiding Ar- the case involves only one manufacturer, only one product, only one

gued and Submitted January 8, 1996-San Francisco, California marketing program, and a relatively short period of time, the case is

Before: Mary M. Schroeder and Stephen S. Trott, Circuit Judges, more manageable for class action purposes than cases that involve

and Edward C. Reed,* District Judge. multiple manufacturers, multiple products, multiple marketing pro-

COUNSEL grams, and a long period, of time. It appears undisputed that the

Stephen R. Lang, Whitman, Breed, Abbott & Morgan, New claims of all members of the class will raise some common issues

York, New York, for the defendants~appellants. concerning the knowledge and conduct of Carter-Wallace. Appar-

Elizabeth J. Cabraser and William B. Hirsch, Lieff, Cabraser, ently, in recognition of these common issues, the Judicial Panel on

Heimann & Bernstein, San Francisco, California; Arthur Sherman. Multidistrict Litigation (JPML) has consolidated pretrial proceed-

Sherman, Dan & Portugal, Beverly Hills, California, for the plain- ings in all federal Felbatol cases and transferred them to the North-

tiffs-appellees. 
em District of California.

Sheila L. Birnbaum, Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom, Carter-Wallace argues, with at least equal justification, that the

New York, NewYork; Hugh F. Young, Jr., Product Liability Adviso- existence of common issues of law or fact is a necessary but not the

ry Council, Inc., Reston, Virginia, for the amicus. sole requirement for class certification, and that the class certified

Filed October 7, 1996 . here does not meet other Rule 23 requirements. Carter-Wallace

places particular stress on the Rule 23(b)(3) requirements that the

SCHROEDER, Circuit Judge: common issues of fact predominate over individual issues and that

This is an interlocutory appeal from a district court order under the class action be superior to other methods of adjudicating the

Fed. R. Civ. P. 23 conditionally certifying a nationwide plaintiff claims. Specifically, Carter-Wallacecontends that the numerous ad-

class and subclass in a products liability case against the manufac- verse reactions of each plaintiff are intertwined with the certified li-

turer of a drug used for the treatment of epilepsy. The jurisdiction of ability issues, and that the law on each liability theory varies widely

the district court was grounded on diversity, and our jurisdiction is from state to state. Additionally, Carter-Wallace notes that the prob-

pursuant to certification under 28 U.S.C. § 1292(b). lems with the numerous adverse reactions affect the Rule 23(a) pre-

The drug in question, known as Felbatol, is manufactured by de- requisites of typicality and adequacy of representation in that the

fendants Carter-Wallace, Inc. and! Wallace Laboratories (Carter- drug has had a variety of different effects on different people and

Wallace). Carter-Wallace began marketing the drug in August 1993 further, that the class does not contain any representative who has

without giving any special warning of serious side effects. Between allegedly developed aplastic anemia from taking the drug. Carter-

January 1994 and July 1994, Carter-Wallace received reports that Wallace also contends that class adjudication will be unmanageable

some patients had developed aplastic anemia following use of the and inefficient and that alternative, superior methods of adjudication

drug.1 In August 1994, Carter-Wallace mailed letters to the physi- exist.

cian community warning them of this risk. By September 1994, Carter-Wallace's threshold contention in this appeal is, however,

Carter-Wallace had also received reports of liver failure in connec- even more sweeping. It is that, regardless of any specific problems

tion with use of the drug. Again, Carter-Wallace mailed letters to the

physician community warning them of this risk. 2. Rule 23(a) states:

Ate district court determined that the prerequisites of Fed. R. One or more members of a class may sue or be sued as representative parties on

Civ. P 23(a)had ben met 2 Thedistrit cout condtionaly cerified behalf of all only if (i) the class is so numerous thai joinder of all members is impraC-i

11 P babniiceified bticable. (2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class. (3) the claims or

a piaintoff class consisting of "all persons who began using Felbatol defenses of the representative parties are typical of the claims or defenses of the class.

prior to August 1, 1994." The district court also certified a "serious and (4) the representative parties will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the

injury" subclass, defined as "all persons within the Felbatol user class.
in'ury subclass, defined as 3. Rule 23(b)(3) states, in pertinent part. that a class action may be maintained if:

*.Honorabl Edward C.ReedSenior Usuted States District Judge for the District ... the court finds that the questions of law or fact common to the members of the

of N4evada sitting by designation. | . class predominate over any questions affecting only individual members, and that a

of Nevada. sitting by designation. ~~~~~~class action is superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudica-

-1. Aplastic anemia is a disease which interferes with the bone mar- tion of the controversy. Rule 23(c)(4)(A) states that when appropriate:

row's ability to produce blood cells, resulting in a decrease in blood an action may be brought or maintained as a class action with respect to particular

cell counts. .sauissues
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wit ths prtiula cetifcatonclas crtiicaionis eve apro- the lack of any showing that class adjudication would save time or

priate for multi-state plaintiffs asserting personal injury claims exesadsecond, the magentdfcuiscuedbth

against manufacturers of drugs and medical devices. Carter-Wallace complexity and multiplicity of issues as well as the plaintiffs' hos-

cites this circuit's opinion in In re Northern Dist. of California, tility to the class action. Id.

Dalkcon Shield IUTD Prods. Liab. Litig. (Dalkon Shield), 693 F.2d We were careful in Dalkon Shield. however, not to preclude the

847, 854-55 (9th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1 171 (19,83), and future certification of more limited classes or subclasses pursuant to

recent cases from other circuits to support its broadside attack. See, Rule 23(b)(3), or to rule out the possibility of broader class action

e.g., Castano v. American Tobacco Co., 84 F.3d 734 (5th Cir. 1996); certification in other products liability cases. See id. at 852-54, 856.

In re American Medical Sys., 75 F.3d 1069 (6th Cir. 1996); In re Although Dalkon Shield pointed out many of the problems common

Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, Inc., 51 F.3d 1293 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, to products liability litigation in meeting Rule 23's class certifica-

1 16 S. CL 184 (1995). Our review of the record suggests that a prin- tion requirements, we cannot conclude that Dalkon Shield creates

cipal reason why the district court entered twin certifications, first to an absolute bar to such certification in this circuit. As leading com-

create class litigation, and then to secure appellate review of that mnentators have pointed out, the case was unusual in that there was

creation, was to obtain a ruling from this court on whether the law simply no plaintiff or plaintiff's counsel ready, willing, and able to

of this circuit supports Carter-Wallace's threshold position. represent the class-. See, e.g., 3 Newberg & Conte, supra, § 17.12 at

We hold that the law of this circuit, and more specifically our 17-3 1. In addition, Dalkon Shield involved multiple defendants and

leading decision in Dalkon Shield, does not create any absolute bar multiple marketing schemes, unlike the present case where a single

to the certification of a multi-state plaintiff class action in the med- manufacturer marketed one drug over a limited period of time.

ical products liability context. We decline to hold, at least at this ear- Compare Dalkon Shield, 693 E.2d at 856 (holding district court er-

ly stage of the litigation, that there can never be a plaintiff class roneously certified class where manufacturer advertised in various

certification in this particular case. We do hold, however, on the ba- medical journals and trade-show advertisements to different doc-

sis of the record before us, that we must vacate this class certifica- tors), with In re Copley Pharmaceutical, 158 F.R.D. 485,487,491-

tion order, because there has been no demonstration of how this 93 (D. Wyo. 1994) (certifying class where one manufacturer mar-

class satisfies important Rule 23 requirements, including the pre- keted four contaminated batches of one prescription drug).

dominance of common issues over individual issues and the supen- The leading cases in other circuits in which class certifications

orit of las adjdictionove othr liigaion ltenaties.have been approved are the "Agent Orange" litigation in the Second

ority oclassadjudi Ati NAoeohrLYItiainatentvs Circuit and the "School Asbestos" litigation in the Third Circuit. See

1. Class Actions in Products Liability Litigation In re Agent Orange Prods. Liab. Litig., 818 F.2d 145 (2d Cir. 1987),

cert. denied. 484 U.S. 1004 (1988); In re School Asbestos Litig., 789

The history of class action certifications and products liability F.2d 996 (3d Cir.), cert. denied. 479 U.S. 8$2, amd cert. denied, 479

cases in this circuit and elsewhere has not been luminous. Indeed the U.S. 915 (1986). Those cases also had some unique features.

Advisory Committee on Civil Rules for the 1966 revision to Rule I gn rne h eodCrutmd tqiecerta h

23 cast doubt on the availability of class actions in mass tort cases. comn issen irnge that Scase thatcause md eiqut clasiiaint ea btha ap-

See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23, advisory committee's, notes to 1966 amend- prmopatand isuperiortoa oaethatuer form sso litigation was the commonp

ment, Subdivision (b)(3) ("f a 'mass accident' resulting in injuries exopisteneo an governmento onthratorm defeltgainse. thomo

to numerous persons is ordinarily not appropriate for a class ac- exsncofagvretcnrcordes.

tion"). Nevertheless, courts have generally proceeded on a case-by- In our view, class certification was justified under Rule

case basis and considered the appropriateness of class action treat- 23(b)(3) due to the centrality of the military contractor de-

menit under the particular circumstances presented. See 7B Charles fense. First, this defense is common to all of the plaintiffs'

Alan Wright et al., Federal Practice and Procedure: Civil 2d. § cases, and thus satisfies the commonality requirement Of

1783 at 74-75 (2d ed. 1986); see also 3 Herbert B. Newberg & Alba Rule 23(a)(2 ). Second, because the military contractor de-

Conte, Newberg on Class Actions, § 17.05 (3d ed. 1992) (noting fense is of central importance. ... this issue is governed by

modern trend has been to expand use of class action litigation in federal law, and a class trial in a federal court is a method

mass tort context). The lead decision in this circuit was handed of adjudication superior to the alternatives. If the defense

down in 1982 and vacated a nationwide punitive damages class and succeeds, the entire litigation is disposed of. If it fails, it

astatewide compensatory liability class of persons who had used al-- will not be an issue in the subsequent individual trials. In

legedly defective intrauterine contraceptive devices. In re Northern atenmoovrthgoudfrisejcoschs

Dist. of Caifornia, Dalkon Shield IUD Prods~. Liab. Litiig., 693 F.2d a alr-owantegvrment of a known hazard, might

847 (9th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1171 (1983). well be dispositive of relevant factual issues in those trials.

In rejecting the nationwide class certification under Rule Agent Orange, 818 F.2d at 166-67 (citations omitted).

23(b)(1)(B), we were clearly troubled in Dalkon Shield by the prob- In School Asbestos, the plaintiffs were school districts seeking

lems that would arise in end~eavoring to apply the varying punitive compensation for property damages, not for personal injuries. The

damage standards of fifty different jurisdictions. We did not, how- Third Circuit viewed that class action as much more manageable

ever, hold this commonality obstacle fatal., kd at 850. There was in than a personal injury case would have been because, in essence, the

Dalkon Shield the added problem that no plaintiff, and no plaintiff's effect of asbestos in different buildings is the same and the effect of

lawyer, had agreed to represent the class so that the requirements of asbestos on different people is not. See SchoolAsbestos, 789 F.2d at

typicality and adequacy of representation could not be satisfied. Id. 1010-li.

at 850-5 1. 
A leading decision in the Seventh Circuit has recently cast a pall

In considering the certification of the California liability class on the future of class action certifications in products liability cases

under Rule 23(b)(3), we commented in Dalkon Shield on the prob- in that circuit. See In re Rhone-Poulenc Rorer, Inc., 5i F.3d 1293

lems presented by products liability actions where, unlike the mass (7th Cir.), cert. denied. 1165S. CL 184 (1995); see also Castano v.

tort involving a single catastrophic event such as ant airplane crash American Tobacco Co., 84 F.3d 734 (5th Cir. 1996) (decertifying

occursocuise similard tpeisoig ofphysicale harorprperty o accigent patoval casof allniotne-Pdl.TepSevdenth Circuit, ind Rnexpruessing

ocrst cruise shipmfood tpoisonig phnyosinglehappein or poetaaccient natonalcls of ahn-ollenic)n.dTepSendenth persotns a hndexPruessngcp

Id. at 853. We also discussed the inherent difficulties of proving issued a writ of mandamus ordering the district court to decertify a

proximate cause and a breach of a duty of care under a negligence class of plaintiff hemophiliacs who were allegedly infected by the

theory, where there are different types of injuries and multiple de- human immunodeficiency' virus (HIV) as a result of using blood sol-

fendants. Id. at 854-55. We were further troubled by the requirement ids manufactured by the defendants. The Seventh Circuit majority

that common issues predominate over individual issues in a certifi- was heavily influenced by at least three factors.

cation of an entire case for class treatment; it appeared that only the First, the majority expressed a general distaste for requiring de-

underlying facts raised a common nucleus of issues, while the lia- fendants to place high economic stakes in the hanos of a single jury.

bility questions included highly individualized issues of damages See Rhone-Poulenc, St F.3d at 1299. The majority also noted that

anid proximate cause. Id. at 856. Finally, we held that class adudi- there was a great likelihood that plaintiffs' legal claims lacked mer-

cation would not be superior to individualized litigation given: first, it, given that twelve of thirteen individual suits had resulted in ver-
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dict favabe tothedefedans. -see id. at 1299-1300. This concern Class Actions After 30 Years, 71 ... L e.1 .6(96

doets naotrappea to bhe ifnlinewth th a fti ici hthsnt (noting that proposed (bX(4) category would allow trial courts to cer-

looked favorably upon granting extraordinary relief to vacate a class tify class actions for pupssosetmnevnhugter-

certification. See, e.g., Arthur Young & Co. v. United States Dist. quirements of subdivision (b)(3) might not be met for trial); Edward

Court 549 F.2d 686. 698 (9th Cir.), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 829 H. Cooper, Rule 23: Challenges to the Rulemaking Process, 71

(1977). There is, also authority disapproving a separate hearing to N.Y.U. L. Rev. 13 (1996) (discussing proposed changes to Rule 23).

consider the merits of the plaintiffs' claims when determining class We observe that this idea has met with substantial opposition from

certification. See Eisen v. Carlisle & Jacquelin, 417 U.S. 156, 177- a number of quarters. See. e~g., In re General Motors Corp. Pick- Up

78 (1974); Blackie v. Barrack, 524 F.2d 891, 901 (9th Cir. 1975), Truck Fuel Tank Prods. Liab. Litig., 55 F.3d 768, 786-94 (3d Cir.)

ceii. denied, 429 U.S. 816 (1976); see also 7B Wright et al., supra, (holding that under present rule settlement class must meet all Rule

§ 1785 at 125 (discussing Eisen and the Court's express rejection of 23 requirements and expressing concern about dangers of overre-

a preliminary hearing, to determine the merits of the litigation), warding attorneys and undercompensating class members), cert. de-

Second, the Rhone-Poulenlc majority found that the class action nied, 11 6 S. Ct. 88 (1995); see also Georgine v. Amchem Prods., 83

would require ajury to determnine "the negligenc~e of the defendants F.3d 610, 624.25 (3d Cir. 1996), petitionlfor cert.filed, 65 U.S.L.W.

under a legal standard that does not actually exist anywhere in the 3159 (Aug. 19, 1996) (No. 96-270); John C. Coffee, Jr., Class Wars.

world:" Id. at 1300. The court expressed concern with the ability of The Dilemma of the Mass Tort Class Action, 95 Column. L. Rev.

the district court to condense the, law of the fifty states and the Dis- 1343 (1995); John C. Coffee, Jr.. Understanding the Plaintiff~s At-

trict of Columbia into a single jury instruction on negligence. See id. torneyv: The Implications of Economic Theor'y for Private Enforce-

at 1300-02. The court thus focused on the district court's decision to ment of Law Through Class and Derivative Actions, 86 Colum. L.

create a hypothetical negligence standard. The district court in this Rv69(98)lti bQ .hahedebate~optthe proppppq

case did not create such a hypothetical standard. 
ate 

t~iict~lWl adt u

Third, the Rhone-Puen outprceived Seventh Amendment Tlw

problems in the district courts bifurcation of class issues from indi- FrteeeaosweejcCrerWlce's 
position that the

vidual issues, such as comparative negligence and proximate causa- law of this circuit should prohibit any class certifications in products

tion. See id. at 1302-03. The court determined that the district liability litigation. We therefore turn to the appropriateness of this

court's plan was inconsistent with the principle that the findings Of particular certification order.

one jury are not to be reexamined by a different jury. See id. at 1303. HI. The Class Certification Order in This Case

This constitutional concern of the Rhone-Poulenc court may not be This court reviews a district court's decision to grant class certi-

fully in line with the law of this circuit, and constitutional issues fication for abuse of discretion. See Six (6) Mexican Workers v. Ar-

were never squarely presented to the district court. See Arthur izona Citrus Growers, 904 F.2d 1301, 1304 (9th Cir. 1990). In order

Young, 549 F.2d at 696. 
for aclass action to becertified, the plaintiffs must establish the four

We therefore do not accept Carter-Wallace's invitation in this prerequisites of Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(a) and at least one of the alterna-

case to adopt the principles of Rhone-Poulenc as the law of this cir- tive requirements of, Fed- R. Civ. P. 23(b). See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b).

cuit. 
An action may be maintained as a class action if the court finds that

We are more sympathetic to the approach taken by the Sixth Cir- (1) common questions of law and fact predominate over questions

cuit in In re American Medical Sys., 75 F.3d 1069 (6th Cir. 1996). affecting individual members, and (2) a class action is superior to

American Medical rejected class certification involving ten different other available methods for the, fair and efficient adjudication of the

models of penile implants that were implanted over a twenty-two controversy. Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3); Dalkon Shield, 693 F.2d at

year period. The court granted mandamus to decertify a nationwide 855-56.

class where the district court failed to identify common issues, ex- The certification order which we review is brief and conchusory.

plain why common issues predominate over individual issues, or The record reflects that it was entered with the express hope on the

make a finding of superiority. The court held that district courts pato the district judge of encouraging settlement, and to trigger a

must conduct a "rigorous analysis" into whether the prerequisites of rulng from this court on the more general issue of the viability of

Rule 23 are met before certifying a class. See id. at 1078-79. Th ls etfcto nti ici.Teodr is provisional and con-

Sixth Circuit has also recognized, however, that in the mass tort con- templates the possibility of future modifications, additions, or re-

text, class adjudication of certain issues may be more efficient and finements of subclasses. The order was entered at an early stage in

expeditious than individualized litigation. See Sterling v. Velsicol the proceedings. and the record simply does not reflect any basis for

Chem. Co., 855 F.2d 1 188 (6th Cir. 1988). us to conclude that some key requirements of Rule 23 have been sat-

Our reluctance to close the door on class action litigation in isfied.

products liability cases is reinforced by current legal developments It is not clear that Plaintiffs have met either the typicality or ad-

that could make class litigation more manageable. There has, for ex- equacy of representation requirement. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(a)(3)

ample, been discussion of federal class action legislation. See, e~g., and (4). The plaintiff-class representatives include two individuals

Thomas D. Rowe, Jr, Beyond the'Class Action Rule: An Inventory who have had difficulty withdrawing from Felbatol and returning to

of Statutory Possibiliies to improve the Federal Class Action, 71 prior medications, one alleging liver failure and one some unspeci-

N.Y.U. L. Rev. 186 (1996) (discussing several areas in which legis- fled type of liver damage. No named plaintiff has experienced aplas-

lation might enhance federal clagss actions); )Williamn W. Schwarzer tic anemia as a result of taking the drug, even though this condition

et al., Jadicial Federalism: A Proposal to Amend the Multidistrict is one of the most serious of the alleged adverse consequences. The

Ltigation Statute to Permit Discovery Coordination of Large-Scale named plaintiffs thus may not be able to provide adequate represen-

Litigation Pending in State and Federal Courts, 73 Tex. L. Rev. tation for those who have suffered different injuries. See Dalkon

1529 (1995) (proposing amendments to the multidistrict litigation Shield, 693 F.2d at 854-55-

statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1407(a), to include state court cases). Further, Additionally, notice may be problematic. The number of known

the American Law Institute is now iconcluding its work on products users who have reportedly suffered actual injuries from the drug is

liability in the Restatement of the- Law of Torts. See Restatement relatively small in comparison with all the users of the drug, so that

(Third) of Torts: Products Liabiliy(Tn.Dat No. 3, 1996); see many potential members of the classes cannot yet know if they are

also James A. Henderson, Jr. et ail., O2ptimzal Issue Separation in part of the class. We therefore have serious due process concerns

Moder ProuctsLip~ilit Litgation, 73 Tex. L. Rev. 1653, 1661 - about whetheradqteoicunrRle2c)2cnbegvno

67 (1995) (discussing new Restatement as a reflection of current all class members to enable them to make an intelligent choice as to

state of products Ii lity law), ~~whether to opt out. See 7B Wright et al., supra, § 1786 at 197-98.

In addition.lhei `-1,oW6~e CiWiLMuW iti The first requirement of Rule 23(b)(3) is predominance of corn-

process ,ofwrnodifying Rue 2w_ rd gbas mon questions over individual ones. Implicit in the satisfaction of

~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~the predominance test is the notion that the adjudication of common

i~ntns f-ule~3(bX)~ Se Fed. R i.P 3b()(rf issues will help achieve judicial economy. See I Newberg & Conte,

Aug.15, 996) seealsoSamel EstreierFowrdFdra supra, § 4.25 at 4-86. Even if the common questions do not predom-
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inate over the individual questions so that class certification of the
entire action is wan-anted, Rule 23 authorizes the district court in
appropriate cases to isolate the common issues under Rule
23(c)(4)(A) and proceed with class treatment of these particular is-
sues. See Dalkon Shield, 693 F.2d at 856; see also Copley, 158
F.R.D. at 491; 7B Wright et al., supra, § 1790 at 276; 1 Newberg &
Conte, supra. § 4.25 at 4-81.

Here, the certification order merely reiterates Rule 23(b)(3)'s
predominance requirement and is otherwise silent as to any reason
why common issues predominate over individual issues certified
under Rule 23(c)(4)(A). There has been no showing by Plaintiffs of
how the class trial could be conducted. See e.g., Castano, 84 F.3d at
741-44. The district court abused its discretion by not adequately
considering the predominance requirement before certifying the
class. See Dalkon Shield; 693 F.2d at 856; cf. Agent Orange, 818
F.2d at 163-67; School Asbestos, 789 F.2d at 1010-11.

Last, but certainly not least, the district court must find that a
class action is superior to other methods of adjudication. Fed. R.
Civ. P. 23(b). Where classwide litigation of common issues will re-
duce litigation costs and promote greater efficiency, a class action
may be superior to other methods of litigation. See Dalkon Shield,
693 F.2d at 856. A class action is the superior method for managing
litigation if no realistic alternative exists. See Fed. R. Civ. P.
23(bX(3); 7A Wright et aL, supra, § 1779 at 552. But here, as in
Dalkon Shield; there has been no showing why the class mechanism
is superior to alternative methods of adjudication, particularly when
coupled with the discovery coordination that is made possible by the
JPML consolidation. See Dalkon Shield 693 F.2d at 856. Again, the
certification order merely reiterates Rule 23(b)(3)'s superiority re-
quirenent but contains no discussion of alternatives or why class
adjudication is superior.

The deficiencies in this certification are quite like those that
caused the Sixth Circuit to reject the certification in American Med-
ical, 75 F.3d at 1080-86. We similarly conclude that the district
court abused its discretion by certifying particular issues for class
adjudication. The district court's order is VACATED and the case is
REMANDED for further proceedings.

VACATED AND REMANDED.
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Via Federal Express

Hon. Paul V. Niemeyer
United States Circuit Judge
101 West Lombard Street
Suite 720
Baltimore, MD 21201

Re: Discover

Dear Judge Niemeyer:

Enclosed is a copy of an article (J. Heaps and K. Taylor, The Abuser Eays: ITha
Control of Unwarranted Discovery) reporting on reform proposals made by Master of the Rolls,
Lord Woolf, some of which, I am told, already have been implemented.

The attached article and the Interim Woolf Report reflect dramatic changes in
British pretrial procedure including:

l. Greater judicial responsibility for litigation management and control via a three
track system;

2. Early binding definition of issues in all cases which will control the scope of
any discovery and further proceedings; and

3. Limits on discovery to include disclosure only of documents "relied on" by the
party or those "materially adverse" to the party's position, with discovery of other documents
available only on court order based on consideration of the benefits and costs of production.
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I will try to obtain the final Woolf Report in time for this Thursday's Advisory
Committee meeting.

Sincerely,

Alfred W. Cortese, Jr.

Enclosure

cc: Hon. Patrick E. Higginbotham
John K Rabiej, Esq.
Prof. Edward H. Cooper
(w/ encl.)
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THE ABUSER PAYS:
THE CONTROL OF UNWARRANTED DISCOVERY

John Heaps and Kathryn Taylor*

This paper looks at the crisis in the English civil justice system, with particular regard to the
problems associated with discovery. It supports an English lawyer's contribution to a debate
held in Washington in September 1996, entitled 'Modem Discovery Practice: Search for Truth
or Means of Abuse?". Highlighting the key differences in discovery procedure between England
and the US, and the contemporary problems in the discovery process in England, it looks at the
proposals for reform made in July 1996 as a result of the Review of Civil Justice by Lord Woolf
('the Woolf Inquiry')2 . The authors argue that the question of discovery abuse is inextricably
linked to the question of costs. By recognising and using the potential which sophisticated costs
orders have for influencing the conduct of litigants, courts in both England and the US can make
substantial in-roads to curbing discovery abuse.

1. Introduction

The current debate about civil justice taking place in many common law systems is founded on
the principle that a system of civil justice is essential to the maintenance of a civilised society.
In the words of an eminent English jurist, a civil justice system " manifests the political will of
the State that civil remedies be provided for civil rights and claims and that civil wrongs, whether
they consist of infringements of private rights in the enjoyment of life, liberty, property or
otherwise, be made good, so far as practicable, by compensation and satisfaction, or restrained,
if necessary, by appropriate relief. It responds to the social need to give full and effective value
to the substantive rights of members of society which would otherwise be diminished or denuded
of worth or even reality."3

If an effective system ofjustice is essential to the maintenance of a civilised society, then English
society is threatened. For the last two years, its civil justice system has been subject to-scrutiny
at the highest level. The Woolf Inquiry confirmed what many had suspected for some time: the

I By John Heaps to dclcgates at the Civil Justice and Litigation Process Conference organised by the Federalist Society, in
Washington DC. on 12 September 1996

2 The Review of the Civil Justice System in England and Walcs by The Right Honorable the Lord Woolf. Lord Woolf (now
Master of thc Rolls) was appointed by the Lord Chancellor on 28 March 1994 to review the current rules and procedures of the civil courts
in England and Wales. The aims of the review were (I) to improve access to justice and reduce the costs of litigations; (2) to reduce the
complexity of thc rules and modemisc technology: and (3) to remove unnecessary distinctions of practice and procedure. Two reports, both
titled 'Access to Justice' were published: the Interim Report, published June 1995; and the Final Report published in July 1996, along with
some draft Civil Proceedings Rules. More draft rules are expected later in 1996, and it is expected that the rules will be finalised in 1997.
It is likely that they will be implemented in 1998. although this depends on Parliamentary time being made available.

3Sir Jack Jacob. "The Reform of Procedural Low".





civil justice system is creaking - it is in a critical state - and this is threatening the rights of
individuals and businesses, and the British economy. "The key problems facing civil justice
today are cost, delay and complexity. These three are interrelated and stem from the uncontrolled
nature of the litigation process."4 Indeed, the costs of litigation in England are now so high that
"...excessive costs deter people from making or defending claims. A number of businesses [say]
that it is often cheaper to pay up, irrespective of the merits, than to defend an action.... the
diversion of executives and other employees from their normal activities...can have serious
implications for [large corporations'] profitability .... for individual litigants, the unaffordable
cost of litigation constitutes a denial of access to justice..."5.

One leading international bank has considered changing the venue for resolving its legal disputes
from London to New York6 . Another international firm of civil engineers told the Inquiry that
"[t]he risk of litigation and the costs of such litigation is higher in the UK (Scotland is an
exception) than in any other country in which we operate in the world, except, possibly, the state
of California. The cost of defending UK litigation, paid by our professional indemnity insurers,
now exceeds our annual budget for training and development."7

US lawyers may take some comfort from the knowledge that England too faces an acute
litigation crisis. Some of the problems, and indeed the solutions such as case management,
proposed by Lord Woolf will sound familiar to US lawyers. Others, such as the modification of
the English rule on costs, may be surprising. In any event, as England draws in part on US
solutions such as case management, perhaps the US will borrow something in return. In this way,
civil justice and the societies it serves on either side of the Atlantic might benefit.

The Report is wide-ranging. In its final form, excluding the draft Rules, it runs to 370 pages, and
contains 303 separate recommendations. Before examining those which most closely relate to
the curbing of the substantial problems associated with discovery, it may be-helpful to look at
the existing system, in order to high-light the differences between the respective systems for the
administration of justice in England and Wales, and the US. The exchange of ideas without the
benefit of a basic understanding of these differences would be wasted.

4 Intcrim report, Chapter 3

5 Interim Report, Chapter 3, paras 13 - 15

6 Interim Report, Chapter 3, para 28.

Interim Report . Chapter 3, para 26.
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2. Two common law systems divided by....

The key differences between civil litigation in the US and in England can be summarised by the
following list:

* access to justice
* costs
* contingency fees
* jjuries
* punitive damages
* class actions / mass torts
* discovery.

Each bears closer examination.

(i) Access to justice

The number of cases filed each year in England and Wales is falling'. There may be a number
of reasons for this, but as society becomes more complex, and its population increases, it seems
specious to suppose that the number of disputes between its members actually declines. It is hard
to believe that the disproportionate costs of litigation increasingly out of reach of more citizens,
does not have a prohibitive effect on the issue of proceedings.

(ii) Costs

Although the decision as to who will bear the costs of an action are entirely within the discretion
of the trial judge, a general principle almost invariably followed by English judges is that costs
'follow the event' - known as the English Rule. This means that the losing party will be ordered
to pay the costs of the successful party9 , as well as his own legal costs. Moreover, until the
conclusion of the case and often not before the successful party's solicitor has had his costs
'taxed' (ie approved by the court), the unfortunate party who has to bear all those costs will have
no accurate idea of what the final bill may be.

This system of 'costs transfer' according to the outcome of the case is not without fault. It raises
the stakes in litigation: once on the litigation treadmill, a party will reach a point where he can
ill-afford not to spend whatever it takes to avoid losing and thus picking up two sets of legal fees.
Thus, the litigant will use his lawyers to apply a sledge hammer to the cracking of a nut. The

In 1991. 3.7m plaints were entered in the county court This fell to 2.4m in 1995. In the Queens Bench, the number of writs
and originating summonses reached a high - a little over 360,000 - in 1990, falling to 154,000 in 1995. In terms of growth areas, there has
been an increase in delays, in the number of unrepresented litigants and in the number of actions against solicitors Sec Judicial Statistics
Annual Report of the Lord Chancellor's Department / 995

9 In fact, after costs have been taxed, the successful party will recover between one-half and two-thirds of the fees he actually pays
to his lawyers. He may have won, but not without some cost to himself.





English rule is more frequently an incitement to indulge in excessive and disproportionate
behaviour than it is a deterrent.

Furthermore, the loser-pays rule is relatively blunt and unweildy. It takes no account of the
conduct of the parties during the course of the litigation. It means that rarely, if ever, is the
question of the costs involved in each individual step in the litigation process ever brought into
focus - the courts and therefore parties lump all costs together and look at them globally only at
the end of the litigation.

In addition, the rule inhibits both the initiation and the defence of proceedings: a prospective
litigant may do his calculations and conclude that he cannot afford, whether as plaintiff or
defendant, to board the litigation ship in the first place, because of the added risk he assumes in
having to meet two sets of legal fees in the event of losing.

Pressure is building in some quarters for the US to adopt the 'English Rule', but resistance is
intense, and rightly so. The prospect of loser pays all calls in to question the availablity of
justice. As one member of both the English and Californian bars has noted, Americans are
concerned "that when the law ceases to be available for use by the public at large, this is the first
sign of its decay"' 0. On this test, English law is in real jeopardy already. As this paper attempts
to argue, the use of costs orders could provide a cure to the decay and a prevention for excessive
behaviour, including abusive discovery demands. However, only if the courts are prepared to
be more flexible and imaginative when using costs orders than the current English Rule permits
is a significant improvement likely.

(iii) Contingency fees

Although contingency fees are well established in the US for PI cases and increasingly common
in commercial cases, English lawyers were prohibited from charging on such a basis until very
recently ". Change has now come' 2 , but only in a very limited range of litigation . Most
significantly, such fee arrangements can be used in relation to personal injury litigation. Termed
'conditional fee agreements' they are puny compared to their transatlantic elder

10 Keith Evans Commercial Lawsyer February 1996 p 59

Contingency fees, in relation to contentious business, arc unlawful on the grounds of public policy: "[lit was suggested that
the only reason why 'contingency fees' were not allowed in England was because they offended against the criminal law as to champerty; and
that now that criminal liability is abolished, the courts are free to hold that contingency fees were lawful. I cannot accept this contention. The
reason why contingency fees are in general unlawful is that they are contrary to public policy as we understand it in England.' (Denning LJ
Trendiex Trading Corporation vCreditSumrse [198013 All ER 721 at 741). Not only were agreements as to contingency fees unenforceable,
but a solicitor entering into such an agreement would breach Law Society Rules and thus run the risk of disciplinary proceedings

12 Courts and Legal Services Act 1990. s58

1 3 The classes of litigation in which conditional fee agreements can be used are set out in the Conditional Fee Agreements Order
1995 (SI 1995/1694). They are limited to PI, human rights cases, winding up and administration orders and proceedings by a liquidator.
administrator or trustee in bankruptcy There was considerable pressure on the Govemment department responsible for drafting the secondary
legislation ( the Lord Chancellor's Department) to include debt recovery work. This was resisted. Lobbying on behalf of the profession and
clients continues in an effort to extend the scope of conditional fee agreements to cover debt recovery.
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brother, providing merely for a 'success uplift" 4 payable in the event of winning, on agreed fees
which would be payable in any event. It has been said that more than 50% of the British public
have no real access to the civil courts'5. Too affluent to qualify for Legal Aid'6, and not affluent
enough to pay lawyers themselves, they are caught in a legal poverty trap. Perhaps this is why
the number of actions started each year is falling. In America, the civil law is seen as accessible
by all - a laudable principle, and one very much endorsed by the Woolf Report. It is a principle
which is given real meaning by the contingency fee principle. However, whether conditional fee
agreements will contribute greatly to increasing access to the courts is doubtful: the 'success
uplift' means the client is still required to find and to pay what may be a substantial sum, win or
lose.

(iv) Juries

In England, the role of juries has for many years been limited to finding fact in criminal trials.
The use of juries in any form of civil litigation is almost unheard of". The only type of civil
litigation in which they are cast as a player is in defamation cases. Even there, their use has come
in for substantial criticismS, as they have retained the power to award very substantial damages.
On the face of it, these look remarkably like punitive damages, or, as they are generally referred
to in England, 'exemplary damages'.

(v) Punitive damages

Other than in a very limited number of circumstances, exemplary or punitive damages are not
available in England'9 .

14 To a maximum of 100% of agreed fees which are payable in any event.

" - Civil Litigation is in a state ofcrisis....While criticism of the cost of legal services and delays in the court process are hardly
new they have recently taken on a renewed urgency...The combination of increases in the cost of legal services and the lack of effective access
to the courts for the vast majority of its citizens has created a crisis for the govemment. the judiciary and the profession." (Glasser,C.; The
Litigant 1994).

16 State-funded legal assistance. In 1991/92, the net cost ofcivil matrimonial proceedings was £241m. This rose to £350m
in 1993/94. and continues to grow.

17 Indeed their role in some criminal trials. particularly complex fraud cases, has been pressure for some time Although their use
has been retained, it is once again coming under renewed pressure as questions about the manner in which complex fraud is dealt with by the
justice system.

is In spite ofcalls for reform of the use ot'jurics in defamation trials, the Defamation Act 1996 has not dealt with the principle
problem ofjuries making erratic and often very large awards of damages. The Act contains no specific provisions to limit awards of damages.
However, provision is made for the defendant to offer to make amends', by way of correction and/or compensation Whether or not such an
offer is made, and the suitability and sufficiency ol'such, is a matter which the court can take into account, and may reduce or increase the
amount of compensation accordingly

19 Exemplary damages are only exceptionally permitted - cg where there is express statutory authority, oppressive behaviour by
govemment servants or objectionable conduct calculated to result in profit. "Where a defendant ...with a cynical disregard for a plaintiff's
rights has calculated that the money to be made out of his wrong doing will probably exceed the damages at risk, it is necessary for the law
to show that it cannot be broken with impunity ..... Devlin LJ. Rookes v Barnard { 19641 AC 1129. In this case, the House of Lords took the
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(vi) Class actions / mass torts

The English courts have no specific procedures for the conduct of complex class actions,
although the judges claim "a broad and flexible power to adopt new procedures which will
promote the ends ofjustice"2 0. As a result of major disasters such as the Kings Cross station fire
and product liability problems, the courts have had to deal with increasing numbers of class
actions. The infancy of this type of action makes it still something of a novelty, albeit less so
with the passage of time.

(vii) Discovery

Unlike the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure governing discovery in federal cases, English
procedural rules of discovery can be neither modified nor ignored by local courts. In England,
two sets of court rules apply: County Court Rules to all smaller, less complicated matters
proceeding in county courts; and the Rules of the Supreme Court for all the more complex issues
pending in the High Court and higher appeal courts. There is substantial similarity in these rules
and there is no need to distinguish between the two for current purposes.

Although in England the term 'discovery' means the disclosure of documents only, and in this
sense has a much more restrictive meaning, English and American lawyers share several tools
for discovering the facts relevant to a matter. For instance - disclosure and production of
documents, interrogatories, notices to admit/requests for admissions are all tools used in England
to get at the facts of a case. Depositions are known to English civil litigation, but are of such
limited application as to be hardly used at all21. In an effort to limit 'trial by ambush', which is
the evil to which all discovery weapons were originally directed, the use of witness statements
was introduced in 198622. Prepared by a party's own lawyers, and now exchanged with the other
party before trial, they stand as evidence-in-chief. For fear that courts will allow neither
amendment nor supplementation after exchange, a great deal of 'lawyering' goes into their
preparation. The end product rarely bears much resemblance to the witness's own words. What
was an attempt to reduce trial costs has resulted in the front loading of costs to a ridiculous
degree in cases which are often settled before trial.

opportunity to review the whole doctrine of punitive or exemplary damages. Such damages first made their appearance in England in the mid
eighteenth century: Huckle v Money (I1763) 2 Wils.KB. 205 and Wilkes v Wood (1763) Lofft I. They became a regular feature of tort actions,
although never of contract, The House of Lards took the opportunity in Rookes v Barnard of removing "an anomaly from the law of
England" (at 1221) from most cases The principle argument against punitive damages is that, confusing the civil and criminal functions of
the law. they are anomalous in the civil sphere. It has ben said that to allow them 'contravenes every protection which has been evolved for
the protection of offenders" (Rcid LJ in Broome v Cassell & Co [ 1972] AC 1027, 1087 C-F).

20 Stcyn J. in Chzranowska vGlaxo Laboratories Ltd. The Times March 16 1990.

21 RSC Order 39. The court can order examination on oath when necessary for the purposes ofjustice. The provision is used
for witnesses who will be unable to attend trial or when evidence is sought abroad.

22 The Rules of the Supreme Court were amended by The Rules of the Supreme Court (Amendment No 2) 1986 (St 1986/1187).
and subsequently amended by SI 1988/1340 and SI 1992/1907 to provide for the exchange of statements.
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Although the tools of discovery may be similar, the scope and application of those tools is
considerably wider in the US than in England. For litigants in England, the very existence and
extent of a right of discovery currently depends against whom it is sought: a party, a prospective
party or a stranger/third party.

A. The right to discovery of documents andfacts

(i) Automatic discovery requires discovery of documents between the parties, without requests,
once pleadings are closed23 . It is worth noting that although amendments to pleadings are
permitted, the consent of court is needed for all but the first amendment2 4 . However, frequent
and very late amendments are all too common.

(ii) Pre-action discovery of documents is available with the consent of the court, but only in
cases of death and personal injury25, and even then, only when the documents to be produced are
necessary and described with care and precision . The result is that the use of pre-action
discovery as a means of undertaking a fishing expedition is limited. Resort is rarely26 had to pre-
action discovery.

(iii) Discovery of facts by interrogatories is available only against parties27; interrogatories can
be administered without leave of the court. They must relate to "any matter in question between
[the parties] in the cause or matter which are necessary either (a) for disposing fairly of the
matter, or (b) for saving costs."28 Interrogatories are not be allowed where-their object is to
obtain an admission of fact which can be proved at trial by the attendance of a witness who will
in any case be called at trial. Neither are they be allowed if designed to prove a cause of action
or defence not yet pleaded, or to establish an action against a third party.

(iv) Discovery of documents or facts against a stranger is generally not available. It is
available in very limited circumstances, such as in personal injury actions, against the treating
hospital, as opposed to the defendant Health Authority; and in tort cases where the third party
has provided facilities for the commission of the wrong but is himself not personally liable. If
documents are required from a third party, it is necessary to issue a subpoena duces tecum2 9 and
require attendance at trial, or at a nominal trial date set in advance of the actual trial date.

23 RSC, Order 24 r. I

24 RSC, Ordcr 20 rr I & 3

25 RSC Order 24 r. 7A: Supreme Court Act 1981 s33(2)

26 This is a term uscd relatively

27 RSC Order 26 r I

28 RSC Order 26

29 RSC Order 3S rrl4 - 19
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(v) Oddly enough, inspection, preservation and testing of property is available both before
and after commencement of proceedings, and against both parties and strangers3 0.

(vi) There is no duty to disclose the identity of individuals likely to have discoverable
information relevant to disputed facts alleged in the pleadings.

B. The obligation of discovery of documents

An on-going obligation

The obligation to give automatic discovery of documents3 ' is ongoing throughout the litigation
process. It requires the production of documents which are relevant, no matter at what time they
come into the possession, custody or power of the party under the obligation3 2 . This can mean
that in an action which includes a claim for prospective loss of earnings, the plaintiff is under an
obligation to tell his opponent if and when he obtains a lucrative contract of employment, at any
time up to and including trial.

An obligation on whom?

The principle obligation to disclose relevant documents is on the party to the litigation. Failure
to honour this obligation can result in the party's pleading being dismissed or struck out, and
even in the party being committed for contempt3 3.

However, his solicitor is under an onerous duty to ensure this occurs. Very early in the litigation
process, clients must be advised of the duty and its breadth. They must be told- of the importance
of not destroying -or tampering with material which might possibly be dicloseable34 , and of the
need to take positive steps to ensure the material is preserved35 . There is a duty to notify the
court and in some circumstances to withdraw from acting in

30 RSC Order 29 r 2-7A

3 1 This term is not limited to material written on paper. It includes anything upon which evidence or information is recorded in
such a way as to be intelligible to the senses or capable of being made so by the use of equipment. The term also includes photocopies of
documents. as well as their originals

32 This principle contained in RSC Order 24 is linked to the principle in Order 18 rr 8 & 9 that a party must not seek to take his
opponent by surprise or, in failing to disclose relevant documents, mislead the Court or his opponent into believing that full discovery has been
given See RSC Order 24 rl,

33 RSC Order 24 rl6

34 Rockwell Machine Tool Co LidvEP Barrus (Concessionaires) Ltd[1968] 2 All ER98

Infiabrics Ltd v Jaytex Lid [ 19851 FSR 75 at 79: "It is not enough simply to give instructions."
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cases where a client fails to comply with proper advice as to discovery. 36 "It cannot be too
clearly understood that solicitors owe a duty to the court, as officers of the court, carefully to go
through the documents disclosed by their client to make sure, as far as possible, that no relevant
documents have been omitted from their clients' [discovery]"37. Failure to comply with this duty
can render the solicitor subject to disciplinary proceedings or to committal3".

An obligation to disclose what?

A party to an action must3 disclose all documents which are in his possession, custody or power
and which 'relate to matters in question in the action'40. This goes to the questions in the action,
and not to the subject matter of the action. However, the net is wider than might first be
supposed.

Currently, four categories4 1 of document have to be disclosed:
(1) the parties' own documents upon which they rely;
(2) adverse documents of which a party is aware and which affect his own case or support
another party's case;
(3) other 'background' documents, which though relevant, may not be necessary for the fair
disposal of the case;
(4) 'train of inquiry' documents, which may lead to a train of inquiry enabling a party to advance
his own case or damage his opponent's, of the type referred to in Peruvian Guano 42.

On this test the range of potentially relevant and thus discoverable documents is almost
unlimited. The disclosing party has to review and list all such documents, while the other
party has to read them. In all probability, only a very small number of those documents will

36 Myers v Elman [1940] AC 282 at pp 293-4, 300-301 & 322-3.

37 Woods v Martins bank Ltd [I 959JI QB 55. 60

3s8 SC Order 24 r 1 6

This requirement applies automatically, unless the parties have agreed between themselves, or an application has been made
to court and an order made, to limit or dispense with discovery

40 RSC Order 24 rr 1. 2, 3 & 7 use slightly different terminology when referring to what material must relate for it to be
discoverable. Thus, r. I (mutual discovery of documents) says 'relating to matters in question in the action'; r.2 (automatic discovery without
court order) says 'relating to any matter in question between them in the action'; r.3 (court order for discovery) - 'relating to any matter in
question in the cause or matter'; r.7 (specific discovery) - 'relates to one or more of the matters in question in the cause or matter'.

41 Identified in the Final report, chapter 12, para 38.

42 The current test for relevance was established by Brett U in Compagnme Financiere du Pactfique v Peruvian Guano Co (1882)
11 QBD 55. It requires discovery of "...every document... which not only would be evidence upon any issue, but also which, it is reasonable

to suppose. contains information which may - not which must -either directly or indirectly enable the party [applying for discovery] either
to advance his own case or damage that of his adversary... a document can properly be said to contain information which may enable [that
party] either to advance his own case or to damage the case of his adversary, if it is a document which may fairly lead him to a train of enquiry
which may have either of these two consequences". Note that this test does not limit the discoverable material to that which is admissible in
evidence.
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ever be used in court to affect the outcome of the case. However, the test facilitates oppressive
behaviour. It is from this broad definition of what is discoverable, and in particular the inclusion
of documents which are indirectly relevant, that many of the real and perceived problems of
excessive discovery in English actions stem.

4. Abuses of discovery in England

"By tradition, the conduct of civil litigation in England and Wales, as in other common law
jurisdictions, is adversarial ....The main responsibility for the initiation and conduct rests with the
parties...The role of the judge is to adjudicate the issues selected by the parties when they choose
to present them to the court.... Without effective judicial control, however, the adversarial process
is likely to encourage an adversarial culture and to degenerate into an environment in which the
litigation process is too often seen as a battlefield where no rules apply. There is no effective
control of [the parties'] worst excesses. Indeed the complexity of the present rules facilitates the
use of adversarial tactics....The rules are flouted on a vast scale...The main procedural tools for
conducting litigation effectively have each become subverted from their proper purpose......

The Interim Report lists, very succinctly, the major ills in England's civil procedure: "pleadings
often fail to state the facts as the rules require. This leads to...the failure to establish the issues
in the case at a reasonably early stage ..... Witness statements, a sensible innovation aimed at
a "cards on the table" approach, have in a very short time begun to follow the same route as
pleadings, with the draftsman's skill often used to obscure the original words of the witness....
Instead of the [expert witness] assisting the court to resolve technical problems, delay is caused

by the unreasonable insistence on going to unduly eminent members of the profession and
evidence is undermined by the partisan pressure to which party experts are subjected.... The
scale of discovery, at least in the larger cases, is completely out of control. The principle of full,
candid disclosure in the interests of justice has been devalued because discovery is pursued
without sufficient regard to economy and efficiency in terms of the usefulness of the information
which is likely to be obtained from the documents disclosed.... In the majority of cases the
reasons for delay arise from a failure to progress the case efficiently, wasting time on peripheral
issues or procedural skirmishing to wear down an opponent....Excessive discovery and the use
of experts in heavy demand both contribute to this delay...

The critical condition of the system is such that Lord Woolf believes "... there is no alternative
to a fundamental shift in the responsibility for the management of civil litigation from litigants
and their legal advisers to the courts.... A change of this nature will involve not only a change in
the way cases are progressed within the system. It will require a radical
change of culture for all concerned...." 45

43 Inrim Report. Chapter 3. paras 4 to 8

Interim Report, Chapter 3. paras 8 to I8.

Interim Report, Chapter 4, para 2
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With increased responsibility for management of cases, there will have to be an increased
readiness to apply costs orders much more flexibly. The 'automatic exercise of discretion' in
favour of the successful litigant, regardless of his conduct throughout the litigation process, will
have to cease. Judges will have be more discriminating when applying costs orders so as to
encourage a responsible and proportionate-approach to litigation and to punish excessive and
oppressive conduct aimed at wearing down an opponent.

If Lord Woolf s recommendations are implemented, the landscape of civil litigation will be
fundamentally different46 .

5. The Woolf proposals for reform

The bedrock on which all the reforms are set is that the civil justice system should enable the
courts to deal with cases justly, according to the principles of"'

* equality - between the parties
* economy - in the use of resources
* proportionality - with regard to the amount at stake, importance of the case,

complexity of issues and the parties' financial position
* expedition; and
* the need to allocate court resources to other cases.

Rule I of the draft new Rules48 imposes an obligation on the courts and the parties to further the
overriding objective of dealing with cases justly, according to these principles.

Over this, certain features will dominate: litigation will be less adversarial and more cooperative,
less complex, more responsive to the needs of litigants, and will encourage parties to avoid
litigation wherever possible. Parties will be required to 'put their cards on the table early in
disputes, often before litigation is started49. Pleadings will be simplified and made to cast the
facts clearly and succinctly, so as to facilitate early definition of the issues.

Responsibility for the management of cases will shift from the parties, to the courts. Although
the adversarial system will remain, it will have been denuded and eroded. Case management
looms large in the new landscape: it is central to Lord Woolf s recommendations, and central to

46 Final Report. Overview. para 8

See Draft Civil Proceedings Rules. July 1996

48 Draft Civil Proceedings Rules, July 1996

For some time. there has been provision for defendants to make formal others to settle before a matter comes to trial. See RSC
Order 22 for payments into court and Calderbank' letters, aimed at encouraging settlement. The rules are such that if the offer is not accepted,
and at judgment its terms are not bentcred, then the plaintiff is invariably penalised as to costs. Woolf proposes to make the rules more flexible.
The ability to make an offer to settle will be extended to the plaintiff. Offers need not await the issue of proceedings: the rules will encourage
either party to a dispute to make an otTer before proceedings have been issued. To encourage the acceptance of reasonable offers, a party who
fails to accept an offer which is not equalled or bettered at trial may face an award of enhanced costs and interest being made against him.
Unreasonable behaviour will invite jeopardy.





controlling the expense of litigation".

As discovery is often the largest single cost factor in litigation, both in terms of legal expenses
and the diversion of management resources, exercising control over the process will be central
to successfully reducing both the apparent and hidden costs of litigation.

Crucial to managing the new landscape is the control of costs and the use of costs orders in a
flexible and much more imaginative way than has previously been known in England. Costs will
be used more directly and more often as a means not only of sanctioning parties, but of
influencing them in advance of a particular course of action. The new regime will be supported
by effective sanctions, including orders for costs in a fixed sum payable immediately.

Case management

"[Case management will] ... include identifying the issues in the case; summarily disposing of v

some issues and deciding in which order other issues are to be resolved; fixing timetables for
the parties to take particular steps in the case; and limiting disclosure and expert evidence. These
are all judicial functions. They are extensions backwards in time of the role of the trial judge."5"
Cases will be allocated to one of the three tracks: small claims, fast-track or multi track,
depending on their value and complexity52 . 'Procedural judges'5 3 will take over responsibility
for the management of cases. Case management conferences will be commonplace, where
issues and evidential matters will be dealt with, and schedules drawn up for the efficient and
proportionate management of cases. 4

50 Woolf describes the introduction of judicial cast management as crucial to the new system He has been significantly
influenced by developments in the US, New Zealand and Canada. The Commercial Court in England has used case management, in for
example the Lloyd's litigation. The regime which Woolf aims to introduce will be more extensive than this however, and will affect all courts.

Final report Chapter I para 14

52 Small claims - to value of £3000. Fast track for claims £3000 - £10,000, or more of not complicated: Multi-track for other
matters. They can subsequently be transferred to another. One of the issues which the court will be bound to consider on either occasion is
the wishes of the parties. However, it should be noted that the court can impose conditions as to the management of a claim or as to liability
for costs when doing so.

53 Of which Woolf says: .the procedural judge is not a new type ofjudge. It is a function, not a title " Final Report. Chapter
8 para 13

5 There will not, however, be a single judge assigned to each case: there will be no 'single docket' system, which at least ensures
maximum continuity. Concemed that effecting this would be impossible without reducing flexibility in deployment of judges, Woolf
recommends that judges will work in teams, and cases will be assigned to teams ofjudges, perhaps with a 'procedural judge' and the intended
trial judge in the team on larger cases, and in smaller and fast-track cases, where it is unlikely to prove possible to identify intended trial judges
sufficiently far in advance, teams will probably have to be bigger.
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Pleadings - a new breed

Currently, pleadings are often misused and frequently fail to serve their intended purpose".
Their basic function - to state succinctly the facts relied upon"6 - all too often disappears from
view as parties obscure issues and deliberately obfuscate their opponents. Original pleadings are
often superseded by amendments and further and better particulars. Courts routinely fail to
police pleadings so as to encourage brevity and clarification of issues at an early stage. One of v
the effects of this is that, as issues remain ill-defined, the scope of discovery remains unbounded.

Woolf proposes to restore to primacy the basic function of pleadings. Clear and concise V
statements of facts will enable both the parties and the court to define the true issues at the heart
of the dispute early on, with little or no need for further exchanges in the form of requests for
further and better particualrs, notices to admit or interrogatories"'.

To this end, both the 'claimant' and the defendant will be required to set out in a single document
all the material matters on which they rely, including facts, remedy sought and a list of
documents necessary to the case58"

Parties will be encouraged to produce a provisional list of issues in the matter. Case conferences
will be used to clarify factual allegations. If possible, an agreed statement of issues in dispute will
be produced at the case management conference, which will supercede the pleadings. Should
further uncertainty about issues arise, perhaps out of discovery, parties should cooperate and
failing this, seek assistance from the court. Equally, if a party is faced with a request which he
considers vexatious, for example an array of questions whose quantity suggests they are intended
merely to be burdensome, or a failure to respond to a reasonable request for information, he can
seek an order from the court dispensing with his need to deal with it"9.

In this way, issues will be clarified early in the proceedings, which will enable the parties and
the court to deal with the matters, including discovery, expeditiously and with economy

Interim Report, Chapter 20

56 RSC Order 18 r.7

57 Interim report Chapter 20, para I1

58 Thus, the statement of claim will set out, succinctly, the nature of the claim, the facts relied upon and the remedy sought It
will also identify any document necessary to the plaintiffs case, and include a certificate of belief in the truth of the contents of the statement.
tnade by the claimant or his legal representative. Other optional matters may also be included, such as a specification of any matter of law
relied upon. the identity of any witness he intends to call and short summary of the evidence such a witness will give. The defendant's
statement must list the allegations admitted, dented or doubted, with reasons for this, and his own versionrof events if different from that of
the claimant. He must say why he disputes the claimant's alleged right to a remedy, the claimant's assessment of value and damages. It too
must contatn a certificate of belief in the contents. See draft Rules 7 - 9.

Interim report. chapter 20. para 13
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Discovery

Disclosure of documents

The bounds of discovery in each case should be made more readily discernible by the early
definition of issues. The general scope of documentary discovery, both in terms of what may be
sought and what must be disclosed, will be curtailed by new rules.

Of the four categories of document which currently have to be disclosed, in future only
categories (1) and (2)6° - documents relied upon or those of which a party is aware and are

materially adverse - will be automatically available under 'standard disclosure'. Material which
falls into categories (3) and (4) - 'background story' and 'train of inquiry' documents - will have
to be sought by court order, by way of 'extra' or 'specific' disclosure. When considering whether
to make an order for specific disclosure, the court must decide whether specific disclosure is
necessary in order to dispose fairly of the claim or to save costs. It must have regard (a) to the
likely benefit of specific disclosure; (b) to the likely cost of specific disclosure; and (c) to
whether thefinancial resources of the party against whom the order would be made are likely
to be sufficient to enable the party to comply with any such order.

Note that the obligation to make standard disclosure will remain continuous during
proceedings6 '.

Pre-action discovery

Woolf proposes 62 to extend pre-action disclosure of documents by prospective parties to all
cases63. It will not be automatic: application will have to be made to the court. Even then, it will
be limited to specified documents which can be shown to be in the hands of the respondent, who
must be likely to be the defendant in prospective proceedings. Furthermore, the applicant must
show that the documents sought are relevant to a potential claim. In determining this question,
the court will apply the same rigorous cost-benefit tests as in normal post-issue applications for
specific disclosure. As for pre-action discovery against a stranger or third party, this will be
available only in respect of personal injury and death-related claims64 .

60 See page 9, above

61 Rule 27.12

62 Final Report Chapter 12 paras 47-50.

63 Currcntly it is available only in personal injury and death actions.

6 Final Rcport Chapter 12, para 51-52
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Witness statements

To deal with the "overlawyering" of witness statements engendered by fear that witnesses will
be permitted neither to depart from nor supplement the text, Woolf proposes to allow reasonable
flexibility in amplifying witness statements. If this fails to restrain lawyers from 'gilding the lily'
and 'grossly overdone drafting', wasted costs orders are likely: the lawyer will pay. Statements
will be in the witness's own words, stated as such and signed65 .

* Costs & Sanctions6 6

In his interim report, Lord Woolf referred to the problems faced by the opponents of litigants
funded by Legal Aid. In such cases, there is a virtual inability of the successful but unassisted
party to recover costs from a legally aided party. The usual rules of 'costs transfer', or costs
following the event, do not apply6". But he notes68 that greater liability to costs orders could
result in the Legal Aid Board being more discriminating as to how its funds are used (for
example, when there is an offer of settlement). There is nothing to suppose that the principle of
greater exposure to costs orders leading to a more discriminating approach in conducting
litigation is applicable only to English legally aided persons. The authors would suggest that it
is universally applicable. After all, it is merely a process to make litigants accept responsibility
for their actions. But this basic social requirement seems to have got lost somewhere in the
development of the English civil justice system. In administering civil justice, the English courts
have largely chosen to ignore this simple principle. Wrapped up in obtaining the correct legal
answer and providing a remedy for legal wrongs, the courts have ignored procedural
irresponsibility encountered along the way. And in doing so, injustice and unfairness has been
allowed to take root.

It is time that this oversight was remedied, and it is hoped that the Woolf reforms will facilitate
this. They are certainly intended to: "[c]osts are of great importance to my Inquiry because the
ability of the court to make orders as to costs is the most significant and regularly used sanction
available. The court's power to make appropriate orders as to costs can deter litigants from
behaving improperly or unreasonably and encourages them to behave responsibly. Costs orders
can also have a salutary effect on members of the legal profession. Costs are central to the
changes I wish to bring about."6 9

65 When the Civil Evidence Act 1995 comes in to force. hearsay evidence wvill become admissible, and thus witness statement
will be able to refer to matters not within the direct knowledge or observation of the witness, although it should be clear what is the source
of knowledge. information or belief upon which the witness relies.

66 In the speech referred to Lord Woolf preferred to use the word "incentives".

67 There is a very limited power for the court to make a costs order against the legally aided litigant personally (Legal Aid Act
1988 sl7(l)) and an exceptional powerto make a costs order against the Legal Aid Fund (Legal Aid Act 1988 s 18(2)). They are scarcely used.

68 Interim report, chapter 25. para 27.

69 Final report Chapter 7. paras 4 & 5.
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Ironically, although Woolf sees costs as "the most serious problem besetting our litigation
system"", he also sees costs as central to solving its problems: they afford a means of controlling
the excesses of parties battling in an adversarial system.

To this end, Lord Woolf recommends a departure from the dual concepts to which English
courts are wedded: that costs should be treated as a whole and should follow the event7". Instead,
regard should be had to the manner in which the successful party has conducted the proceedings
and the outcome of individual issues. Attention should be given to identifying areas where costs
have been incurred unnecessarily and to excess"2 . Judges must be prepared to scrutinise the
parties' conduct, adopt greater flexibility and make more detailed orders than they are
accustomed to do now73. In short, they must abandon the clumsy, blunt instrument of the old
rules, and take up a much finer, sharper and incisive tool - a tool which parties cannot ignore,
which they will respect as having an immediate effect upon their pockets.

As yet, draft Rules on costs have not been published. However what is clear from the approach
taken in the Final Report is that judges will be afforded the widest possible discretion as to costs
in order to encourage the conduct of litigation in a proportionate manner and to discourage
excess. Where one of the parties is unable to afford a particular procedure, the court, if it
decides that procedure is to be followed, should be entitled to make its order conditional upon
the other side meeting the difference in the costs of the weaker party, whatever the outcome. The
court should be able to order payment of interim costs in cases where the opponent has
substantially greater resources and where there is a reasonable likelihood that the weaker party
will be entitled to costs at the end of the case74. The court may make a wasted costs order; it may
assess costs or direct them to be taxed and may order them to be paid immediately; or it might
order interim costs of an amount fixed by the court to be paid within a specified time's.

Conclusion

In a speech7 6 delivered between the publication of the Interim Report and this Final report, Lord
Woolf said

"In a situation where a streamline procedure is possible but where that procedure

70 Interim report, Chapter 25, para 1.

71Thc 'English rule'.

72 Final Report, Chapter 7 , para 8, page 79

3 Final Report, Chapter 7, para 24, page 83

Final report Chapter 7, page 89

75 Draft Rulcs, Rule 5.2

76 The Child & Co Lecture, hosted by the Council for Legal Education, 19 February 1996: "Thc Future of Civil Justice" by Lord
Woolf.
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is only acceptable to one side and the other side has good reason for
recommending a more complex process, then the court should be able to direct
the complex procedure on condition that the more powerful litigant pays the
additional costs of both sides in any event. In this way the litigant with limited
means will not be exposed to excessive costs which he cannot afford and the other
party will have every incentive to keep the costs as low as possible".

The reference to the 'powerful litigant' and 'the litigant of limited means' must be read in the
light of one of the major problems in English civil courts: the powerful corporation using its
greater resources to overwhelm the 'small man', the individual litigant of much smaller means.
It is the US problem turned on its head, and it exists because most people in England do not have
recourse to funding for litigation. The average English citizen does not have access to private
capital or public subsidy to fund his fight. He has nothing approaching the credit provided for
litigation by lawyers working on a contingency fee basis. With no funds, he is weak in the face
of the corporation whose resources are undoubtedly greater and legal expenses tax deductible.
The English problem is the abuse ofpower - that is the exercise of power without corresponding
responsibility - by the 'big guns'.

The exercise of power with responsibility can be encouraged (and irresponsibility sanctioned)
by attaching a price to the exercise of power. If the litigant with more muscle wants to seek
more extensive discovery than seems warranted, then he should be allowed to do so on condition
that he pays for the privilege at the time he puts his opponent to the trouble. If it transpires that
the exercise was justified, then the costs order can be reversed. In this way, the parties'
autonomy remains intact while judges cannot be accused of unfairly limiting a party's
investigations on a superficial understanding of the case. With the right to litigate goes a
responsibility for the manner in which the litigation is conducted. The effective use of costs
orders, applied judiciously and early enough, should act as a brake on the activities of the more
powerful litigant. -Having to pay will generate a pause for thought, for reflection and evaluation
of whether the steps proposed are necessary and consistent with the just, expeditious,
economical and proportionate disposal of the case. In this way, the problems associated with
automatic costs transfer - the encouragement of disproportionate and abusive behaviour, the
inhibition of participation in the legal process - might be avoided.

The distribution of power between respective types of litigant may be different in the US. But
the same principles can be used to control abuse of that power: it does not matter in whose hands
it rests. The systems of civil justice in the US and in England have much in common. There are
differences, from which lessons can be learned on either side of the Atlantic. As England learns
from the US and borrows case management, perhaps in return a recommendation might be
ventured. The English Rule on costs transfer is not to be commended. Its very rigidity
encourages abuse and discourages citizens and corporations from exercising and protecting their
rights. A system of costs transfer which takes account of the outcome of individual issues in a
case and the conduct of the parties during the litigation process has much more to be said for it
as a tool for serving justice.

* John Heaps is a partner and Kathryn Taylor a solicitor in the firm of solicitors Eversheds, UK
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1 Memorandum

2 June 10, 1996

3 To: The Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure

4 From: Patrick E. Higginbotham., Chair
S Civil Rules Advisory Committee

S Re: Civil .Rule 23 Proposal

7 I

*8 The Advisory Committee on Civil Rules sent forward in late

. 9 April requests to publish for comment various changes to Rule 23.

10 This request came after more than four years of work, including

11 participation in numerous conferences and institutes, most held at

12 our urging and attended by hundreds of practicing lawyers,

13 representatives of Congress, state and federal judges, and law

14 professors. We have at every turn solicited the views of

is interestid persona.

16 Now, on the eve of the meeting of the Standing Committee, a

17 number of distinguished academics express concerns. With few

18 exceptions, these concerns are addressed to the Standing Committee,

19 and not to the Advisory Committee. We welcome this comment, late

20 as it is, but its manner and timing of presentation raise serious

21 questions of process and orderly rule making, giving the perception

.22 of a preemptive strike on the comment period. Open and candid

23 discussion has been the hallmark of our work, and public comment is

24 an essential part of that process, assuring that access extend

25 beyond the small numbers of cognoscenti.

26 The effort taxes process all the more because it would deny

27 public comment upon possible rule changes uniquely demanding of
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28 experience for -their- asaesaments; uniquely demanding a keen

-29 awareness of- real world effects and function. With respect, this

30 Standing committee -has yet to hear from those with much to say

31 about function, those with actual experience, the judges and

32. lawyers who must-admidm.ifter the rules with the responsibility of

33 decision making.

34 The issues attending c1a s actions a-re difficult and divisive,

35 exposing deep political differences. There are no easy choices.

36 This difficulty magnifies, the need for rational and considered

37 judgment for which orderly process is essential. Our process can

38 produce more underatanding, clarity, and sounder rules, but it is

39 a process that must be respected. Group petitions abuse process.

40 The considered views of thoughtful persons facilitate the process.

-41 It is essential that petitions to deny public comment in this

42 manner be viewed with caution. As I will explain, those who

43 petition express nothing not considered by the Advisory Commictee

44 and those who attended its sessions, including representatives of

45 the American College of Trial Lawyers and the American Bar

46 Association,

47 II

48 We turn to the several letters to the Standing Committee

49 - addressing the Civil Rule Advisory Committee proposal to publish

50 revisions of Civil Rule 23 for public comment.' They raise several

The letters in hand at the time of drafting thismemorandum include letters from Professor Paul D. Carrington (May
21); Professors Arthur R. Miller and David L. Shapiro (May 23), a
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51 issues. These issues cluster around two aspects of the proposal:

52 the Rule 23 (b) (4) provision for "settlement classes" and the Rule

53 23 (b) (3) (F) -provision for weighing the probable relief to

54 individual class members against the costs and burdens of class

5S- litigation. - All oSf tbsae issues have been considered by the

56 Advisory Committee, usually in the same form. The deliberated

57 conclusion of the Advisory Committee was that the proposed

58 revisions would make useful improvements. More adventuresome

59 proposals were vut aside.. The Committee also put aside the attempt

60 to provide more detailed directions to district courts in the

61 (b) (4) and (b) 43) (F) proposals. Detailed summaries of the

62 Committee's views are provided in the Minutes for the last several

63 Committee meetings. This response provides a brief summary of the

64 Committee's conclusions as to the major issues raised by these

65 letters.

66 First, a general observation: virtually all the concerns

67 regarding "settlement classes" erroneously- attack proposals the

68 Advisory Committee does not make. Much of the comment offered is

69 the familiar debate over the relative use of text and notes.

70 Asserted lack of clarity of expression often reflects policy

71 differences. This becomes clear when the desired detail requested

72 in the letter simply urges that the proposal reach further, such as

73 prohibiting futures classes. Again , the changes offered for

74 public comment expressly do not address the difficult issues'

16-Professor Steering Committee (May.28); Professor Susan P. Koniak
(May 28); and Professor Robert G. Bone (May 29).
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'75 attending "futures classes", nor do they dispense with the notice

76 and opt out rights of (b)(3) nor the prerequisites of 23(a). The

77 notes and text make this clear. Nonetheless much of the criticism

78 makes the assumption that the proposals do some or all of these

79 things.2 Moat-of these issues are now before appellate courts.

80 Laden as they are with difficult issues of case or controversy and

81 other vexing social choices, the Advisory Committee was persuaded

82 that they were best left to case development, encouraged by the

83 provision for appeals of class certification contained in the

84 package and largely ignored in these recent submissions to the

85 Standing Committee.

86 II

87 Rule 23(b)(4): Settlement Classes

88 Most of the attention focuses on the Rule 23(b)(4) proposal to

89 recognize settlement class practice. This proposal authorizes

90 certification of a (b)(3) class for purposes of settlement, even

91 though the same class might not be certified for purposes of

92 litigation. It requires that the class meet all the prerequisites

93 of subdivision 23 (a), and also that the class satisfy the

94 predominance and superiority requirements of subdivision (b) (3).

95 All of the incidents of (b) (3) classes apply, including the notice

96 and opt-out provisions of subdivision (c) (2). The proposal is

97 further limited by the requirement that certification be sought by

2 See letters of Professors Sam Estreicher (attached) and
Eric D. Green (earlier furnished).
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98 "the parties to a settlements It does not address settlement

99 class certification under subdivisions (b)(1) or (b)(2).

100 The Steering Committee letter rests in part on the erroneous

101 belief that proposed subdivision (b)(4) authorizes certification of

102 a settlement -class "when the requirements of (b) (3)- are not

103 satisfied." The intention of providing for "certification under

104 subdivision (b)(3)" was to provide for certification of a (b)(3)

105 class that meets all of the requirements for certifying a (b)(3)

log class. The only point of the proposal is to ensure that the

107 prospect of settlement can be considered in determining whether a

108 proposed class satisfies the prerequisites of subdivision (a) and

109 the requirements of subdivision (b) (3). "Under" was used in place

110 of "pursuant to, in keeping with Bryan Garner's Guidelines for

111 Draftina and Editing Court Rules. If indeed clear communication

112 requires that more words be used, it is easily remedied.

113 The most important issue raised by the several letters is the

114 repeated insistence that the rule should provide more detailed

115 direction to district courts. It is urged that the many

116 difficulties that surround settlement class practice should not be

117 left "to relatively unconstrained trial judge discretion" (Steering

118 Committee, p. 3); that there are "controversial normative

119 questions" that "should be resolved in a uniform and centralized

120 wayO (Steering Committee, p. 3); that the draft is cast in

121 "minimalist terms" that do not provide necessary "limitations and

122 conditions' (Miller & Shapiro, p. 1); and that the draft "is

123 largely empty of content," and "cannot substitute for explicit
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124 limits and guidelines" (Bone, p. l).

125 The letters that so strongly suggest the need for detailed

126 direction do not suggest any starting points. This omission may in

127 part reflect the belief that 'the notion of the settlement class is

128 one that has only begun to make itself felt" (Miller & Shapiro, p.

129 2). Settlement classes however, are not new. One clear but

130 limited picture is provided by Willging, Hooper & Niemic, An

131 Empirical Study of Class actions in Four Federal Districts: Final

132 Report to the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules, 45-46 (January 17,

133 1996 draft). In the four districts studied for a two-year period,

134 152 cases were certified as class actions. 93 (61%) were certified

135 unconditionally; 59 (39%) were certified for settlement purposes

136 only, Of the 59 settlement classes, 28 -- nearly half -- seemed to

137 involve submission of a proposed settlement before or at the time

138 of the first motion to certify. Limited acceptance of settlement

139 classes was reflected in the 1985 Manual for Complex Litigation

140 Second § 30.45, pp. 242-244; ten years later, greater acceptance --

241 reflecting continuing development -- is reflected in the Manual for

142 Complex Litigation Third § 30.45, pp. 243-245.

v143 Although settlement classes are not new, the Committee could

144 not find any suitable basis to provide detailed directions that

145 would distinguish certification of settlement classes from

146 certification of litigation classes. This difficulty arises from

147 the continuing evolution of all class action practices, including

148 settlement class practices. it also arises from the fact that

149 settlement classes may be used across the full range of class

6
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-150 actions. The problems that arise from settlement classes are

251 -different in different settings. If no member of a '"small claims"

-3M -class would undertake individual litigation, the comparison is to

253 alternative modes of class disposition or complete nonenforcement.

154 -If manyinembers of a mass torts class could undertake individual

iss' litigation, and indeed may have done so, the comparison is to

156 individual litigation, consolidation on some nonclass basis, and

.157 alternative modes of class disposition. Rather than attempt to

158 craft "factors specifically designed for, settlement ciass actions"

1159 (Bone letter, p. 2), the Committee concluded that it is better to

2160- rely on the familiar prerequisites of subdivision (a) and the

161 factors listed in subdivision (b) (3). These factors, as they would

.162 be amended by the proposal, focus attention on the concerns common

163 to all class certifications, The only difference with a settlement

:164 clase is that the prerequisites and factors must be viewed from the

265 perspective of a specific proposed settlement.

166 The central question of settlement classes is in many ways the

267 same question as arises on settlement of a "litigation" class

J.8 -action. The court must evaluate the fairness and adequacy of the

169 settlement under Rule 23(e). The settlement class, however, may

170 -.-.. pose special dangers for the reasons pointed out in the letters.

171 T-hese same concerns were forcefully expressed to the Committee in

-172-- - several'settings, including a Institute of Judicial Administration

1713 - Symposium at New York University Law School where Professors Coffee

an- and-Koniak, members of the Steering Committee, presented papers on

252.- this topic. The Advisory Committee considered ways of addressing

7
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176 these concerns, either by separate terms in a settlement class

2177 provision or by more general terms in an amended Rule 23 (e). This

178 consideration never progressed to the stage of an articulated

173 draft. The problems are truly multifarious. Even a detailed rule

190.- would fail to reflect all the relevant concerns, much less capture~--

16-13 and control them. In the end, it was feared that incomplete

182 provisions would do more harm than good.

183 The difficulties of crafting substantially complete settlement

184 class provisions could easily- justify a decision to defer any

.185: action.-- .The Committee hesitated at the threshold for these

E56 reasons. Proposed Rule 23 b) (4) has been advanced, however, to

.187 ensure that the benefits of settlement class practice are not

188 obscured by the limit, clearly expressed in Georaine V. Amchem

103 Prodict !nc., 3d Cir. May 10, 1996, Nos. 94-1925 etc., that a

19D class can be certified for settlement purposes only if the same

191 - class would be certified for trial. Georai.e in fact limits

192 current practice, because the proposal requires that there be a

193 settlement agreement at the time certification is requested. This

194 requirement serves several purposes. It avoids the risk that

195 settlement terms may be influenced by the pressure of a class

196. ,-definition and an expectation of settlement. It reduces the risk

1R7 -that the same class definition may be carried forward for trial

.198. . -purposes without adequate reconsideration. And it ensures that

a199 *±here will be an opportunity to opt out of the class with knowledge

.-2 -.-of .the proposed settlement terms. Thus limited, the proposal

.flD sqpporta the benefits that may be reaped by settlement classes.

8
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202 Among these benefits are reduced transaction costs, comparable

203 treatment of those similarly situated, and protection of claimants

204 against limited-fund risks that cannot be met by certification

205 under subdivision (b)(1) (Bee, e.g., Bone letter, p. 1).

206 In addition to these issues addressed to the substance of the

207 settlement class proposal, the letters suggest two additional sets

208 of problems. The first set of problems may be described as the

209 justiciability and due process problems. The Committee is

210 satisfied that there are many uses of settlement classes that

211 involve genuine cases or controversies for purposes of Article III,

212 and that due process limits will be observed. The most troubling

213 questions in these areas involve attempts to settle claims arising

214 from "future injuries"; no attempt is made by the proposal to

215 resolve these questions. The other set of problems addresses the

216 limits of the Rules Enabling Act. Professor Carrington's letter is

217 the most detailed exploration of these problems. The only way to

218 avoid these problems entirely would be to declare that despite

219 widespread current practice and in the face of subdivision 23(e),

220 no class action may be settled. No one has advanced that

221 conclusion. If a litigation class claim can be settled, the

222 differences that characterize a settlement class do not change the

223 Enabling Act conclusion. Members of a settlement class may indeed

224 be better protected, because settlement of a litigation class may

225 first arise after expiration of the-opt-out period. A settlement

226 class also may reduce transaction costs in ways that could not be

227 achieved by a litigation class or smaller classes because of

9
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223 differences in predominance, manageability, and like concerns.

22- IV

230 Factor (b) (3\) (F)

231 The proposal adds a new factor (F) to the list of matters

232 pertinent to the predominance and superiority findings required in

233 certifying a (b) (3) class. This factor asks whether the probable

234 relief to individual class members justifies the costs and burdens

.233- -of class litigation.-

236 The questions the letters address to factor (F) are, in brief

237 compass, a- replay of the Advisory Committee deliberatlons. The

23X Committee recognizes the public enforcement values of small-claims

A239 class-actions. Earlier drafts included explicit consideration of

-240 the public values of class enforcement among the matters pertinent

241- -to the lb) (3) findings. This provision was deleted because it

:242 seemed to approach, and perhaps to invite, judicial evaluation of

243 the substantive policies underlying the class claim. The Committee

244 also recognized that public enforcement resources are not always

245 adequate, that failure to mount a public enforcement action may not

246 reflect an official determination that enforcement proceedings

247 would be. unwise. The motives that drive class-action

24S enforcement," however, may not coincide with the public interest.

-43 "-Courts,- the public, and other litigants pay a price when judicial

25O rresources are devoted to class actions. Defendants may find the

-251 -. costs of the proceedings and uncertainty as to the results so

_=S -daunting as to surrender to settlement demands that may reflect

10
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253 coercion, not disgorgement of the ill-gotten gains of lawbreaking.

:254 The Committee concluded that factor (F) is a desirable means of

255 anchoring -private enforcement through Rule 23 (b) (3) in private

256 benefits. When Congress has not authorized private enforcement in

257 the public, interest, and when public enforcement is not sought,

23SS factor (F) asks only that a court consider whether there is some

259 color of private benefit that justifies private enforcement-.

260 Citizens generally do not have standing to enforce the requirements

261 of the Constitution and of -federal statutes against federal

262 9officials. Class counsel and representatives should not be able to

263 -claim standing to enforce public values absent the private remedial

264 -benefit that traditionally justifies private adversary litigation.

265 -This view is squarely and properly challenged by the letters. The

266 choices are clear.

2-6-7 Conclusion

?268 'Professor Carrington points out (letter, p. 3) that for a

269 quarter of a century, successive Advisory Committees believed that

270 -'Rule 23 was not ripe for any consideration. In 1991, following a

271 report from the ad hoc committee to study asbestos litigation, the

272 Judicial Conference recommended that the Committee on Rules of

273 Practice and Procedure consider Rule 23 through the Advisory

* 274 --Comutee-. The Advisory Committee has undertaken a lengthy study

v27 Mft -c a :23-. The course of its work produced elaborate drafts that

7Z7 -:would have made far-reaching changes in Rule 23. Two quite

2s ---ldifferent drafts have been discussed with the Standing Committee to

2-W -,keep it abreast of the Advisory Committee's deliberations. The
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279 present proposals, advanced for publication and public comment, are

280 more modest. The Committee believes that these proposals are ripe

2so ret meaningful public consideration.

12 G: \PER\RUIK23 .PRO
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